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FOREWORD
In 1991 the IAEA held a conference on the Safety of Nuclear Power: Strategy for the
Future. This conference was directed to decision makers on nuclear safety and energy policy
at the technical policy level. It addressed specific nuclear safety concerns, reviewed the
nuclear power safety issues on which international consensus was desirable, and formulated
recommendations for future actions by national and international authorities to advance
nuclear safety to the highest level, including proposals for the IAEA's future activities. Since
then much progress has been made in line with the recommendations of that conference.
It seems appropriate now to analyse current topical issues and determine priorities for
future work and areas needing international consensus building. Thus the objective of this
conference is to foster the exchange of information on topical issues in nuclear, radiation and
radioactive waste safety, with the aim of consolidating an international consensus on:
• the present status of these issues,
• priorities for future work, and
• needs for strengthening international co-operation, including recommendations for the
IAEA's future activities.
An index of papers, grouped under topical issues will be found at the end of this
publication.
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Throughout the text names of Member States are retained as they were when the text was
compiled.
The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by
the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities
and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as
registered) does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed
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APPROACHES FOR TREATING UNCERTAINTY IN
THE LONG TERM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF
A GEOLOGICAL WASTE REPOSITORY IN CLAY

XA9847782

J. MARIVOET, G. VOLCKAERT, I. WEMAERE, D. MALLANTS
SCK-CEN, Waste & Disposal Department,
Mol, Belgium
Abstract
In Belgium the current strategy for high-level waste disposal is the geological disposal in a
plastic clay layer. The performance assessment approach consists of a systematic scenario selection
based on the FEP (features, events and processes) methodology followed by consequence analyses for
the selected scenarios. In these consequence analyses the different sources of uncertainty are
systematically considered. For the normal evolution scenario, i.e. the scenario which includes all
FEP's which are about certain to occur, a stochastic technique of the Monte Carlo type is applied for
treating uncertainty. For the altered evolution scenarios a deterministic approach is generally used to
evaluate the uncertainties on the long-term. In the case of altered evolution scenarios, comparisons of
fluxes from the far field into the biosphere with those calculated for the normal evolution scenario are
used, beside dose calculations, to evaluate the safety consequences. Some typical examples of the
above approaches will be presented.

1. Introduction
In Belgium performance assessments of the geological disposal of radioactive waste in the
Boom Clay layer at the Mol site started already in 1980. A first approach for the treatment of
uncertainty in performance assessment consisted in the application of fault tree analysis to the
geological repository system (d'Alessandro and Bonne, 1981). Although the fault tree
approach offered a number of interesting aspects, it was not further applied because it
appeared to be impossible to identify the distributions for the description of the probability of
occurrence of the various events that might affect the repository behaviour.
The more classical approach to performance assessment, which consists in the elaboration of a
scenario selection followed by analyses of the radiological consequences of the identified
scenarios, was started in 1982 within the framework of the European Commission's (EC) coordinated PAGIS project (Cadelli et al., 1988). In the meantime various performance
assessments of geological disposal at the Mol site have been elaborated within the framework
of the EC's five-years programmes on Nuclear Fission Safety and the Belgian waste
management programme of NIRAS/ONDRAF: PAGIS (Marivoet and Bonne, 1988),
PACOMA (Marivoet and Zeevaert, 1991), UPDATING 1990 (Marivoet. 1992), First
Performance Assessment of the Disposal of Spent Fuel in a Clay Layer (Marivoet et al.,
1996), EVEREST (Marivoet et al., 1997). In the first assessment, PAGIS, the assessment was
essentially based on a deterministic "best estimate" approach complemented by a stochastic
approach for the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis for the uncertainties in the model
parameters. Our most recent assessment (EVEREST) was a sensitivity study in which the
various sources of uncertainty were systematically analysed.

2. Sources of uncertainty in performance assessment
In the case of geological disposal in a clay formation, the repository system considered in the
performance assessment consists of the following components:
- the source term which describes the corrosion of the waste matrix and the resulting release
of radionuclides;
- the near field consisting of the engineered barriers;
- the host clay layer;
- the aquifers surrounding the host layer;
- the biosphere.
Each component can be submitted to various types of uncertainty. Among the various sources
of uncertainties that might affect the performance of a repository system a distinction can be
made between:
- uncertainty in model parameters;
- uncertainty in conceptual models;
- uncertainty in the description of the scenarios.
Because of their very different nature, each of the three mentioned sources of uncertainty
requires a specific approach.

3. Uncertainty in model parameters
For the uncertainty in model parameters a distinction can be made between uncertainty
resulting from the poor knowledge, i.e. no or a only few measurements available, of a given
parameter and uncertainty due to the random character of the parameter. For the first type of
uncertainty complementary research will lead to a considerable reduction of the uncertainty in
the parameter value. For the second type of uncertainty additional measurements will not
necessarily lead to a considerable reduction of the uncertainty in the parameter value but it
may allow to give a more systematic description of the uncertainty; e.g. in the case of a spatial
variable parameter the application of a geostatistical technique might allow to describe the
spatial variability and to quantify the uncertainty in the parameter value.
For the consequence analysis of an identified scenario we apply the following approach to
treat the uncertainty in the model parameters. The uncertainty in each model parameter is
described by a statistical distribution. However in a performance assessment, for most model
parameters the small number of available information will not allow to apply statistical
techniques for the identification of the most appropriate statistical distribution and to calibrate
the parameters of that distribution. In many cases it will only be possible to estimate a
minimum and maximum value for a given parameter value. As a consequence uniform and
log-uniform distributions are applied for many model parameters.
The stochastic calculations are performed by applying SCK-CEN's version of the LISA code;
the original LISA code has been developed by Saltelli at the Joint Research Centre of the EC
at Ispra.

For the sensitivity analyses, the following sensitivity estimators (Saltelli and Marivoet, 1990)
are applied:
- non-parametric statistics;
- correlation coefficients;
- regression coefficients.
Because of the strongly non-linear character of the models describing the transport through
the repository system, it is necessary to apply a variance reduction method prior to the
calculation of the correlation or regression coefficients; this can be obtained by applying
ranks, logarithms or standardisation to the input and output variables. For each of the
sensitivity estimators it is strongly recommended to apply appropriate statistical tests for
hypotheses testing to identify significantly influential model parameters.
Fig. 1 gives the partial rank regression coefficients as function of time for a number of
sensitive parameters in the case of spent fuel disposal in clay.
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Fig. 1 Evolution of the partial rank correlation coefficients (PRCC) for the effective thickness
of the clay (XLC), the diffusion coefficient in clay (DC), the Darcy velocity in the aquifer
(VAQ), the biosphere doseconversion factors for 1-129 and Ra-226 (BIO), the retardation
factor and solubility of U (Re and Csol U) in the case of disposal of 33 GWd/tHM spent fuel
(Marivoet 1996)

To quantify the uncertainty in the calculated doses we apply percentiles: the evolution with
time of the 95th, 90th, 75th and 50th (or median) percentiles are now given as standard output

for the uncertainty analysis. Indeed, because of the above mentioned impossibility for
assigning distributions to each model parameter in a statistically correct way, the use of the
expectation value, i.e. the arithmetic mean of the calculated doses, is not recommended to
quantify the uncertainty in the calculated doses, because of the strong sensitivity of the
expectation value to the shape and extreme values of the parameter distributions. The use of,
for example, the 95th percentiles is therefore recommended (NRPB, 1993) to represent a
reasonable level of assurance that unacceptable doses or risks will not occur.
An example of the calculated percentiles is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Evolution of the percentiles and the expectation value (with its 95 % confidence limit
c.l.) of the total dose rate in the case of disposal of 33 GWd/tHM UO2 spent fuel
(normal evolution scenario) (Marivoet 1996)
4. Uncertainty in conceptual models
Uncertainty in conceptual models can be related to the different possible basic mechanisms
which can be incorporated in them or to the uncertainty in the boundary conditions. These
types of uncertainties are treated by performing deterministic calculations for the different
conceptual models. Two typical examples of how these types of uncertainty have been
handled in the performance assessment for the Mol site are given here after. The first example
deals with different conceptual models for the migration of trivalent actinide complexes and
the second example with the uncertainties in the modelling of an aquifer system.
In many clay layers organic materials are present; in the case of the Boom Clay they consist
mainly of humic and fulvic acids (Volckaert et al., 1995). Trivalent elements form easily
organic complexes with the humic and fulvic acids. Experiments, which have been carried out
on clay cores, have indicated that the fulvic acids are mobile in the Boom Clay. The
information that is available from the experimental programme is not sufficiently complete to
allow for a detailed and accurate simulation of the migration of some radionuclides via
complexation on organic materials. On the other hand it is important for the programme
management to dispose already of an estimate of the order of magnitude of the possible
consequences of the complexation by humic and fulvic acids on the performance of the
repository.

In a first attempt for modelling the possible transport of trivalent actinides by fulvic acids two
rather simple and probably conservative models are derived from the available experimental
results and the essential transport parameters of these models can be estimated.
In the first model it is assumed that at the source a partitioning of the trivalent radionuclides
takes place between the mobile (fulvic acids) and immobile (humic acids) molecules. This
partitioning is assumed to be irreversible and both groups then migrate at different migration
rates. For the second model it is assumed that the trivalent radionuclides are weakly soluble or
sorbed on the immobile organic molecules. They are then released to the fulvic acids and this
exchange can be described by the concentration limit which has been derived from the in situ
percolation experiment with Eu. The thus formed fulvic acid complexes migrate without
exchange with the clay minerals or the immobile organic molecules.
The maximum fluxes into the aquifer for the two models are given in Table 1. The first model
leads to rather fast (in the context of geological disposal) releases of actinides in the aquifer.
This is due to the assumed values of the migration parameters, especially of the retardation
factor, of the mobile fraction. The releases are still very low because only a small fraction of
the disposed radionuclides is involved with the faster transport mechanism.
In the simulations carried out with the second model the releases occur later than in the
simulations with the first model. This is due to the higher value of the retardation factor used
in the second model. The releases into the aquifer are here limited by the considered
concentration limit. The simulations of the migration of small fractions of the disposed
amounts of Pu, Am and Cm as organic complexes through the Boom clay indicate small
releases into the aquifers, whereas no releases at all are calculated with models based on
descriptions of the behaviour of the bulk activity of those radionuclides in clay plugs analysed
after migration experiments.

Table 1. Calculated maximum fluxes into the aquifer and their time of occurence for both
models
Model 1

Model 2

Radionuclide

Tmax
(a)

Fmax
(Bq/a)

Tmax
(a)

Fmax
(Bq/a)

Pu-239
Pu-240

7.3e+04
5.5e+04

2.67e+01
3.84e-01

4.00e+05
1.5Oe+O5

2.75e-01
5.42e-05

Pu-242

1.7e+05

2.67e+00

2.20e+06

2.14e+01

Am-243

5.4e+04

2.08e-02

1.35e+05

1.42e-04

Cm-245
Cm-246

5.4e+04
4.0e+04

3.12e-04
2.78e-06

1.65e+05
8.30e+04

1.61e-04
1.10e-07

A sensitivity study on the conceptual model uncertainty in the model of the Neogene aquifer,
which overlies the Boom Clay layer at the Mol site, has been elaborated within the EVEREST
project (Marivoet et al., 1997). The following types of uncertainties hare been considered:
- uncertainties in the geological structure of the aquifer: the extent of the various sand layers
constituting the aquifer are not exactly known and the continuity of thin clay layers
occurring in the aquifer is uncertain;
- uncertainties in the boundary conditions: in the Mol area a large number of small water
courses exist; it is not evident which ones have to introduced in the hydrogeological model
as boundary condition;
- uncertainties in the model parameters.
A large number of deterministic calculations of the water flow and radionuclide transport in
the aquifer have been realised to explore the potential influence of the various types of
uncertainty on the calculated distributions of radionuclides in the aquifer. It was found that for
the considered aquifer system the uncertainties in the value of the hydraulic conductivity in
the various sand layers was more influential than the uncertainties in the geological structure
or the boundary conditions.

5. Uncertainty in the description of scenarios
A first aspect of uncertainty related to scenarios is the demonstration that al relevant scenarios
have been identified. Therefore a systematic approach is used for the scenario selection (NEA,
1992). This approach consists in the following steps (Raimbault, 1984; Gomit et al., 1997):
- preparation of a long list of features, events and processes (FEP's);
- screening of the FEP list and elimination of non-relevant FEP's;
- partitioning of the kept FEP's: a first group of FEP's that are about certain to occur and that
will be treated within the normal evolution; a second group of FEP's having a low
probability of occurrence and that will be treated within altered evolution scenarios;
- grouping of altered evolution FEP's;
- identification of the scenarios;
- description of the scenarios.
The second aspect is related to the future evolution of the repository system. For instance in
the near field of a repository in clay the pH value in a concrete matrix will decrease with time
as a consequence of the leaching of Ca from the concrete into the host clay. At the very longterm the succession of glaciations and interglacial periods will strongly influence the
behaviour of the repository system. Forecasts of the evolution of the future climate based on
Milankovitch's orbital theory can be used to evaluate the impact of possible changes in the
hydrogeological system (Gomit et al., 1997).
In Fig. 3 an example is given the evolution of the calcium/silica ratio in the near field of a
medium level waste disposal galery backfilled with concrete (Walravens, 1996). Once this
ratio becomes lower than 1, the pH will drop from pH 12 to the in situ pH which is about 8.2.
This will f >: some radionuclides have an important influence on their solubility and thus it is
important
ake this FEP into account in the scenario description.
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the calcium/silica ratio in the near field of a medium-level waste disposal
galery
A third aspect of uncertainty in scenario description concerns altered evolution scenarios. For
many altered evolution scenario it is uncertain when the considered phenomenon will occur
and what will be its intensity. For the consequence analysis of a fault scenario (Marivoet and
Bonne, 1988) we have applied a stochastic approach in which the characteristics of the fault as
well as its occurrence time were treated as stochastic variables.

6. Conclusions
Various sources of uncertainty affect the behaviour of a geological repository system. For the
evaluation of the impact of these uncertainties on the performance of the repository system it
is not possible to apply one single approach because of the very different nature of the various
uncertainties. Deterministic as well as stochastic approaches have been developed and
successfully applied to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analyses within the frame of a
performance assessment.
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TMI 2 AND SAFETY CULTURE. LESSONS STILL TO BE LEARNED
H. WERDINE
Angra 2 Nuclear Power Plant,
Brazil
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Abstract
This paper will deal with some concerns related to the actual "status-quo" of the nuclear industry related
to nuclear safety. It is well understood that incredible progresses have been made in this subject not only by
the industries, but mainly by the International Organisations such as INPO, WANO, IAEA and others. Of
course, there could be some misunderstanding and corrections here and there, and now I am talking about the
WANO Mission last year in Chernobyl. But this subject is not the objective of my paper.
This paper deals with a concern. I am worried with the actual ( ? ) status of a "potential relative"
complacency with some very important safety principles that could be permeating throughout the nuclear
industry. 1 will try to develop this idea and propose some actions to counteract the facts; what we did at
Angra 1 and within ELETRONUCLEAR to face those challenges.
1. First Preocupation
In 1996, I was part of a team, participating in an excellent course in USA denominated Senior
Nuclear Plant Managers Course, promoted by INPO, together with staff managers of nine US
plants and one colleague from Canada.
Analysing the contents of this Course, I noticed that we would visit some plants and one of them
was TMI. Obviously, I became very excited. TMI-2 had caused a turning point in the entire nuclear
industry, the birth of a new era specially for the nuclear operators. When we arrived in the TMI
Plant, I noticed that basically I was the only one interested in visiting the Unit 2. More than that, it
appeared that I was the only one that knew the details of the accident. I took the opportunity and
using "chalk and black-board" taught the Accident to my colleagues. One fact surprised me. It
seemed that for some of them, the Accident was very far way, not even related with their own
plant, and even worst, almost unknown, almost a vague fact, not in a real world. My "speech"
caused a great interest in our group and our mission in TMI was re-oriented towards the accident
and the recovery of General Publics Utilities ( GPU ) and TMI-1.
Now, I would like to point-out some reflections related to the above observations. Nineteen years
have gone by, since that morning of March 28 of 1979. Many, many things were done to avoid a
similar re-occurrence. Different and complex hardware modifications were installed, but in my
opinion the major modification was centred in the area of the philosophy of operation.
Prior to TMI, for the nuclear industry, the "sky was blue, with rainbows all over; the atmosphere
was peaceful", since the beginning of the design conception until the plant operational phase. In
simple words, no accident could ever occur which had not been pre-analysed. Independent trains,
with separation and redundancy would have been sufficient to preclude any accident in the
category of "Design Basis Accidents". Those design features, connected with Simulator training
for the operators would give the necessary assurance that a Nuclear Plant is extremely safe. In
terms of Simulator training, I can give my own experience. When I was trained to receive the SRO
certification at Zion Simulator in USA, I received a massive "brain-wash" message: Do not worry,
the design is excellent, every mal-function have already been foreseen, and there is always
another emergency train of back-up, just in case...
But, TMI proved that a combination of design failures, with uncomprehensive training and
operator practices led to a very serious accident. As one said, TMI marked the end of an era and the
birth of a more responsible one, where multiple failures and severe accidents, beyond design basis,
were faced. Where appropriate design modifications, better and more comprehensive scenarios for
Simulator training were developed and implemented. Where a philosophy of "symptom-based
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instead of event based" emergency procedures were developed. Where a necessity of an on-line
monitoring of "Critical Safety Functions" were analysed, discussed , developed and implemented.
I can dare to say that a figure of a sound "Safety Culture" became present, although this topic
"Safety Culture" have only appeared after Chernobyl.
Also, the same impression of lack of knowledge of importance and consequences of TMI, I noticed
during my three ASSET Missions in three different soviet design Reactors, a RBMK, a WWER
440 and WWER 1000 in the last three years. It is wise to recall that the type of Mission like
ASSET does not have the objective of discovering the Plant compliance with any design changes.
Those observations were derived from conversations and interviews during those Missions.
TMI-2 could never be forgotten; lessons learned should never be underestimated. Although almost
twenty years have gone by, the lessons learned from the Accident are still alive, and should be kept
alive, be remembered and recalled during class-room training, for new operators and during
requalification training for licensed operators. Plant managers should be concerned with that and
devote some of his time to check and verify that their staff is continuously "safe-minded" and no
accident is better than TMI to demonstrate the weakeness in the design and operation and the
consequent responses of the industry and the Operator.
2. Second Preocupation
Now it is the time to discuss Safety Culture, what are there behind and within this term. Its
definition has already been discussed many times in hundreds of different meetings. The IAEA was
very inspired when decided to scatter the philosophy of Safety Culture throughout its members.
When analysing the root cause of the TMI Accident, we find clearly signals of deficient Safety
Culture. I dare to say that both accidents, TMI and CHERNOBYL fall under that same "umbrella".
But, this concept still was not assimilated within some Organisations. And here again I am taking
the Senior Nuclear Plant Managers Course as the source of my suspicion. When this subject was
there discussed, we did not find a consensus among ourselves about the real importance or what
was behind this term. I initiated a hard and heavy discussion, when I said that the Millstone
shutdown by US NRC was due mainly because of a deficient Safety Culture that, much probably,
was permeating the entire Site. Trying to prove that, I pointed out some aspects related to
configuration control and personnel downsizing that fall within the category of Safety Culture
problems. It became evident for me that this new term was not yet "absorbed" by my peers. It may
probably be the word Culture that is too much "strong" or too much "heavy", I really do not
know.
But, even the meaning of that received some valid critics. When I told that the Zion Station was
probably under the same "cloud" of Safety Culture deficiencies and the consequent results of it
could be a long management induced plant shutdown, again I was in the centre of the discussion
about the real meaning and the usefulness of this terminology.
Safety culture, we do not measure it, but we can feel it, either its existence or its weakness. But,
how develop a sound safety culture if we must survive in a competitive world? If we say that
"SAFETY COMES FIRST", how can we compete with other energy sources, if we are under a too
big regulating burden? That burden may have caused the Operator to spend hundreds of thousands
or even some millions of any currency to face a different event scenario from a different regulator
demand, in which the aggregated value to the overall nuclear safety is questionable, or even
marginal.
This cost increases the operating cost and in the recent past was the main cause of several nuclear
plant demand cancellations.
It is extremely important to say that, for a nuclear plant that has a good operating history, few
events or incidents and an outstanding house-keeping, the actual existing safety culture is very
sound and little money is needed to further enhance it. However, for plants that are in the "gray
area", with marginal operating history and a house-keeping on the average or below the average,
much probably that amount of money will be reasonably bigger.
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3. Actions in Angra 1
The accidents of TMI, and Chernobyl are routinely reviewed, either in courses of personnel
formation, or in more detailed aspects, depending on the type of audience.
Lessons notes, in didatic form were prepared, quizzes and workshops were run, in order to spread
the correct information and the lessons learned originated from those events.
Also, in terms of indicators, we tentatively developed a series of safety-related indicators for a trial
period and a set of them is listed below; they are monthly reported and a trending of their
behaviour is analysed and discussed:
• Number of entries in the Limiting Conditions of Operations ( LCO's )
• Total time within LCO's
• Number of installed temporary modifications
• Number of re-works in safety related equipment/component
• Number of predictive versus corrective maintenance
• Number of incidents or events having as root cause human performance aspects
• Deviation of the scheduled tests and the actual performance dates and results
• Procedure Operating Review Committee ( PORC ) recommendations exceeding due time
• Reactor Coolant System daily leakage rate
• Number of un-updated drawings
In terms of maintenance we developed an aggressive philosophy of no intervention. For this,
special tools, electronic equipment and specialised service company were contracted in order to
implement a predictive analysis not only in the rotative equipment, as well as in the stationary ones
using infra-red and termography apparatus.
In the area of Technical Support, we implemented the philosophy of system engineers and this
caused a turning point in the relation with maintenance and operation, with outstanding results for
the entire plant.
In the area of international operating feedback, we associated to INPO and WANO, with resident
engineer in Atlanta. Also, at IAEA we have one engineer. This approach demonstrated of extreme
value, since our personnel routinely participate in different Missions, such as Peer Reviews,
OSART, ASSET and several technical meetings. Also in Brazil, we had sponsored many
workshops and training for those Organisations.
In the general area, we translated to Portuguese, the INSAG 4 document, and compiled it in
different forms for different readers. A Nuclear Safety Policy was written, approved by the Board
of Directors and by the President of the Company. A copy of it was distributed for every person
within ELETRONUCLEAR.
4. Conclusions
The Accident of TMI 2 have caused a revolution in the entire nuclear industry. Their root causes
should never be forgotten or left in the Past. Complacency in admitting that no more similar
problem actually could exist can not be accepted. It is wise to recall that after a complacent
approach there will be always another one, and here we have an undesirable chain reaction again.
In terms of Safety Culture, it appears that this designation was still not well understood and
assimilated by some persons and Organisations. There are questions on the validity of this
neologism, and its real meaning and usefullness.
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Abstract
Regulation of the safe management and disposal of commercial, man-made, long-lived
radioactive wastes in the United States is the responsibility of the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). In some instances, state regulatory authorities have entered into agreements
with the NRC to exercise regulatory authority over management and disposal of low-level radioactive
wastes and uranium mill tailings within their borders. The legal and regulatory framework employed
to achieve safe management and disposal of long-lived radioactive wastes in the US regulatory
system is quite detailed, and in many cases the requirements are considerably prescriptive. The NRC
has undertaken an initiative to move in the direction of adopting risk-informed, performance-based
and risk-informed, less-prescriptive regulations. The current status and future direction of the legal
and regulatory framework for management and disposal of commercial long-lived radioactive waste
in the US is described.
1. INTRODUCTION
Safe, commercial use of man-made radioactive materials has been practiced in the US since
1954, when the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) was passed by the US Congress [1]. Initially, regulatory
authority, as well as responsibility to develop and promote peaceful uses of atomic energy, was vested
entirely in the US Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). In 1959, the AEA was amended to permit the
AEC to enter into agreements with the Governor of a State to allow the State to regulate, within its
borders, the possession and use of by-product, source and special nuclear materials in quantities not
sufficient to form a critical mass. In 1974, Congress passed the Energy Reorganization Act (ERA),
which abolished the AEC and transferred its regulatory authority to the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission [2]. Since that time, Congress has passed specific laws governing management and
disposal of high-level radioactive waste and commercial spent nuclear fuel [3], low-level radioactive
waste [4] and uranium mill tailings [5]. In some cases these laws are quite specific, defining the
categories of radioactive wastes, defining the responsibilities of the Federal agencies, and imposing
schedules for implementation of the statute. NRC implementing regulations for these statutes are
contained in various parts of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) [6].
2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF
HLW AND SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 established the US national program for
geologic disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste [3]. It assigned the
responsibility to select and characterize a suitable site, and to design construct and operate the HLW
repository to the US Department of Energy (DOE). The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
was given the responsibility to promulgate standards for protection of the environment from offsite
releases from radioactive material in repositories. The NRC was given responsibility to regulate
DOE's activities and was required to promulgate technical requirements and criteria, consistent with
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EPA's standards, by which it would carry out its regulatory responsibilities. Generic regulations for
disposal of high-level radioactive waste in geologic repositories were promulgated by the NRC in
1983 at 10 CFR Part 60 [7]. These regulations incorporate by reference the standard to be
promulgated by EPA as the overall repository performance standard, and also include: (1)
quantitative subsystem performance objectives, (2) siting criteria comprised of potentially adverse
conditions to be avoided in site selection and favorable conditions that were considered characteristic
of a good site, and (3) general design criteria for the surface and underground facilities of the
geologic repository. EPA promulgated generic standards for HLW disposal in 1985, but these were
challenged in court and overturned.
In 1987 the NWPA was amended to direct DOE to characterize only the site at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, as the potential national HLW repository, and in 1992 Congress passed the
Energy Policy Act [8], which directed the EPA to promulgate site specific standards for a HLW
repository at Yucca Mountain, based upon and consistent with findings and recommendations of the
National Academy of Sciences (NAS). The NRC was directed to revise its regulations to be
consistent with the Yucca Mountain specific standards to be promulgated by EPA. The NAS
published its report on the "Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards" in August 1995 [9],
however, the EPA has not yet published its Yucca Mountain Standard. Legislation has passed both
house of Congress that would once again amend the procedures for establishing the performance
standard for Yucca Mountain, by changing EPA's standard-setting role.
In order not to delay the national program, NRC considers it prudent to commence
development of site specific regulations for Yucca Mountain that are consistent with the
recommendations of the NAS. Irrespective of the level of protection, or who ultimately sets the
standards for Yucca Mountain, NRC will still need to develop a technical basis and regulatory
approach for implementing dose- or risk-based standards.
To be consistent with the
recommendations of NAS, the guidance of the International Commission on Radiation Protection, and
standards in other areas regulated by NRC, the Commission is considering a standard in the range of
0.25 to 0.3 mSv/yr total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) to the average member of the critical group
from all pathways of exposure. The NRC plans to use some fifteen years of site characterization data,
and experience in conducting iterative performance assessments of Yucca Mountain, to develop a
new site specific regulation at 10 CFR Part 63. Current schedules are to publish for comment a
proposed Yucca Mountain regulation in late 1998, and a final rule in 1999 [10].
3. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF URANIUM MILL
TAILINGS
The Uranium Mill Tailings Control Act of 1978 [5] establishes the US program to regulate
management of mill tailings during uranium or thorium ore processing at active mills and
stabilization and control of tailings after termination of operations. NRC's criteria for the operation
of uranium mills and the disposition of tailings produced during the milling process are contained in
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 40 [11]. This regulation prescribes technical, financial, ownership, and
long-term surveillance criteria relating to the siting, operation, decontamination, decommissioning
and reclamation of mills and tailings. The technical criteria specify that the design of tailings
impoundments provide control of radiological hazards for 1000 years, to the extent reasonably
achievable, and in any case, for at least 200 years. The criteria limit the flux of radon-220 and -222
gases from tailings impoundments so as not to exceed and average of 0.2 picoSieverts per square
meter per second throughout this design life. The current regulations were derived considering deep
or open pit mining of ores, and do not specifically address in situ leaching of uranium and thorium
from ores, which is the technology most frequently practiced in the US today. Therefore,
consideration is being given to developing a new regulation, 10 CFR Part 41, which would provide
more flexibility than the current regulations and would also contain provisions directly applicable to
in situ mining.
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4. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF
LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
The national policy for disposal of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) in the US is set out in
the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1982 [4]. This Act establishes the
policy that it is the responsibility of the states where the LLW is generated to provide for its disposal.
The Act provides that individual states my join together in organizations called "compacts" to
provide a central facility to provide for the disposal of LLW from the members of the compact. To
date, nine such compacts have been formed and a tenth is under consideration. Six states and two
territories remain unaffiliated. In addition, the operating disposal sites and the majority of the new
sites being developed are located in states that have agreements with NRC to exercise regulatory
authority within their borders, i.e., "Agreement States." The Act also defines LLW as waste that is
not HLW, spent fuel or mill tailings, and provides that the NRC may classify other material as LLW.
The NRC's regulations for land disposal of LLW are at 10 CFR Part 61 [12]. These
regulations contain procedural requirements and performance objectives applicable to any method of
land disposal of LLW, and specific technical requirements for near-surface disposal, approximately
the upper 30 meters of the earth's crust. LLW are classified as Classes A, B or C, depending on halflife and concentration of the radionuclides contained in the waste. Class A waste is the least
radioactive or contains only short-lived materials that will decay to innocuous levels in a short period
of time, while Class C waste is the most radioactive waste and may contain larger quantities of longlived radionuclides. As the Class of the waste increases, increasing requirements are placed on the
waste form, the container, the depth of disposal and the design of the disposal unit to provide
increased isolation and to prevent inadvertent intrusion into the disposed waste. Wastes containing
concentrations of radionuclides above the Class C limits are considered generally not suitable for
near-surface disposal. The regulations require that such wastes be disposed of in a geologic
repository unless the Commission approves an alternate disposal method.
Part 61 provides performance objectives for a land disposal facility that releases to the
general environment not result in an annual dose to an individual exceeding 0.25 mSv to the whole
body, 0.75 mSv to the thyroid, and 0.25 mSv to any other organ. Further, Part 61 requires that
reasonable efforts be made to maintain releases as low as reasonably achievable. Implementation of
these performance objectives for the post-closure period requires an assessment of the future
performance of the site. NRC staff have developed a document to provide guidance to disposal site
developers and to Agreement State regulatory bodies in conducting their performance assessments of
disposal sites [13]. This guidance is currently in draft and is expected to become final in 1999.
5. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
Decommissioning of nuclear facilities, other than uranium and thorium mills, is regulated
under NRC's AEA authority to protect public health and safety. Radiological criteria for license
termination of nuclear facilities, including surface facilities at the disposal facilities discussed above,
are contained in Subpart E of 10 CFR Part 20 [14]. A site being decommissioned is acceptable for
unrestricted use if the residual radioactivity that is distinguishable from background radiation results
in a TEDE to an average member of the critical group that does not exceed 0.25 mSv per year,
including that from groundwater sources of drinking water, and that the residual radioactivity has
been reduced to levels that are as low as reasonably achievable.
However, it is recognized that, for some sites, it will be impractical to reduce residual
radioactivity to levels for unrestricted release. For these cases, the Commission has established
criteria for license termination under restricted conditions. The NRC will consider license
termination under restricted conditions if the license can demonstrate that further reductions in
residual radioactivity would result in net public or environmental harm or are not being made because
the residual levels are already as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). Determination of ALARA
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must take into account consideration of any detriments, such as deaths from traffic accidents that have
the potential to result from decontamination and waste disposal. For restricted release situations, the
licensee must: (1) make provision for legally enforceable institutional controls that provide
reasonable assurance that the TEDE from residual radioactivity distinguishable from background to
the average member of the critical group does not exceed 0.25 mSv per year; and (2) provides
sufficient financial assurance to enable an independent third party to assume and carry out
responsibilities for institutional control. Further, in the event institutional controls were no longer in
effect, residual radioactivity distinguishable from background must be reduced so there is reasonable
assurance that the TEDE to the average member of the critical group would not exceed: (1) 1 mSv per
year; or
(2) 5 mSv per year, provided that demonstrates that further reductions in residual
radioactivity are not technically achievable, would be prohibitively expensive, or would result in net
public or environmental harm. In the second instance, it is also necessary for the licensee to make
provisions for durable institutional controls and to provide financial assurances to enable a
responsible government entity or independent third party to carry out periodic rechecks of the site no
less frequently than once every 5 years. When calculating TEDE to the average member of the
critical group, the peak annual dose expected within the first 1000 years after decommissioning is
considered.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The legal and regulatory framework for management and disposal of commercial radioactive
wastes in the US is quite detailed. Beginning in the late 1970s, the US Congress enacted a series of
laws that prescribe the national program for managing and disposing of uranium and thorium mill
tailings, low-level radioactive wastes and high-level radioactive wastes. This legal framework has
continued to be amended by the US Congress during the intervening two decades. As a result, the
implementing regulations promulgated by the regulatory authority have also continued to evolve and
are, in some cases, excessively detailed and prescriptive. This has led to adoption of a recent
initiative by the US NRC to move in the direction of adopting more risk-informed, performancebased and risk-informed, less-prescriptive regulations.
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Abstract
Ageing is an expression not used within laws and standards in connection with German nuclear
power plants. That does not mean, that ageing aspects known today internationally are not considered
for the German nuclear power plants. These aspects are taken into account within the quality
assurance programme for all systems of the plant during design, manufacture, commissioning, testing
as well as during operation and maintenance. This quality assurance programme is covering all tasks
of the ageing management. One important task within the ageing management can be seen in the
evaluation of operating experience. This does not mean only the analysis of operating experience by
the utility of a single plant and improvements within this plant but the general evaluation of all
available national and international operating experience and the transfer of the results to all plants of
the country. Some results of the evaluation of operating experience with respect to ageing will be
reported.
1 Introduction
The generic evaluation of the operating experience is an important part of ageing management. The
,,Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH" is doing this evaluation on behalf of
the ,7Bundesminister fur Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit" by using the reports of reported
incidents of the nuclear plants. If these evaluations result in recommendations that should be
considered by the utilities for their plants appropriate information is given to the authorities and the
utilities. Some general results of these evaluations with respect to ageing are reported in the
following.
2 Damage Mechanisms and Causes
The long standing evaluation of national and international operating experience has resulted in the
following damage mechanisms. After their occurrence improvements have been done not only in the
plant concerned but also within the comparable plants depending on the safety significance
occurrence:
-low and high cycle mechanical and thermal fatigue of alternating loaded components, for
example due to flow induced vibrations or thermal load changes,
-corrosion due to interaction with the medium including also interactions due to leakage,
-corrosion due to unintended interaction with impurities,
-radiation induced or thermal embrittlement and
-the partly synergistic interaction between the named mechanisms as for example corrosion
fatigue.
For example during the early 90 t n after the occurrence of cracks in austenitic pipes of boiling water
reactors due to intergranular stress corrosion cracking extensive design changes and exchanges of
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pipes were done with improved material, improved welding procedure and improved control of the
water chemistry.
Furthermore the evaluation of operating experience has shown that the damage cause in pressurised as
well as in boiling water reactors for the nuclear heat generating system can be categorised by fatigue,
corrosion and by manufacture each by one third. This distribution has been constant during the last
years, showing that even after a longer operating period there are still damages possible which are
caused by failures during manufacture. In such cases damage analysis is often difficult because beside
the existing manufacturing documentation, the personnel involved in the manufacturing can hardly be
reached anymore.
More generally the damage causes with respect to pressure retaining components can be categorised
as follows:
-insufficient corrosion resistance of the material
-unexpected environmental condition
-loads not taken into account
INTERNATIONAL OPERATING EXPERIENCE ABOUT DAMAGE CAUSES OF
PRESSURE RETAINING COMPONENTS
Damage
causes
insufficient
corrosion
resistance of
the material

unexpected
environmental
conditions

loads not
taken into
account

Boundary'
conditions
unfavourable
flow and lowoxygen content
and pH less
than 9.5
sensitisation
and oxidising
high
temperature
water
high
temperature
water

erosion
corrosion

Component
concerned
piping

intergranular
stress
corrosion

piping

stress
corrosion
cracking

heat
exchanger
tubes,
nozzles
piping

chloride
containing
seals

transgranular
stress
corrosion

boron acid
leakage
cyclic
temperature
changing

wastage
corrosion
fatigue

critical strain
rates and
oxygen
containing
high
temperature
water
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Mechanism

vessels,
piping

Ferritic Austenitic Nickel base
material material
material
X

X

X

X

X

X

piping,
nozzles

corrosion
fatigue
strain induced piping.
corrosion
nozzles
cracking

X

X

The important boundary conditions and the damage mechanisms caused by them are shown in the
table. Furthermore it can be seen, which components and which material groups are mainly involved.

3 Findings about the behaviour of main components of the primary circuit
In the following paragraphs mainly the pressure retaining wall of the components will be covered.
The behaviour of internals of pumps, valves or reactor pressure vessels and steam generators can be
important with respect to the safety goals; damages at these internals are not influencing the integrity
of the pressure retaining wall in general.

3.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel
The international operating experience thus far has shown that problems occurred were limited. For
reasons of availability extensive repair and exchange actions have been done, for example the
exchange of a number of rector pressure vessel heads in French plants due to leakage or cracks in the
welds of the control rod penetrations. Within the older WWER-plants with unplated reactor pressure
vessels some minor local corrosion attacks were found, which could be removed by grinding. Within
some boiling water reactors in USA cracks occurred in the plating of reactor pressure vessel heads,
which could be explained by unfavourable manufacturing condition. Also with the same manufacturer
crack indications were found in connection with flow conditions in the feed water distribution nozzle.
The in service inspections of the reactor pressure vessels in Germany have not shown any damage.
The testing programme is in comparison with western countries more comprehensive, high demands
to the construction and the installation condition were fixed in the early stage with respect to
testability. Furthermore the test interval of four years is remarkable less. The statement of failure
absence state of the German reactor pressure vessels is based on these conditions.
In all plants of Germany surveillance programmes are carried out for the evaluation of the influence
of neutron radiation on the toughness of the material. Within two older plants early measures have
been taken to limit the progress of the fluence. For all the other plants the water gap between the
reactor pressure wall and the core container is chosen in a way, that high fluences even at the end of
live will not be reached.
One important criterion for characterising of the material behaviour is the transition of the break
mechanism from brittle to tough behaviour. Higher toughness results in higher safety margins against
crack initiation and propagation. For characterising the transition behaviour normally the nil ductility
transition temperature is used, due to different definitions in this case called Tj^. According to the
known experience a value of 100 °C is considered as alert threshold for this transition temperature. At
this threshold higher demands with respect to safety demonstrations or technical measures seem to be
useful. In our opinion for both of the German plants being in the region of the threshold technical
measures as well as safety demonstrations have been carried out finally. The current situation with
respect to the influence of neutron radiation is given by the following dates:
There is one plant in Germany with T K more than 100 °C at the end of life, 29 plants in USA exceed
this value and also 11 WWER plants in eastern countries. T K is calculated as less than 130°C for the
plant in Germany, less than 145°C for the plants in USA and less than 170°C for WWER plants.
Due to the high number of reactor pressure vessels of pressurised water reactors with transition
temperatures above 100 °C a qualification programme is on the way in USA to get a tested procedure
for recovery annealing for the vessel constructions involved. In eastern plants recovery annealing has
been carried out several times. Considering the measures already taken a recovery annealing for
German pressurised water reactors is according to the knowledge to date not necessary.
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3.2 Steam Generator Tubes
The evaluation of the international operating experience with respect to corrosion of steam generator
tubes has shown severe problems. These problems could clearly been connected to the chosen
material Inconel 600 for example in USA, France, Japan. In Germany only one plant was equipped
with this material (nuclear power plant Obrigheim). Starting with plugging of damaged steam
generator tubes both steam generators were exchanged. These exchanged steam generators and also
all other steam generators of the later pressurised water reactors from the beginning were equipped
with the material Incolloy 800. Contrary to Inconel 600 with its sensitivity against different types of
stress corrosion has only a slight sensitivity against wastage corrosion. This was suppressed by
introduction of the ,,High AVT" operation of the water chemistry instead of the formerly used
phosphate dosage. This required the exchange of condenser tubes for the older plants. With the newer
plants this aspect was covered from the beginning. In the meantime a lot of testing, plugging, sleeving
or even exchange of steam generators has become necessary in several countries, in the contrary in
Germany no problem of ageing is foreseen for steam generators.
A world-wide statistic shows, that it is necessary actually in many older plants to plug a higher
number of tubes whereas in Germany only a few single incidents occurred in the last years.

3.3 Piping
The evaluation of operating experience with medium containing piping is done in Germany a long
time in a generic and continuous way. In the following as an example incidents are dealt with where

8
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Cyclic Temperature Stratification in the Surge Line During Start-Up
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pipe leakage in systems of the nuclear heat generation system and of the nuclear auxiliary systems in
German plants with pressurised water rectors occurred. The evaluation shows clearly that the number
of incidents is low. Any influence of rising operation time is not to be seen. Even with more plants in
operation the number of incidents stayed practically constant. This has to be seen as a result of the
realisation of outcomes from the evaluation of the operating experience by quality improvements.
Today 19 nuclear plants are in operation in Germany starting for this statistic with four plants in
1974. In this interval the number of leakage within the nuclear heat generating and in the nuclear
auxiliary systems stayed constant with about 4 during a year.
With respect to incidents with leakage boiling water reactors do not show significant differences. One
generic incident has been the occurrence of intergranular stress corrosion in different systems. This
resulted from sensitisation of the material during welding in connection with unfavourable material
specification. In between sufficient measures have been taken by exchange of the piping taking into
account adequate requirements to material and welding technique.
The evaluation of operating experience has also given hints about differences to the specified loads
taken as design basis. In between many plants have installed measuring systems for fatigue control to

Structural Simulation: Deformation
of the surge line due to thermal
stratification during heat up with
maximal temperature difference
ofl50°C
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recognise deviation from the specified load collective. Especially temperature stratifications in pipes
seen in pressurised water reactors as well as in boiling water reactors are controlled. For the
evaluation of such loads advanced analysis procedures are used which enable the calculation of exact
stress distributions and the resulting deformations. In the following figures it can be seen as an
example the cyclic stratification in the surge line of a pressurised water reactor during heat up and the
deformation of the search line due to this temperature stratification resulting from structural
simulation of this phenomenon. Such a structural simulation enables more improved results about the
stress distribution taking into account the flexibility of pipe bows and component nozzles and thus
also giving additional information for the planning of in service inspections. With the measuring and
analysis procedures available today questions of fatigue of components can be characterised
sufficiently exact. Having this in mind standards could be extended with criteria how to handle cases
where the calculated usage factor is exceeded.

4 Conclusions
Within the ageing management the generic evaluation of operating experience is of high value. Due to
the relative low number of German nuclear power plants compared with those in operation worldwide and in addition with the stagnation of the construction of new ones the evaluation of
international operational experience is absolutely necessary. This is done in Germany by
,,Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH" on behalf of the ,,Bimdesminister fur
Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit". Results of these evaluations are send in form of
recommendations to the authorities and the utilities; they are transformed in a certain time depending
on their safety relevance. Based on the current knowledge the following conclusions can be drawn:
- The design concept of German nuclear power plants has been proven largely. No severe
recommendations with respect to ageing aspects had to be given.
- Some of the damages which occurred are in connection with loads and environmental
conditions not been taken into account during design or in connection with not
recognised insufficient resistance of welded joints for specific operational conditions.
- Expanded measures in German plants have given more insight into loads occurring
during operation thus enabling the installation of measures to decrease them.
- Necessary exchange and back fitting measures to eliminate deficits were taken in all
German plants.
- H i s important to have methods for the structural simulation of events with damage
potential available for the realistic evaluation of actual incidents.
- Incidents have to be evaluated not only with respect to the question if this can occur
probably also within the same system in other plants but also if this incident can occur
within other systems if the same boundary conditions exist.
- There are also recommendations arising from the evaluation of operational experience
about the amount and intervals of in service inspections, which after a while could be
fixed within the standards.
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Abstract
Upgrading of the National regulatory regime in the Republic of Belarus started in fact in 1992 after the
Interregional Nuclear and Radiation Safety Inspectorate had been established in the Gostekhnadzor of Belarus.
In this connection, the Gostekhnadzor was transformed into the Gospromatomnadzor - the State Committee for
Supervision of Industrial and Nuclear Safety. In 1993, by special decrees issued by the Council of Ministers the
Gospromatomnadzor was designated a National Competent Body responsible for nuclear and radiation safety,
establishment of the national system of accounting, control and physical protection of nuclear materials. Now
the Committee is part of the Ministry for Emergencies. In the Committee, the issues of nuclear and radiation
safety are dealt with by 6 departments among which the Department for Nuclear and Radiation Safety
Regulation and the Interregional Nuclear and Radiation Safety Inspectorate play major role. The created
regulatory structure makes it possible to fully perform the control of situation at nuclear- and radiationhazardous facilities and take adequate measures aimed at strengthening their safety. The priority directions of
reg"latory work by the Promatomnadzor include development and revision of regulations governing radiation
and nuclear safety and upgrading of the training procedure to enhance the radiation safety and technical
knowledge of the Promatomnadzor staff.

Historically, the regulatory experience in Belarus in the field of nuclear, radiation and radioactive
waste safety can be regarded as covering three time periods: before the Chernobyl accident under
former USSR; post Chernobyl period till the break up of the USSR ; and the period of a newlyindependent Belarus
In the first period , the regulatory work done by former USSR regulatory authorities was rather
limited both in scope and volume, with all activities in the field being governed by the Soviet rules and
departmental regulations. The operators' practices were often not in conformity with the requirements of
norms and regulations.
In the second period, the tasks of protection of the public and environment from nuclear and
radiation hazards became highly acute and dictated the necessity of establishing a strict regulatory
control. National regulatory regime came into existence following increased public awareness and
technical competence of specialists in the area of radiation protection
The third period coincided in time with the formulation by the IAEA of the minimum
requirements for the radiation safety infrastructure on the national level. The recommendations for
future actions to be taken by national authorities to advance nuclear safety to internationally accepted
standards were developed
Owing to the joint IAEA/UNDP initiative, the newly independent states of the former Soviet
Union have been stimulated to start cooperation in solving nuclear safety and radiation protection
problems. The regulatory control system which existed in Belarus under former USSR could not
function properly in the new conditions and had to be significantly changed
Late in 1991, the Gostekhnadzor of Belarus was transformed into the Gospromatomnadzor the State Committee for Supervision of Industrial and Nuclear Safety. In 1993, by special decrees
issued by the Council of Ministers the Gospromatomnadzor was designated a national competent body
responsible for nuclear and radiation safety, establishment of the national system of accounting, control
and physical protection of nuclear materials.
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In accordance with the «Regulations for the state supervision of safe execution of works in
industry and atomic power engineering)), all activities of the state regulatory authority shall be directed
at achievement of the principal goal - creation of conditions which ensure safety of nuclear and
radiation-hazardous facilities, protection of the public and environment from inadmissible effects of
ionizing radiation. To achieve this goal the supervisory (regulatory) authority:
• develops safety principles and criteria in accordance with the relevant safety rules and
standards;
• prepares drafts of legislative acts which establish the basic legal framework in the area of
nuclear and radiation safety;
• develops regulations and supporting guides;
• works out licensing procedures and issues licenses to users of nuclear and radiation-hazardous
facilities (technologies);
• implements inspection programmes to control observance of the rules and standards on
nuclear and radiation safety;
• carries out accounting and control of nuclear materials, other radioactive substances and
ionizing radiation sources;
• exercises control of movements of radiation sources on the territory of Belarus and their
import;
• organizes training of specialists of the ministries and other central government bodies and
examination of their knowledge of the existing legislation, rules and standards in technical, nuclear and
radiation safety;
• advises other national bodies, organizations and institutions using ionizing radiation sources
and informs the public on radiation protection and related issues;
• fulfills other functions.
The Republic of Belarus and the IAEA signed the Agreement on the application of safeguards
in respect of nuclear materials. On behalf of the state, the Promatomnadzor submits to the Agency
monthly reports on the characteristics and quantities of nuclear materials available in Belarus in
accordance with provisions of this agreement.
Now the Promatomnadzor is part of the Ministry for Emergencies The issues of nuclear and
radiation safety are dealt with by the following departments and units of the Committee:
l.The Department for Nuclear and Radiation Safety Regulation coordinates activities
of all other units of the Committee and acts as a contact point and coordinator of international
cooperation aimed at enhancing nuclear and radiation safety infrastructure. It also organizes
works to draft legislative documents, normative and technical support of safety supervision.
2. The Interregional Nuclear and Radiation Safety Inspectorate
exercises
supervision of safe execution of works at nuclear facilities and participates in preparation of
normative documents and resolving of regulatory problems
3 The Licensing Service issues special authorizations (licenses) for pursuing nuclear
activities.
4. The Expert Assessment Service conducts audits of expertise and expert assessment
of facilities, equipment and technologies to ensure confidence in the applicants willing to obtain a
license for pursuing nuclear activities.
5 Two other inspectorates responsible for safe transportation of dangerous goods
by railway and road carry out supervision of carriage of radiation sources and nuclear materials
throughout the Republic's territory'.
Under the patronage of the Committee there is a training center which provides education on
rules of management and handling of radiation sources The center makes a broad use of computerized
procedures to examine trainees for the knowledge of radiation and nuclear safety regulations Successful
result of the examination is one of the prerequisites of granting authorization for the conduct of works
involving radiation sources in industry, medicine and research..
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The created supervisory structure makes it possible to fully perform the control of situation at
nuclear- and radiation-hazardous facilities and take adequate measures aimed at strengthening their
safety. The most important task is to ensure full independence of the Promatomnadzor as a supervisory
and regulatory body and eliminate duplication of work in the area of nuclear and radiation safety
control.
The Committee keeps paying much attention to increasing effectiveness of the regulatory
system, improvement of licensing procedures and control of domestic and international movements of
radioactive substances. Due regard in this work is given to the IAEA's recommendations and experience
of European countries which assist Belarus by providing an extensive expert advice, training of
specialists and the necessary equipment and instruments. Especially successful is the cooperation with
the IAEA within the so called Model Project (RER/9/056).
In 1996, the Promatomnadzor worked out and adopted «The Regulations for Licensing of
Controlled Activities Pursued by Economic Subjects» which covers activities in the areas mentioned
above. Licenses issued by the Promatomnadzor represent final authorizations entitling an economic
entity to perform a certain activity and specifying conditions of pursuing such activity.
In cooperation with the National Academy of Sciences and other agencies concerned the
Promatomnadzor lias established the State system of accounting and control of nuclear materials
(SSAC) and completed organizational and technical measures to ensure their physical protection in the
course of use, transportation and storage.
In maintaining the SSAC, the Promatomnadzor receives and processes accounting information
coming from the operator and inspecting organizations and exercises control over observance of the
requirements laid down in regulatory documents governing the issues of possession, transfer and use of
nuclear materials. In addition, the Committee's inspectors are to render assistance to the implementation
of the IAEA safeguards in accordance with the provisions of the Safeguards Agreement signed by
Belarus and the Agency.
The complete system (set of procedures) has also been put in place for control and accounting
of other radiation sources (other than nuclear materials) during their full life cycle (starting from import
in Belarus). Now we are working to improve functioning of each of this system components. In this
connection, the main tasks are identified as follows:
1. Upgrading of the system of notification, licensing, registration and supervision of
radiation sources.
2. Equipping of the Nuclear and Radiation Safety Inspectorate with modem measuring
instruments for dosimetric and spectrometric control; organization of stationary and mobile
measurement laboratories at the Promatomnadzor.
3. Establishment of clear division of responsibilities and allocation of functions among state
supervisory bodies.
4. Establishment of control over radiation sources which are under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Defense.
5. Development of a system of organizational and technical measures to harmonize
interaction of state government bodies in preventing illicit trafficking of nuclear materials.
In order to accomplish an optimum level of interaction among the Ministries concerned, the
following three main documents have been drafted in coping with the tasks 3 -5:
• «Protocol on the division of functions of state supervision of works involving radiation
sources and radiation-hazardous technologies between the Ministry of Health and the Promatomnadzor
oftheRB».
• Decision of the RB Council of Ministers entitled «On measures of improvement of nuclear
and radiation safety regulation in the Republic of Belarus»;
• «Procedure of interaction of the organizations concerned in case of incidents of illicit
trafficking of radioactive substances and incidents with lost radiation sources".
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The last document has been recently approved by the Council of Ministers of the Republic of
Belarus and the two others are currently in the process of approval by the organizations concerned.
The regulatory body is placing focus on establishing a comprehensive legislative and normative
framework in the nuclear field. Here, we are working together with other ministries and agencies to
solve the following tasks:
1. Put in force the basic Law «On Uses of Nuclear Energy
and Radiation protection 1998.
2. Put in force new «Radiation Safety Standards)) drawn up with
due regard for the IBSS
by the end of 1998.
3. Prepare and gain approval of the list of subordinate acts to be adopted in execution
of the Law of the KB «On radiation Protection of the Public» which entered in force
in January 1998 II quarter of 1998.
4. Draft and put in force the above subordinate acts 1998- 1999.
5. Develop and put in force a set of rules for safe conduct of works with radiation
sources and nuclear materials 1998-2000.
Speaking about other priority directions of improvement of regulatory work by the
Promatomnadzor for the future, the following problems should be mentioned:
• Revision or modernization of regulations governing radiation safety,
notification, registration and licensing procedures;
• Refinement of the organizational, methodical and technical requirements for the
system of accounting and control of nuclear materials;
• Minimization of the costs of introduction of new radiation safety standards;
• Development of procedures for the relocation of spent nuclear fuel from the wet
storage to dry storage facility;
• Establishing a systems of public and media information on safety aspects of
regulated activities and regulatory process;
• Upgrading of the training procedure to enhance the radiation safety and
technical knowledge of the Promatomnadzor staff;
• Improvement of regulatory procedures for decommissioning or reconstruction
of high-power gamma-installations, including management of spent high-activity gammasources.
The last problem stands out as very pressing in many countries of the former USSR and it is
worth outlining in a greater detail
There is an urgent necessity for disposal or long-term storage of high-activity Co-60 and Cs137 sources from gamma-irradiators used in industry, research and medicine The decommissioning or
reconstruction of high-power gamma-installations can not be started without solving this problem.
According to the data available in the Promatomnadzor, the total activity of spent gamma-sources in
the republic is now approximately 3000 kg. equiv. Ra now and it can substantially increase in the
nearest future
The sources were manufactured and supplied to Belarus by the Russian enterprise «Majak-69»
in 60's when gamma-irradiators were commissioned In the former USSR, standard procedure required
spent sources to be returned to suppliers in exchange for new devices
Owing to a recent prohibition of such practice by Russia's legislation, Belarus is facing great
difficulties in finding the way out. No adequate approach has yet been proposed for managing highactivity spent gamma sources on its territory. This is an area where international cooperation should be
initiated to efficiently solve acute problems of reprocessing or long-term storage of such sources. The
conclusion of an agreement with Russia on 'He recommencement of the abandoned practice of returning
spent sources to manufacturers is viewed a: studied as one of the possible solutions to the problem
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Conclusions
It turned out that the establishment of the national regulatory control system in general and
optimization of organization structure of the Regulatory Body, in particular, is a time consuming and
complicated process. It is the backbone of our development policy to heavily rely on the IAEA's
documents and recommendations by adapting them to our needs. Sometimes the problems faced are very
common and can be solved much easier if authorities of the countries in the region combine their efforts
and work together.
Bilateral or international agreements could help cope with such «painful» problems as «retum
of high activity spent sources to foreign manufacturers)) or «retum of a radioactive material to the
country of its possessor in case of illicit trafficking)).
It also seems highly advisable to broaden exchange of experience on the implementation of the
IBSS in the national regulatory process. More extensive information exchange through organizing
regional training seminars for staffs of regulatory bodies under the auspices of the IAEA would be of
great benefit for dealing with numerous issues. Such group activities jointly supported by the IAEA and
the member states having similar interests should undoubtedly be continued.
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Abstract
The concepts of exemption and clearance have a lot of advantages in the aspects of effective
use of limited resources, land, and optimization of regulatory works.

The exact scopes and

extent of the implementation of the concepts, however, can widely vary depending upon
each country's own specific situations.

In order to support the political decision-making on

the practical implementation, a series of possible alternatives, general methodology for
decision-making, and factors to be considered were proposed.

Five primary categories and

subsequent nineteen secondary categories were suggested and discussed, and four-stepapproach was introduced in order to show the general guidelines for establishing an
appropriate national regulatory framework.

Though the specific procedure for each

country to get to the practical implementation of the exemption and clearance concepts wa
s not described, it is anticipated that the basic guidelines proposed in this paper can be
used a s a general reference.

INTRODUCTION
The concepts of exemption, clearance along with exclusion have been proposed for the last few years and
adequately summarized in a series of the documents issued by IAEA such as SS-111-P-l.l, SS-115, and
TECDOC-855 [1-3].

The fundamental reasons and purposes for introducing the above concepts rely on the

following facts: (1) maximization of the resources use, (2) effective use of the land, and (3) optimization of
radiation protection and regulatory work.

The needs for implementing the concepts are basically accepted by

many countries, however, there still exist some obstacles on the way to practical applications of the concepts.
That is, some problems (e.g. confusions in interpreting the basic concepts, how to establish the national
regulatory framework for adopting the concepts, etc.) should be cleared in advance.

Until recently, lots of

investigators have reported mainly on the general definitions and criteria for permission of the concepts.
However, more detailed contents such as how to consider each country's specific situations for practical
implementation have been rarely reported.

In this context, this paper is to discuss the practical aspects of the

exemption and clearance implementations along with more specific aspects to be considered and emphasized in
implementing the concepts into a country.

In addition, a way to mitigate the obstacles and a procedure for

establishing an appropriate national regulatory framework are to be proposed.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF EXEMPTION AND CLEARANCE CONCEPTS
Basic Concepts and Definitions

The fundamental objects or activities (to be termed as "activities" below) to which
radiological exclusion, exemption, and clearance are applied are source materials, practices, and
exposures. Though the terms of exemption, clearance, and exclusion as used above are quite
familiar, it is not so easy to differentiate their exact definitions.

At first, the exclusion can be

used in a certain circumstance where any radiological controls cannot be applied (e.g. cosmic ray,
naturally occurring radionuclides existing in human body, etc.). The exemption means that any
radiological regulatory controls are not imposed on the activities (i.e. source materials, practices,
and exposures). If a certain radiological regulatory control is applied to the activities, and then
subsequently removed, the term clearance is the most adequate.

In addition, the regulatory

exemption and clearance mean that the activities are to be released or removed from regulations
only in the radiological aspects. Therefore, subsequent considerations on the chemical/biological
hazards of the exempted or cleared activities are to be required.
According to the IAEA-SS-lll-G-1.1, exempt waste (EW) has been dealt with as a category
of radioactive waste [4]. Furthermore, some people misunderstand that a material containing
very low level of radionuclides (i.e. VLLW) can be automatically exempted or cleared from
regulatory control if only their radiation levels are below the limits issued by the regulatory body.
However, it should be borne in mind that both exemption and clearance can be implemented only
on the premise of the regulatory body's permission.
Conditional or Unconditional Exemption and Clearance

The radiological activities that meet prescribed criteria and permitted by the regulatory
body can be exempted or cleared from restrictions.

If those activities are permitted to be

exempted or cleared in any situations, they can be treated, recycled or reused by any methods and
in any places without limitations.
unconditional exemption or clearance.

In this case, the exemption or clearance is termed as
If a radiological activity can meet the prescribed criteria

only under specific conditions, however, the regulatory body is to permit the activity to be
exempted or cleared within some limiting conditions (i.e. conditional exemption or clearance). If
two different activities induce similar radiation exposures or contain almost the same
radionuclide inventories, the conditional exemption or clearance may be preferred to the
unconditional one. especially in the aspect of public acceptance.
Criteria for Exemption and Clearance

When a regulatory body decides to exempt or clear some source materials, practices, or
exposures, they need a series of criteria to decide which one can be exempted/cleared or not.

In

this context, several numerical criteria (Inventory Criteria, Dose Criteria, etc.) have been
proposed by IAEA [2,3]. The fundamental criteria for exemption and clearance are based upon
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the individual and collective exposure dose concepts. According to several documents issued by
IAEA [2-4], a certain practice that meets the individual dose criterion (IDC) of less than 10 u Sv/y,
and the collective dose criterion (CDC) of less than 1 man Sv/y or radiological optimization can be
exempted or cleared from regulatory control. The IDC proposed by IAEA is low enough, since
the value represents 1/100 of the ICRP-60's recommendations for general inhabitants (i.e. 1
mSv/y) and only 1/250 of the natural background exposure (i.e. —2.5 mSv/y), as listed in TABLE 1.

TABLE 1. Comparison of Dose Limits and Criteria for Exemption and Clearance
ICRP 60
Dose
Limit

Workers

Inhabitants

100mSv/5y
and
50 mSv/y

1 mSv/y

Criteria for
Exemption/Clearance

Natural
Background

10 p. Sv/y (Individual)
1 man Sv/y (Collective)

2.5 mSv/y

Under the dose criteria, all the applicants for exemption or clearance must be assessed by
dose analysis with their specific scenarios and assumptions, case-by-case basis.

If the dose

criteria can be converted into limiting values for concentrations or inventories of radionuclides,
more convenient determination is possible.

Therefore, IAEA has proposed the general

concentration criteria (GCC) for exemption (IAEA-SS-lll-G-1.1 and SS-115), and for clearance
(IAEA-TECDOC-855). These values have been derived for specific radionuclides, under the most
conservative scenarios, data, and assumptions.
Procedure for Determining Exclusion. Exemption, and Clearance

FIGURE 1 shows the general procedure or flowchart for determining exclusion, exemption,
and clearance of new radiological activities.
is radiologically controllable or not.

First of all, an^activity is to be identified whether it

If any radiological controls are impossible or quite an

amount of exposure is unavoidable, the activity (such as cosmic rays, K-40 in human body, and so
on) must be intrinsically excluded from radiological regulatory control.
If the activity is not to be excluded, a series of criteria (i.e. GCC, IDC, and CDC) are
subsequently applied to the activity.

When the activity satisfies the predetermined criteria in

any conditions and is permitted by the regulatory body, unconditional exemption can be allowed.
Since GCC are usually derived from the most conservative assumptions, scenarios, and data, IDC
and CDC are not to be applied to the activity, once the activity meets the GCC. It is reported in
some documents issued by IAEA that the IDC is a mandatory criterion, however, the CDC can be
substituted for radiological optimization [3]. When the activity is able to meet the criteria solely
under specific condition and is permitted by the regulatory body, it can be exempted conditionally.
If the activity fails to meet any criteria such as GCC, IDC, and CDC even under specific
conditions, it should be restricted under authorized control.

As previously mentioned, the
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Conceptual Procedure for Determining Exclusion, Exemption, and Clearance

concept of clearance is to be applied to the activities which have been radiologically controlled (i.e.
once classified into authorized control).

When the controlled activity meets the criteria for

clearance (e.g. GCC, IDC, CDC), the regulatory body can permit it to be radiologically cleared.

It

is certain that almost the same procedure with the previous exemption is to be followed, and
unconditional or conditional clearance can be allowed even for the previously controlled activities.
It should be borne in mind that the unconditional exemption or clearance does not mean it
can be free from all the restrictions other than radiological control. That is, even the exempted
or cleared activity may be still under the general environmental controls, considering its chemical
or biological hazards.

DECISION-MAKING METHODOLOGY
General Methods for Decision-Making

Even though, the concepts of exemption and clearance have lots of merits in the aspects of
economics and effective use of resources, its practical implementation depends on each country's
specific situations. In addition, the extent and levels of implementing the concept can be widely
varied also depending upon each country's policy. For instance, a regulatory body can permit not
clearance but exemption, and not unconditional exemption but conditional one.

Therefore it

should be the first step for a country to decide politically whether or not to admit the exemption
or clearance, and the extent to which the concept is implemented.

Since a lot of both

quantitative and qualitative factors should be considered in the above process, an appropriate
multi-objective decision-making tool (e.g. multi-attribute method, analytical hierarchy process,
etc.) is to be necessary.

Though detailed assessment procedure which may be done in the future

is not described in this paper, a series of fundamental structure and factors to be considered for
adopting the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) are discussed and presented.

Alternatives and Primary Categories

There exist lots of specific options or alternatives for implementing the exemption and
clearance concepts.

As shown in TABLE 2, the following five alternatives are selected as

possible options in implementing the exemption or clearance: (1) both exemption and clearance,
(2) only exemption, (3) only clearance, (4) only conditional exemption and clearance, and (5)
neither exemption nor clearance implemented.
In addition, the primary categories for choosing the best alternative of exemption or
clearance in adopting the AHP are also listed in TABLE 3.

In this paper, five categories

affecting the preference of each alternative are considered as: (1) environmental and radiological
aspects, (2) domestic social and political aspects, (3) economic aspects, (4) regulatory aspects, and
(5) technical aspects.
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TABLE 2.

Possible Alternatives in Implementing the Concepts of Exemption and Clearance
Possible Alternatives
Exem ption
Clearance

I.D.

Conditional

Unconditional

Conditional

Y
Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y
N

Y
N
Y
N
N

Y
N
Y
Y
N

1
II
III
IV
V

TABLE 3.

ER

Descriptions

Unconditional

Both Exemption and Clearance
Only Exemption
Only Clearance
Only Conditional
Neither

Sample Hierarchy for Choosing the Best Option for Exemption or Clearance

Primary Category
Environmental
and Radiological
Aspects

SP

Domestic Social
and Political
Aspects

EC

Economic
Aspects

RE

Regulatory
Aspects

TE

Technical
Aspects

Secondary Category

Effectiveness of Land Use
Effectiveness of Resources Use
Exposure Dose
Public Acceptance
Population Density
Size of Territory
Scale of Nuclear Application Program
Scale of Recycling/Reuse Program
Amounts of VLLW Generated and Accumulated
Discounted Cost
Sensitivity Analysis
Whole Scale of Investment
Reauired Amount of Regulatory Works
Manpower and Relevant Institutions
Possibility of Transboundary Movement of VLLW
Assessment Techniques for Radionuclide Inventory
Sampling Techniques
Radiation Measurement Techniques
Recycling/Reuse Techniques

Symbol
ER-1
ER-2
ER-3
SP-1
SP-2
SP-3
SP-4
SP-5
SP-6
EC-1
EC-2
EC-3
RE-1
RE-2
RE-3
TE-1
TE-2
TE-3
TE-4

Environmental and Radiological Aspects

Factors such as effectiveness of land and resources uses, and exposure dose can be
considered in assessing the preferences of possible alternatives. For example, additional
exposure induced by recycling/reuse of exempted or cleared materials may deteriorate the
preference of a certain exemption or clearance option. On the other hand, exposure to be
resulted from direct disposal of the source materials and additional demand of repository may
prefer the exemption or clearance.
Domestic Social and Political Aspects

Public acceptance, size of territory, scales of domestic nuclear application program and
recycling/reuse program, and the amounts of VLLW are factors considered and emphasized in the
aspects of domestic social and political issues. Among them, the public acceptance is one of the
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most important factors.

Generally, it is anticipated that the public is not willing to accept the

concept of exemption or clearance. Also conditional exemption or clearance is more favorable
than unconditional ones, especially in the aspect of public acceptance.
Economic Aspects

In the aspect of economic preferences, exemption or clearance is to be a better option
compared to the direct disposition of source materials, considering the benefits which may be
attained from recycling/reuse of the materials.

Though it can be anticipated that the economic

aspects are less important compared to other development programs such as back-end of nuclear
fuel cycle, both discounted cost and whole scale of investment with related sensitivity analysis
results can be considered.
Regulatory Aspects

One of the most important merits of adopting the exemption or clearance is that
unnecessarily excessive regulatory works can be adequately reduced. Sufficient manpower and
qualified regulatory or relevant institutions are the major prerequisites for implementing the
concepts. In addition, the possibility of transboundary movement of the VLLW and its expected
amounts are also affecting the preference of each alternative.
Technical Aspects

In practical implementation of the exemption or clearance, the following techniques are
preliminarily secured in a country: (1) assessment of radionuclide inventory, (2) sampling, and (3)
radiation measurement.

Furthermore, adequate techniques for recycling/reuse are required for

effective use of the exempted or cleared materials.

ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Four-Step-Approach

Until recently several countries and international organizations have tried to introduce the
concepts of exemption and clearance, to describe their fundamental concepts, and to suggest a
series of numerical criteria/guidelines [1-4]. However, the following aspects have been rarely
discussed and studied even though they are more practical and prerequisite: (1) how to establish
the national regulatory framework for implementing the concepts, (2) what to prepare for the
implementation, (3) how to consider the specific situation of each country, and so on.
In this study, the four-step-approach

(i.e. political decision-making,

institutional

preparation, technical preparation, and practical implementation) was proposed as a general
procedure for establishing effective national regulatory framework (see FIGURE 2).
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General Framework for Implementing the Exemption and Clearance Concepts

Step-1: Political Decision-Making

It is quite natural that not all the countries are able to adopt the concepts of exemption or
clearance, in that some countries are not to feel that the concepts are necessary. First of all,
each government should decide whether to adopt the exemption and clearance concepts into its
country or not. In this first stage, the following considerations may be done: domestic industrial
needs or demand, public acceptances, definitions of the scopes and targets where exemption and
clearance are adopted, and so forth. If the domestic industrial needs and demand are very low
and the public is opposed to the implementation, the government may decide not to adopt the
concepts.
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Step-2: Institutional Preparation

Once the government decides to adopt the concepts, adequate institutional systems are to
be prepared.

That is, a series of laws and regulations should be prepared or amended in order to

ease the implementation.

In addition, the regulatory bodies or equivalent may establish

relevant technical guidelines or criteria including revision of their radwaste classification system.
In this stage, the domestic laws and regulations are to be compatible with related international
agreements, and required manpower or responsible institutions must be allotted.
Step-3: Technical Preparation

Along with the institutional preparation, apposite technical capabilities of a country are
prerequisites for the practical implementation of the concepts. For effective use of the exempted
or cleared materials, a certain levels of recycling/reuse techniques or programs are required.
Furthermore, a set of techniques for sampling, assessment of radionuclide inventory, and general
or specific radiation measurement is also needed.
Step-4: Practical Implementation

In general, with appropriate institutional and technical preparations, exemption and
clearance concepts can be practically implemented.

During the practical implementation,

however, the regulatory body is responsible for permitting the exemption or clearance under caseby-case basis. Also, total amount of exempted or cleared materials in a certain period must be
controlled by the regulatory body, and related documents are to be adequately issued and
preserved [3].

The problems and limitations observed and reported in the practical

implementation stage can be reconsidered, and reflected in the above steps.

KOREAN CASE STUDY
Current Status

The necessity of introducing the exemption or clearance has been also proposed in Korea
for the last few years.

Considering its active nuclear power development program, increasing

amount of VLLW, impending decommissioning of a research reactor, and delayed operation of
radwaste repository, adequate implementation of exemption or clearance is expected to be a good
option. The basic concept of exemption or clearance has been partly introduced into Korean
nuclear regulatory framework.

For instance, both the IDC of less than 10 u Sv/y and the CDC of

less than 1 man Sv/y were established as limiting criteria for arbitrary disposition of the
materials (e.g. sea dumping), and provided in the decree of Atomic Energy Act as a provision (in
1997). In addition, a kind of numerical GCC was originally established in the Notice issued by
the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) in 1994 and revised in 1997. The purpose of the
GCC is to permit self-disposition by its generators or utilities of materials below the prescribed
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criteria, and subsequently a few applications were permitted by the government, after case-bycase assessments.

The GCC were determined for several radionuclides (e.g. H-3, C-14, Sr-85, etc.

along with p-/y-emitters of less than 100-day of half-lives) to be 100 Bq/g (in 1994). Recently, a
series of research projects have been performed to develop the techniques for assessing the
radionuclide inventories along with sampling techniques, and recycling or reuse of VLLW
generated from decommissioning of the research reactor.
Future Planning

Though the concepts of exemption and clearance have been partly implemented in Korea,
some political decisions (i.e. full-scale or partial implementation, scopes and extent, etc.) haven't
yet made. It is expected that the general decision-making procedure as described in this paper
may be performed in the near future.

The decisions are to be made considering lots of factors

(ranging from the industrial needs and demand to conservative public acceptance), and a certain
compromised option will be established.

Though more additional institutional and technical

preparations are to be reinforced, however, more expanded implementation of the exemption or
clearance is ultimately expected.

It is finally anticipated that the following issues are to be

further discussed: (1) selection of the best option among the alternatives listed in TABLE 2, (2)
establishment if adequate radwaste classification system in conformance with the exemption or
clearance concept, (3) revision and updating of the current GCC, and (4) reviewing of the
appropriateness of the present IDC and CDC, and so forth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Only by considering each country's specific situations, the merits of the exemption and
clearance can be materialized.

The four-step-approach, as proposed in FIGURE 2, shows the

general methodology to establish a country's regulatory framework for implementing the
exemption and clearance. The first stage is to be the very political decision-making considering
domestic industrial demands, needs, and public acceptance for the concepts. In this stage, the
possible alternatives and the sample hierarchy listed in TABLE 2 and TABLE 3, respectively,
may play an important role as comprehensive guidelines for the decision-making.

In addition,

the conceptual procedure for determining exemption, clearance or exclusion was summarized in
FIGURE 1. Though a series of basic guidelines proposed in this paper are quite fundamental
and conceptual, it is believed that they are sufficient enough for a country to regard them as a
milestone, in its way to get to the practical implementation of the concepts. Undoubtedly, more
specific conditions of each country are to be considered and reflected in applying the guidelines.
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Abstract
The growing energy demand in the next century can be met by large-scale nuclear power that
can be deployed around fast reactors operating in a closed U-Pu cycle. The main requirements to the
future fuel cycle are 1) reduction of the radiation risk from radioactive waste owing to transmutation
of the most hazardous long-lived actinides and fission products in reactors and due to thorough
treatment of radwaste to remove these elements, with provision of a balance between the activity of
waste put to final disposal and that of uranium extracted from earth; 2) no possibility to use closed
cycle facilities for Pu extraction from spent fuel for the purpose of weapons production; physical
protection of fuel against thefts (nonproliferation).

1. INTRODUCTION
Significant growth of global fuel and energy demand expected in the 21st century
will most likely be accompanied by depletion of cheap hydrocarbons and a threatening
increase in the emissions resulting from fossil fuel combustion.
The most realistic solution to the energy problems is offered by large-scale
nuclear power (NP) capable of taking in a significant portion of the growing fuel
demand. Serious expansion of nuclear sources - by an order of magnitude against the
current level - can be achieved only around fast reactors in a closed fuel cycle. Large
plutonium stockpiles accumulated in the first stage of nuclear power development,
dictate the use of fast reactors with uranium-plutonium fuel, which have serious
advantages over other reactor types and the thorium-uranium cycle.
The geography and scale of energy supply anticipated in the next century,
impose new requirements on nuclear reactors and closed fuel cycle technology, in
particular:
- full Pu reproduction in the core with BR~1. The slowdown in the expected rate of
capacity growth and large amounts of plutonium accumulated in the first stage of
nuclear power development, eliminate the need for quick doubling of plutonium, which
allows the use of reactors with BR~ 1 and moderate power density in the core;
- natural safety of reactors with deterministic exclusion of the most dangerous
accidents such as prompt runaway, loss of coolant, fire, steam and hydrogen
explosions, which lead to fuel failure and catastrophic release of radioactivity;
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- lower radiation risk from radwaste (RW) owing to the transmutation of the most
hazardous long-lived actinides and fission products (FP) in reactors and thorough
treatment of RW to remove these elements, with provision of a balance between the
activity of RW put to final disposal and that of uranium extracted from earth;
- facilities of a closed fuel cycle should not be suitable for Pu extraction from spent fuel
for the purpose of its further use for weapons production; fuel should be physically
protected against thefts (nonproliferation);
- fast reactors should be cheaper than existing LWRs, to make them competitive with
fossils and gas in most countries and regions.
RDIPE has been working in the last decade on a concept of a fast lead-cooled
reactor with UN-PuN fuel (BREST series), which relies on considerable domestic
expertise in fast reactors and marine nuclear systems with PbBi coolant. The studies
carried out so far show that these reactors can satisfy all of the above requirements.
The reactor survives any credible accident without fuel failure, has full internal Pu
reproduction in the core (CBR~1), does not use uranium blankets and transmutes
minor actinides (MA) as a part of the main fuel. These features make it possible to
simplify reprocessing technology to a not too deep fuel purification from fission
products, with Pu extraction from spent fuel neither required nor possible. Fuel
reprocessing should preferably be set up on NPP sites in order to avoid large shipments
of highly radioactive and fissionable materials.
BREST has several physical traits which make it proliferation-resistant:
• Transmuted actinides present in the fuel and rough fuel cleaning from FPs (so that
1% to 10% of them remain in the fuel) facilitate fuel protection against thievery at all
stages of the fuel cycle.
• With full Pu reproduction in the core (BR~1) there is no need to use uranium
blankets, which precludes production of weapon-grade plutonium in these reactors
and eliminates the need for Pu extraction.
• With CBR~ 1, the fact that spent fuel composition is very close to that of fresh fuel,
implies that Pu is neither extracted nor added to the fuel. To adjust fuel composition,
another portion of 238U is added into the main fuel to compensate for the burnup of
this component.
• With small reactivity margin in the core, it is not possible to load into reactor fuel
assemblies containing source material for Pu production. Small reactivity worth of
FAs, its insignificant variation with burnup (CBR-1) and moderate power density
in the core, afford quasicontinuous on-load refuelling during low-load operation.
With closed fuel cycle facilities arranged on NPP sites, it becomes possible to do
without out-of-pile storages for spent and fresh fuel, which are most vulnerable to
thefts.
On-site fuel facilities eliminate the need for long-distance shipments of fuel and
hence remove the danger of accidents and thievery associated with them.
Surplus neutrons produced in a chain reaction in a fast reactor without uranium
blanket and the high flux of fast neutrons, allow efficient transmutation of not only all
actinides in the core but also long-lived fission products (I, Te) in lead blanket by
leakage neutrons without detriment to the inherent safety of this reactor.
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The radiation balance between natural uranium used for energy production in a
closed system and resultant long-lived high-level waste (LLHLW) can be attained
based on the transmutation of actinides and long-lived fission products in BREST
reactors, extraction and utilization of Sr and Cs, with HLW put in monitored storage
for about 200 years before final disposal in order to lower their activity thousand-fold,
approximately.
2. RADIATION BALANCE WITH ALLOWANCE FOR MIGRATION
To give a quantitative assessment of the radioactive balance in the system, it is
necessary to introduce a notion of activity equivalent to natural uranium. The
radiation equivalence between natural uranium and waste in terms of their impact on
man can be accounted for, for instance, by using dose factors Ei for nuclides absorbed
by individuals with water, as they are given in the Radiation Safety Standards NRB-96
[1]. Estimations concerning the radiation-equivalent activity of actinides (Ac), fission
products (FP) and structural materials (SM) activated in a neutron field, i.e. waste
components, can rely on radiation coefficients (Krad, i):

SM

. i S M ; Arad-eq, LLHLW = A r a d-cq A c +

A r ad-cq S M =

;

Krad,, = Eu 238 /E,.

TABLE I. RADIATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SOME NUCLIDES
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The principle of waste equivalence relative to uranium can be extended to
migration of LLHLW elements after final disposal should the protection barriers fail
with time. Comparable to the role of radiation coefficients is that of migration factors
which are equal to the ratio between retardation factors (RF) of waste and natural
uranium in rock - Kmig = RFj/RFu. Retardation factor is equal to the ratio of water
flow velocity in rock to the rate of element migration. With Kmig>l, waste elements
migrate slower than uranium. If Kmig<l, waste migration is faster than that of
uranium.
TABLE II. MIGRATION FACTORS
Element
J^-mig

Element
Kmig

Th
98
Tc
0.5

Pa
29
I

0.22

U
1
Cs
32

Np
2.2
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7.9
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2.2
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0.73
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Similarly, it is possible to describe the radiation- and migration-equivalent
activity of waste as Arad/mig eq= £ Ai/(Krad,i • Kmig,i). This activity is obtained by
dividing the actual activity of nuclides by radiation and migration factors and is
actually an analog of uranium activity which can be compared to the activity of natural
uranium with the mass Mu used for energy production that resulted in the generation
of the waste under consideration. The condition which should be met to attain the
radiation and migration balance between the equivalent activity of waste and natural
uranium, can be described by the following equation:
Arad/mig - eq, LLHLW(T 0 ) = M u A u . w

where
Arad/mig -cq, LLHLW(TO)

Mu
Au,w = 4.7 Ci/t

is the radiation- and migration-equivalent activity of LLHLW
which depends on the time of waste storage and is normalized
to energy production resulting in the generation of It of fission
products (Ci/t of FPs);
is the mass of natural uranium burned in a reactor with
resultant production of It of FPs (t);
is the activity taken from earth with It of natural uranium,
which includes the activity of uranium proper and of the
members of its radioactive family.

The above characteristics are differential since the function in question is
considered with respect to energy production resulting in the generation of It of FPs.
As regards long-term nuclear power operation, it would be more sensible to use an
integral approach which evaluates the buildup of waste activity during a certain period
of time and compares the decrease of this activity with the total activity of natural
uranium spent in the same period.
The possibility of attaining radiation balance with allowance for migration has
been studied with respect to a closed nuclear power system consisting mostly of
BREST reactors (which are taken to account for 75% of nuclear capacity in nuclear
power fully deployed do a stable level) and W E R s (about 25% of the total nuclear
capacity). W E R s are supposed to use enriched uranium in the initial period of largescale deployment of nuclear sources. Then, as the reserves of natural uranium will be
coming to an end (by the turn of the 21st century), W E R s will start using thorium and
uranium-233 (WER-B) as main fuel and uranium-233 produced in lead blankets of
BREST reactors, as make-up fuel.
Thorium irradiated in a BREST blanket will accumulate 233U to such an extent
that the two will remain inseparable in all reprocessing stages. The demanded content
of 233U in fuel loaded in W E R s will be obtained by mixing of unloaded and make-up
fuel.
In nuclear power self-sustained with fissionable materials [4], fresh fuel will be
needed only for reactor make-up with depleted uranium and thorium. Let us confine
the discussion to the stage of nuclear power operation lasting to the end of reserves of
depleted and recovered uranium accumulated by the end of NP deployment or
stockpiled earlier (Fig. 1).
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Fig.l A Case of nuclear power development: deployment during 90 years, operation
during 3790 years, phaseout with burning of final charges -300 years.
1- BREST
2- WER-B.
The case of NP development discussed here, includes transmutation of Np, Am,
Cm, I and Tc in BREST reactors. The radiation balance was calculated assuming that
0.1% (mass) of U, Pu, Am; 1% (mass) of Np, Cm, Th, Ra and 100% (mass) of Bk, Cf
go to waste during reprocessing.
Fig. 2 shows relative radiation- and migration-equivalent activity of LLHLW
(relative to activity of natural uranium and thorium used in the period of NP
operation) as dependent on the time of waste storage:
Sradymig LLHLW ( x ) = Arad/m.g ( x ) / A U + T h

The operation time of NP TNP = 3790 years, and the total activity of uranium
and thorium spent Au+Th depends on it. Both activities are normalized to It of FPs
produced during NP operation. With waste storage time = 200 years, Srad/migLLHLW ~
10; with x = 300 years, Srad/migLLHLW ~ 5; with x = 400 years, Srad/migLLHLW ~ 2.5. In
other words, it is possible to have the radiation and migration activity of LLHLW of
the same order of magnitude as the activity of uranium and thorium used for energy
supply, with the waste stored for some 200-400 years, which is quite acceptable.
3. Technological aspects of the nonproliferation of fissionable materials

To ascertain that BREST fuel satisfies the nonproliferation requirement,
calculations were performed on the critical mass of a "bare ball" containing fuel
composition without reflector. The BREST fuel thus calculated was compared with the
critical mass of metallic uranium enriched to 20% with 235U (828 kg), which is
authorized by IAEA for circulation and is classified as Class 4 Hazard, i.e. not
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Fig. 2 The ratio between the radiation- and migration-equivalent activity of LLHLW
and the activity of natural uranium and thorium used for power supply. NP operation
time 3790 years.
dangerous as regards the possibility of its use for nuclear weapons production. "Bare"
critical mass of fuel composition in a BREST reactor with an equilibrium core (i.e.
containing uranium, plutonium, neptunium, americium and curium isotopes) amounts
to 850 kg in case of metallic fuel and 1530 kg with nitride fuel. This means that BREST
fuel is unsuitable for nuclear weapons production, provided actinides are not separated
from it during reprocessing.
The physical traits of fast reactors allow reprocessing in which 1% to 10% of
fission products remain in the fuel. Also left in the fuel for transmutation are Am, Np
and some Cu. Altogether, these impurities account for the high radiation level of the
fuel (approximately 50 Ci/kg), hence providing its inherent protection against thievery.
The existing commercial technology of spent fuel reprocessing based on aqueous
extraction and other radiochemical techniques studied now (fluorides, electrochemical
refining in molten salts, etc.) are tailored to Pu extraction and hence cannot satisfy the
nonproliferation requirements. This was one of the reasons why the R&D in this area
were halted in the U.S.A., along with the fast reactor programme. Furthermore, this
will also be the major obstacle to large-scale deployment of nuclear power in future.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the existing and look for new reprocessing
techniques. The new techniques should take advantage of the possibilities opened by
reactors of the new generation, and should be proliferation-resistant.
In this context, the main feature required of a reprocessing technology is that it
leaves no room for Pu separation from uranium wherever in the process, which means
that the two should always go together in a certain ratio. Inseparability of U and Pu
should take its root in the chemical processes and equipment used in reprocessing. Any
potential variations in process parameters - temperature, pressure, agents used, etc. should not enable Pu extraction or result in significant increase of Pu content in fuel
composition, i.e. the reprocessing technology should be inherently resistant to
proliferation.
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Several refining technologies have been appraised against the above
requirements: aqueous, molten fluorides, gas fluorides, electrochemical refining in
molten salts. Investigations were also made into the use of unconventional refining
techniques such as metallurgical processes or direct annealing of fuel composition. All
these techniques were found to be basically capable of assuring inseparability of U and
Pu during reprocessing and providing the requisite level of fuel cleaning from actinides
and fission products.
1. Aqueous extraction is practically the sole technique used now in the countries
with developed nuclear power (Purex process). Basically, it can be modified to suit the
nonproliferation requirements. The modified procedure will be simpler than the
existing technique because it will not include Pu extraction from organic material. At
the same time, the aqueous technique has certain drawbacks in the context of the above
requirements:
•

large amount of equipment and rooms, on account of low permissible fuel content
in process solutions;
• large amount of low-level liquid waste;
• the need for long-term preliminary cooling of irradiated fuel to reduce radiation
exposure of organic agents and the extent of their decomposition, and also large
consumption of these agents.
These shortcomings call for an extensive effort to work out a proper process,
find optimum mix and size of equipment and perform a cost-benefit analysis for a case
when reprocessing is set up on an NPP site.
2. Reprocessing based on molten fluorides. Spent fuel is transformed into a molten
salt such as LiF-NaF-UF4 (PUF3) under the temperature of more than 650°C, which
contains also fluorides of FPs and other actinides. Gaseous, volatile and the most
noble (as to the electrochemistry) elements are isolated in the initial stage of the
process. Next, actinides are extracted from the melt in oxidation/reduction and
fluorine/oxygen exchange reactions. With actinides having similar electrochemical
potentials, it proves possible to implement the process in such a way that it becomes
unfeasible to isolate a fraction with high content of Pu.
3. A process in which spent fuel is brought in a gaseous state such as UF6. About
half of FP elements produce non-volatile fluorides and hence are separated during
fluoridation. The remaining elements can be separated into requisite components by
using traps with different temperatures. Uranium and plutonium fluorides are kept
together. In principle, Pu could be isolated by superheating of the mixture and thermal
decomposition of PuF6. There are technical and administrative measures, however,
that exclude such superheating in the process being developed.
4. In the process under consideration, chlorides of fuel components (such as UCh,
PuCb) are subjected to electrolysis in potassium and lithium chloride environment. During
anodic dissolution of nitride fuel, noble metals, molybdenum, technetium and
zirconium pass into slime. Refining is carried out in electrolyzers with a solid or pool
cathode, at the temperature of 550°C - 650°C. As a result of the electrochemical
process, uranium, plutonium, the majority of minor actinides and 2% to 10% of rareearth elements are precipitated on cathode.
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With molten fluoride, gas fluoride and electrochemical molten salt techniques of
spent fuel reprocessing it will be possible to reduce the amount of equipment involved
in the process and, very likely, also the amount of low-level waste, by an order of
magnitude as compared to the aqueous technology. The above techniques have been
tested in laboratories but have not been commercialized yet and hence require further
analytical and experimental work to support their commercial application. These
technologies may involve some increase in the relative content of Pu in the fuel
subjected to reprocessing, which is unwelcome from the view point of nonproliferation
and nuclear safety. This matter needs further investigations.
5. A concept has been suggested for metallurgical refining of spent fuel. The
technology is based on high-temperature extraction of nitride fuel components in liquid
gallium with subsequent separation by metallurgical methods. The concept requires a
lot of analytical and experimental studies to support it. Obviously, the main problem
with this technology will be the choice of structural materials capable of surviving the
harsh environment (liquid gallium) and high temperatures (1000°C - 2000°C).
6. For the annealing technique of fuel refining, only the basic analysis has been
performed so far, with some model calculations on nuclide release from oxide and
nitride matrices. The calculations relied mostly on analytically evaluated but not
validated experimentally coefficients of nuclide diffusion in a matrix, which means that
this technique also needs considerable experimental and analytical effort to
substantiate it. The main attraction of this option is its simplicity (the fuel matrix is
refined, heated and kept in this state for some time to allow for nuclide release from
grains into the gas environment). Even if this technology fails to live up to the current
optimistic predictions about its future, it might become an initial stage of fuel refining
in some other baseline technologies. The main difficulty in implementing this technique
will be selection of structural materials that can perform at very high temperatures
(2000°C - 2400°C).

CONCLUSION
The above discussion reflects only the initial studies on the matter in question.
But even at this early stage the studies point to the possibility of creating a
proliferation-resistant fuel cycle for a large-scale nuclear power with radiationequivalent radwaste disposal. Further studies are needed to choose fuel cycles for
detailed elaboration.
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Abstract
Routine individual occupational radiation monitoring is necessary to ensure that exposure are kept as
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and that the authorized dose limits are not exceeded. The type and
extend of the monitoring depend on the nature and magnitude of occupational radiation exposure. Optimal
choice of the wearing time for individual dosimeters, T, has important consequences for achievement of the
individual monitoring objects. The choice of T depends on individual dose distribution, the lower detection limit
for the detector used, the lost of an information during period of monitoring, the cost of the measurements and
the benefits associated with the results. The paper describes the application of quantitative optimization
techniques to optimize the wearing time for individual dosimeters. It was shown how optimal wearing time for
individual dosimeters depends on dose distribution, the lower detection limit, dose limit, fading and cost of the
measurements.
1. INTRODUCTION
Even after the proposal of the principle of "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) in
Publication 26 of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [1], most radiation
protection has been carried out qualitatively and/or intuitively in the light of social and economic
considerations, and not positively practiced on the basis of quantitative optimization. Examples of
optimization of radiation protection are provided in the appendices of ICRP Publication 37 [2]. In
each calculations are based on fairly well defined parameters and assumptions that were well
understood. This paper describes the application of quantitative optimization techniques to the
wearing time for individual dosimeters. The optimization is based on empirical data and less certain
assumptions and it may represent typical application of ALARA principle to evaluation of specific
elements of radiation monitoring programs.
Routine individual occupational radiation monitoring is necessary to ensure that exposure are
kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and that the authorized dose limits are not exceeded.
The type and extend of the monitoring depend on the nature and magnitude of occupational radiation
exposure. Optimal choice of the wearing time for individual dosimeters, T, has important
consequences for achievement of the individual monitoring objects. The choice of T depends on
individual dose distribution, the lower detection limit for the detector used, the lost of an information
during period of monitoring (so called "fading), the cost of the measurements and the benefits
associated with the results. In previous papers [3,4] it was shown how optimal wearing time for
individual dosimeters depends on dose distribution, the lower detection limit and cost of the
measurements. In this paper influence of fading on choice of the wearing time for individual
dosimeters is included in the optimization.
2. USE OF COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS FN THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE WEARING TIME
FOR DOSIMETERS
The net benefit from the introduction of a practice involving ionizing radiation is the gross
benefit minus the cost of the practice [2]. This is expressed by the equation

B = V-(P + X+ Y),

(1)
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where B is the net benefit of the introduction of a practice, V is the gross benefit of the introduction of
such practice, P is the basic production cost of the practice, excluding the cost of radiation protection,
X is the cost of achieving a selected level of radiation protection and Y is the cost of the detriment
resulting from the practice at the selected level of radiation protection.
For an occupational individual monitoring programme, the optimal frequency of individual
monitoring is achieved when B, the net benefit, is maximized. Assuming the relevant independent
variable is the wearing time for individual dosimeters T, the maximum benefit would be attained
when

dV

(dP

dX

dY

Considering Fand P to be independent of T, the optimization condition is fulfilled when

1

o)

.

(3)

where To is the optimum wearing time for dosimeters.
Let us determine the functions X{T) and Y{T) in case of an individual monitoring
programme.
The expenditures of the individual monitoring are composed of the cost of the individual
dosimeters and the cost of the equipment and operation of the centralised system of individual
monitoring, called the "control centre", for the sake of brevity. In first approximation, it may be
assumed that the cost of such a centre does not depend greatly on the wearing time for individual
dosimeters T, and is given by the constant A. The cost of the dosimeters used is directly proportional
to the number of dosimeters distributed, to the cost of processing and evaluation of a single
dosimeters and inversely proportional to the wearing time T. If C is the cost of a single dosimeter
including the cost of processing and evaluation, N is the number of workers shall be subject to
individual monitoring within one year and T is the wearing time for dosimeter, then
N

(4)
and

where k\ = 1 year/person is a dimensional constant.
Optimisation assessment requires radiation detriment to be expressed in terms of a cost. Since
the objective health detriment is proportional to the collective dose, it is appropriate to conclude that
the cost of the objective detriment resulting from the practice at the selected level of radiation
protection, Y, is also proportional to the collective dose [2]:
Y = aS
(6)
where a is a dimensional constant expressing the cost assigned to the unit collective dose for radiation
protection purposes, S is collective effective dose equivalent due to practice under consideration.
The cost of the detriment resulting from a selected frequency of individual
monitoring is related to the reliability of the assessment of doses and to the principle that dose limit
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must not be exceeded. If P(H) is distribution of annual individual doses H, D is the lower detection
limit for the dosimeter used, and T is the wearing time for the dosimeter, then the average
undetectable dose is
i>/r

(7)

\HP(H)dH
the average annual dose exceeded the dose limit L is

JHP(H)dH,

(8)

lost of the information due to fading during time T is fTH

, where k 2 = l year is a

dimensional constant, / is fading during 1 year, H is the average annual individual dose.
The average collective dose during time T due to the undetectable doses, the doses exceeded
dose limit L and due to fading is
k,IJT

H(\-/TH)-

S=N

\HP{H)CIH

(9)

k2D/T

Then substituting (9) into (6):
k,LIT

Y(T)=aN

H{\-jTH)-

\HP{H)dH

(10)

k2D/r

and

dY

aNk]

r

3

L2P\

-D2P

-aN/H.

(11)

•'o

Substituting (5) and (11) into (3) we obtain optimization condition:

Tn

k7L
0

^2

k,D

=0

(12)

3. DOSE DISTRIBUTION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The United Nation Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR)
suggested [4] a reference distribution of occupational individual doses in the log-normal form:

P(H) =

1
C7HJ27T

(13)
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where k3= 1 rem*1 (100 rem = 1 Sv) is the dimensional constant, a = 0.86641 and \x = -1.0684, if the
average dose equivalent H =0.5 rem. The log-normal form of the distribution is meant to reflect
the fact that in many occupations involving radiation exposure the majority of workers receive low
doses and only a few are exposed to relatively high doses.
In order to calculate the optimal wearing time To for individual dosimeters, based on ALARA
principle, (12) should be solved.
For the log-normal dose distribution (see (13)) (12) has analytical solutions in two specific
cases [3,4]:
1) the lower detection limit for the dosimeter used D = 0 and the dosimeters have any fading:

(14)
2) the ratio Cla. equals to 0 and the dosimeters have any fading:

(15)
or taking into account that

12
(16)
we obtain

T =

-*2/2

'2^3

(17)

The results of the numerical solution of (12) for log-normal dose distribution (13), H= 5
mSv, L = 20 mSv and different D for dosimeters without fading (f = 0) are given in Fig.l.

0,1mSv, f = 0
D = 0,2 mSv, f = 0
D = 0,5 mSv, f = 0 I
1mSv, f = 0

1.0E+02

1.0E+03

1.0E+05

1.0E+06

Fig 1. The optimal wearing time, To, as a function of ratio the cost assigned to the unit collective dose
for radiation protection purposes, a, to the cost of a single dosimeter, including the cost of processing
and evaluation, C, for different lower detection limits of the dosimeter used.
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Dependence of To on fading of dosimeters for log-normal dose distribution (13), L = 50 mSv,
/ / = 5 mSv and different a/C and D are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

D = 0,1mSv
D = 0,5 mSv .
= 1mSv

0,2
0,3
Fading per year

0,4

0,5

Fig 2. The optimal wearing time, T0,as a function of fading and D (a/C = 100,
L = 20 mSv).

D = 0,1mSv
= 0,2 mSv
D = 0,5 mSv
D = 1mSv

0,2

0,3

Fading per year

Fig 3. The optimal wearing time, To, as a function of fading and D (a/C = 1000,
L = 20 mSv).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The optimal wearing time for individual dosimeters, To , depends not only on the dose
distribution, but To depends also on fading, the lower detection limit for the dosimeter, D, and the
quotient of the cost assigned to the unit collective dose, a, by the cost of the dosimeter, C. If the ratio
C/a is infinitesimal, then the optimal wearing time, To , is directly proportional to the -JDL and
inversely proportional to the average annual individual dose H for log-normal dose distribution.
Typically used wearing time for individual dosimeters (from 1 to 3 months) seems to be optimal for
TLD and film dosimeters taken into account cost, fading and sensitivity of such instruments.
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Abstract
The present work is performed within the frame of evaluating the radiological impact of the post-closure
stage of the facility for disposal of the radioactive wastes generated in Cuba, including a description of the waste
disposal systems defined in the country, and taking account of significant elements of their long term safety. The
Methodology for Safety Assessment includes: the definition of possible scenarios for evaluation, the
identification of principal present uncertainties, the model simulating the release of the radionuclides of the
facility, their transport through the geosphere, and their final access to man, evaluating ultimately the
radiological impact of the disposal system considering the dose for a critical group. The results obtained allow to
demonstrate the radiological safety of the nominative barrier in the design of the system for the particular
conditions of Cuba.
1. INTRODUCTION
The safety assessment of a radioactive waste disposal system is, besides support to the regulatory
process, a fundamental element in the design, operation and postclosure process of a facility of this
type. [1-3 ]. Starting from the decade of the 80s, Cuba began to carry out the first studies in order to
define a Disposal System of Low and Intermediated Radioactive Wastes generated from the nuclear
applications as well as from its future operation of "Juragua " nuclear power plant. This System will
and should comply with the standards and international recommendations, allowing to isolate these
radioactive wastes in a safe way for sufficient time in which it ceases being dangerous. The safety'
assessment is the fundamental tool that evaluates the behaviour and the safety of the whole system
and allows to predict the possible radiological impact. Due to the characteristics of these types of
wastes the evaluations should take into account the behaviour of the different elements of the system
in long periods of time which complicates the assessment. Several international programs have been
carried out in this thematic area in order to evaluate models, and capabilities of prediction and
validation for radioactive wastes of low and medium as of high activity.
Taking into account the below, starting from the year 1993, the work of safety assessment began
together with the disposal system definition. As a result at the present time we participate in an
international co-operation agreement with the IAEA on this topic.
2. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
The adopted methodology[3] includes the following stages: Fig. [1]
- Assessment context. The Safety Assessment scope is defined, the interval of time to be evaluated,
the regulations, standards, endpoints and safety criteria, that will allow to compare the obtained
results; the design of the system to be evaluated, and the types of radioactive wastes for disposal.
-Description of radioactive waste disposal system. It includes all database necessary' to carry out
the process of assessment, including the type of wastes, design of the facility, characteristics of the
site, biosphere, interactions between different subsystems, etc.
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-Scenarios generation. Identification and definition of all the features, events and processes (FEP)
that could influence the release or transport of the radionuclides from the source (waste) to the
medium (biosphere).
-Consequences assessment. The most appropriate mathematical models are selected according to
the context and scenarios in order to simulate the different phenomena present in the different
subsystems and to estimate the resulting dose.
-Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. Will be performed regarding the database, the scenarios and
selected models with the objective to show the effect it has on the estimated dose (endpoints), the
variation of the group of parameters, as well as evaluating the residual uncertainty present in the
assessment of the behaviour, due to numerical errors, the models, etc.
-Interpreted results assessment. The final results are compared with the selected endpoint (doses,
risk, concentrations and so on) in order to comply with the safety requirements and acceptance
criteria adopted, evaluating the possible radiological impact of the facility. Finally, it is evaluated if
the result is suitable or not, taking into account the proposed assessment goal, data availability, and it
is decided if this is an adequate safety case, or if there is need to continue the assessment.

METHODOLOGY SAFETY ASSESSMENT APPROACH
ASSESSMENT CONTEXT

DESCRIBE RADIOACTIVE
WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

SCENARIOS GENERATION

CONSEQUENCES ASSESSMENT

SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY
ANALYSES
REVIEW AND MODIFY
COMPONENTS
INTERPRET RESULTS
ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT

-YES

-ADECUATE
SAFETY CASE
9

ACCEPTANCE

Fig. 1. Safety Assessment Methodology.
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2.1.Characterization of the defined System
A disposal system has been designed a for low and intermediate radioactive waste generated in the
country. It is a near surface disposal facility within rock cavities in a stable geologic medium. The
repository has a system of natural and artificial barriers for the purpose of preventing the movement
of the radionuclides to the environment 1]. The proposed barriers are:
123456-

The waste form, cement or bitumen.
Metallic Drums of 208 litres.
Container of concrete (for wastes of intermediate activity)
Natural zeolite as filling material between the metallic drums and the container of concrete.
Shore up of monolithic concrete of the chambers of disposal of the radioactive wastes.
Geologically stable formation and poor permeability (granodioritic rock)

The Safety Assessment divides the disposal system in three areas: the near and far field, and the
biosphere. The first one includes all the processes that occur from barriers 1-5, the far field refers to
all the transport that takes place in the geological medium (geosphere), and the field biosphere is
related to the radiological impact in the environment.
2.1.1. Near field
This includes all the parameters defined for the system of disposal [1] and that will be specified by an
investigation group of geological/hydrogeological engineers also considering environmental aspects.
The repository will be located in a medium stable geological formation to an approximate depth of
30m. The facility will consist of eight horizontally connected rooms linked to the surface by three
vertical shafts, in which the disposal of the radioactive wastes will be carried out properly compacted
maintaining enough reserve space.
Total area of the repository: 165720 m^
Amount of waste for disposal: This facility will dispose all the wastes of low and intermediate
activity generated by the operation of two blocks of the Juragua" NPP and wastes produced during
100 years for the users of nuclear techniques.
Amount of radioactive waste:
- Low activity -9500 m3
- Intermediate activity —2800 m3 of conditioned waste from the NPP (bituminated and the others
wastes cemented).
- Main isotopes Sr90, Csl37, Co60
2.1.2. Far field
It is one of the principal barriers, which is characterised by a massive granodioritic formation with
several lithologic types such as: Diorits, cuarcidiorits of the Upper Cretasic. The tectonic is simple,
the site is away from the principal tectonic structures of the area and there are not, as of the level of
the current study, important faults near the site. The most probable geological profile is:
- 1 s t layer, loamy sand 0 to 15 m.
_2nd layer, cracked granodiorit 10 to 20 m.
-3rd layer, unaltered granodiorit more than 20 m.
There are physical- mechanical data of the rock, taken from an area near to the site, which were
utilised in the model selection.
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2.1.3 Biosphere
The site [2] is located in a region with an approximate population of 20 000 inhabitants, with
cultivation of citrus fruits and agricultural activities in general. The main town is about 3 km away
from the site. A possible way of access of the radionuclides is by the underground water and well
uses in the area.
2.2. Scenarios assessment
During the site selection process the probabilities and associated impacts of different natural and
man-made events were evaluated, using an expert judgement approach. From a FEP list including all
important events or processes, we selected the possible scenarios:
Natural events

Human activities

-

- Plane crash
- War or sabotage

Hurricanes
Earthquakes
Extreme Winds
Flooding

The following events were considered during the site selection process and their impact was reduced
to the minimum or discarded completely: other possible events such as human intrusions,
perforations, construction of houses in the area, and search for minerals also formed part of the
process of site evaluation of the repository, defining the institutional control of the site after the final
closing of the facility for a period that discards possible dangers. The normal scenario for the postclosure repository is defined as the radionuclides leaching from the repository, taking into account the
retardation time of the different engineered barriers and their transport through ground water in the
geological formation, and finally the well use by a critical group.
2.3. Consequences analysis
In this stage, an important component is the selection of the model that will be adopted, taking into
account the scenarios adopted and the characteristic specifics of our disposal system.
2.3.1. Model selected in the assessment
A fundamental element in the assessment was the selection of the model [Fig. 2], the computer codes
used, models of the leachability, transport of radionuclides through the geosphere, and the final access
to the biosphere, considering the processes of dispersion, diffusion, advection, retention, radioactive
decay, bioaccumulation, environmental factors, etc. The results of these runs have been compared
successfully with others obtained in International Programs of intercomparison [4].
The adopted model utilises for the source term the inventories of the different isotopes, their natural
decay, a term of lixiviation from the Repository and the retardation of the different nuclides by the
different engineered barriers. The submodel of transport through the geosphere uses the solution of
the equation of transport, considering phenomena of dispersion, diffusion, advection and retention.
Finally, the biosphere submodel defines the final incorporation of the radionuclides from an aquifer
to a well, where it is incorporated into a critical group.
2.4. Sources of Uncertainty
In the Safety Assessment there are different sources of uncertainty, in the input parameters, in the
adopted model, in the scenarios, etc. Thus, we should take much care to define the radionuclides to be
evaluated, their current activities in the Near Field, and it should be clear which roles are played by
the different engineered barriers (containers and packing,) in the retardation or limitation of the
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Fig. 2. Adopted model.
releases of the radionuclides present. In the Far Field, there are uncertainties from estimating the
hydrogeological parameters of the hydrochemistry performance of the underground waters and,
finally, in the biosphere from establishing the scenarios with the possible ways of access to man. The
adopted model should take into account the simplifications carried out, the form of solution of the
different equations, their implementation, etc.
In a general form these sources of uncertainty could be reduced by means of realising complex
engineering investigations interrelating geological, hydrogeological and economical aspects of the
Site that allows us to establish the most realistic database of the area and completes our information
on the different elements that constitute our Disposal System.
3. OBTAINED RESULTS
An assessment of the more important parameters of the adopted model was carried out, mainly the
lixiviation and the retardation factor. These parameters were evaluated determining their ranges of
fluctuation and comparative importance in the responses of the utilised model. The preliminary runs
varying the value of the lixiviation, allowed us to define a value of 0.1 that represents a 10% annual
(of the initial inventory ) release from the repository for which we obtained the most significant value
of dose [Fig.3]. This parameter was utilised for the following runs, since this value of lixiviation was
quite conservative according to the characteristics of the Repository.
doses vs time, different lixiviation
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Fig. 3. Lixiviation analysis.
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The retention was evaluated taking into account the specific characteristic of the site according to the
geology of the area. This parameter also affected the chemistry composition of the underground water
and the pH value. After evaluating its behaviour the most real data were taken with a certain margin
of safety. Finally, as a result of the different runs, the annual maximal dose was obtained for each of
the selected isotopes and the time [Table 1].
TABLE 1. PEAK DOSES AND ASSOCIATED TIMES

Isotopes

Cs137
Sr90
Co 60

Time
Doses
peak
[years]
[Sv/y]
268
1.39*10-°
6
217
2.27*10"
15
2.13*10"
90

The low doses obtained are the results of other elements, such as the quality of its geological cover at
the site where the repository has been located. This is an important element in the design of the
System of Disposal, for which it is fundamental to correctly characterise the geological formation in
the facility site in order to estimate accurately their future behaviour.
It could be noted from the obtained results that the important doses are associated to the Sr 90, which
are of the order of 2.3* 10"^ Sv/ year , below the value of individual annual permissible dose (1
mSv/y) for the public. In Fig.4 we can see the distribution of the dose over time and the contribution
to the total dose by each isotope mainly due to Sr 90, then to Cs 137 and finally to Co 60, which has a
poor influence in the normal scenario, taking into account ingestion of contaminated well water
associated with more important doses.

Peak dose conservative retard
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o
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Time Year

Fig. 4. Doses vs. time.

4. CONCLUSIONS
- The radioactive waste disposal system evaluated is safe, taking into account the possible limitations
of the mathematical model. The real and estimated parameters were conservatively utilised,
decreasing the possible margin of error. The annual total dose never exceeded the established range of
standards and international recommendations considered for the evaluated scenarios.
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- The favourable characteristics of the geological formation where the facility is being located, plays a
fundamental role in the safety of the Disposal System, restricting movement of the radionuclides
through the geosphere, allowing to reduce the possible radiological impact of the Repository.
- Is important to conduct further investigations, which will allow us to improve the safety assessment,
increasing our level of know-how the behaviour of the different specific elements of our Disposal
System.
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Abstract
Business decisions relating to the electric power sector are a provincial responsibility in Canada. The
federal government looks to the three nuclear utilities to manage their nuclear assets and maintain them in a
way that maximizes their reliability, efficiency and overall performance. A significant development in
Canada's nuclear sector in the past year was the Ontario Hydro Nuclear Asset Optimization Plan. Structural
change in the North American electricity market is a major impetus for decisions regarding nuclear assets by
Canada's electric power utilities. The Ontario government is now taking steps to introduce competition in the
Ontario Electricity market. The province of New Brunswick, which has one reactor at Point Lepreau which
supplies one-third of the province's electricity, is also taking measures to introduce competition in its electricity
market.
1. INTRODUCTION
Canada's electric power industry is currently dominated by provincial Crown-owned utilities
operating in a highly regulated market. However, as in many other jurisdictions, the industry is
entering a period of fundamental change toward a more competitive, deregulated market. Many
provinces are moving towards, or considering, deregulation and/or privatization of electric power
utilities. The restructuring of electricity markets is expected to lead to a lowering of retail electricity
prices over time, thereby increasing competitive pressures on generators to produce electricity at the
lowest possible cost. Thus, when new capacity is required, average production costs per unit will be
a significant investment criteria.
Introduction of competition in the Ontario electricity market is a major impetus for Ontario
Hydro decisions regarding its nuclear assets over the past year. On August 13, 1997 the Ontario
Hydro Board of Directors released the Internal Integrated Performance Assessment (IIPA) Report of
the Nuclear Performance Advisory' Group. It also announced its Nuclear Asset Optimization Plan
(NAOP) which was designed to address the problems at the nuclear plants identified in the (IIPA).
The strateg} in the NAOP involves the overhaul of 12 of the 19 operating CANDU reactors; the
NAOP also involves the "lay-up" of the older 7 units so that the utility could dedicate its resources to
performance and output improvement at the 12 newer units.
The IIPA found the CANDU design to be robust with safety margins sufficient to protect
station workers, the general public, and the environment. However, it also found significant
deficiencies in Ontario Hydro's management and work culture, which are seen as the cause of the
deterioration of the operation of its nuclear units. A Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Nuclear
Affairs was established by the Ontario government in September, 1997 to review the Independent
Integrated Performance Assessment Report and ensure that the bests interests of Ontario taxpayers
and ratepayers are considered in Ontario Hydro's plans for its nuclear power plants.
Following the release of the Report of the Select Committee in December, 1998, the Ontario
released its White Paper on competition in the Ontario electricity market. The paper outlines the
Ontario government's view on introduction of market discipline in the Ontario electricity market.
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The province of New Brunswick is also looking into the introduction of competition in the
province's electricity market and released in February, 1998it White Paper entitled "Electricity in
New Brunswick Beyond 2000". The paper forms the basis for public discussions on this issue.
2. ONTARIO HYDRO'S NUCLEAR ASSET OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
Ontario Hydro has 19 operating CANDU units. These were among the top performers in the
world for many years. In recent years the performance of several of these units deteriorated
considerably. Over the past 4 years, Ontario Hydro has suffered a 22% decline in nuclear output.
(Although performance has declined, in 1997, 9 CANDU reactors had gross capacity factors of over
80%; two of these units had gross capacity factors of over 95%; 12 units have a lifetime gross
capacity factor of over 80%; all the CANDU 6 reactors operating in Canada and abroad have lifetime
gross capacity factors of over 80%.)
Nuclear units, when performing well supply 2/3 of Ontario's electricity. Ontario does not
have hydro resources or fossil fuels and when the units are performing well, they are a competitive
and profitable source of electrical energy. When they are not performing well, the utility has to rely
on fossil fuels and/or imported electrical energy for replacement power.
Canada's nuclear regulator, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB), was cognizant of the
problems at Ontario Hydro's nuclear power plants; in recent years it has been critical of Hydro's
operating performance and felt that although improvements were being made by the utility, these
were not being done at an acceptable rate. Ontario Hydro's President initiated a detailed performance
assessment in early 1997. A Nuclear Performance Advisory Group (NPAG) was appointed to
undertake the IIPA; it was headed up by Mr. Carl Andognini, Executive Vice-President and Chief
Nuclear Officer of Ontario Hydro. The findings of the IIPA were presented to Ontario Hydro's
Board of Directors on August 12, 1997 with recommendations for a significant change to Ontario
Hydro's nuclear operations.
On August 13, 1997 the Ontario Hydro Board of Directors announced its NAOP which
involved a major overhaul of 12 of its 19 operating CANDU reactors and a lay-up of 7 of them in
order to dedicate its resources to performance and output improvement at the 12 units. The Ontario
Hydro decision was based on the results of the IIPA . Key conclusions were:
The root cause of Ontario Hydro's declining nuclear performance over the past few years is
the manner in which Ontario Hydro manages and operates its nuclear facilities.
CANDU technology is not the problem: the technology is fundamentally sound and "robust".
The plants are being operated safely under license to the AECB; the units will not be laid up
because of safety problems at the reactors.
Ontario Hydro was forced to take clear and decisive steps to ensure that its assets are wellpositioned to compete in the North American market. Faced with the decline in performance of its
nuclear units within the context of a more competitive North American electricity market, the
Ontario Hydro Board adopted the following plan of action:
re-engineering of managerial system, upgrade plant worker training and other staffing actions
to ensure return of the 12 operating units to the desired level of excellence;
lay up all 4 units at the Pickering A station on January 1, 1998 in a condition that permits
restart of Unit 4 in June, 2000 and the remaining units at six to nine month intervals by 2003;
commence lay-up of the 3 operating units at Bruce A in the spring of 1998 with a plan to fully
restore the units for restart in the beginning in 2003;
proceed with the recovery of the 7 units on the basis of their respective business cases, which
will include a review of other generation options available to Ontario Hydro;
shut down the Bruce heavy water production facility in March 1998;
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as an interim measure, make up for the lost nuclear capacity by increasing output from
under-utilized fossil plants, reducing exports to the United States and possibly increasing
imports from the United States and neighbouring provinces.
There was concern that the shutdown of the units would theoretically remove 4,370 Mwe of
generating capacity from the Ontario Hydro grid. Ontario Hydro indicated that it would make up for
lost capacity in the interim by bringing two oil-fired units at Lennox back into service and increasing
output from fossil-fired plants at Lambton and Nanticoke. It would renegotiate contracts for
electricity exports and possibly negotiate to purchase power from Quebec, Manitoba, other utilities
in the U.S. and from non-utility generators.
Nuclear energy has helped Ontario reduce greenhouse and acid gas emissions as the only
practical alternative to nuclear has been fossil-fired electricity. Because nuclear units help offset
emissions the NAOP has important long-term environmental advantages. In the short term,
however, there will likely be an increase in CO2 and other emissions since Ontario Hydro will have
to replace the lost nuclear capacity from the units that it will be "laying-up" for repairs mainly with
fossil-fired generation. Ontario Hydro indicated that the lay-up of the units will result in an increase
in emissions (mainly of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide, fine particulates and
mercury) as well as smog if fossil-fuelled electricity is used as replacement power. A simple
assessment has shown that as much as 25 Mt of CO2 per annum could be emitted in order to replace
the lost capacity (each nuclear unit avoids about 4Mt of CO2).
3. ONTARIO GOVERNMENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON ONTARIO HYDRO AFFAIRS
The Ontario government set up a Select Committee of the Ontario Legislature on Ontario
Hydro Affairs on September 22, 1997 to review the IIPA Report, the nuclear recovery plan adopted
by the Ontario Hydro Board of Directors on August 13, 1997 and the Atomic Energy Control
Board's review of the IIPA.
An economic evaluation using the LUEC approach for re-investing in the power plants at
Pickering A and Bruce A was undertaken by Ernst and Young for Ontario Hydro; the results of
evaluation were presented to the 1997 Ontario Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Nuclear Affairs.
In the study, natural gas combined cycle plant was assumed to be the long-run price setter for baseload generation and was the only other option used for the comparative analysis. The study shows
that while refurbishment costs are high, (783$ M CDN for Pickering A, 2741$ M CDN for 4 units at
Bruce A, and 878$ M CDN for units 3 and 4 at Bruce A), on a LUEC basis electricity costs from
rehabilitated Pickering A and Bruce A units is competitive. However, poor performance of the units,
lower than anticipated price for gas and/or higher than anticipated efficiencies for gas units could
affect the LUEC for Bruce A which requires higher up-front infusion of capital.
The Report of the Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Nuclear Affairs was tabled in the
Ontario Legislature on Thursday, December 18, 1997. In its report, the Select Committee:
affirmed the recovery plan announced by Ontario Hydro in August, noting that "the safe and
efficient operation of Ontario Hydro's nuclear generating stations is vitally important to the
people of Ontario";
recommended that Ontario Hydro return its nuclear plants to world class standards in terms of
performance and safety in a fiscally and environmentally responsible manner;
calls on the AECB to enhance its monitoring and its reporting on Ontario Hydro safety
performance and develop more stringent standards to ensure compliance.
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The specific findings are as follows:
(a)

Internal Integrated Performance Assessment Report(IIPA): The Committee found that
the assessment in the IIPA is "frank and comprehensive" and that a once world-class utility
should have done better to manage its resources. The conditions should have been quantified
earlier and not allowed to resist improvement for so long. The financial penalties will
continue until the nuclear plants are returned to an optimal level of performance.

(b)

Nuclear Safety: The facilities are being safely operated. This has to in large part with the
fact that the plants have multiple redundancies and back-up systems. In spite of these
features, there are serious issues regarding how operating performance has declined in recent
years and failure to act now could affect future safety. The "defense in depth" approach at
OHN has deteriorated and the following must be addressed to improve safety margin:
corporate culture of Ontario Hydro, staffing levels, technical problems related to ageing and
lack of attention to detail by all.

(c)

Nuclear Asset Integrity: Historical failure to properly manage the nuclear assets through
prudent preventative maintenance is unacceptable. Ontario Hydro is responsible for ensuring
the long-term viability of its nuclear assets and operations. The Committee supported the
renewed efforts of Ontario Hydro to focus on nuclear excellence and to allocate and reallocate the necessary human and financial resources. However, more must be done to
ensure that this nuclear recovery plan does not fail."

(d)

Nuclear Asset Optimization Plan: The Committee reviewed the system implications, costs,
financial and environmental and labour impact of the 6 options considered by the Ontario
Hydro Board and concluded that there is no doubt that the improvements are in the best
interest of the electricity consumers and the people of Ontario. It gave its full support to the
NAOP which is intended to return the nuclear units to optimal levels of performance.
The expenditure may result in a short-term decline in the Corporation's key financial
indicators. Nevertheless, the alternative of doing nothing is not feasible since it would lead
to the continued erosion of assets (about $24 billion) and eventual shutdown of a number of
the nuclear units.

(e)

Bruce Community: The Committee was particularly concerned about the impact on the
Bruce Community. It concluded that "the Bruce communities will be significantly affected if
the three Bruce A nuclear units are placed in lay-up as presently planned". It urged Ontario
Hydro to continue way of investigating innovative ways to minimize impact on the Bruce
community while achieving nuclear recover goals. The Committee also noted that there was
'"an unequivocal statement of willingness by these communities to continue to host nuclear
operations at the Bruce site." It also noted that there is one or more private sector
consortiums which have expressed an interest in refurbishing the units at Bruce.

(f)

Environmental Issues: The proposed increased reliance on fossil fuels was of serious
concern to the committee since the NAOP would significantly increase emissions over the
next few years. Even replacement power from the Ohio Valley would result in increased
emissions and transport of other gases in Ontario. Emissions would continue for a much
longer period if Bruce A and Pickering A are not returned to service. A different lay-up and
recover) plan for the nuclear units may alleviate this concern altogether.

(g)

Regulatory Matters: In its submission to the Select Committee, the AECB stated that its
inspections, evaluations and audits had shown a decline in the quality of operation and
maintenance at Ontario Hydro nuclear stations over the past few years, though it had
concluded that the reactors were being operated safely. Although the AECB continued to
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license the nuclear stations, it was felt that the "defence in depth" had been eroded and the
AECB judged that significant improvements were necessary to maintain adequate standards
of safety in the longer term.
The AECB noted that Ontario Hydro Nuclear senior management had been informed of this
on several occasions and, although they took several initiatives to correct the problems, failed
to make any sustained improvements. The IIPA reached similar conclusions. The Select
Committee noted that the AECB tolerated OHN's quality of operations because the AECB
does not have the mandate to enforce regulations under the Atomic Energy Control Act. The
Act does not include modern regulatory enforcement tools such as the power to levy
substantial fines. The Committee was pleased that new Nuclear Safety and Control Act,
which is to come into force in 1998, will enable the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
(the new name for the AECB) to establish and enforce national standards.
The AECB Response to the Report of the Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Nuclear
Affairs was issued on January 29, 1998. The AECB reiterated points made to the Select
Committee during the hearings and emphasized that its "purpose is to regulate in such a way
as to ensure there is no undue risk to health, safety and security for people and the
environment (from the use of nuclear energy). The AECB is not responsible for energy
policy, for licensees' cost structures or other business-related areas."
(h)

Other Matters: The Committee notes that Ontario Hydro is ill-prepared for competition
with a debt/equity ratio of over 90%. A portion of the Hydro debt could be "stranded" once
competition arrives. The amount of potentially stranded debt is in the $10-12 B range. The
decisions with respect to the allocation of excising debt to Ontario Hydro successor
companies and the determination of the method of stranded debt recovery are among the most
critical of decisions to be made in the transition to competition.

4. CURRENT STATUS OF THE ONTARIO HYDRO NUCLEAR PROGRAM
Planned improvements at the Pickering B and Bruce B units and at the Darlington station
have begun.Work includes updating engineering designs and processes; developing new
management and organizational procedures; implementing improved maintenance and work
practices providing extensive staff training at all sites. A workforce plan was approved by the
Ontario Hydro Board of Directors in January, 1998. To match skilled resources with pressing
organizational needs, a mix of strategies will be implemented which includes retraining of workers,
relocation of workers (mainly from Bruce to Pickering) and Darlington and hiring of new employees
with the necessary set of skills.
All four Pickering A units were shut down at the end of December, 1997 and procedures for
"lay-up'" consistent with the NAOP was started. The AECB approved the renewal of the operating
licenses for Pickering A and B for a one year term on March 31, 1998. The AECB received
confirmation from Ontario Hydro that adequate funding and resources necessary to carry out the
needed improvements at Pickering were in place. The timing for the return to service of the units
will be determined by Ontario Hydro's Board of Directors, based on economic and market
conditions: they would be returned to service in the following sequence: Unit 4: June 30, 2000;Unit
2: December 31, 2000; Unit 1: September 30, 2001; Unit 3: June 30, 2002 Restart of the units will
have to approved by the AECB.
On March 17, 1998, Ontario Hydro announced that the Bruce A units would be put in longterm lay-up at the end of March so that the utility can concentrate its resources on improving its
newer units. (Unit 2 was laid up in 1995.) Ontario Hydro will be seeking license renewal for the
Bruce A units in June of 1998. The units would be re-started starting in 2003. The AECB's
approval would be needed to re-start the reactors. The deployment of staff to other sites will take
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about 2 years to implement. There are 3,946 employees at the site. The lay-up will affect about
1300 employees.
In February, 1998, Ontario Hydro Executive announced that the utility was charging the
(CDN) $6.6 billion estimated future cost of its Nuclear Asset Optimization Plan against its single
year 1997 operations resulting in a $6.3 Billion loss. Ontario Hydro indicated that this would enable
Ontario Hydro to meet its commitment to the provincial government on a rate freeze until the end of
the decade and the statutory debt retirement provisions of the Power Corporation Act. Ontario Hydro
indicated that these are expenditures that should have been made in the past. About $4,595 of the
$6.6 B will go to restoring the nuclear units and buying replacement energy.
5. ELECTRICITY MARKET RESTRUCTURING IN ONTARIO
On November 6, 1997, the government released the White Paper on Restructuring Ontario's
Electricity system. This policy document follows up on the recommendations of a 1996 report of a
previous committee (MacDonald Committee) entitled "A Framework for Competition". It sets out
the structure of the Ontario electricity sector including Ontario Hydro, the 306 municipal utility
commissions, independent producers and arrangements for out of province suppliers and purchasers.
The White Paper recommends that generating units be kept together and that Ontario Hydro
be split into a generation company and a transmission company, both state owned, and the
introduction of a competitive electricity market in 2000. The government is in essence establishing a
competitive electricity market by splitting Hydro's 90 year monopoly on generation and transmission
into two separate Crown corporations. Ontario Hydro will participate in the market as two new
commercial companies. By setting up an interim market to supply replacement power Ontario
Hydro has already opened up the supply side to other generators.
Highlights of the restructuring plan are:
introduce full competition at the retail and wholesale level by the year 2000;
establish an interim market (1998-2000) for replacement power on a competitive basis;
restructure Ontario Hydro into three separate entities, one non-profit corporation to manage
the market operations, and two commercial firms, one to operate the generation business, the
other to operate the transmission and other businesses;
separate monopoly operations from competitive businesses throughout the sector;
put the new Hydro businesses on a sound financial and economic footing, so that they can
operate commercially and independent of government guarantees;
hold existing Ontario Hydro debt in a publicly owned financial holding company;
consult on measures to recover potentially stranded debt, defined as any debt that Ontario
Hydro could not service as a commercial entity in a competitive market.
The Paper notes that is premature to take a position on the current size of the stranded debt, or
on the specific recovery mechanisms to be adopted. Besides the impact of competition on prices, it
cites "recent developments around nuclear cost and performance" and "potential costs of nuclear
decommissioning" as adding uncertainty. Consultations are underway with financial experts and
stakeholders on options for recovering potentially stranded debt and on the principles that should
guide the choice of options.
On January 20, 1998 the Ontario Government announced the establishment of its Market
Design Committee that will make recommendations on matters that the government should consider
regarding legislation for an Independent Market Operator. It will also advise on market rules and the
powers and responsibilities which any regulatory agency would need to reinforce and support a
competitive electricity market. The Market Design Committee is composed of industry and customer
representatives and is working on an implementation plan and its work is to be done by the end of
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1998. The government plans to introduce new legislation that will create a competitive market
starting in the year 2000.
6. ELECTRICITY MARKET RESTRUCTURING IN NEW BRUNSWICK
The government announced that it will deregulate the electric power industry. New
Brunswick Power has taken initial steps to prepare for deregulations by restructuring into business
units and beginning a debt-reduction program.
The government released a White Paper in February, 1998 entitled "Electricity in New
Brunswick Beyond 2000". The paper forms the basis for a public consultation process. A report
resulting from the consultations with stakeholders will be tabled in a Select Committee of the
provincial Legislative Assembly. The Select Committee will hold public hearings and report to the
government on its findings.
The paper addresses the issues of the future competitive market for electricity. It discusses
the questions of debt, rates and the future of Point Lepreau. The paper notes that Point Lepreau has
had a major financial impact on NB Power and represents 30% of generation. When it is not
operating, replacement fuel costs about $450,000 a day. A recent study has shown that it won't be
able to operate until 2014 as planned without a major refurbishment in the 2005-2011 time-frame.
Under current policy, depreciation charges are based on the plant continuing to operate until 2014.
Therefore, current depreciation will not recover the capitalized value of the facility prior to either
the required refurbishment or shutdown if it is not refurbished. If a decision is made to refurbish the
plant, then it can be extended beyond 2014. However, this can be done only at significant capital
cost.
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Abstract
The revised Basic Safety Standard (BSS), Directive 96/29/Euratom, continues to promote the principles of
classifying workplaces into different areas and workers into different categories. These requirements were
present in the previous BSS and are enshrined in current United Kingdom Legislation. The opportunity is taken
to look at the relationship between the classification of areas and the classification of persons in the context of a
Commercial Advanced Gas Reactor (CAGR). The radiation exposure statistics for eight years of operation have
been reviewed to determine if the criteria for classifying Controlled Areas and for classifying Category A
workers are in alignment. The data shows that there is a significant misalignment and the reasons for this are
explored. The likely impact on the classification of areas and of workers through the implementation of the
revised BSS is also considered in the CAGR context.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Article 17 of the revised BSS identifies five principles for governing the operational protection of
workers exposed to ionising radiation. One of these principles is that workplaces should be classified
into different areas, "where appropriate by reference to an assessment of the expected annual doses
and the probability and magnitude of potential exposures". Subsequent articles [1] in the BSS use the
terms "Controlled Area" and "Supervised Area" and describe the arrangements that should be in place
for such areas.
1.2 A second principle identified in Article 17 is that workers should be classified into different
categories. This requirement is emphasised in more detail in Article 21 where "Category A" workers
are described as those workers who are liable to receive an effective dose of > 6mSv per year or an
equivalent dose of three tenths of the dose limit for the eye lens, skin or extremities. Category B
workers are also described and they are workers who do not fall into Category A.
1.3 The requirement to classify areas and to classify workers is not new, it was a requirement of the
previous BSS [2] and is covered in UK legislation [3]. The main difference between the existing
requirements and those specified in the revised BSS is that the existing threshold for Category A
workers is 15mSv whilst the new threshold is 6mSv. The CAGR at Torness Power station has over
eight years operational experience of classifying areas and classifying persons under the existing
requirements. This paper reviews this experience and looks for factors that influence the degree of
alignment between the classification of Category A workers and the classification of Controlled
Areas. The opportunity is also taken to make a judgement about the likely impact of the changes to
the classification of Areas and Persons that may result from implementation of the revised BSS.
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2. BUILDING DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL ASPECTS AT TORNESS
2.1 Torness Power Station has two gas cooled reactors which are housed within a single large
building and which also contains the majority of the "Active" facilities required to support normal
operations and most maintenance functions. Extensive use is made of concrete shielding, containment
systems and other design safety features such as interlocks, effective devices and installed gamma
monitors. A three tier system of radiation zoning is used to identify areas of increasing external
radiation risk and a similar three tier system is used for contamination zones. Currently the station has
seventy-nine contamination zones and fifty-nine radiation zones, although many of these are paired in
that they share the same physical areas.
2.2 Approximately 560 Station and Company personnel have authorisation to regularly enter the
Controlled Areas at Torness. In addition a variable number contractors, typically ranging from 200 to
500 workers in any month, are also authorised for entry. All persons entering the Controlled Areas
have their doses assessed and recorded, mainly using thermoluminescent dosemeters. To control
radiation exposure the station uses "permit for work" systems and other written procedures and
station and contractors staff are provided with training in these systems of work.
3. CLASSIFICATION OF CONTROLLED AND SUPERVISED AREAS AT TORNESS.
3.1 The current Controlled Area was chosen very much for administrative convenience, itsperimeter
generally extents to the three of the four exterior walls of the reactor building and it encompasses all
of the main plant areas, including all the radiation zones and Contamination zones within the
building. At the boundary of the Controlled Area, in all cases, there is no significant source of
radiation, or design shielding is present where a radiation source has the potential to arise. Under the
current legislation, and based on 2000 hours continuous occupancy, the action level of 7.5u.Svh~l for
the Controlled Area boundary is easily complied with. In practice, because Torness does not have a
Supervised Area immediately adjacent to the Controlled Area, we must ensure that the dose rates at
the perimeter of the Controlled Area are less than the current lower limit for Supervised Areas, i.e.,
2.5|j.Svh"' (Equates to 5mSv for 2000 hours occupancy), again this is easily achieved.
3.2 In view of the large number of radiation and contamination zones it would be impracticable to
operate with several local Controlled Areas and adjacent Supervised Areas. The extension of
Controlled Areas for the purposes of effective management of radiation protection has been identified
elsewhere [4]. One consequence of creating a single large Controlled Area at Torness is that there are
extensive areas within its boundary that have very low radiological risk, but nevertheless still require
to be accessed and maintained. Hence, by design, the Controlled Area at Torness can support high
occupancy times with very low risk of internal or external radiation exposure.
4. CLASSIFICATION OF PERSONS AT TORNESS
4.1 The current guidance on classification of persons provided by the UK Competent Authorities, in
the Advisory Code of Practice (ACoP) [5], places great emphasis on the potential for exposure and
requires the employer to disregard past good operator performance in avoiding accidents. The ACoP
even suggests that working in the Controlled Area may be a good enough reason in its own right for a
person to be made Category A. Where large sources of ionising radiation are present i.e., where
overdoses can be received in minutes, the ACoP also points to the need for the person to be classified
and it discounts the safety factors that may be claimed from strict adherence local rules. In the UK the
ACoP has a legal significance insofar that, if prosecuted by the regulator, the onus is on the employer
to prove that he has done the equivalent of that specified in the ACoP.
4.2 With such powerful guidance it is easy to see why all persons who regularly work in the
Controlled Areas at Torness have been classified as Category A workers. Even where the occupancy
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level is below average there is a powerful legal incentive to take a cautious approach and make the
person Category A.
4.3 If it is accepted that Controlled Areas, for administrative reasons, may contain large areas of
conventional plant and instrumentation then there is always scope for Category B workers to be
employed on a regular basis in such plant areas without significant radiological risk. However this
scenario is not likely to be very efficient because their skills may be just as useful in plant areas that
do have radiological risk and hence most regular occupants tend to be converted to Category A
workers to improve their flexibility. Alternatively Category B staff who intermittently enter the
Controlled Areas require additional administration, to asses the job, to issue them with temporary
dosimeters, to provide them with escorts etc., hence there is no great incentive to increase the use of
Category B workers, especially where there are business pressures to maximise on efficiency and
flexibility of the workforce.
5. DOSES RECEIVED BY STATION AT TORNESS
5.1 On the basis of the typical doses being received by persons working at Torness (See Table 1) it
could be argued that currently they could all be classified as Category B workers, accepting that some
contractors staff may need to be Category A because they receive doses from more than one location.
There is sufficient information to claim that there are systems of work in place that are robust enough
to ensure that the Category B workers will not exceed the 15mSv annual dose threshold. However,
this is not enough to meet the very cautious requirements of the ACoP.

TABLE 1. AVERAGE DOSES AND HIGHEST INDIVIDUAL DOSE
FOR ALL WORKERS AT TORNESS FOR THE PERIOD 1990 TO 1997
Year

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

Average
Dose
Station Staff
mSv
0.17
0.18
0.24
0.22
0.23
0.13
0.23
0.34

Average Dose
Non Station Staff
mSv

Highest
Individual
Dose mSv

0.04
0.15
0.17
0.11
0.16
0.11
0.04
0.38

2.96
2.9
3.05
4.99
2.6
3.9
3.0
3.6

5.2 A more detailed analysis of the doses received by station staff during 1997, see Table 2, shows
that across all the different work groups the doses are generally low with averages well below the
15mSv threshold. In addition, up to the present time, no individual as received more than 4.99 mSv in
any year from radiation exposure at Torness and for 1997 the maximum to any employee was
3.4mSv.
5.3 On the basis of the above information it would be fair to say that there is no alignment between
the Classification of Controlled Areas and the doses received by the Category A workers who
regularly work in the area.
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TABLE 2. RADIATION EXPOSURE TO CATEGORY A
AND CATEGORY B EMPLOYEES AT TORNESS DURING 1997
Work Group
Managers
Administration
Security
Executive Support
Safety and
Technical
Health Physics
Maintenance
Engineering
Fuel Route
Development
Planning and
General Services
Production Shift A
Production Shift B
Production Shift C
Production Shift D
Production Shift E
Production Shift F
Fuel Route Support
Production Support
Category B

Average
Dose mSv
0.1
0.11
0.16
0.17
0.31

Maximum
Dose mSv
0.2
0.6
0.7
0.4
3.4

0.48
0.21
0.11
0.41

2.1
1.1
0.5
2.0

0.14

0.6

0.5
0.61
0.39
0.59
0.51
0.40
0.38
0.08
0.13

1.5
1.8
1.8
2.4
1.5
1.1
1.8
0.3
0.3

6. INFLUENCING FACTORS AND THE IMPACT OF FUTURE LEGISLATION
6.1 Three factors have been identified which contribute to the misalignment between Category A
worker doses and Controlled Area working:
(i) Very cautious legislation governing the selection criteria for Category A workers,
(ii) classification of Controlled Areas mainly for administrative reasons rather than radiological ones,
(iii) loss of flexibility and extra administration in using Category B workers.
6.2 There is a fourth factor which should also be taken into account. The current legislation requires
that an investigation be performed if individuals, or groups performing the same type of work, exceed
15mSv for the first time in a year. Within the UK this requirement has proved to be a powerful
incentive for employers to keep doses below this action level. It is not clear how influential this last
factor is at Torness because the doses are well below the 15mSv threshold.
6.3 The revised BSS and the associated draft UK legislation still require the classification of persons
and classification of areas. The new draft legislation on classifying persons [6 ] is less prescriptive
and it does allow some account to be taken of the historical data. Also draft legislation does not
regard the regular occupancy of a Controlled Area in itself to be sufficient reason to make someone a
Category A worker. However the draft ACoP does require that the employer should take account of
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the potential for exposure, including the possibility of accidents that are likely to occur. Also the
ACoP requires that persons are made Category A workers if they work with large sources that can
give doses of more 20mSv in a few minutes. Most significantly of all the dose threshold for needing
to be Category A is lowered from 15 to 6 mSv. It is therefore unlikely that Torness will change its
approach to the classification of persons but it will see that some of its Category A workers may in
the future run close to the 6mSv level.
6.4 The effective change in annual dose limit from 50mSv to an average of 20mSv and more
importantly for Torness the move to a general public dose of lmSv will make it necessary to keep
below an average dose rate of 0.5|aSvh-! at all accessible locations on the external walls of the
reactor building or else a Supervised Area will have to be instated. The existing station design is good
enough to achieve this as exterior dose rates are < O.luSvh' 1 , hence it appears that from the view
point of classifying areas there is no difficulty complying the new legislation at Torness.
7. CONCLUSION
The existing BSS and associated legislation have given rise to a very cautious approach to the
Classification of Category A workers. This together with the use of Controlled Areas based mainly on
administrative boundaries has resulted in a significant misalignment between the two classification
processes at Torness. The new legislation is unlikely to change the cautious approach to classification
of Category A workers but the lower threshold of 6mSv will make it easier to justify why people are
Category A. The current location of the Torness Controlled Area will also not be affected by the
proposed changes in action levels for classification of Controlled and Supervised Areas. Hence on
balance the new legislation makes it slightly easier to justify current practices.
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Abstract
Recent new legislation in the Czech Republic (Law on Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy and Ionising
Radiation [2]) is based on the ICRP Report 60 [3] and New International Basic Safety Standards [4]. Concerning
the personal monitoring of workers, licensee will be responsible not only to designate controlled areas where
specific protective measures are required for control of occupational radiation exposures (ORE) and prevention
of the spread of contamination during normal working conditions, but shall also maintain exposure records for
each worker for whom assessment of ORE is required. This duty of licensee is given in new Regulation on
Radiation Protection No. 184 adopted in August 1997 [1]. In accordance with this Regulation one duty of
licensee is to send results of personal monitoring to the State Office for Nuclear Safety. The Central Registry of
Occupational Exposures (CROE) was regularly established for this purpose in the State Office for Nuclear
Safety and rules for handling, maintenance and protection of data were defined. The data collected in CROE
were used for the evaluation of trends of occupational exposures in the Czech Republic in the period 1990 1994 years also for the UNSCEAR survey. Basic information about the methods used for ORE evaluation,
comments for different occupational groups and general conclusions are presented. It is concluded that general
trend of the occupational exposures in the Czech Republic is constant with the average value of effective dose
equivalent 1.02 mSv (without workers in uranium industry). It is observed the slight increase of exposures in
medicine related with the reorganisation on this field and significant decrease in uranium industry related with
the suppression of uranium production.

1. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of ORE is carried out in the Czech Republic by five approved dosimetric services National Personal Dosimetric Service, two Dosimetric Services of Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) at
Dukovany and Temelin, Dosimetric Service of Uranium Industry "DIAMO" and Dosimetric Service
of Nuclear Research Institute in Rez. Recently these services control about 19,000 workers. CROE is
created in the Czech Republic from 1993 year and recently is already in the stage of validation of data.
The registration system of CROE allows to sort workers to different occupational groups and to
evaluate dose, sex and age distribution of workers. The collection of data is managed through the
special registration cards and special format for electronic transmission of data is also described.
Dosimetric data are recently collecting mainly in the co-operation with dosimetric services. The
structure of CROE databases and the categorisation of licensees and workers currently used in CROE
were for example described in the previous work of Prouza, Petrova [5].
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Personal monitoring
The film dosimeter is a basic type of dosimeter used for the evaluation of ORE from external
irradiation. Filtration analyse is used for the estimation of quantities Hp (0.07) and Hp (10). The
minimum detectable level is 0.05 mSv for one month control period. Values below MDL are
understood as zero values. The estimate of Hp(10) is considered as acceptable estimate of the effective
dose equivalent for external irradiation under normal working conditions. Further recalculations are
carried out for the values of Hp (10) > 1.25 mSv/month.
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Personal neutron dosimeters (based on plastic track detectors Maylar with the couple of fission foils,
enriched uranium and natural thorium [6]) are used (recording level Hp > 1.2S mSv for one month as
well as for one year control periods) at the selected workplaces (about 600 workers) with significant
neutron sources (industrial radiographers, well-loggers, etc.).
Some workplaces, especially nuclear power plants are equipped also with additional, operational
dosimeters (recently mostly TLD, but also the exchange to electronic dosimeter is prepared) for
evaluation of ORE in the course of special tasks, somewhere finger TLD are used.
As far as the internal contamination is concerned, the licensees for the handling with sources of
ionising radiation (SIR) are responsible for management of monitoring (in determined frequency and
extent) of workers or workplaces and recording of results. When individual monitoring is
inappropriate, inadequate or not feasible, ORE are assessed on the basis of the monitoring of the
workplaces and information on given location and duration of exposures of the worker. The
registration of ORE from internal contamination is in CROE concerned to the values of ORE
exceeding the determined recording level (0.1 ALT).
After a revision of methodology (implementation of the new ICRP and ICRU recommendation) of
ORE evaluation in the National Personal Dosimetric Service and Dosimetric Services of NPP during
1990-91 years, the evaluation of annual ORE and their recording in dependence of different factors
(occupational group, working time, sex, age, etc.) are introduced into practise of these services. From
1998 year the effective dose instead the effective dose equivalent is evaluated and reported. The
licensees perform simultaneous back checking of dosimetric values presented by the dosimetric
services and afterwards these values are input into CROE.
2.2. Overexposures recording
Record keeping of overexposures is based on two systems:
• if there is suspicion on overexposure at a workplace, licensee is obliged to estimate the severity of
event; an investigation shall be conducted with the aim to identify the circumstances and assess
and record the relevant doses and their distribution in the body. In the case that the annual limit of
the effective dose (for internal contamination - 1/10 of ALI) is exceed , the event must be reported
to the State Office for Nuclear Safety, its Regional Centres (RC SONS). For serious incident
(with possible medical consequences) the National Radiation Protection Institute in Prague (NRPI)
is involved in the evaluation of the incident consequences;
• the second system is based on the co-operation of CROE with dosimetric services; these services
report directly to CROE immediately after the evaluation of dosimeters for given control period
any excess of the EL (or determined investigation levels). Thus identified events are investigated
by RC SONS directly at the workplace where the event occurred, and the appropriate analysis of
reasons and consequences of exposure is made to confirm a personal dose or false positive reading
of the dosimeter.
During the years 1954 - 1994 183 persons were involved in 65 unusual events detected in the Czech
Republic (and former CSSR). 102 of them were exposed by external and 82 by internal radiation. Only
14 from these events have led into health consequences (dermatitis with skin defects, cataracts). In
some events surgical interventions - amputation of fingers (7 cases), removal of a local deposit were
used. In 9 cases double annual limit of E (100 mSv) was exceeded. During period of 1990 - 1994
years no case of exceeding of individual dose with health consequences was detected.
In the same period (1954 - 1994) 128 dosimeter readings were reported through the second system as
exceeding the value of 50 mSv (EL). Following reinvestigation appeared that in most cases the
primary evaluation was falsely positive; it was concluded that only in 45 (35 %) of indicated findings,
the values of E were exceeded (22 cases from medical use of SRI, 17 in industry: 11 - radiography, 3 well-logging, 6 cases from use of SRI for research and studding purposes); in the rest of 83 (65 %)
cases, the false positive readings of the dosimeters, made by using of a personal dosimeter for research
or medical irradiation, or by conscious misuse of personal dosimeters, were actually confirmed.
During period 1990 - 1994 only 7 verified cases of exceeding the 50 mSv value were indicated.
During 1995 -1997 years 66 cases of exposures higher than 20 mSv (in accordance with new
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legislation, new limit and investigation level) were reported by dosimetric services. 6 of them higher
than SO mSv. 35 of them were confinned as personal doses and most of them arise from the use of SIR
in medicine (interventional procedures in radiology).

3.

RESULTS

The evaluation of ORE was concentrated to following main groups of workers
• nuclear fuel cycle (NPP, uranium industry),
• medical use of SIR ( radiology, nuclear medicine, radiotherapy)
• industrial applications of
SIR ( industrial radiography, well - logging, research, services,
inspection, others)
3.1. Nuclear fuel cycle
•

uranium industry

Recently only one mining area (two underground mines) - DIAMO-GEAM Dolni Rozinka is
working . The other important facilities - the underground and leaching mines - DIAMO Pffbram and
DIAMO Straz pod Ralskem are at present under decommissioning, similar as the other surface
DIAMO facilities (several deposits are flooded, in milling plant Mydlovary activity was ceased, on the
other areas the decontamination is under progress). DIAMO has prepared project on inventory of old
burdens from activity of the Czech uranium industry. Based on that project, a systematic removal of
the survey, mining, milling, etc. remnants will commence, scheduled according with their
significance.Both internal and external ORE from uranium mining and milling are not non-significant
contributors to OER. In the control period from 60 to 70 - years much has been done to reduce the
airborne concentration of radon and its daughters. Now, in coherency with the decrease of workers
number and with the innovation of dosimetric system (application of complex individual dosimeter
and method of ORE evaluation), we assume that in this occupational group will not be problems for
future.
For estimate of total effective dose E in uranium industry three components are calculated - part from
external irradiation, and contributions from radon, its daughters and from dust containing long-lived
alpha emitting radionuclides to internal irradiation
The dependence of the contribution of internal and external parts of E values on type of work in given
facility (mining, decommissioning) can be observed, hi 1994 year total number of workers in
underground facilities the DIAMO company was 1489 workers (collective effective dose S = 16.5
man Sv, average individual effective dose E = 11.1.mSv. The evaluation of occupational exposures for
the period of 1995 - 1997 years show the stabile trend without any excess in that branch.
•

nuclear power

One NPP is recently working in the Czech Republic - Dukovany. NPP was put into operation on 1985,
it is based on WWER (PWR) reactors type 213 (4 blocks at 440 MW power level). ORE for reactor
operation - NPP are well documented , considerable quantities of data on ORE distribution are
available, the annual average individual values of dose equivalent (as well as values averaged per
unit energy generated) at NPP Dukovany are lower than comparable values in the other countries.
Attention is done to ORE for "critical" occupational groups on NPP (maintenance, repairs,
modification) which are and will be composed mostly from outside personnel. Important trend we
can see on ratio in NPP employed workers and contractors which is converted from 2 in 1990 to 0,7
in 1994. Average dose effective equivalent in 1994 was 0,56 and collective effective dose equivalent
l,4manSv. The trends of occupational exposures in NPP Dukovany is showed on the Fig. 1 and Fig.2.
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Fig. 1: Workforce and annual average and collective doses in NPP Dukovany
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Fig. 2: Number of monitored workers in NPP Dukovany

350 workers from Nuclear Research Institute with average HE lmSv create specific part of research
in the nuclear fuel cycle" (separately evaluated ) group -research in the nuclear fuel cycle. The
reactor LWR-15- tank type, the other SIR and laboratories in that institute are used for testing
purposes, physical and radiochemical experiments.
Concerning the use of SIR in medicine and industry, the situation could be more comlitcated in the
near future. The desegregation of state-owned companies which used SIR into small companies whose
personnel and funds are rather low to assure the whole source management cycle (number of staff at
one workplace for a given operation, problems related to the old sources storage and disposal,
dosimetric onitoring of workplaces, procedures and local rules, records and records-keeping on
ORE, etc
ight lead to a decline of the radiation protection culture and an undesirable increase in
ORE. Sptaric attention must be given to the use of new diagnostic methods in medicine. These
activities tends to non-negligible values of ORE, their use is not undoubtedly justified, the radiation
protection failed to be optimised.
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3.2. Medicine
Generally speaking distribution of ORE in medicine in the Czech Republic is favourable. New
diagnostic (CT technique in radiology, SPECT in nuclear medicine) and therapeutic (selectors for
brachytherapy) techniques were introduced into hospitals after economical changes in the country.
That fact and also the origin of more private practices can be demonstrated by the increase of number
of workers and of the average HE in radiology group, m evaluated period 1990 -1994 years there was
observed average HE 0,77mSv ( 0,59-1,12) with the collective HE lOmanSv in radiology, average HE
0,98mSv with collective HE lmanSv in nuclear medicine and average HE 1,1 mSv ( 0,91-1,28) with
collective HE l,2manSv in radiotherapy. See Fig.3 and Fig.4
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Fig. 3: Annual average effective dose in medicine
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Fig. 4: Annual total collective effective dose in different medical branches
3.3. Industry
•

industrial radiography

The average HE in the evaluated period have not any significant tendency to change in comparison
with previous period 1985-1990 years, the gentle increase of HE (l,5mSv) is probably in relation with
certain decrease of workers in that group (number of tests is fall down significantly). The decrease
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of workers can be explain by privatisation process - new legal persons created from former great
companies and involved in practice with SIR are working in the other activities now - services,
testing, etc.
•

well-loggers

The higher average HE ( 2,25 mSv) were generally expected in that group. Similar as in radiography,
number of workers in that group has tendency to decrease.
•

research, education

In that group the types of SIR used are very diverse ones - from research institutes at ministries,
universities, Czech Academy of Science dealing with radiology, radioecology, dosimetry to institutes,
centres aiming at improvement of technological procedures. Again, the decrease of workers can be
explain by privatisation process - many workers are working now in financial and business area, or in
other practice with SIR - services, testing, etc. From point of view of ORE, that group is not
problematical, generally is composed from qualified workers.
•

other specified occupational groups

Above-mentioned process of economical changes in the Czech Republic create several specific groups
from point of view of ORE evaluation:
- group of persons who are involved in service of SIR, mainly in service of X-rays diagnostic
technique systems (number of workers in this group is increasing from 41 in 1991 to 555 in 1995
year),
- specific occupational group is composed from inspectors
metrology, Ministry of Environmental, etc.)

of regulatory authorities (SONS,

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis and recent results of ORE evaluation, we can present that the trends in
occupational exposures nevertheless the structural and economic changes occurred in the last years are
stabile and the unexpected changes are not observed.
We can establish, that:
•

the average values, its distribution and time trends of individual effective dose are comparable
with those in developed countries,

•

the significant part of the annual collective dose equivalent arises from diagnostic use of SIR, but
is adequate to number of investigations per habitant and practice on that area in developed
countries,

•

during last years the number of workers and the extent of mining in uranium industry rapidly
decreased, nevertheless the contribution of ORE in that occupational group is still significant,

•

average individual values of effective dose (E) in NPP Dukovany are lower or comparable with
those in the other NPP's PWR - type. In period 1985-94 (operational time of NPP Dukovany) the
E values have been registered [6] in the interval (0.38 - 0.87) mSv with average 0,56mSv.

The comparison of number of workers and collective effective dose equivalent (res. effective dose) for
the main group of workers is showed on the Fig. 5 and 6.
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Abstract
The safety assessment of plant built to earlier standards requires an approach to prioritisation of
upgrades that is based on sound engineering and safety principles. The principles of defence in depth
are universally accepted and can form the basis of a prioritisation scheme for safety issues, and hence
for the upgrading required to address them. The described scheme includes criteria for acceptability and
issue prioritisation that are based on the number of lines of defence and the consequences of their
failure. They are thus equivalent in concept to risk criteria, but are based on deterministic principles.
This scheme has been applied successfully to the RBMK plant at Ignalina in Lithuania, for which a
Western-style Safety Analysis Report has recently been produced and reviewed by joint Western and
Eastern teams. An extended Safety Improvement Programme (SIP2) has been developed and agreed,
based on prioritisations from the defence in depth assessment.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to methodology development
During the period 1994 to 1997 an In-Depth Safety Assessment was carried out for the
Ignalina NPP in Lithuania. The project was financed by the Nuclear Safety Account of the
European Bank of Reconstruction and Development, and the assessment was produced and
reviewed by two multinational teams. Since this project was to make the first Western-style
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) of a Soviet-designed NPP, it was necessary at first to develop
and agree appropriate methodologies for assessment and review, and appropriate standards of
comparison for the plant. In line with the more recently published ideas of [1], it was proposed
that Ignalina be compared with standards for modern plant, appropriate for the country of
operation and supplemented where necessary by international best practices. It was expected
that non-compliances with these standards would inevitably be found, but that they should be
assessed to determine their real implications for safety, and the results of this assessment used
to determine the priority and urgency for safety improvement.
1.2 Options for quantifying safety issues
To provide a practical scheme of issue prioritisation it is necessary to distinguish noncompliances with standards that are nominal or of low safety significance from those which
represent a major weakness in the defences of the plant against the ultimate consequences of
faults. One theoretically feasible method is to calculate the risk detriment between the
compliant and existing situations, changing only the aspects that relate to the issue. This was
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considered to be impractical for the Soviet designed plant, and to put too much weight on the
numerical conclusions of the PSA, subject as they are to uncertainties in data and modelling,
and to differences in approach to PSA between states operating NPPs. The approach in fact
adopted was based on the generally accepted principles of defence in depth. The criteria are
based on sound and straightforward engineering principles, supplemented by a semi-quantified
scheme for assessing the number of "lines of defence" (LODs) available against accident
consequences of varying severity.

2 DEPTH OF DEFENCE CONCEPTS
2.1 General
In the early years of the power reactor industry, the requirement to prevent core meltdown led
to the idea that any disturbance which might lead in that direction should be met by a system
whose failure was 'incredible'. This normally led to the design of systems with two or more
trains of equipment, so that each system could withstand a 'Single Failure'.
In terms of a 'depth of defence', this approach aimed to guarantee one 'failure-proof system
for any credible fault.
Although this was already a standard above that in most other walks of life, the increasing use
of PRA-based safety analysis of reactors, and the occurrence of human error driven accidents
such as the Browns Ferry fire and the Three Mile Island accident, questioned the sufficiency of
this 'one line of defence' approach and suggested that 'defence in depth' would be more
appropriate. A reactor with defence in depth would still be protected against events such as
human errors and common mode failures which might overcome even the systems designed to
withstand any single failure.
Defence in depth has now been developed to an extent that modern nuclear power reactors
have far more than just the 'one line of defence' implied by the original approach. The concept
is now well presented in, for example, [2]. That report describes 5 "levels" at which defence
may be provided:
1. Prevention of abnormal operation and failures (Prevention)
2. Control of abnormal operation and detection of failures (Control)
3. Control of accidents within the design basis (Protection)
4. Control of severe conditions including prevention of accident progression and mitigation of
the consequences of a severe accident (Accident Management and Mitigation)
5. Mitigation of the radiological consequences of significant external releases of radioactive
materials (Counter-measures)
In the scheme described in this paper, the original idea of a "failure-proof system is retained as the
basic definition of a strong line of defence. A fundamental aspect of lines of defence is that they
must be independent of each other. Common components or support systems limit the overall
strength of the affected defences.
The lines of defence concept was first used in the 1980s in France and UK ([3], [4]). That scheme
has been augmented to include measures for all defences and to include criteria for acceptability and
priority of action.
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"Lines of defence" (LODs) may exist at any or several of the first 4 levels, and in a good
modern design there will some defence at all levels. (Off-site countermeasures - level 5 - are
not sufficiently effective to qualify in this scheme as LODs, and at level 4 a LOD can only be
rated "weak"). The lines of defence principle is that, summed over the levels for any given
accident scenario, there must be a sufficient number of LODs. If the number of LODs is
insufficient (as defined below) the urgency for improvement is related to the difference
between the existing number of LODs and the number required to meet a modern standard of
defence.
2.2 Strong lines
If a defence is to qualify as a "strong LOD" or "SLOD" in this scheme it must meet the
following ("QRA") requirements if it is an active system:
Qualified (Q) for duty

conservative design and analysis
quality assured manufacture and installation
regular inspection, test and maintenance

Redundant (R)

capable of withstanding failure of any active item

Automatic (A)

actuated by automatic action

Most national nuclear safety requirements (including the Russian regulations - OPB-88) include the
concept of safety systems or category 1 systems which are considered of primary importance for
protection against the development of faults into accidents. The deterministic requirements for such
a system are in general very similar to those which qualify an active system as a strong line of
defence in the terms above.
If the defence is passive only the following requirements apply:
Qualified

conservative design etc. - a large margin to spare when compared with
the highest credible threat

Reliable

Inspected, maintained etc. to ensure that it is in the state to which the
'qualified* statement can be applied

Because passive systems do not need to react to incidents the 'automatic' requirement is not
relevant. They simply have to be there all the time.
A number of modifying remarks are necessary:
• A line of defence must be assessed in the context of the accident sequence(s) in which it is
claimed as a defence. Hence a given system may be a strong LOD in one context, but not
qualified as a LOD in another. In the second case, the need for improvement is dependent
on the number of alternative defences.
• If an active defence is not automatic (i.e. some human action plays a part in its function)
then it must be shown that there is sufficient time for the action to be carried out, including
the detection of and recovery from any single error. This maintains the single failure
principle.
• Strong lines of defence do not have to be immune from the type of common mode failure
normally represented by beta factor analysis or an equivalent. They must be immune from a
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single failure in any related system (e.g. electric power) which would appear as a single failure
minimal cut set in a typical system fault tree.
• While the assessment of lines of defence can be applied to engineered systems, and to
specific human actions, it is not suitable for assessment of operational safety issues which
can affect safety across many or all potential accident sequences, for example general issues
of safety management, regulation or safety culture. However these issues may affect the
judgement of whether a specific line of defence can be considered "qualified", especially if it
involves operator action. In the extreme they may also affect the decision of whether any
defences on the plant can be considered qualified.
2.3 Weak lines
Weak LODs are all those safety systems and procedures which cannot match up to the essential
requirements to qualify as a strong LOD, but which nevertheless are expected to contribute
significantly to defence in depth. They must be shown to be effective (although the requirement for
conservatism in assessment need not be so rigorous), but they need not be immune to single failure
or error.
2.4 Probabilistic equivalence
A SLOD is roughly equivalent to a system with probability of failure on demand of 10'3. Studies of
well maintained and qualified active systems with simple redundancy (i.e. 1 out of 2) show a typical
failure probability of this order of magnitude. Nevertheless, a system is not counted as a SLOD on
the basis of some separate probabilistic assessment if it does not meet the QRA requirements above.
The only way such an argument may be admitted is if the low failure probability is directly derivable
from long experience of successful defence against the relevant threat (e.g. of order 103 successful
demands).
A weak line of defence would normally have a failure probability in about the range 0.1 to 0.01.
Defences which are of very doubtful value - for example those judged to have a 'fifty-fifty1 chance
of working, should not be counted in the depth of defence measure.
It is not in general considered valid to claim that a number of WLODs is equivalent to a SLOD.
This is the principle that "ten paper bags are no substitute for one steel box". In more precise terms,
if there is not an identified SLOD with appropriate requirements for maintenance and availability, a
number of weak defences cannot substitute for it. There is the risk that quality and management
controls will not be sufficiently strong, and the uncertainties over the overall reliability will be great.
Sometimes two or more separate, well-identified defences may be available, none of which is single
failure tolerant Provided each is well-qualified, and the operators can reasonably view the
combination as providing a single function, this may be counted as a SLOD

3 DEPTH OF DEFENCE ASSESSMENT
3.1 Procedure
By examining each accident sequence that can lead to radiological consequences, and identifying
and assessing the defences that must fail for the consequences to be reached in each case, the true
depth of defence for each accident can be determined. When a non-compliance with modern
standards (of design or operational practice) is discovered by the deterministic safety assessment of
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the plant (system analysis, accident analysis, review of operational experience, review of ageing,
etc.) the implications of the non-compliance may be assessed by looking at the defences that are
affected. For example, if a system of instrumentation and logic designed to detect a fault and initiate
a safety function cannot be shown to be single-failure proof) the implications of that safety function
being a WLOD rather than a SLOD should be examined.
The aim is to categorise any non-compliances found, in accordance with the urgency of action that
is necessary, varying from no action to immediate action.
The assessment may be focused on a specific initiating fault, a single front-line plant system, or a
support system, hazard, physical phenomenon or aspect of operating practice. In the latter cases a
number of potential accident sequences may be affected. Each of these assessments can normally be
broken down into a number of separate assessments of the adequacy of defence in depth against
individual faults.
3.2 Definition of Consequence Categories
Consequence categories for most types of nuclear power plant can be defined in the following
general terms, related to the conditions of the reactor core and of the various physical containments
around it:
• Core melt with complete early containment failure
• Core melt with incomplete or late containment failure
• Core melt with intact containment
• Core damaged within design basis limits, maximum of a few channels or assemblies melted
The first two have substantial environmental impacts. The environmental impact of the early
containment failure is very large but that of the second is greatly reduced by both the time of the
release and the fractions of radioactive inventories. The third and fourth categories have very little
off-site effect, and the economic damage to the plant far outweighs the damage to the environment.
In some circumstances, the reactor may be economically recoverable after the fourth type of
consequence. The four types are related to the damage states used in RBMK safety analysis below.

4 BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR DEFENCE
In the early days of nuclear power a design concept equivalent to one strong line of defence was
common. Following reviews of safety after some years of operation, most of the early reactors in
Western countries have had systems or procedures introduced to add the equivalent of at least a
further weak line of defence in accidents that might lead to core melt. This has been the minimum to
gain acceptance of further operation. Modem designs will generally be expected to have at least
two independent and diverse lines of defence against accidents initiated by frequent initiating events.
These criteria are used to form the basis of the assessment scheme shown in figure 1. A very similar
scheme was used for the Ignalina SAR.
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Figure 1: Safety assessment scheme
The categories assigned to safety issues on the basis of the number of LODs are defined in table I:
Table I: Issue categories
Cat
NT

Name
Not Tolerable

TS

Tolerable Short term

TL

Tolerable Long term

MS

Modern Standard

Action required
Immediate resolution needed. Operation without
resolving the issue is not justified.
There should be no delays in solving the problem and
implementing a solution. Operation is justified for a
short time while the issue is being resolved, possibly
with compensating measures.
Introduce improvement measures if they are easy or
cost-effective.
No action needed.

The consequence categories used in the scheme above are shown in table II:
Table II: Consequence categories

V

Violation

Violation of design limits for fuel but not sufficient to cause liquefaction of
fuel or fuel/clad eutectic in more than one channel. No beyond design
physical threat to confinement or accident localisation system.

L

Local
damage

Localised damage to a small number of channels, and within the design
capability of the cavity relief system and ALS (accident localisation
system). No physical effect possible which could fail the confinement
boundary or ALS.

M Core melt

A

Accident

Core melt not causing gross over-pressure failure of the confinement or
ALS but leading eventually to failure by thermal attack. Releases mitigated
by delay after shutdown and by hold-up of fission products in the ALS,
primary circuit etc.
Core melt or reactivity accident leading to the catastrophic failure of the
confinement system by lifting the reactor lid or otherwise producing a
gross over-pressure failure of the confinement. Large release similar to that
in the Chernobyl accident

These are the categories normally used in RBMK safety analysis, for example [5], but they can
be generalised for other reactors as described in section 3.2 above
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5 CONCLUSIONS
A scheme for issue prioritisation was developed for the Ignalina In-Depth Safety Assessment
and applied successfully. The scheme is based on the principle of defence in depth. The
criterion on which the priority of the issue is based is a combination of the number of
independent lines of defence and the consequences that would result if the defences were to
fail. It is thus equivalent in concept to a criterion of risk (frequency multiplied by
consequences), but rather than being quantified it is soundly based on deterministic engineering
principles (for example conservative qualification and single failure tolerance).
A prioritised programme of further safety improvements [6] was drawn up based on the results
[7]. The programme was agreed by the Lithuanian Government and is currently being
implemented.
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ELABORATION OF TRAINING AND METHODOLOGICAL GUIDANCE
FOR HANDLING WITH RADIOACTIVE WASTE ISSUES IN KAZAKHSTAN

G. FYODOROV
KAEA
V. BELYCH, T. SHKOLNICK
NAC "Kazatomprom"
Kazakhstan
Abstract
With a great potential for the development and civilian use of the uranium industrial complex
in Kazakhstan, there are several existing obstacles in the form of public opinion which still possesses
a strong "radiation phobia" as a result of past military activity in the Republic. It is not enough to
have talks on the radio or articles in newspapers from famous authoritative individuals to overcome
this radiation phobia. Systematic education of the public is necessary in order to cultivate a new
generation of ecological specialists and business specialists. Therefore, it is necessary to create a plan
to carry out this daunting task. In this paper, the creation of such a plan is elaborated.

INTRODUCTION
Now, the authorities of Kazakhstan are considering "The Program of Atomic Energy
Development in Kazakhstan until 2030"[l] and have been studying the technical and economic
requirements needed for the construction of a nuclear reactor near Lake Balkhash. The development
of atomic engineering does not have a particularly bad perspective for the future in Kazakhstan. There
is a BN-350 fast breeder nuclear reactor in Aktau that is located near the Caspian Sea in Western
Kazakhstan. Also, there are four research nuclear reactors in the eastern region of Kazakhstan and in
Almaty. HighK qualified personnel that work at these nuclear sites exist in Kazakhstan that would be
able to sufficient!) develop the atomic engineering sphere. Moreover, Kazakhstan has practically an
unlimited resource base for providing future power stations with nuclear fuel. Additionally, it should
be said that Kazakhstan suffers from a deficiency of electrical energy. However, a curtailment of the
deficiency which would be resulted from increasing a quantity of heat power stations is connected
with some significant ecological problems. Coal in Kazakstan is characterized as having a high ash
level and emits a very large amount of waste after its burning. The waste contains a number of toxic
substances including radionuclide.
Nevertheless, the inclination for Kazakhstan to further develop its atomic energy structure
oftentimes is very misunderstood by both social groups and even some governmental officials, which
is unfortunate given that the energy future of our country including the further development of the
atomic energy structure is already in progress. Obviously, there is still a strong radiation phobia in
Kazakhstan. The republic survived a multitude of nuclear test explosions in the Semipalatinsk region
that led to a significant impact on both nature and the population. Furthermore, there were also other
nuclear explosions in different parts of the republic in order to study the geological background and in
order to construct some containers for the intermediate storage of petroleum or radioactive waste.
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Since 1950, the production of uranium has been developing. During this time, about 50
uranium deposits have been explored in Kazakstan. Seven of them have already been exploited. There
were three mining and milling enterprises mined through traditional methods (now two remain) in
Kazakhstan. Their activity led to vast amounts of radioactive waste (240 million tons) which has a
significant environmental impact. The situation is made worse by the situation that some of the
former uranium enterprises have been closed recently and their waste has not been handled by other
firms.
However, the situation in Kazakhstan is not all bad. A number of measures have been
introduced in order to improve the situation in Kazakhstan such as the introduction of some laws such
as "On the Use of Atomic Energy" and "On Radioactive Safety". Also, a law about "Management of
Radioactive Waste" has been prepaared and awaits approval. Earlier Kazakhstan passed "The
Conception of Management of Radioactive Waste"[2] in 1995. Also, many radiological investigations
are being carried out at tailing sites so as to reveal the most dangerous of them and then to determine
the degree of environmental impact. Some results of these investigations show that most of the tailing
sites are not hazardous to the environment or population except for 2-3 sites on which some further
investigations are needed. The main danger from these sites is the uncontrolled usage of radioactive
materials for house construction by the local population.
Now uranium is being produced, mainly, by In-Situ leaching (ISL) method, and as a result,
such uranium processing gives off a less amount of radioactive waste than traditional methods do.
Due to its large amount of uranium resources, which is about half of all the resources in the world that
is amenable to ISL extraction, Kazakhstan is able to become the third largest uranium producer in the
world. Undoubtedly, nuclear power stations create radioactive waste though its amount is
significantly less than thermal electricity power stations. Moreover Kazakhstan has many possibilities
to store and keep radioactive waste.
Therefore, having this considerable perspective for developing atomic engineering and modern
techniques of uranium mining and milling, Kazakhstan needs special guidelines, in which would be
provided some advantages of atomic engineering, including the origin of ways to deal with issues of
radioactive waste, safe management and disposal, etc.
1.

THE AIMS OF THE GUIDELINES

The first aim is to carry out general educational activities regarding the use of atomic energy
and managing radioactive waste. The second aim will be the persuasion of specialists and a large
amount of the general population for the possibility of safe accumulation of radioactive waste and real
efficacy and competitive ability of atomic engineering in comparison with other energy means. First
of all, both goals proceed from the necessity of considering public opinion in the development and the
execution of atomic energy projects. In order to find mutual compliance between the public,
specialists from atomic industry, and specialists from other branches of industry, they all have to be
speaking the same 'language' and have the same background which we would like to propose with
the guidance of handling with radioactive waste. There are some examples of misunderstanding
between these groups in Kazakhstan. Thanks largely to the absence of such a mutual understanding
between specialists and the public, the government hastily and insufficiently considered options for
closing the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site. This then led to a great deal of damage for Kazakhstan as a
whole, and to an aggravation of the living conditions of residents near the test site area. As the second
example, we can consider the decision to close radioactive waste disposal site in the Akmola region in
the north of Kazakhstan. This disposal site was almost ready to accept its first shipment of radioactive
waste. However, due to public opposition, it was closed. After closing, its available equipment and
facilities were ruined. Moreover, a new project is now beginning at a new site. Due to negative public
opinion stirred up by unknowledgeable politicians, until very recently, even an expert estimation of
the possibility of using underground cavities created by the explosion of salt sediments, cannot
measured for radioactive waste disposal. Even though a variant of high-level radioactive waste
disposal in the salt region of Azgyr exists, the public is not ready yet to positively assess such a
project.
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At the present time in our country, we understand that the successful development of atomic
industry and a radioactive waste management system cannot be successful without involving a full
range of public representatives to discuss some of its problems. The importance and the necessity of
such involvement of the public is shown by researchers in Great Britain [3] where they conducted a
public opinion poll about the danger of diverse kinds of activity in different regions and considered
the level of public knowledge on the provision of atomic energy. Where the public was openly
admitted to the discussion of problems of the atomic industry led to a positive influence on the
adoption of justifiable decisions due to the fact that the public attitude to atomic industry and
radioactive waste management system became favorable. Where nuclear facilities are absent and
where dialogue between specialists and the public is not conducted leads to a negative public attitude
towards either the atomic industry or its radioactive waste and even stronger than the opposition to
any other type of hazardous activity. It is such a surprise for former Soviet citizens to see work with
visitors who wish to become acquainted with the atomic enterprise in Western Cumbria or Scotland:
each enterprise has specially equipped premises named 'reception' for such visitors. The facilities are
provided with some demonstrative halls with models, placards, schemes, and so on. You can be read
lectures and shown films in it. If it is necessary, visitors can make acquaintance with working sites to
be convinced of the efficiency of the safety measures for radiation protection of the public,
environment and proper personnel against the detrimental effluents and emanation. So we share the
opinion that developers and directors of atomic energy projects have to earn the trust of society, and it
is essential that the public partake in an estimation and execution of nuclear energy projects from
their conception until completion.
2.

TECHNICAL APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGY

For the background of the given guidelines, we decided to use some ideas from an American
guideline, named "Science, Society and America's nuclear waste"[4]. Like the American report, ours
will consist of four parts:
1. Radioactive waste. (Where we show inevitability and attributes of radioactive waste);
2. Radiation. (Danger and factors of ecological impact; sensitivity of the environment and
humankind to radioactivity);
3. Legislation providing for safe management of radioactive waste in Kazakhstan. (Critical
description of Kazakhstani laws in comparison with some laws of American and Western
countries);
4. Management system of radioactive waste. (Treatment, transportation, disposal, control,
monitoring. There will be shown the best samples of foreign disposal and waste management
systems.)
First, we prepared subject planning lecture materials for each section to define the volume and
possible context of it (see Appendix 1). The real content of each section will be formed in several
directions: compilation, creative change and adaptation. Naturally, a lot of facts, arguments, and
events which will be included in the guidelines need to be located, obtained, analyzed, understood and
then determine their place. First, we consider the rich experience of radioactive waste treatment and
management accumulated under the rubric of IAEA activity. Moreover, we have some experience
from the creation of "The Conception of Radioactive Waste Management in Kazakhstan," which has
been accepted by the authorities in Kazakhstan, as well as in carrying out an ecological impact report
as a part of the TACIS program that resulted from mining and milling tailings. Also, we have
experience from making up some working documents for the rehabilitation of mining and milling
tailings. All guideline personnel have the experience of dealing with and treating different types of
radioactive waste first-hand.
Guidance materials will consist of graphics, pictures, and tables created by computer programs.
This figurative part of the guidance has particular importance to achieve the best comprehension of
text material.
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We are supposed to create the guidelines simultaneously while providing lessons on energy
options in schools in Almaty, and among specialists of enterprises in NJC "Kazatomprom." An active
dialogue between lectors and listeners allows for a good distribution of educational and training
materials to listeners that will improve the way the guidelines are perceived and apprehended. An
important feature of a lesson must be its organization and providing some discussion about all the
positive and negative points of each experience given in the guideline report. This will help in
avoiding any bad mistakes in the guidelines and improve the lessons overall. With this, listeners will
be directed accurately how to find a precise solution from a cumbersome situation connected with or
resulted from management of radioactive waste.
3.

EXPECTED RESULTS

As a result, future usage of the guidelines, we hope:
1.

It will be useful in decreasing the amount of radiation phobia amongst diverse groups
of the Kazakhstani population by making acquaintance with radiation safety in the
world. Kazakhstan can benefit greatly in the area of nuclear energy because the
legislative basis of radiation protection and radioactive waste management in
Kazakhstan are being constructed by using world experience. Thanks to these
guidelines, the population can be convinced of the advantages of atomic energy as
opposed to other energy options.

2.

It will enhance radiation protection in atomic industry by increasing the quality of
specialists and the quality of drilling.
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Appendix 1
THE EXAMPLE OF A COURSE AND THEME REVIEW
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Geology, Hydrology,
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disposal site
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Abstract
This paper describes the present status of occupational radiation exposure of monitored workers
in Tanzania from 1986 to 1997. The analysis of dose records observes over this period, a
fluctuating trend both in the individual and collective doses. The trend is more related to the
fluctuations of the number of radiation workers than to the possible radiation safety changes of the
working conditions. It has been found that, the maximum annual dose for the worker in all work
categories was about 18 mSv y l . This suggests that the occupational radiation exposure in all
practices satisfies the current dose limitation system. The national exposure summary shows that,
the highest collective dose of 12.8 man-Sv which is 90% of the total collective dose, was due to
medical applications. The applications in industry and research had a contribution of nearly 0.8
and 0.7 man-Sv respectively. From the professional point of view, the medical diagnostic
radiographers received the highest collective dose of 11.2 man-Sv. Although the medical
physicists recorded the minimum collective dose of nearly 0.07 man- Sv, the data shows that this
profession received the highest mean dose of about 33 mSv in 12 years. Some achievements of
the personnel monitoring services and suggestions for future improvement are pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION
The individual monitoring programmes are intended to achieve and maintain acceptably,
safe and satisfactory radiation conditions in the work places[l). In recognition of this
important need, the parliament of the United Republic of Tanzania enacted the "Protection
from Radiation Act" in 1983 [2]. Among other things, the law requires every radiation
worker to be regularly monitored for occupational radiation exposure. The National
Radiation Commission (NRC) has since 1986 been operating the central personnel
dosimetry service to all registered radiation workers as an enforcement of this requirement.
The provision of personnel dosimetry services by a regulatory authority may attract some
biases, since impartial and independent judgments or decisions may result which tends to
weaken the regulator) role. However, the delivery of personnel dosimetry services by the
regulatory authority has been opted in Tanzania due to the lack of other technically
competent institutions to give the services. Further to this, there is a very strong need to
optimize the use of available resources. Therefore it would not be economically viable for
other institutions to offer such services even with the current small extent of the radiation
practices in the country. A recent evaluation by NRC has shown that, the central dosimetry
service has recorded significant achievements with regards to the general scope of
individual monitoring [3]. Currently, the national personnel monitoring programme covers
about 1000 radiation workers in the medical, industry, research and teaching sectors.
Figure 1 shows the trends in the number of radiation workers who received measurable
annual doses from 1986 to 1997. The remaining radiation workers estimated between 25%
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and 50% depending on the individual year, received monthly doses below the detection
limit of 0.1 mSv. These have been considered to have received zero doses. As it can be
seen, in 1990 there was no radiation workers monitored in the research and teaching
category as a result of suspending related activities. This paper presents the results and
experience of the national personnel monitoring service over 12 year period.
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FIG. 1: Trends in the number of monitored radiation workers

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The national personnel monitoring service operates using TLD 100 and TLD 700 cards
manufactured by Harshaw Chemie Company. The Harshaw TLD system, model 2000C
(Ser. No. 1133) jointly with model 2000B (Ser. No. 1292) is employed for routine read out
of the TLDs. The detection limit of this TLD system is 0.1 mSv as determined using the
method in [4]. The preparation of TLDs for use involve the convenient oven annealing at
135°C for lh using PTW TLDO, type 1321 (Ser. No. 1142) furnace. This annealing scheme
is an alternative for the recommended 100°C (1 h) annealing scheme [5] which is not
possible from the oven's make point of view. After the TLDs have cooled, they are
further re-annealed at 280°C for 10 s using one TL read out cycle. The standard packing
and documentation of TLDs are also done before the dosimeters are dispatched to the
respective centres through the registered mail service. Currently a three months
monitoring period is applied and the dose evaluation is based on the ICRU's operational
quantities [1]. A provision for any time read out of worn TLD(s) exists in case the licensee
suspects the radiation over exposures to the personnel. According to NRC's dose
assessment procedure, the dose limit criterion for the evaluated doses is the maximum
dose that would be recorded in the three months monitoring period when the annual dose
limit of 50 mSv [6] is considered. The adoption of recent dose limits [3] may only be
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possible after the revision of the primary law. The availability of the National Calibration
Laboratory (NCL) for ionizing radiation, enables the evaluated individual doses to be
traceable to the international measurement system through the IAEA dosimetry laboratory.
The NCL is an active member of IAEA/WHO network of Secondary Standard Dosimetry
Laboratories (SSDLs). The NCL implements an appropriate quality assurance (QA)
programme in order to achieve this traceability. The QA of the TLD read out system
include, daily reference tests on the TL reader, and monthly check up of the TL reader's
calibration factor at relevant photon energies as recommended [1]. Also as a QA
procedure, the TLDs sensitivity check and the determination of TLD batch calibration
curve are done before the issuance of TLDs for use. The five year experience with this QA
programme, shows that the calibration factors of the TL reader have been maintained
within ± 20% with respect to the reader calibration factor determined in 1992, the average
batch sensitivity of TLDs being taken into account. The experienced sensitivity factor of
individual TLDs is on the average between 0.8 and 1.5 using the 137Cs reference quality in
the absorbed dose range of 0.1 to 5.0 mGy. The stability in the sensitivities of the TLDs in
this dose range may be regarded as one of the indices for adequate quality service since the
individual doses recorded in practice over the three month monitoring periods are less than
3 mSv. As part of an external quality audit, protection level postal TLD dose inter
comparisons are done regularly. The recent private arranged inter-comparisons with
IAEA (1994) and Ghana (1997) showed an overall dose agreement of within ± 30%. The
NRC has formally participated in two more intercomparisons with the African Agreement
Cooperation (AFRA) and IAEA where the results are expected in the near future. Based on
the results of postal dose checks and the regularly provided control TLDs, the uncertainty
in the occupational doses as evaluated by NRC is estimated to be within ± 50%. Such
performance of TLDs and TL reader which has been experienced by NRC, generally
conforms to the standard technical requirements for
the personnel dosimetry
service[1,7,8]. The dose results are usually sent to the licensees and also archived in the
National Dose Registry (NDR). The information of interest in the NDR data bank include
the name of worker, gender, date of birth, date of beginning the radiation work, job
category, individual doses and the remarks. The individual and collective doses in the NDR
from 1986 to 1997 were analyzed and the results are discussed here below.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 presents the general annual individual dose statistics from 1986 to 1997. The
trends in the collective dose by work category are given in figure 3. With few exceptions,
the maximum and minimum annual dose values (fig. 2) which have rather been
fluctuating, generally indicate that the dose distribution is skewed towards the low dose
region. Such dose distribution is a common feature of the occupational radiation
exposure as it has already been observed somewhere else [9]. It is worthy of noting the
frequent suspension of activities in the research and teaching work categories, the situation
which has manifested itself in large annual collective dose fluctuations. It is further
observed that the maximum annual dose for the worker in all work categories was 17.8
mSv(~18mSv).
It may therefore be deduced that the current dose limit of 20 mSv y"1 averaged over a five
year period with the restriction of 50 mSv in a single year [6] was not exceeded during 12
year period. However as it is well known, the dose limit compliance is not necessarily a
reflection of satisfactory radiation safety work conditions. Figure 3 also depicts a
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fluctuating dose trend as a function of radiation work category, a feature which is mainly
related to the fluctuating trend in the number of radiation workers (fig.l). This dose trend
may implicitly also be due to the small variations in radiation exposures, a situation which
practically may not be ruled out.. However, there is little evidence to associate the
fluctuating trend to the possible changes in the radiation safety status, since the trend in the
collective dose (fig.3) does not resemble the respective trend in the annual mean dose,
taking into the consideration of the trend in the number of exposed workers. In particular,
the number of radiation workers and the magnitude of the collective dose show that the
uses of ionizing radiation has been roughly increasing. It is worthy to note that the number
of ionizing radiation work places in Tanzania increased from less than 70 in 1986 to about
200 in 1997. Despite the earlier observed fluctuating trend, the annual collective dose from
1995 to 1997 is stabilizing and lightly decreasing. This foreseen new feature is possibly
due to the better awareness of the radiation protection and safety principles as a positive
impact of the on going education and training programme to radiation workers. The
stabilization may also reflect the dosimetery accuracy due to the better consistency in dose
evaluation as a result of the presence of the standard dosimetry calibration facility. The
collective doses shows that the medical applications provided by far, the largest
contribution (about 90%) to the annual occupational dose in the country the feature of
which is consistent with the global scale data [10]. The contribution of medical
applications to the annual collective dose was on the average 15 times the remaining two
work categories put together i.e. industrial, construction and mining; and research and
teaching. Table 1 summarizes the national occupational dose data from 1986 to 1997. As
expected, the national exposure summary indicates a significant difference in the radiation
working conditions across the work categories. It is clearly seen that the dose contribution
to the collective dose from the main three work categories i.e. medicine, industry and
research were 12.8, 0.8, and 0.7 man-Sv respectively. The highest collective dose of about
11.2 man-Sv was received by the radiographers while approximately 0.07 man-Sv, and
the least of all; was recorded to the medical physicists. The mentioned two work
professions contributed nearly 79% and 0.5% respectively to the total national collective
dose. The summary also shows that, the medical physics profession experienced the
highest annual mean dose of about 33 mSv in 12 years. The results shown by table 1 give
another evidence that, in the current status of use of ionizing radiation in Tanzania, the
occupational radiation exposure in medicine is higher than the exposure due to industrial
and research uses.
In the light of the present set up, three aspects may be cited as the achievement of the
national personnel monitoring programme. Firstly, the programme is based on the legal
framework which is necessary for the regulation of practices involving ionizing radiation.
Secondly, the availability of formal and operational personnel monitoring services implies
that no registered radiation worker may be subjected to an unacceptable radiation risk
without appropriate intervention. And lastly, over 12 year period of service, the current
dose limitation requirements were satisfied.
Despite the low level status of the radiation exposure in the country, the set up of strategies
to overcome five main challenges is necessary in order to improve the current national
personnel monitoring service. In the first place, some investigations should be done to
check if there are some radiation workers who are not being monitored, despite the fact that
such situation has not yet been experienced. Secondly, the working conditions of centres
with the recorded doses below the detection limit should be investigated for any undetected
external radiation hazard. Thirdly, some quantitative investigations on factors that
influence negatively the accuracy in the evaluated doses should be done and appropriate
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TABLE 1: NATIONAL EXPOSURE SUMMARY FROM 1986 TO 1997
Work category

collective dose
(10 J man-Sv)

Medical use
-radiotherapists/nuclear
medicine specialists
141.4
-medical physicists
65.3
481.0
-radiotherapy technicians/nurses
-diagnostic radiologists/radiology
officers
872.5
-diagnostic radiographers/nurses 11,223.9

number of persons
considered

mean dose
(mSv)

13
2

10.9
32.7
28

17.2

49
505

17.8
22.2

Industrial, construction and mining
-scientists/engineers
176.3
-technicians
587.4

21
42

8.4
14.0

Research and teaching
-scientists
-technicians

17
39

8.9
13.2

151.4
513.8

plans set for their minimization. Fourthly, a quality audit manual as recommended [11]
should be prepared in order to improve the quality control and quality assurance
programme. Fifthly, as it has already been experienced, the medical applications contribute
more to the occupational radiation exposure. Therefore there is a need to complement the
whole body TLD method with finger ring dosimeters and even direct reading dosimeters in
some practices. Applications such as in radiotherapy, nuclear medicine and interventional
radiology are typical examples of the practices that need special radiation protection
attention.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The status of occupational radiation exposure in Tanzania from 1986 to 1997 has been
presented. The analysis of dose records shows a fluctuating trend both in the individual
and collective dose over 12 years ago. The experienced maximum annual dose by the
workers in all practices is about 18 mSv y"1. The achieved maximum annual dose suggests
that the current dose limitation of 20 mSv y"1 averaged over five years was satisfied. The
national exposure summary indicates that, the highest collective dose of 12.8 man-Sv was
due to the medical applications of which 11.2 man-Sv came from the medical
radiographers. The summary also shows that the highest mean dose of 33 mSv in 12 years
came from medical physicists, despite of the fact that this profession recorded the
minimum collective dose of nearly 0.07 man-Sv. The minimum mean dose of 8.4 mSv was
recorded from scientists/engineers in industry, construction and mining. Experience shows
that it is practically possible for the regulatory authority to operate the personnel
monitoring services provided that the existing system tries as much as possible to meet
the following two requirements. In the first place, adequate resources should be available
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relative to the population of radiation workers. And secondly, the operations of the
regulatory authority should prevail within the domains of professional ethics and
transparency.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the monetary evaluation of radiation detriment cost in the cosfc'benefit analyses of
countermeasures after nuclear accidents. The methods used to determine the so-called a factor in cost/benefit
analysis are presented. It is pointed out that the approaches found in current literature to the consideration of
individual dose in cost-benefit analyses have some limitations. To overcome those deficiencies, we introduced
the concept of individual dose evaluation function in this paper. In addition, we developed a modified approach
to cost-benefit analyses of protective actions after nuclear accidents.

1. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The theoretical foundation of cost/benefit analysis is the fundamentals in economics.
Mathematically, the concept of cost/benefit analysis can be formulated as follows [1]:

X + Y - minimum
(1)
where X and Y represents the cost as a result of implementation of protective actions and the cost
equivalent of radiation detriment respectively. It is clear from Eq.(l) that the purpose of cost/benefit
analyses is to find out an emergency intervention strategy that would make the sum of X and Y
minimum.
In the practice of radiation protection it is usually assumed that radiation detriment is
proportional to the collective dose in exposed population. Considering this, the radiation detriment
cost can be calculated in the following way [1]:
Y = aS
(2)
where S stands for collective dose (man-Sv) whereas a is the monetary amount assigned to a unit of
collective dose ($/man-Sv). The value of a in current literature generally varies from about 2000
$/man-Sv to 100 000 $/man-Sv [2].
2. DETERMINATION OF a VALUE
Generally speaking, the magnitude of a reflects the value judgments of decision makers on
radiation detriment. We can apply different models to the derivation of a value. For instance, we can
use human capital model to estimate a value on the basis of the average GNP (Gross National
Production) per capital and the loss of life expectation of population as a result of radiation exposure
[3]. The medical cost of the treatment of radiation injuries and other related factors can also be taken
into consideration [4],
Besides the models that are based on the fundamentals in economics, e.g. the human capital
model, we can also use other models to derive a value. In reference [5], the economic cost people are
willing to pay for different risks was studied. The method used in this study is called as willingness to
pay. Some of the results are given in Table 1. The calculated value of a correspondent to different
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risks are calculated and presented in the last column of this table. It is clearly shown that the
economic cost people are willing to pay for different risks varies dramatically.
It should be noted that the determination of a value is not only an issue in radiation protection
but also an issue that involves economics, politics, public acceptability etc. For this reason, it is
unrealistic if only economic factors are taken into account in the estimation of a values.
Table 1 Economic cost people are willing to pay for different risks [5]
Economic cost people are
Assumed safety actions
willing to pay for saving a life
a value *
(US Sin 1990)
(US $/man-Sv)
1.0x10"* reduction in nuclear risk
125000000
7.5xlO 6
3
l.OxlO' reduction in risk at coal-fired plants
300000
1.8xlO4
6250000
governmental health plan for saving 1000
3.8xlO 5
lives
1250000
7.5x10"
automobile safety airbag
100000
safer cigarettes
6.0xl0 3
65000000
safer transportation
3.9xlO 6
*: The values are calculated on the basis of somatic radiation hazard of stochastic health effects in the
general public (6x 10"2/man-Sv) [6] and the data in the second column of above table.
3. CONSIDERATION OF INDIVIDUAL DOSE IN COST/BENEFIT ANALYSES
In the practice of radiation protection, it is gradually recognized that different emphases
should be given to individuals/population groups according to the magnitude of actual/potential
radiation doses they are exposed. So far as Eq.(2) is concerned, it means that proper consideration
should be given to the distribution of the collective dose S with individual dose. In the NRPB
regulations on radiation protection, individual dose is divided into three ranges, with each being
assigned a corresponding a value (Table 2) [7].
Table 2 Values of a for public radiation dose valuations suggested by NRPB
Annual individual dose (AID) range
Value of a (£/man-Sv)
AID < 0.05 mSv
2000
0.5 mSv > AID > 0.05 mSv
10000
5 mSv > AID > 0.5 mSv
50000
To apply the concept above to radiation protection optimization beyond normal operations of
nuclear facilities, NRPB proposed a new method of considering the dependence ofor value on
individual dose [4]. The idea of this model is that a baseline a value is used for the radiation
detriment valuations in dose ranges below a level of no concern. This a value can be derived on the
basis of economic and other related considerations. Above the dose level of no concern, individual
aversion to risk increases with increasing dose. To take this into account, the radiation detriment is
evaluated by the product of the baseline a value and a multiplying factor which increases with
increasing dose.
Similar model is adopted in the international Chernobyl project technical report by IAEA [8].
The a value in this report is described as follows:
(3)
where:
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a,= a factor for annual individual dose d;,
anJ = a factor for annual individual dose below d0;
a = public risk aversion exponent. It varies in the range between 1.2 and 1.5.
Another way of considering individual dose distribution is to express the radiation detriment
cost as sum of two items [1,9]. For instance, it is formulated as follows in reference [10]:
(4)

l

where the first item on the right side has the same meaning as Eq.(2). S-, represents the collective dose
in the rth population group. /?, stand for the cost equivalent assigned to a unit of collective dose in that
group. The determination of the value of $ is a complicated issue. As the following analysis shows,
the two models mentioned above are identical although they are formulated in different ways.
Suppose that the value of a

is a function of individual dose x and can be formulated as

follows:

[a 0

(x<ID0)

a

\a{x)
(x>ID0)
According to Eq.(2), the radiation detriment cost equivalent can then be calculated as follows:
Y= (D'a(x)*CD(x)dx

= a0S + AY

(6)

S= {°'CD(x)dx

(7)

AY = {°\a (x) -<*„]• CD(x) dx

(8)

where ID, and IDr stands for the left and right end of the whole range of individual dose over which
collective dose is to be integrated. It is clearly shown from Eqs (6) and (8) that AY represents an
additional cost equivalent as a consequence of considering individual dose distribution in dose ranges
above ID0.
4. AN IMPROVED APPROACH TO COST/BENEFIT ANALYSES
There exists a common limitation in the methods mentioned above for radiation detriment
valuations. That is, the determination of a, /? as well as the risk aversion exponent in practical
applications is considerably subjective. Few quantitative criteria are available. Because of this, the
evaluation of radiation detriment in cost/benefit analyses is sometimes quite arbitrary.
In order to take individual dose distribution into consideration in cost/benefit analyses
reasonably, the concept of individual dose evaluation function is introduced in this paper. An
individual dose evaluation function is a function of individual dose. It increases with increasing
individual dose. Collective dose contributed from a certain range of individual dose will be evaluated
by the value that the individual dose evaluation function applied takes in that individual dose range.
On the basis of the concept of individual dose evaluation function, an improved approach to
cost/benefit analysis is proposed in this paper. The idea of this approach is the following. Radiation
detriment cost is evaluated by an individual dose evaluation function. The individual dose evaluation
function should sufficiently reflect the effect of individual dose distribution on the valuations of
radiation detriment. At the same time, it should not unreasonably overestimate the radiation detriment
cost so that the evaluated cost of potential collective dose without countermeasures would
significantly exceed the economic cost as a consequence of implementing protective measures at a
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dose level acceptable to the general public. In this model the individual dose evaluation function will
not be selected in advance of a cost/benefit analysis. It will be derived based on the economic cost
under certain conditions as a result of taking countermeasures after nuclear accidents. In other words,
we add an additional constraint to cost/benefit analyses which will be determined by specific
accidental characteristics.
In this paper, we suppose that an individual dose evaluation function takes the form of a
power function. The mathematical model of the improved approach to cost/benefit analyses can then
be formulated as follows:

X + Y = min imum

(1)
(9)

EF,•= Jfc, • ID,*1

(10)

where:
EF, = value of an individual dose evaluation function in the rth dose range;
CD, = collective dose contributed from the ith individual dose range;
ID, = the medium point of the rth individual dose range;
kj, k2 = constant.
Suppose thatXw stands for the economic cost as a consequence of taking protective actions at
a dose level that is acceptable to the general public (IDn). We can get kj and k2 by solving the
following equations:
(11)

After having obtained the constant k, and k2, we can derive the optimal dose intervention level
initiating a protective measure using Eqs (1), (9) and (10).
As an example, we studied the optimization of dose intervention level for relocation using the
improved model described above. The reference nuclear power plant is Biblis, Germany. The source
term used is F3b-DE from German risk study phase B [10]. All calculations have been done using the
European code package for accident consequence assessment COSYMA [11].
The preliminary results of the calculations show that the constant k, and k2 depend upon
shielding factor to external radiological exposures. For shielding factors in the range between 0.1 and
0.2, k2 varies from about 2.0 to 2.5. When the shielding factor locates in the range between 0.5 and
1.0, it takes value between 1.2 and 1.6. This result is very close to the risk aversion exponent given in
reference [8].
5. CONCLUSIONS
It is necessary to explicitly take individual dose distribution into consideration in cost/benefit
analyses of countermeasures after nuclear accidents. For this purpose, some methods have been in
place. There are, however, apparent deficiencies in those models. As a way of overcoming those
deficiencies, we introduced the concept of individual dose evaluation function in this paper. In
addition, we developed a modified approach to cost-benefit analysis of protective actions after
nuclear accidents.
The improved model proposed in this paper can be used to determine an reasonable
individual dose evaluation function and the optimal dose intervention levels of protective measures at
the same time.
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Abstract
This paper describes the new regulatory objectives and strategy of the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate. Factors that have influenced the development of the regulatory strategy, including an international
peer review, are discussed. In addition to general technical requirements for a defence in depth, the new strategy
strongly focuses on the quality of plant safety management processes, to be monitored by process-oriented
inspections. Also, quality assurance of regulatory activities is stressed. Experience gained so far shows that the
regulatory approach chosen in Sweden promotes utility self assessment, quality of safety management and
ownership of safety work within the utility staff.
1. STEPS TOWARDS THE NEW REGULATORY STRATEGY
In order to fully understand the present Swedish regulatory approach, it is helpful to recall some
important stages in its development. In the years up to 1980, regulatory activities were mainly focussed on
reviewing and licensing the designs of the twelve Swedish power reactors. Licences were mainly granted by
approval of the safety case presented in the FSARs. After the TMI-2 accident, the Swedish government set
up a special committee to make recommendations on future reactor safety work in Sweden. The committeefl]
recommended inter alia plant specific PSAs and periodic safety reviews, improved analysis of safetysignificant events and substantially increased regulatory attention to human factors and quality assurance in
operation and maintenance, adding specialists in these areas to SKI staff. Also, the committee recommended
improving the capability of the reactor containments to cope with severe accidents, focussing on mitigation
of releases that could cause large-scale land contamination. The recommendations of the committee were
implemented during the 1980's.
In 1992, an incident at one of the Barsebaeck BWR reactors[2] showed that the inlet strainers to the
emergency core cooling system and the containment spray system could be rapidly clogged by insulation
material released to the containment pool in case of a LOCA. This challenged the validity of safety cases built
on old analysis methods and experimental data, even if the set of design basis events was not changed. The
major overhaul of Oskarshamn 1, triggered by cracks detected in piping inside the reactor pressure vessel,
gave further support to the necessity of a thorough critical review of the safety cases presented in the FSARs
of the older reactors. As a result, the nuclear utilities initiated a major effort to reconstitute and revalidate the
FSARs using modern methods and data. On its side, the SKI found it timely with a new external review of
its regulatory activities as more than ten years had passed since the review described above following the TMI
accident.
Thus, in 1994, the Swedish government, on request by SKI, set up an international expert commission
to review Swedish nuclear regulatory activities in the areas of reactor safety and waste management. Both the
activities of SKI and of the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute, SSI, were covered. The commission
included safety experts with a background in nuclear safety as well as in civil aviation and off-shore safety
and from six different countries and the IAEA. The commission submitted its report in April, 1996 [3]. A
basic conclusion of the review was that the SKI and the SSI are providing ample assurance of the confirmation
and further development of safety and radiation protection in Swedish nuclear power production and waste
management through their regulatory activities, which are in conformity with internationally recognized
standards. However, the commission also recommended the SKI and the SSI, in consultation with the
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government, to consider certain changes in the manner in which they perform their regulatory activities in
order to increase their effectiveness within available resources.
As a result of the international peer review and subsequent proposals from SKI with regard to
implementation of the recommendations of the peer review, the Swedish government stated a set of revised
regulatory objectives for SKI in its Letter of Appropriation for the Fiscal Year 1998. Also, the SKI budget
was increased by about 10% to achieve a better balance between regulatory objectives and regulatory
resources, also in line with the recommendations of the peer review.
2. THE NEW SKI REGULATORY OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY
In its Letter of Appropriation, the government initially states the following general objectives for SKI
regulatory activities with regard to safety1:
that Swedish nuclear installations shall have a satisfactory defence in depth which prevents serious
incidents and accidents with their root causes in technology, organisation or competence, and which
also prevents or mitigates releases of radioactive substances to the environment in case of an accident;
that nuclear installations and nuclear material under Swedish jurisdiction are adequately protected
against acts of terrorism, sabotage and theft,
that final storage of spent fuel and nuclear waste shall be realized in such a way that possible leakage
of radioactive substances to the environment in different time perspectives can be expected to fall
below tolerable levels, so that future generations are not subjected to greater health and environmental
risks than tolerated by society today,
that the nuclear industry shall pursue a comprehensive and purposeful research and development
programme so that safe management and final storage of spent fuel and nuclear waste can be achieved
and so that methods are available for decommissioning and dismantling of nuclear installations; and
that the necessary economic resources are set aside to cover future costs for these purposes,
that decision makers and the general public shall be well informed about nuclear risk and safety, and
about management and final storage of spent fuel and nuclear waste, and
that active contributions are made to the development and strengthening of international nuclear safety
and non-proliferation work, in particular within the framework of the European Union.
The government statement furthermore recalls that according to the Law on Nuclear Activities, the
licensees have the full and undivided responsibility to take all measures necessary to achieve safety, to meet
non-proliferation requirements, and to achieve safe final storage of spent nuclear fuel and nuclear waste. SKI
shall define the detailed purport of this responsibility and supervise how the licensees execute it, by creating
its own well-founded view on the safety status of the installations and on the quality of licensee safety work.
The government statement then continues with specifying the following, more detailed mission
objectives.
(1) Provide a clear definition of requirements
SKI shall give a clear definition of requirements, both with regard to the technical design of plants, and
with regard to licensee obligations to achieve a high quality in safety-related and non-proliferation-related
activities. These requirements shall be of such a general character so as not to have a negative impact on
licensee responsibilities or so that these responsibilities are taken over by SKI.
(2) Control compliance with requirements by supervision focussing on processes influencing safety.
By supemsion focussing on licensee processes for safety, SKI shall convince itself that the licensees
have a fully satisfactory control with regard to safety of plant processes as well as of organisational processes.
SKI shall clearly define the control activities required. Corresponding regulatory supervision should be applied
with respect to non-proliferation requirements.

A statement related to SKI regulatory supervision in the area of non-proliferation has been omitted here
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(3) Initiate safety improvements
SKI shall initiate safety improvements, whenever justified by operating experience, or research and
development. Such initiatives should be directed both towards licensees and internationally.
(4) Maintain and develop competence
SKI shall promote maintenance and development of competence for safety and non-proliferation
activities, at licensees, at SKI, and nationally.
(5) Report and inform
SKI shall issue regular reports on the safety state of plants and the quality of licensee safety work, and,
in general, implement active public information services with regard to events and circumstances within its
area of regulatory responsibilities.
(6) Implement quality assurance of SKI regulatory activities
The quality of SKI regulatory processes shall be ensured by implementation of an internal quality
assurance programme.
(7) Maintain emergency preparedness at SKI
SKI shall be prepared to advise emergency management authorities in order to limit detrimental health
effects and social consequences in case of radioactive releases or situations where there is a threat of such
releases.
It should be noted that the regulatory strategy thus prescribed assigns equal weight to technical and
organisational factors influencing safety and that regulatory inspection and supervision efforts should largely
focus on the quality of plant safety management.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW REGULATORY STRATEGY
The new regulatory strategy and mission objectives as prescribed by the Swedish government are now
being implemented by the SKI. Full implementation is expected to take some three to five years, starting from
1996. In the following, some selected aspects of the implementation are described, with special emphasis on
experience with process-oriented inspections.
3.1. Definition of requirements
SKI has recently published a draft version of general safety regulations for nuclear installations for
public comments. These regulations start with specifying general technical requirements with respect to
defence in depth. They continue to specify fundamental obligations of the licensees with respect to safety
work, such as maintaining up-to-date FSARs, including plant
specific PSAs and technical specifications, performance of
periodic safety reviews, general competence requirements
The chain that builds safety
with respect to staffing, and general requirements with
respect to internal safety review procedures and quality
assurance, including analysis and feed-back of operating
experience. Thus, these general safety regulations aim at
specifying the basic requirements and obligations of the
licensees with regard to what can be described as five
principal links in a chain that builds safety (fig. 1).
These general regulations will be complemented by
more detailed regulations covering specific areas. Such
FIG. 1
regulations have already been issued with respect to the
integrity of mechanical components. Existing requirements
with respect to monitoring competence of control room staff,
presently issued as common licensing conditions will be revised over the next few years and issued as general
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regulations.
Specific regulations are also being prepared in the areas of core and fuel safety and safety systems
design and performance. The latter are intended to include a requirement for successive upgrading of
redundancy, diversification and physical and functional separation to make older reactors comply as far as
reasonably achievable with safety standards applied to new reactors in Europe, such as the EPR concept. It
is expected that the utilities will be given a period of about ten years for full implementation of the new
requirements, to enable coordination with on-going modernisation programmes, e.g. of instrumentation and
control systems that anyhow are approaching the end of their technical and economical life.
3.2. Regulatory supervision focussing on processes influencing safety
3.2.1. General approach
For several years, SKI has worked on developing inspection and supervision methods and strategies
focussing on assessing the quality of safety-related activities performed by the licensees. Considerable
progress has been made in the past few years, learning from practical experience, both with regard to
regulatory supervision of major plant modifications, such as the Oskarshamn 1 overhaul, and investigations
of events of special safety significance. Key elements of these process-oriented inspection and supervision
practices include:
Clear objectives: the purpose is not to punish but to promote continuous improvements with special
attention to specified safety issues;
Planning based on an integrated assessment of plant safety performance by SKI management and
senior experts;
Coordinated, in-depth inspections in several areas;
Inspections performed by mixed teams: Inspectors with a background in plant operations, and expert
reviewers, including experts on the interaction man-technology-organisation (MTO);
Structured interviews with management and staff;
Findings and observations discussed with management and staff in meetings on-site trying to create
a common understanding of organisational processes and any deficiencies with regard to safety and
quality;
Feed-back of SKI conclusions and recommendations to management and staff, also in meetings on-site;
Follow-up after about one year.
3.2.2. Experience from process-oriented inspections at Barsebaeck
So far, the process-oriented supervision approach has been used fully only in the special supervision
of the Barsebaeck plant in 1994-97, which was triggered by several indicators of deficiencies in safety
management. In 1994, the utility performed a major reorganisation. Various safety significant events related
to the interaction man-technology-organisation were subsequently noted. Also, the full implementation of the
utility's new quality system was delayed. Deviations from technical specifications were noted and documents
supporting applications for plant modifications were not of expected quality, which indicated deficiencies in
the internal safety assessment process of the utility. However, there was in principle a strong management
commitment to safety, but there were indications of stress and overload as a result of the reorganisation.
As a consequence, the SKI decided to introduce special supervision of the plant including more frequent
inspections, periodic reporting on actions to improve the situation and more strict requirements from the SKI
to comply with technical specifications. In response, the utility introduced a programme for improvements
consisting of audits and self-assessments with analyses and planned actions in several areas. In 1996, SKI
conducted an extensive process-oriented inspection project focussing on a number of areas of importance to
safety. By means of this inspection project, the SKI performed an independent assessment of the utility
improvement programme and its effects, scrutinising both the formal quality management system and actual
practices in several areas, promoting further improvements where found appropriate. The inspection project
covered areas such as organisation and safety culture, quality system, internal safety assessment, feedback
of operating experience, management of interaction man-technology-organisation, manager training,
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competence issues, control room work and in-service inspections. The inspections on-site were carried out by
mixed teams of inspectors and expert reviewers as described above. In total, 11 members of SKI staff
participated, spending about a person year on this inspection project. About 100 plant staff members were
subjected to structured interviews (out of a total plant staff of about 400).
The inspection findings showed that the management had come to grip with many of the problems but
that further measures were needed in some areas. The utility responded favourably to the additional demands
from the SKI and continued its efforts in order to further enhance the quality of the safety work. At this
moment, SKI decided to supervise the outages in 1997 before issuing an opinion on the status of the safety
work.
The SKI continued during 1997 to follow and review the measures taken by the plant and in particular
the conduct of the outage periods. Following extensive review and discussions with the utility, SKI reassessed
the situation in December 1997 and concluded that the utility had significantly improved its capabilities to
develop and enhance its safety work. Also, the outage periods had been well managed, with good advanced
planning, better management of the work during the outages and significantly better coordination between the
various departments of the plant. Therefore, SKI decided to return to normal supervision of the plant. Thus,
the approach chosen by SKI had proved effective. Substantial improvements in plant programmes and
procedures were observed both in follow-up inspections and in quality of safety assessments related to current
issues. Staffing was strengthened in some critical areas to reduce overload. After some initial adverse
reactions, the SKI inspection efforts were well received by both plant management and staff, resulting in an
open, frank and constructive dialogue. Part of the success in the enhancement of the quality of safety work
lies in the communication with the staff of the utility, stressing their ownership of safety work. In the case of
Barsebaeck, SKI gave importance to the communication with all the personnel who had been involved in the
inspection activities. In fact, the inspection team met with the personnel to give feedback directly to them on
the outcome of the inspections. Based on this experience, SKI plans to submit each year one site to a similar
in-depth inspection effort, even if there are no special indications of deteriorating safety performance.
3.3. Initiating safety improvements
It is clear that both the development of regulations, and inspection efforts such as those described
above, provide powerful tools to initiate safety improvements. Other tools are provided by the PSAs, periodic
plant-specific safety reviews performed about every ten years as well as analysis of operational experience
nationally and internationally. National and international research programmes also provide the basis for
initiating safety improvements.
3.4. Maintaining and developing competence
The SKI safety research programme, presently running at about 8 M$ per year, is of critical importance
with regard to implementing this mission objective. Although all research is contracted out, active involvement
by SKI staff in the specification of research projects and in the follow-up and use of their results is of key
importance in order to maintain and develop SKI regulatory competence. Moreover, the SKI research
programme is used to maintain and develop national competence in key subject areas at Swedish universities.
3.5. Reporting and informing
As a regulator, SKI is accountable to the public, who have given SKI the task to supervise nuclear
safety. This mission is accomplished by publishing periodicals and reports on the safety of the Swedish
nuclear installations, and more important regulatory actions. SKI also tries to provide a high level of service
to the media and to the local safety information committees established by law in communities with major
nuclear installations. The SKI has recently started to make most of the information referred to above available
via an Internet home page (www.ski.se).
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3.6. Implementing quality assurance of SKI regulatory activities
In 1996, SKI started the development and implementation of the SKI internal quality system, SKIQ.
SKIQ is based on the principles applied by the Swedish Institute for Quality Development (SIQ) for the
Swedish Quality Award. Key processes in the SKI regulatory work have been defined, such as Issuing of
regulations, Regulatory reviews, Inspections, Research, Public information and Competence maintenance and
development Procedures for their implementation are being developed or revised. The SKIQ procedures will
replace the more traditional 'civil service-type' internal regulations and procedures used by SKI up to now.
4. CONCLUSIONS
As existing reactors age and nuclear utilities face tougher competition in deregulated electricity markets,
regulatory bodies have to pay increasing attention to the quality of plant safety management Also, the
effectiveness, efficiency and quality of nuclear regulatory activities have come under scrutiny, as a result of
the International Convention on Nuclear Safety[4], and as most governments face severe budgetary
constraints. Although SKI has developed its regulatory activities over the past decade recognising these trends,
the international peer review of SKI provided additional thrust for further improvements, resulting inter alia
in a more clear and consistent statement of the SKI regulatory missions and strategies by the Swedish
government. Throughout, equal importance is assigned to technical safety and the quality of safety
management, including quality assurance of regulatory activities. The regulatory approach described in the
government statement has also been welcomed by the nuclear utilities, whose comments were invited in the
development process. Experience gained so far shows that the regulatory approach chosen in Sweden
promotes utility self assessment, quality of safety management and ownership of safety work within the utility
staff.
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Abstract
In the framework of the SW1SRUS Project, a level-1 PSA study for Unit 5 of Novovoronezh
NPP for internal initiating events has been performed. A number of insights on plant vulnerabilities have
been identified. The active participation of plant specialists in the project resulted in a positive plant
response, leading to implementation, or planned implementation, of a number of modifications at the
plant, based on the PSA results. The effectiveness of the measures taken by the plant, or that are planned
to be implemented, are being assessed by the PSA methodology. The plant model is supposed to serve as
a basis for a living PSA model for further use by the plant and the regulatory body. The plant senior
managers aim to have a living PSA model of the plant as a supporting tool for PSA-based plant safety
management and estimation of effectiveness of safety-related improvements to be implemented for Unit
5 of Novovoronezh NPP.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of the SWISRUS project is to assist in the training of the technical staff of
Gosatomnadzor of Russia (GAN) and the Scientific and Engineering Center for Nuclear and Radiation
Safety (SEC NRS), for performance and application of probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) in safety
evaluation of Russian nuclear power plants as described elsewhere [1]. The project is carried out under
the technical direction of the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK). The HSK activities are
technically supported by Energy Research, Inc. (ERI), which provides assistance in the area of project
organization, training and review.
The first phase of SWISRUS project, which is the Novovoronezh NNP Unit 5 (NVNPP-5) PSA
of level 1 for internal initiators, started in November 1994, and was completed in March 1997. This PSA
was performed by members of GAN and the Novovoronezh plant. The final report on Phase I of
SWISRUS project has been issued in March 1997 [2] in compliance with the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) guide [3]. Also, the main results of the project have been published in an
international journal [4].
The second phase of the SWISRUS project, comprising of living PSA, external events and level2 PSA tasks, was started in July 1997, and is scheduled to be completed by July 2000.
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2. MAIN FEATURES OF NVNPP-5
The Novovoronezh Unit 5 nuclear power plant, 1000 MW(e), is a water cooled, water moderated
W E R Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) that started commercial operation on May 30, 1980. It is the
first WER-1000 type nuclear power plant that was designed and constructed in the former Soviet
Union.
The NVNPP-5 reactor coolant system includes the reactor, a pressurizer, and four coolant loops,
each connected to a horizontal steam generator and a main reactor coolant pump. Each coolant loop also
includes two valves for isolating the steam generator from the reactor vessel.
The secondary circuit consists of four steam generators, two steam-driven main feedwater
pumps, and two turbine-generators.
The radioactive coolant circuit equipment are enclosed in a concrete containment building which
is designed to withstand an internal pressure of 0.45 MPa.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE PSA MODEL
The PSA model is based on a large fault tree/small event tree (LFT/SET) approach. The PSA
model fault trees and event trees are quantified using the IRRAS computer code [5]. The following tasks
were accomplished in accordance with the IAEA guide [3]:
(1)

Gathering of Plant Design and Operational Data:
• All the relevant plant information was assembled from various sources, most notably the
power plant. The major sources of information utilized in the study include: (a) plant piping
and instrumentation diagrams; (b) the existing safety analysis report; (c) control room logs;
and (d) plant maintenance records.

(2)

Initiating Events Analysis:
• A list of initiating events (IE) for a standard WER-1000 compiled by IAEA [6] was reviewed
and adopted for the present study in order to reflect the NVNPP-5 features. Grouping of
initiating events based on similar plant response resulted in a final list of 33 internal IE groups.
• The quantification of the IE frequencies for the various initiating event groups was based on
the Bayesian update method. The data from several other nuclear power plants were used to
define the prior distributions, and the NVNPP-5 data was used as the evidence in the Bayesian
updating process. For rare initiating events, such as pipe breaks (i.e., large and medium loss of
coolant accidents [LOCAs]), the IE frequencies were obtained from the IAEA report [6].

(3)

Fault Tree Analysis
• Fault trees were developed for all of the front-line systems, and all of the support systems
required for operation of the front-line systems, with the exception of the reactor protection
system.
• Common cause failures were modeled using the Multiple Greek Letter method.

(4)

Component Data Preparation and Analysis
• The development of the data for component failures for major components of safety related
systems (pumps, main relief and bypass valves, diesel generators, accumulator batteries, tanks,
and heat exchangers, etc.) was performed using a single-stage Bayesian updating method.
• Data for electrical and control and instrumentation (C&I) components were based on generic
data, obtained from other information sources (e.g., IAEA data [7]).
• Common cause failure data were not developed as part of the present study. Instead, generic
data from other PSAs being performed in Russia, developed by AEP (Moscow), were utilized.

(5)

Human Reliability Analysis
• Due to the fact that, contrary to the practices used in most Western nuclear power plants, the
NVNPP-5 operators are currently expected to use their general knowledge instead of following
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specific symptom-based procedures (which are planned to be developed), the human reliability
analysis (HRA) task had to rely heavily on the operators' experience and their general
knowledge, as applied under various accident conditions.
• The HRA analysis was based on the Decision Tree (DT) approach of Reference [8], which
relies on expert opinion (HRA expert and plant operators), and the judicious use of data
generated in a series of simulator experiments at the PAKS NPP [9] in Hungary. Series of
interviews were carried out in accordance with the DT approach, in order to define the various
Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs), and their ranking, and to develop the distribution of
human error probabilities.
• The analysis of dependencies between human interactions (His) was performed on the
minimal cutset (MCS) level, for cut sets containing more than one human error.
(6)

Plant Model Integration
• This study was developed for the two power operating conditions permitted at NVNPP-5: full
power and 50% power. The reactor core was the only source of radioactive hazard considered,
and a "core damage" state was conservatively defined on the basis of the peak clad
temperature reaching 1200 C.
• System event trees were developed to display the plant response for each of the 33 groups of
initiating events. These scenarios were developed using information on plant design and
operation, and the results of specific experiments (e.g., reactor coolant pump [RCP] seal
LOCAs were discarded from analysis because experiments performed by another utility have
shown that the RCPs can operate without seal cooling for about 50 hours, without developing
leaks).
• Success criteria were derived through plant-specific thermal-hydraulics calculations using the
RELAP5 computer code.
• The model quantification process entailed: (a) quantification of individual event tree headings,
(b) quantification of accident sequences, (c) determination of dominant sequences, (d)
application of HI dependency factors at the MCS level, and (e) final quantification.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Limitations of the Study
The quantitative results obtained should be viewed keeping in mind the various limitations of the
study. These limitations include:
•

The inter-connections between Units 3 and 4 (both WER-440/179 models) have not been included
in the present model.
• No credit in PSA model was given for: (a) the possibility to inject water into the pressurizer from
make-up system as a way to depressurize the reactor coolant system; (b) the use of alternative means
of steam generator (SG) make-up in case of the failure of the emergency feedwater pumps (EFWPs);
(c) the possibility of using SG safety valves at low pressure.

Note, as part of the living PSA and modeling improvement task of Phase II of the SWISRUS
project, the above limitations are currently being addressed.
4.2. Quantitative Results and Importance Analysis
The overall core damage frequency (CDF) for internal initiating events obtained in the present
analysis is 5.7E-3 per reactor-year (ry). These results should be viewed in light of the modeling
limitations listed previously. Figure 1 displays the internal events CDF by major initiating event
category, and it is seen that transients are the dominating initiating event category, contributing 70
percent of the total internal events CDF.
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• 70%
Figure 1.

D Transients
• Steam Line Breaks
SLOCAs Inside Containment
DLOCAs Outside Containment
• Leaks from Primary to Secondary Circuit

Contribution from Different IE Classes

The contribution to NVNPP-5 core damage frequency from the most important basic events (i.e.,
component failures, operator actions, etc.), as calculated by IRRAS (using the Fussell-Vesely
importance), provides the following insights:
•

The dominant contributor to internal event CDF is common cause failure of the emergency
feedwater pumps (since these pumps are shared by both the normal and emergency heat removal
systems). If an independent and redundant emergency feedwater system existed at NVNPP-5 (as is
the case for all other WER-1000 plants), the CDF would decrease by about 40%.

•

Human errors account for approximately 36 percent of total internal event CDF. The dominant
contributor in this category is operator failure to prevent closure of fast action isolation valves
(FAIVs), contributing 11 percent to internal event CDF. The steam dump units at NVNPP-5 are
located downstream of the FAIVs, therefore, if at least one FAIV does not remain open (or
successfully re-open), secondary circuit cooling is lost.

•

Additional notable contributors to internal event CDF include failure of valves on the planned
cooldown line to open (3.4 percent) and failure of DG-1 to run (1.7 percent). If a redundant path
were available for normal cooldown at NVNPP-5, the CDF would decrease by about 5%.

5. PSA-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATUS OF PLANT MODIFICATIONS
Performance of the PSA resulted in the identification of a number of plant deficiencies at
NVNPP-5, as categorized below:
(1)

Deficiencies in plant documentation: (a) contradictions in design and plant documentation and
incompleteness of some procedures; (b) absence of symptom-based emergency procedures.

(2)

Deficiencies in technological aspects: (a) absence of necessary interlocks, or interlocks for
equipment actuation are established without taking into account actual accident progression (for
instance, actuation of the interlock for closure of FAIVs only on SG pressure < 48 ata, with
limited possibility to turn off the interlock, could result in loss of secondary side cooling during
some accidents); (b) support systems required for operation of front-line systems do not always
have a high level of redundancy or reliability (for instance, the power source for the pilot valves
of FAIVs to open, main steam isolation valves and main steam semi-header valves is not backed
up by emergency power).

(3)

Deficiencies in system design: (a) the systems of normal and emergency heat removal through
the secondary circuit share the same pumps (EFWPs); (b) secondary side equipment is not
qualified to operate in conditions of high humidity or steaming environment; (c) there is no
redundancy for the planned cooldown line of the low pressure emergency core cooling system
(LPECCS); (d) the high pressure emergency core cooling system (HPECCS) has no connection
with the sump; (e) insufficient design of sumps and pipeline insulation may lead to high
probability of sump clogging.

As a result of the level-1 PSA, a number of specific changes have been implemented in the
existing normal and emergency operational procedures. These include: (a) procedures for directing the
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primary circuit make-up pumps to inject into the pressurizer sprays to achieve primary system cooldown
and depressurization (plant tests at 10 arm in the primary system have demonstrated successful
depressurization, and plant-specific RELAP5 calculations are currently underway to verify
depressurization at high system pressure); (b) procedures to prevent the closure of the FAIVs during a
number of transient events; and (c) procedures to enable utilization of alternative means for steam
generator make-up.
In addition, the plant has begun the process for eliminating a number of weaknesses in the design
and operation of various equipment, which were highlighted by the PSA. The principal areas being
addressed include: (a) the requirement to automatically disconnect the emergency high pressure boron
injection pumps on low-level signal in the boron storage tank; (b) the need to provide an automatic or
partially automatic connection to the containment sump for high pressure pumps, in order to facilitate
high pressure recirculation using the containment sump; (c) changes in FAIV power supply; (d) changes
to allow the use of the turbine driven pumps [to inject into the steam generators] upon a loss of off-site
power accident, or following the loss of emergency feedwater pumps.
The aforementioned changes require extensive commitment of resources and engineering
analysis; nevertheless, work towards their implementation has already been initiated, and the
modification process is also currently underway. It should be noted, that some of the listed plant
vulnerabilities were already known; however, their risk significance was further confirmed and
accentuated as a result of the PSA.
Table I presents the vulnerability aspects (deficiencies) identified above, the PSA-based
recommendations for improving plant safety, and the plant improvements already implemented, or
planned to be implemented, at NVNPP-5.

TABLE I

N

PSA-BASED PLANT VULNERABILITY ASPECTS AND MEASURES FOR
IMPROVEMENT

Vulnerability
Aspect

PSA-Based Recommendations

Plant Modifications
Implemented at the Plant

Contradictions in
documentation and
Incompleteness of
some procedures

To improve the procedures for blocking
closure of fast acting isolation valves
To improve the procedures for connection
of HPECCPs to B-8 tanks
To develop procedures for organization of
heat removal in case of closed FAIVs

Improved for a number of
transient events
Improved

To develop procedures for organization of
SG make-up in case of failure of all
emergency feedwater pumps

To improve the procedures for directing
the primary circuit make-up pumps to
inject into the pressurizer sprays to
achieve primary system depressurization

A test demonstrating the
possibility of using SG
safety valves at low
pressure was performed,
and corresponding
changes in the procedure
were introduced
Procedures to enable
utilization of alternative
means for steam generator
make-up were developed

Improved

Plant Modifications
Planned to be
Implemented at the
Plant

Implementation of
hardware and
procedural changes to
use the turbine driven
pumps following the
loss of emergency
feedwater pumps
To be confirmed by
plant-specific T/H
calculations
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TABLE I (Cont.)
N

Vulnerability
Aspect

PSA-Based Recommendations

2

Absence of stepby-step emergency
procedures

To start the process of development of
step-by-step emergency procedures for
the dominant accident sequences, based
on realistic thermal-hydraulic analysis and
plant tests

3

Absence or
incorrectness of
interlocks

To introduce an interlock for
disconnection of HPECCPs on decreasing
level in the B-l tank, or reconnection to
B-8tank
To modify the interlock for FAIV closure,
or increase the time limits for the
possibility to turn off the interlock

4

Plant Modifications
Implemented at the Plant

Plant Modifications
Planned to be
Implemented at the
Plant
To produce symptom
based emergency
procedures which are
based on the
dominating scenarios
obtained from the PSA.
The schedule is to
complete the work by
2001.
Design changes for
automatic
disconnection of
HPECCPs on low level
signal in B-l tank

A test, demonstrating the
possibility of using SG
SVs at low pressure was
performed, and changes in
the procedures were
introduced to use SG SVs
in case of closed FAIVs

Lack of
redundancy for
some support
systems
No redundano in
the planned
cooldown line of
LPECCS
Absence of
independent
emergency
feedwater
System

To change the power supply scheme for
pilot valves of FAIVs

To provide for design
changes in FAIV power
supply

To install a redundant line to the planned
cooldown line of the LPECCS

Requires additional
technical and cost
assessment

To install independent emergency
feedwater system with the equipment
qualified to operate under conditions of
high humidity

7

HPECCS has no
connections \uth
the sump

To reconnect HPECCS pump suction in
order to provide the possibility of
operation from the sump, and to develop
procedures for implementing feed-andbleed cooling

Installation of
seismically designed
independent emergency
feedwater system with
the equipment qualified
to operate under
conditions of high
humidityProvision for automatic
or partially automatic
connection of HPECCS
pumps to the
containment sump

8

Secondary side
equipment is not
qualified to operate
under conditions of
high humidity

To perform analyses of flooding initiated
b> steam line breaks, for determining
possible ways to achieve safe state in case
of steam line breaks outside containment

The analysis of flooding is
currently ongoing as part
ofPhasellofthe
SWISRUS project

To install a seismically
designed independent
emergency feedwater
system, with the
equipment qualified to
operate under
conditions of high
humidity

9

Insufficient design
of sumps and
insulation, which
may lead to high
sump clogging
probability

•

A special procedure was
developed to keep one of
the three LPECCS and
spray system channels in
clean condition

To replace the existing
thermal insulation

5

6

•

•
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To perform tests to evaluate the
resistance of screen construction
against sump clogging
To provide procedural measures to
decrease the probability of sump
blocking
To replace the existing piping thermal
insulation

6. LIVING PSA DEVELOPMENT
The plant senior managers aim to have a living PSA model of the plant as a supporting tool for
PSA-based plant safety management and estimation of the effectiveness of safety-related improvements
to be implemented at NVNPP-5. The PSA model of NVNPP-5 developed as part of the SWISRUS
project is supposed to serve as the basis for the living PSA model to be maintained by the plant.
A number of aspects were identified which need to be addressed in order to develop and support
the living PSA model for the plant. The principal aspects are as follows:
(1) Documentation: (a) living PSA documentation should allow identification of which aspects of the
model are influenced by changes implemented at the plant (i.e., changes in design, procedures,
interlocks, training practices, organizational aspects, etc.); (b) operational information (failure
events, incidents, maintenance and test experience) should be carefully maintained in the living
PSA model documentation; (c) the information and data collection process should be improved in
order to allow for the periodic re-estimation of the plant safety level and identification of
contributors; and
(2) Organizational aspects: (a) plant managers and specialists on plant safety should be well
acquainted with PSA techniques and the PSA model; (b) plant managers should learn how to
interpret the PSA results.
7. CONCLUSIONS
A detailed level-1 PSA model for internally initiated events was developed for NVNPP-5, an
early generation WER-1000 reactor. This study was performed by the staff of the SEC NRS GAN of
Russia and members of the NVNPP-5 plant staff, within the framework of the SWISRUS project.
Insights obtained from the study, and recommendations based on the PSA results, led to, or
supported, the decision to implement a number of improvements at the plant.
The senior plant managers showed increased interest in the PSA results obtained as part of the
SWISRUS project, and intend to use them in the decision-making process for plant back-fits and
procedural modifications, and also as a common basis for the decision-making process and discussions
with the regulatory authority.
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Abstract
One important feature of the recent severe accident analysis of nuclear power plants was to quantify
systematically, uncertainties inherent in the related physical processes and deterministic transient models. This
is due to the needs of an uncertainty-based decision-making process for severe accident analysis and additional
modeling improvement. The major sources of uncertainties arise from random or subjective variations in model
parameters, different modeling assumptions for some phenomena, and uncertainties in decision criteria of
further model behavior specified in any stage of physical process by which different status or scenarios are
selectively taken. This paper presents a formal procedure for uncertainty analysis in severe accident analysis
models, which integrates all the types of uncertainties to obtain an integral impact for each response under a
structured framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
Important features of the recent severe accident analysis of nuclear power plants was to provide a
clearer idea of the impact on the results of some selected models and a possible need for additional
modeling of the important models, through a systematic analysis of uncertainties inherent in the
related physical processes and deterministic transient models. Another aspect of severe accident
uncertainty analysis is to provide additional information for regulatory decision making process like
resolution of safety issues or severe accident management, which needs to know all types of
uncertainties. By recent, the principal interest of uncertainty analysis in severe accident models has
been focused on parametric variations in dominant model inputs whose quantification has been well
established for their own purposes and have brought meaningful results in several areas of
experimental and analytic application [1,2]. However, uncertainties in the severe accident process
models are not limited to the model parameters. They, rather, arise from a variety of sources in
different stages of physical and chemical processes of severe accidents; different modeling
assumptions for some phenomena and uncertainties in decision criteria of further model behavior
specified in any stage of these processes by which different status or scenarios are selectively taken
[3]. In the case that the predictions posed in any time frame of severe accident models or related
probabilities are strongly subjected to an integral impact of these uncertainties and thus these
additional sources for uncertainty give more sensible impacts to the given predictions. There is no
unique or standard approach for combining simultaneously all these uncertainties into a formal
framework derived for time-dependent physical accident models yet.
The main objective of the present study is to provide a formal procedure for integrated uncertainty
analysis in the severe accident models or related computer codes, which combines additional sources
of uncertainty under a probabilistic framework. The resultant uncertainties for model response
parameters and associated probabilities are given by an integral impact of these additional sources of
uncertainty as well as parametric uncertainties, which are time-dependent in nature.
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2. FORMULATION OF INTEGRATED UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
2.1. Classification of Uncertainty Sources
The principal concept of the present approach for modeling the probabilistic behavior of severe
accident processes and transient models is to classify uncertain inputs into three categories: (a) basic
level parameters (BLP), (b) basic level models (BLM), and (c) decision criteria for physical processes
(DCP). Major uncertainties for these inputs come from random or subjective variations in model
parameters (i.e., parametric uncertainties), different modeling options (i.e., model uncertainties), and
different physical processes or status based on decision criteria for key phenomena. Then all the
types of uncertainties inherent in the severe accident progression models can be merged into a formal
framework for uncertainty analysis. This is somewhat different than the traditional approaches whose
main concern has been focused on parameter uncertainties.
The above classification of uncertainty sources provides a useful means to understand the
contributors of possible sources of uncertainties to the final uncertainty for discussion. In addition,
there are important advantages to explicit considering of all these uncertainties in the time-dependent
physical processes and models. The most important advantage is that it mitigates the overconfidence
that can occur when a single sources of uncertainties is used to make predictions since uncertainty
bounds tend to be more realistic when a range of all possible sources of uncertainties is considered.
The second advantage is the enhancement of credibility in the predictions or final outcomes under the
existing knowledge on given phenomena.
2.2. Mathematical Formulation
In general, a framework for uncertainty analysis of severe accident transient models, G, can be
mathematically expressed by a decomposition of given analysis model with the various top- and
basic-level physical phenomena contributing to each phase of severe accident progression into one or
more cause-effect relationships as follows,

y(t) = G(j,t\x,v,0,D),

(1)

where
<j) = DCP parameter vector considered in the final stage of G,
y(t)= analysis model prediction vector in time,
7t = BLP input uncertainty vector,
(p = BLM input uncertainty vector,
9 = DCP parameter vector considered in the intermediate stage of G,
D = entire body of analyst's knowledge for G incorporated into the analysis model.
There exists several qualitative means for identifying systematically key models for uncertainty
analysis and prioritizing them according to the importance of these models to any specified accident
sequence [3], Once the ranges and probability distributions have been given for uncertain parameters
( u ) , uncertain models ((p), and uncertainties in decision criteria for the subsequent status (9 , $ ) , the
remaining step is to combine systematically the given uncertainties to obtain the uncertainties of each
response parameter in time y ( t ) . The resultant uncertainty indicates an overall impact of all these
uncertainties.
Here, it should be noted that there are two types of models addressed here. One is a structured model
describing overall physical processes for analysis or a system (hereafter called analysis model), and
another is elementary models describing any particular phenomena of physical processes with
different modeling approaches (hereafter called input model). While the former is assumed to be true
and fixed through this study, the latter is a type of model uncertainty that is incorporated into the
present framework of uncertainty analysis as BLM inputs.
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2.2.1. Parameter Uncertainties (BLPs)
This type of uncertainty inputs are physical parameters affected by only their magnitudes which
propagate to the predetermined next sequence, in part, phenomenological uncertainties for uncertain
phenomena. These inputs are treated by a conventional approach for uncertainty analysis and so they
are prepared as a set of sample vectors through an appropriate sampling technique based on their
uncertainty bands or probability distributions, at the initial stage of uncertainty analysis.
2.2.2. Model Uncertainties (BLMs)
This type of uncertainty inputs is a set of alternative input models with different opinions or
proofs for given phenomena, e.g., model-to-model variability which produces different predictions.
This is due to the fact that the functional form for a true model is unknown and there are no rigorous
ways to decide on the use of one model over another because each of these models has its strengths
and there are underlying assumptions that make the predictions of these models reasonably
appropriate depending on the quality of the data. There are two possibilities for the analysis of
impact of the different input models on the final outcomes of analysis model. One is to perform a
type of sensitivity analysis for each input model by keeping separate model uncertainties and
parameter uncertainties and another is to integrate the input models in the realm of uncertainty
analysis. While the first case facilitates of the assessment of the impact of individual input models
under consideration, the second one is a useful means for the analysis of the combined impact of
uncertainties for different input models and parameters [4] and it is a main concern of this study. In
this case, the subjective probability can be appropriate as a means of representing uncertainty for
alternative input models or analysts' lack of knowledge concerning the truth of each input model.
Depending on the problem under consideration, the input model uncertainties characterizing different
model prediction might be represented by two types of functional forms: (a) a set of deterministic
functions characterized by the fixed parameter values (e.g., physical or empirical correlations) and (b)
a family of alternative probability distributions characterized by uncertainties of elementary model
parameters. In any cases, the quantification of model uncertainty can be made by a statistical
sampling of each functional form in the whole model uncertainty domain (i.e., a family of alternative
model functions or probability distributions). Under an assumption of mutually exclusive, exhaustive
and independent input models, their aggregation for uncertainty quantification can be often made by
several ways, depending on the existing sources of model uncertainties as given in Table 1.
General Model of Weighted Average
If there exists sufficient sets of weights assigned to each individual model function, the following
relation can be directly available for real application [4,5].
A given set of input models :

(pj = \<pjy , <pj2 • • •, <pjK | ,
K

(2)

K

Weighted average model functions : (py = ^ \o)jk(pJk},
1

^ cojk = 1.

(3)

\

>y£ ' s subjective probabilities (or weights) of Ar-th model element of they-th BLM input as
uncertain variables and K is the number of BLM inputs considered in the uncertainty analysis.
Obviously, O)jk=\/K if there is no reason for preferring a particular model element over another. As
mentioned previously, the model function <pJk can be given in the form of physical function (e.g.,
physical correlation by which each function is subjected to single value prediction) or probability
distribution (e.g., cumulative probability distribution, cdf).
Then the weighted models express the effects of different assumptions while still associating some
measure of the subjective uncertainties in each assumption which are much easier to interpret,
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covering whole ranges of input models. The principal usefulness of implementing a weighted set of
input model elements is that it identifies, very clearly, which assumptions do produce a higher result
and therefore conveys much more information than the case where the degrees of belief associated
with the final outcomes are used to fold all the model uncertainty associated with using the different
assumptions into a single probability distribution.
TABLE 1 Typical Types of Model Uncertainties in Severe Accident Models
Type of model
input
fixed input values

Weight of evidence
by experts
multiple sets of weights
single set of weights
Multiple physical correlations
uncertain input values multiple sets of weights
single set of weights
multiplier distribution
Single physical correlation
fixed input values
uncertain input values not available
Multiple probability distributions implicitly considered multiple sets of weights
single set of weights
Single probability distribution
implicitly considered not available

Form of uncertain models for
given phenomenon

Type of combined
uncertainty distribution
weighted physical correlations
individual physical correlations
weighted probability distributions
individual probability distributions
single probability distribution
single probability distribution
weighted probability distributions
individual probability distributions
single probability distribution

Limited Sets of Weights
In this case the given weights are limited to one or two sets, however, a slightly different
approach is needed to obtain sufficient sets of sample vectors for real application. One possibility is
to sample individual model inputs themselves according to their corresponding weights rather than
the weighted average model functions. Thus model inputs themselves are utilized by discrete
uncertain variables whose probabilities are specified by the corresponding weights,

N,

.G>\

(4)

(=1

Here, Q)Jk= arithmetic mean weight over Nj set of weights specified to the k-th model element. In
the stage for uncertainty quantification, the individual model input elements are sampled with
fractions corresponding to their arithmetic mean weights.
Two Extreme Models
In case that the^-th uncertain model is limited to its upper and lower bounds, a weighed model
function over whole domain of input model uncertainties approaches to,
g>j = a>j<Pj+(l-a>j)<Pj.

(5)

" and <pj is the upper and lower bound functions of thej-th model function^., respectively
and co. can be characterized a continuous domain over [0,1]. The above model function covers
whole range of the existing different models, which depends highly on the shape of the upper and
lower bound functions.
Single Reference Model
On the other hand, if only one input model for given phenomena is available that can evaluate an
prediction value of interest model expressed in terms of a continuous space. Then a weighed model
function over whole domain of input model uncertainties approaches to,
<Pj = <»}97(6)
Here, uncertain variablea>7 is governed by a probability distribution which represents the analyst's
confidence in the prediction of reference model ^?"" whose range does not need to be bound between
zero and one. The probability distribution of O)j might be subjectively assessed based on the different
predictions of the various models to indicate the possible range of variation.
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2.2.3. Uncertainties in Decision Criteria (DCPs)
This type of uncertain inputs is used to determine the further behavior occurring just after any
stage of severe accident processes, based on decision criteria by which different status or scenarios
may be selectively taken. Typical examples include criteria for fuel melting and relocation, conditions
attending high pressure melt ejection, and reactor lower head failure modes during in-vessel severe
accident behavior. The following relation is introduced to describe how to incorporate the physical
criteria in the uncertainty analysis [6].

PU = [ ( r ) fl ( *l ) f' / « 3 ( * k > dxdT, .

(7)

Here, pi ,= probability of the /-th status of DCP due to a collective load fL ( r , ) at time tj, and
fpcs ( x I si)=

probabilistic criteria for the /-th status of DCP.

In general, a given physical process splits into different scenarios characterized with their own
probabilities reflecting the magnitude of posed loads at each time step. In view of real applications to
the highly complex physical models, applicability of the above equation is limited to the logical
model of physical processes whose main concern is to search probabilistically all of the scenarios and
evaluate them simultaneously at each time step to evaluate a summarized effect of the different
processes and its final outcomes are given as probabilities of any specified sequences rather than
physical quantities. When the outcomes for uncertainty analysis are expressed as any physical
quantities, it is more reasonable to combine deterministically uncertainties of the loads and criteria
posed in intermediate stages of physical processes. In the final stage of uncertainty quantification,
nevertheless, the above equation can be further combined with uncertainties in the physical quantities
derived to estimate the probabilities for each response.
2.3. Synthesis of Uncertainties
The synthesis of uncertainties is to combine all uncertainties posed in the analysis model to
obtain uncertainty distributions on each response. Depending on the types of uncertainty inputs
considered in the analysis, the resultant distribution might be subjected to different forms; single
response distribution in the case that only parametric uncertainties are a main concern, and a family
of response distributions in the case that modeling uncertainties are quantified. As given in Fig.l, the
subsequent sections describe how to combine statistically and probabilistically different types of
uncertainty sources to obtain a family of response distributions.
2.3.1. Statistical Propagation
The statistical propagation of uncertainties is to prepare a calculation matrix comprised of
selected model function, probability distribution, and other uncertain parameter values for uncertainty
calculations through the analysis model. For this, all types of uncertainty inputs should be
transformed into a realm of parametric uncertainty analysis where all elements of the calculation
matrix are subjected to real values. Under different types of uncertainties mentioned in the above, the
real value elements of a calculation matrix can be generated by two-stage sampling. The first
sampling process extracts real values from uncertainty distributions for BLP and DCP, and model
elements from BLM distributions. If each element of an uncertain model is subjected to fixed
parameter values, then the second stage sampling process is no more required. When each of
uncertain models is once more subjected to its own probability distribution, however, the prepared
matrix can not be directly propagated through the analysis model since each element of the matrix
associated with uncertain models is normally given by indices expressing a model itself. In this case,
the second sampling process should be made to obtain real value elements from the corresponding
uncertainty distributions.
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Once a set of calculation matrix with real values is prepared by the sampling process, the next step is
to propagate vector by vector (i.e., row column of the matrix) through a given analysis model,
regardless of uncertainty types. When this, all physical criteria are treated as deterministic criteria and
they are combined with deterministic loads and thus the subsequent sequence is deterministically
fixed by a given load. Then each vector of the second sample matrix with the second sample vector
originated from model uncertainties produces the corresponding uncertainty distribution, rather than a
single value for each response parameter.

BLMs

DCPs 6

BLMs

Final outcomes:
a family of cdfs

DCPs <f>

rr,
BLPs 7?

BLPs

t=T

Physical process, time t

Fig. 1. Synthesis for Different Types of Uncertainty Inputs
2.3.2. Analysis of Response Distributions
Based on a family of uncertainty distributions generated in the above step, any summarized
information for each response parameter can be obtained, which typically include mean and
percentile distributions for each response parameter [4]. A typical summary is mean probability at
time t, F(y(t)\a,P),
which is given by averaging the cumulative probabilities of each response
distribution evaluated at a fixed value of output variable y(t),

F(y(t)\a.P) = ~
n

(8)

where
Fi(y{t))
= i-th response distribution (cdf) at time /,
a,{5 = distribution parameters,
n = total number of response distributions.
Similarly, the inter-probability variability in the response distribution that covers the entire range of
the distributions is given as a cdf for cumulative probabilities of given response distributions
corresponding to a specified output value and each cumulative probability associated with the
individual response distribution has a weight of \ln. Thus, a distribution function bounded to q
percentile (such as 5%, 50%, and 95%) is derived by,

F'l(y(t))

= {(y(t),zltl)\z,=Fl(y(t)),

0 < z, < 1, 0 < i < n),

(9)

where
Fq(y(t)) = q percentile response distribution at time t and 0 < q < 1,
z

i.q

=

<7 P e r c e n t 'le bound of cumulative probabilities Zj 's evaluated at the fixed value y(t).

The percentile distribution estimated by the above equation is interpreted as a confidence limit on the
cumulative probabilities associated with individual response values conditional on uncertainties in the
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input model elements and the related parameter uncertainties. For example, the probability is 0.9 that
the response falls between the 5th and 95th percentile values.
If the final product in uncertainty analysis is associated with probabilities of any physical quantity, on
the other hand, additional steps are needed to obtain these probabilities. A typical example is the
probability of reactor vessel lower head failure (RVLH) due to thermal and mechanical loads posed
during severe accidents. This is based on a core melt progression model whose uncertainties concern
the state of the reactor from the start of reactor core uncover to reactor vessel failure during severe
accidents. The synthesis of overall uncertainties considered in the accident progression model results
in uncertainty distributions in thermal and mechanical loads to the reactor vessel lower head as
mentioned previously. The additional step to obtain the probabilities for each response mode is to
combine these load distributions with probabilistic criteria of the failure as follows,

/>;,.(')= £fl(T.t)[f,
where p'rv(t)

(xlrv)dxdr,

(10)

= RVLH failure probability in time / due to the i-th sample vector, f[ ( T , / ) = RVLH

load distribution generated by the i-th sample vector (pdf), and f^ ( x I rv) = probabilistic criteria for
RVLH failure (pdf).
An aggregation of failure probabilities due to n uncertainty sample vector generates the following
distribution of failure probabilities,
/„(*) = / {pnU)}t
0<pn,{t)<l,and0<t<T.
(11)
Based on the distribution, then all statistical parameters can be estimated, e.g., 5%, mean, median,
95%, variance, and confidence interval etc. All these values are time-dependent in nature.
2.4. Dominant Contributors
One of additional issues in uncertainty analysis that should be often confronted is how to identify
the major contributors to the characterization of predicted response uncertainties. Such analysis can
be made by uncertainty importance analysis and distributional sensitivity analysis [1,7]. In the
viewpoints of risk-reduction and uncertainty management, these provide a means for determining
which models employed should be analyzed in greater detail to narrow down the predicted response
uncertainties.
Its essential part is the determination of a suitable measure on which the largest contributors of input
uncertainties to the response uncertainty are to be assessed and then reasonable ranking of the inputs
according to relative magnitude of those measures. In general, there might be two approaches for the
uncertainty importance analysis, depending on the nature of uncertainty inputs. The first one is to
utilize a distributional sensitivity analysis which is applicable in the case where model uncertainties
are essential contributors to the response uncertainty. When this, the standard deviation of means of
each response distribution can be an importance measure to explore the relative contribution of
uncertainty and variability to overall variance in the response uncertainty [4]. When all model inputs
are subjected to parametric uncertainties and/or model uncertainties can be transformed into the realm
of parametric uncertainty as mentioned previously, however it is more useful to make the response
surface model available, which is replaced with the original analysis model. The resulting regression
coefficients can be used as the importance measure [1].
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a formal procedure for integrating systematically different sources of uncertainties
inherent in the severe accident progression models has been presented under a probabilistic
framework. The procedure is fundamentally based on a rational extension of the existing approaches
which have been performed in several areas of safety assessments. Its main features involve (a)
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systematic classification of dominant uncertainty inputs selected in the whole stages of physical
processes into typical categories of uncertainties, (b) reasonable formulation for uncertainty
distributions of selected inputs, (c) statistical combination of these uncertainty distributions through
given analysis model based on the two-stage sampling process, (d) probabilistic combination of the
resultant outcomes with criteria for physical quantities, and (e) systematic identification of essential
contributors to the characterization of predicted response uncertainties through uncertainty
importance analysis and classification according to each sources of uncertainties.
The use of the present procedure for uncertainty analysis is useful in the area where an overall impact
from several types of available uncertainties is highly important for decision making process. The
procedure is also useful in the area where a more detailed level of uncertainty analysis is required for
further research, if meaningful uncertainty bands are to be narrowed in viewpoint of uncertainty
management of highly complex systems. This paper puts a progressive step for integrated uncertainty
analysis in severe accident analysis.
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Abstract
The application of ALARA and the dose assessment for work in a complex nuclear installation
is a difficult task. Dose values are influenced by the geometry of the installation, the source
distribution, the shielding configuration and the work organisation. The dose assessment becomes
even more difficult in changing environments such as decommissioning sites. In order to assist the
responsible for ALARA work planning we developed the VISIPLAN ALARA planning tool which
makes it possible to plan the work in a 3D-environment based on geometrical, material and
radiological information together with information regarding work organisation.

1. INTRODUCTION
ALARA calculations for work planning in complex nuclear installations are difficult. The
aspects of geometry, source distribution and shield geometry play an important in the dose
assessment. The organisation of the work, type of work, work duration are non-negligible in the
ALARA considerations. Several work scenarios need to be considered and compared before deciding
on the final approach to the problem. These scenario's can differ in the type, location, duration of the
work, the plant geometry, the shielding geometry and even the source distribution. This is especially
the case in decommissioning activities where the geometry and the source distribution of the working
area change over a relatively short period of time. In order to structure and streamline this
information we developed the VISIPLAN ALARA planning tool. This PC-based tool makes it
possible to create and edit work scenario's taking into account worker position and subsequent
geometry and source distribution changes.
The general methodology at the base of this tool will be described in section II. Examples of some
application of the first version of the program in real situation will be given in section III. The dose
calculations within the program are based on the point-kernel technique with the infinite media
buildup method. This method has been proven to be fast and sufficient for most applications in the
field of dose assessment.

2. THE VISIPLAN METHODOLOGY.
Different stages can be recognised in the ALARA-analysis of an intervention or a routine work in a
radiative environment. They are:
•
•
•
•

The Information gathering and model building stage
The General analysis stage
The detailed planning stage
The follow-up stage

Each of these stages will be described in the following subsections in relation to the use of the
VISIPLAN software.
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2.1. Information gathering and model building stage.
A first step in the VISIPLAN approach is the gathering of information about the working area
in order to develop an adequate model for dose calculations. This information includes the geometry,
the materials and the radioactive sources of the installation of interest.
2.1.1 Geometrical information.
The geometrical information can be build from technical drawings or can be obtained through
measurements on site. The latter can be realised by scanning techniques such as laser scanners,
photogrammetric techniques or other survey instruments. The choice of the method will greatly
depend upon the complexity of the situation and/or the required geometrical detail needed in the
model. The geometrical information is translated into the model by using primitive volumes such as
boxes, spheres, cylinders and tubes. This set of volumes is generally sufficient to describe most
working areas found in nuclear installations.
2.1.2. Material information.
Material information is gathered from technical drawings, technical reports and from experts
on-site with a knowledge of the site history. The material information is entered in the model as
standard materials such as concrete, water, iron... and are attributed to the different volumes. The
density of these materials can be changed according to the needs of the model. It is also possible to
define mixed materials in order to make an approximation for the absorption of complex structures
(creation of a homogeneous mixed material).
The buildup and attenuation coefficients are taken from ref. [1].
2.1.3. Radiological information.
Radiological information is gathered from dose measurements or from detailed information
about the sources used on the site.
The information about source position, source strength and source composition if available can be
entered directly into the program. The source composition is defined by selection of isotopes in an
isotope list. Isotope mixtures and spectra can also be defined.
The program provides a tool to perform a source inference calculation to estimate the source strengths
based on a dose mapping and on the knowledge of the source positions and the isotopic composition
of the sources.
The acquired data is organised in a database, allowing for easy queries and data maintenance. The
geometry and the material information can be displayed on screen in a 3D-wireframe model as shown
in figure 1.

Figure 1. 3D-wireJrame model of a hot cell with shielded containers below the floor.
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2.2. General analysis stage.
Once the model is defined we can start with the analysis of the working area. This first model is
stored as Take 1. A "Take" is defined as a fixed environment defined by the geometry and the source
distribution.
In this stage different maps of the radiation environment can be calculated for the different working
areas. The dose rates can be displayed as contours or as colour patterns on pre-defined grids
perpendicular to the x-, y- and z-axes. This allows a quick detection of the high dose rate areas. A
graphical interface is provided to display the contribution of each source to the dose at each location
in the grid. This tool helps the analyst to suggest possible shielding schemes.
Different shielding configurations can be introduced in the model and analysed on their effectiveness
before going to the detailed work planning. Each shielding solution or change in the geometry is
stored as a different "Take", which makes it easy to keep track of the different shielding solutions or
geometry changes that are proposed.
The dose maps produced during the general analysis phase also have an added value for
communicating the possible risk area's to the workers. The overlay of these maps on the plan view of
the site gives the worker a clearer picture of the radiation risks, so enhancing the awareness of the
worker.
2.3. The detailed planning stage.
The detailed planning phase is aimed at producing a set of scenario's describing the work with
an assessment of the dose to the workers. In the VISIPLAN methodology a scenario is build from a
set of trajectories selected from the different "Takes".
A trajectory consists of a sequence of tasks to be performed in a fixed geometry and source
distribution ("Take"). These trajectories contain information involving the description, the location
and the duration of the sequential tasks to be performed. The dose account is then calculated for the
trajectory based on the radiological and geometrical information of the installation. Information about
the type of work, work description and work duration is gathered from the knowledge of experienced
workers. Uncertainties on the work duration can be taken into account making it possible to calculate
maximum and minimum values for the acquired doses.
The trajectory results can be examined on screen or printed in a trajectory report for further reference.
The displayed information is in graphic and text format. The graphic information for a trajectory
contains the accumulated dose versus time, the dose rate and the dose per task. More information per
task can be displayed such as the contribution of each source to the accumulated dose for the
specified task. Based on this information a further optimisation can be performed. This can be the
optimisation of the shielding solution or the use of other techniques to reduce the source contribution
to the dose, such as source strength reduction through chemical cleaning, or the reduction of the task
duration through the use of more time efficient work methods.
New shielding options can be studied by performing an update of the geometry in a new "Take". The
defined trajectories can then by re-run and examined.
From a set of trajectories we can now build a "Scenario" as a sequence of trajectories from possible
different takes.
A worker or a group of workers is then assigned to a chosen trajectory. This method allows to
calculate the collective dose for the work as well as the individual dose specified for each worker. The
analysis of the different scenarios leads to the most suitable scenario for the work.
2.4. The follow up stage
The graphs and task lists produced in the detailed planning stage make it possible to perform a
thorough follow up of the dose account during the work. This is achieved trough comparison of the
predicted and the received dose. Large deviations between both are an indication that risks which
where not foreseen in the planning stage are present on the work floor. An appropriate answer, and
new prognoses can then be formulated based on new measurements and an adaptation of the model
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including the detected risks. This approach makes it possible to update the model during the work
progression and to suggest scenario's with a low dose account for future activities.
3. APPLICATIONS
Two examples of applications are given in this section. A short description is given on how the results
of the planning tool helped in the ALARA-decision process in each case.
The VISIPLAN ALARA planning tool was first applied to perform dose prognoses for the
decommissioning activities at the BR3 reactor at the SCK»CEN [2]. A dose assessment was made for
activities near the primary circuit. The VISIPLAN model of the working area is displayed in the
following figure and covers a cylindrical volume with 7 m radius and 14 m height.

Spray Tank

Pressurizer

Steam
generator

Pressuriser
tubes
Pumps

Dump
Tanks

Figure 2. Geometry model used for the work analysis at the BR3 decommissioning site.
Operations were planned on the different levels in the reactor building. The environment is
characterised by sources located in the different structures of the building such as the steamgenerator,
pressuriser, pressuriser tubes
The source strengths were estimated based on the combination of a
dose mapping and source inference technique. The analysis of the radiation field helped us to pinpoint
the sources with a large contribution to the dose for the planned operations. By adapting the model we
were able to study different options in order to reduce the dose for further work. These options
involved shielding but also the reduction of the contamination in pressuriser pipes through chemical
cleaning.
The program was also applied for the dose assessment for the sampling activities at the target
room of a linear accelerator. The working area covered a rectangular area of 6 by 14 m.
No information was available for the multiple sources present in the target room. The source strengths
were estimated, with the source inference technique available in the software, based on a detailed
dose mapping of the target room and information on the location of the main sources. The sources
were located on or near the beam tube (the central pipe section in Fig. 3).
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From the resulting source strengths we calculated the radiation field for an unshielded and a shielded
situation. The effect of the shielding by lead plates (thickness 0.5 cm) and a lead mat around the
beam tube (thickness 1.6 cm) is represented in Fig. 3 together with the unshielded situation. The
figures are shown to give the reader a general view of the radiation field in both cases.
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Figure 3. The dose rate distribution for the unshielded and shielded sources. The lead shields, of 0.5
cm are placed in the middle and at the end of the beam tube. The isodoselines go down from 1 mSv/h
to 0.005 mSv/h with the intermediate levels given in the figure. The dose rate is the highest near the
beam tube.
A series of activities were planned on different locations in the target room. The trajectory containing
these tasks is described in Fig. 4. and table I. A set of geometry's was prepared with different shield
thickness in order to study its influence on accumulated dose for the defined trajectory. The results
are given in Table I.

Figure 4. Position of the different tasks in the target room.
It is clear from the table that the highest shield thickness leads to an avoided dose of 0.94 mSv
for the tasks on the trajectory.
However a further analysis of the work planning also involved calculations of the dose account during
the placement of the shielding. This was done by simulating the work in sequential geometry's
describing the situation at different time steps with parts of the final shielding solution in place. From
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THE ACQUIRED DOSE ON A TRAJECTORY FOR DIFFERENT
SHIELDING THICKNESS.
Position work
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
dose .5 cm
dose 1 cm
dose 2.5 cm dose 5 cm
duration
dose no
Pb-plates
shielding
Pb-plates
Pb-plates
(min)
Pb-plates
(mSv)
(mSv)
(mSv)
(mSv)
(mSv)
0.110
0.110
0.120
0.110
0.110
60
A(l)
0.180
0.150
0.220
0.180
0.140
B(2)
120
0.110
0.077
0.038
60
0.130
0.120
C(3)
0.120
0.079
D(4)
60
0.130
0.130
0.035
0.120
60
0.130
0.130
0.078
0.030
E(5)
0.510
0.230
240
0.570
0.590
0.050
F(6)
0.041
0.037
0.031
G(7)
90
0.070
0.027
0.180
0.180
H(8)
90
0.180
0.180
0.180
1.37
0.935
Sum
780
1.55
1.48
0.610

the complete analysis it became clear that the dose invested for the placement of the shielding would
be greater then or comparable with the dose reduction for the trajectory of table 1. This suggests that
the placement of the shielding only becomes worthwhile when further workloads, besides the given
trajectory, are foreseen in the target room.
The predicted values for the accumulated dose were compared with the measured ones. An agreement
was found within 30%.
In both cases the VISIPLAN software contributed to the ALARA decision-process by
performing a dose account in a structured way. Not only the planned but also the preparatory tasks
such as shield placement or chemical cleaning can be taken into account before deciding on the final
work plan.
4. CONCLUSION
The planning and the dose prognoses for a work in a radiative environment involves the handling of
an amount of data concerning geometry, materials, source distribution and work organisation. In
order to streamline this information we developed the PC-based VISIPLAN ALARA planning tool.
The use of a graphical interface for the dose rate representation and for the work definition allows a
straightforward approach towards an ALARA work planning. Different work scenarios can be
investigated, evaluated and documented in a short period of time. The program has been applied with
success for different application such as dose prognoses for routine work and dose prognoses for
decommissioning activities.
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Abstract
Risk-Informed Regulation (RIR) can be applied by using Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) as a
basic tool. Traditionally, PSA methodology encompasses the calculation of failure probabilities of Structures,
Systems and Components (SSCs) and direct associated human errors. However, there are indirect causes related
to human failures, associated with Organizational Factors, which are normally not included in fault trees, that
may influence plant risk evaluation. This paper discusses on possible applications of RIR and on Organizational
Factors. It also presents a classification of Angra-1 NPP unresolved issues, aiming a future inclusion of these
factors into a PSA calculation.
1 INTRODUCTION
The nuclear regulatory decision making is normally based on safety deterministic analysis
applied to the plant design basis. However, during the last years, both regulators and the nuclear
industry have recognized that Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) has evolved to the point it can be
used in regulatory decision making as a valuable tool, in addition to the traditional deterministic
analysis. The so-called "Risk-informed Regulation" (RIR) refers to requirements and/or guidelines
based explicitly on risk evaluation to supplement the already established safety requirements. RIR has
the potential of both improving nuclear power plant safety while reducing plant-operating costs.
RIR uses PSA methods to supplement the deterministic one by: (1) addressing all possible
events including beyond design basis type events; (2) using a systematic logical process for identifying
and evaluating incident/accidents, and (3) considering alternative means to reduce accident frequency
and/or consequences [1].
Risk evaluation may involve three PSA levels: identification and quantification of the event
sequences which lead to core melt (Level 1); evaluation and quantification of the mechanisms,
amounts and probabilities of subsequent radioactive material releases from the containment to the
environment (Level 2); and evaluation and quantification of the resulting consequences to the public
and to the environment (Level 3) [2].
PSA methodology holds the excellent capacity of providing an integrated and comprehensive
quantitative/qualitative evaluation of a plant safety through the exhaustive checking on failure
possibilities of all safety related systems, components and human actions. However, although current
PSAs worldwide do include operator failures that are directly involved in the failure modes, they do
not identify those that affect the system indirectly, nor do they point to the organizational roots of
these errors [3].
The objective of this paper is to discuss the applications of Risk-Informed Regulation by the
use of PSA linking with the contribution of organizational factors, which are normally not quantified
in a typical PSA. Furthermore, it will be also presented the attempt to classify unresolved issues
related to Angra-1 NPP, encompassing both directly safety-related matters, as well as other
organizational factors not directly related to safety, but often contributing with not negligible
increasing to the overall plant risk.
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2. RISK-INFORMED REGULATION
Risk-informed regulation can be defined as the use of quantitative and/or qualitative insights
from PSA to focus attention on issues commensurate with their impact on safety. Therefore,
structures, systems, components (SSCs), as well as human actions can be prioritized from the point of
view of their importance to safety [4].
RIR encompasses both the calculations of relative and absolute (or integrated) risks. The
evaluation of the absolute and/or relative changes in Risk Measures refers to quantitative analytical
results from a PSA depending on its scope (Level 1,2 or 3), which will be utilized for the specific
application. Examples of Risk Measures are: (1) Core Damage Frequency (CDF) (Level 1); (2)
radioactive release from the containment which may be both large and early (LERF) (Level 2); (3) risk
of early fatalities and injuries and latent fatalities (Level 3). It is worth mentioning mat none of these
Risk Measures can cover both aspects of public health and safety [5].
Risk Measures can be categorized by the type of its application, for instance, the determination
of the Risk Importance of various operational activities, such as surveillance testing, maintenance
programs and evaluation of outage times, as well as plant configuration management. Importance
Measures are PSA-based tools in terms of ranking SSCs and human actions according to their safety
significance. They are used to prioritize operational activities and to help establishing operation
guidelines [6]. To each Risk Measure should correspond a criteria, which refers to the specific
quantitative screening or acceptance criteria applied to it in order to evaluate the acceptability of the
results. Nevertheless, it is recommended that the criteria should be a function of the base case CDF
and LERF rather than being fixed for all plants [7].
Importance Measures are typically evaluated on individual SSC or human action basis, being
not very much suitable for multiple component evaluation. However, Plant Configuration Control,
which is carried out through the management of the dynamic of possible system and component state
combinations is another application of PSA techniques [8]. A configuration can be defined as a set of
component statuses that defines the state of a nuclear power plant (which may involve multiple
component failures). Plant configurations change from time to time, as certain components are
removed for (or restored from) testing or maintenance, while other components may become
unavailable due to failure. Configurations also change when the plant experiences different operational
modes, for instance, when switching the plant from power operation to shutdown. Since the risk
significance of a system or component is related to the plant configuration, changing configurations
results in different risk levels [9].
The evaluation of SSCs safety significance can be carried out by using Importance Measures
that can be quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative Importance Measures use the numerical risk
information contained in PSAs while Qualitative Importance Measures use the logic information
contained in PSAs and current deterministic safety considerations.
2.1. Quantitative Importaace Measures
Quantitative prioritization can be done based on PSA and by use of Quantitative Importance
Measures, which typically determine the change in Risk Measures associated with the failure or
success of equipment or human actions. When the PSA scope is limited to the Level 1, the elected
Risk Measure is generally the Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and the Risk Significance can be
ranked by the Risk Reduction Importance (RRIs), or the Risk Increase Importance (RIIs). The RRI is a
relative measure that provides an indication of the decrease in CDF if a system (structure or
component) is assumed to succeed at all times (SSCs probabilities of failure are set equal to zero).
Therefore, SSCs having high RRI values are the candidates for plant improvement. The RII is a
relative measure that provides an indication of the increase in CDF if a system (structure or
component) is assumed to "always fail" (SSCs probabilities of failure are set equal to one). The RII
measure indicates SSCs to which the risks are more sensitive when these SSCs become less reliable.
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Therefore, SSCs having high RII values are the ones that must not be allowed to degrade [10].
2.2. Qualitative Importance Measures
Qualitative prioritization can be done based on the defense in depth concept and by use of both
PSA information and current deterministic safety considerations. By contrast, PSA-based Qualitative
Importance Measures do not use the risk contribution information, rather using the logic information
contained in PSAs (fault tree minimum cutsets). Qualitative importance measures typically determine
the reduction or increase in the number of layers of defense against an accident as a result of the
failure or success of equipment or human actions. The defense in depth concept is implemented to
compensate for the potential to mechanical and human failures. It is centered in several levels of
protection including successive barriers that prevent radioactive material releases to the environment.
The concept includes the protection of the barriers through avoiding plant damage as well as to the
barriers themselves [11].
Both Quantitative and Qualitative Importance Measures are meant to prioritize risks based on
PSA results or logical information. Current PSAs are comprised of event trees and fault trees whose
level of detail is often restricted to component hardware failures, common cause failures,
unavailabilities due to maintenance and testing of safety-related components and human actions
directly related to safety. Due to that, Importance Measures are normally calculated or evaluated for
all safety-related SSCs and human actions. However, several other organizational factors, not directly
related to safety, may also produce an overall contribution that might be significant to safety and
consequently to plant risk management.

3. ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS
Organizational factors constitute the most complex level of human factors. The first level
refers to the man-machine interaction which can be studied by methods from the classical ergonomics
(functional task analysis, for example); the second one is the group's level, where the communication
is the main concern and must be studied by methods coming from the industrial psycho-sociology; the
third level deals with the organization as a whole and must be covered by methods found in the
sociology of organizations and business enterprises [12]. While the first one needs a human cognitive
model to be used in the human reliability studies, the second and the third ones require an
organizational model. All of them should be included in the PSA studies [13].
To demonstrate the importance of these factors, some accidents/incidents reviews should be
remembered. The Major Accident Reporting System (MARS), set up by the European Union and
operated by the Ispra Joint Research Center-Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics,
pointed out that 73% of the reported accidents have been caused by managerial/organizational
omissions. Among those accidents attributed to operator errors, 13.8% have occurred due to a lack of
safety culture; 51.7%, due to insufficient/unclear procedures; 17.2%, due to insufficient supervision;
17.2%, due to insufficient training [14].
Reason [IS] developed a theory of accident causation to explain how bad decisions made by
policy makers, designers, managers and supervisors, as well as maintenance errors and routine
violations, could be transformed into unsafe acts (errors and violations). When combined with local
triggers (component failures, atypical system states, environmental conditions, active operator errors
and exceptional violations), these unsafe acts may destroy several systems' defense-in-depth bringing
about its catastrophic effects. Some system factors involved in that transforming have been identified
as: hardware defects, system goals incompatible with safety, inadequate or non-existing defenses, poor
operating procedures, poor maintenance procedures, inadequate training, conditions conductive to
committing errors and violations. A similarity can be noted between these factors and those mentioned
in the above accident reviews.
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Reason [15] [16] has also established a distinction between active and latent failures. Active
failures are the slips, lapses and mistakes (errors) and non-compliant actions (violations) committed by
control room operators and maintenance personnel. Latent failures are design, organizational, and
managerial failures, which refer to the transforming factors mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Next, they have been expanded into a set of eleven Organizational Failure Types (OFTs). These
indicators could be used to monitor the safety health of the organizational processes [17].
One of the early works on the quantification of the effect of these organizational factors on
risk has been performed by Embrey [18]. He utilized a structure of accident causation similar to the
one developed by Reason, where direct causes (human errors as active, latent and recovery failures, as
well as human-induced and random hardware failures) were related to error-inducing factors (level 1
causal influences) which are related to policy deficiencies (level 2 causal influences). Through an
associated influence diagram (linking the direct causes to the levels of causal influences), Embrey has
quantified a structure for use in PSA, attributing weights of evidence regarding organizational factors,
with the help of expert knowledge. These weights of evidence are combined to generate unconditional
probabilities (weighted sum).
In order to improve this approach, an organizational model encompassing those structures of
accident causation was needed. The first step is to define which kind of organization applies better to a
nuclear power plant. There are five pure types of organizational structures and among them, the most
adequate to represent a nuclear power plant is the machine bureaucracy [19]. Tuli et alii [14] have
elaborated a new model named WPAM (Work Process Analysis Model), based on work processes of a
machine bureaucracy: "The prime coordinating mechanism of a machine bureaucracy is the
standardization of work, or more specifically the installation of work processes, where a work process
is defined as a standardized sequence of tasks designed within the operational environment of an
organization to achieve a specific goal."
Human Factors studies, performed by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) in
Atlanta and the Central Research Institute for the Electrical Power Industry (CRIEPI) in Tokyo, have
indicated that 55-65% of human performance problems are associated with maintenance-related
activities, 8-22%, associated with control under normal operating conditions, and only 2-8% occurs
during recovery from emergency conditions [16]. This statistics identifies two main functional areas of
work processes: (1) Plant operating (normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures) and (2)
Maintenance (corrective and preventive maintenance, in-service inspections and surveillance tests).
The other are [14]: (3) Engineering (design control and its modifications, technical support for
operations and maintenance, procurement activities, configuration management, and licensing
activities) and (4) Plant Support (radiological or environmental controls, emergency preparedness,
security, chemistry and toxic products, fire protection, occupational safety, waste management,
effluent monitoring, and housekeeping).
Each work process can be decomposed into single tasks related to each other through a
temporal sequence or flow diagram by means of a task analysis method. Each task can be influenced
by more than one organizational factor. In order to show this relationship, an Organizational Factor
Matrix (OFM) is constructed. Five groups including 20 of such organizational factors were identified
[14]: (1) Decision Making (centralization, goal prioritization, organizational learning, problem
identification, resource allocation); (2) Communication (external, interdepartmental and
intradepartmental); (3) Administrative Knowledge (coordination of work, formalization,
organizational knowledge, roles-responsibilities); (4) Human Resource Allocation (performance
evaluation, personnel selection, technical knowledge, training); (5) Culture (ownership, time urgency,
organizational culture, safety culture). Similarly to the Embrey's approach, each organizational factor
must be ranked according to its relative importance (level or grade of influence) to the tasks of a
specific work process [13]. These importances can only be calculated from historical records
(Operational Events Repots) as the relative frequency of each contributing event to each individual
factor [20].
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4. CNEN REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO RISK MANAGEMENT
There are two Nuclear Power Plants in Brazil: Angra-1, a Westdnghouse PWR in operation
since 1984 and Angra-11, a KWU PWR under construction, expected to be commissioned in 2000.
The licensing of Nuclear Power Plants in Brazil is carried out by the Brazilian Nuclear Regulatory
Body (CNEN), and has been based on deterministic approach.
Some years ago, the elaboration and use of a PSA Level 1 + has been included as an additional
requirement to the Licensing of Permanent Operation for Angra-1. However, only part of the study
was submitted so far to CNEN's evaluation. Other requirements included in the terms of the Licensing
are related to the implementation of a program to monitoring and evaluating the maintenance efficacy,
as well as a complete review of the technical specifications. None of them are currently using PSA as
a tool for their implementation
Recently (October 1997), the Regulatory Body has required the implementation of a Risk
Management, according to a regulatory standard named "Operational Safety of Nuclear Power Plants"
[21], being the utility (ELETRONUCLEAR) responsible for its implementation. In order to achieve
that, "the utility should develop, use and continuously improve a model to be used as a tool of risk
management in all different plant configurations. This model should also include in its data base, plant
specific operational experience during a period of time long enough to assure statistical relevance.
Moreover, during plant operation, the total risk impact should be quantified through that risk
management model for regulatory decision making involving, among other, those activities related to
design modification, technical specification exemption/extension, system configuration control,
maintenance and testing scheduling, as well as an analysis of the operational events".
A PSA study is still the most worldwide chosen tool to enable the fulfillment of all
requirements contained in this regulatory standard concerning Risk Management Therefore, as
already mentioned above, the Angra-1 PSA is still under elaboration and only a Pilot Study
comprising event trees, fault trees, and related calculations of the initiating event "Transient without
the Power Conversion System", has been submitted to CNEN evaluation Therefore, due to these
reasons, it is not possible, at the moment, to meet all Risk Management requirements as they are
described in the new standard. As a consequence, the Regulatory Body enforcement to Angra-1 is still
based on the deterministic approach, where plant safety is controlled by means of Technical
Specifications, Licensing Event Reports (LER's), Operational Safety Analysis Reports (daily issued
by the plant inspectors), as well as other activities.

5 RANKING OF UNRESOLVED ISSUES OF ANGRA-1 NPP
There are several unresolved safety issues related to Angra-1 NPP. In order to ranking these
issues according to their safety significance, either quantitatively or qualitatively, it would be
necessary a PSA to be used as a basic tool. As Angra-1 PSA is still in elaboration, the direct
application of Importance Measures to classify SSCs cannot be performed at the moment. While the
safety significance of SSCs should be ranked using Risk Importance Measures such as RRIs and RIIs,
the influence of organizational factors on SSCs performance should be also quantified in risk analysis.
An attempt to categorize Angra-1 unresolved issues [22], based on work processes already
described, turned out into the distribution displayed in Table I. It is worth mentioning that the issues
related to Quality Assurance, Reports and Registers were included in the Plant Support work process
category. In addition to these work processes, issues related to the lack of fulfillment of the
requirement of elaboration and use of an Angra-1 PSA, which precludes the proper implementation of
a Risk Management Program, were also identified
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To each work process pertaining to the group of functional areas below should correspond an
OFM, which can be decomposed into an influence diagram similar to that proposed by Embrey. In this
case, the level of influence would be the weight of the links (influence paths) relating each
organizational factor to a specific task.
TABLE I. ANGRA-1 UNRESOLVED ISSUES CATEGORIES

FUNCTIONAL
AREAS

Operation

Engineering

Maintenance

Staff

8

Maintenance

Operational
Experience
Analysis

9

Tests and
Surveillance

WORK
PROCESSES

2

Technical
Specifications
3 Core
Management
and Fuel
Handling
10 Design
Modifications

In-service
Inspections

!
TOTAL

17

15

Plant
Support
5 Radioprotection
2 Radioactive
Waste and
Effluents
Management
37 Emergency
Preparedness
Quality
Assurance'
Reports and
Registers
Security
Fire
Protection
44

1
2

2
9/
1]

0
4
29

6 CONCLUSIONS
A suggestion for a future work lies in the inclusion of the quantification of organizational
factors into the PSA calculation This could be done by considering all influence paths and associated
weights of each organizational factor to each work process task originating a failure rate, which may
act as an additional rate to the SSCs in the fault trees. Due to the complexity of this matter, large effort
to the development of methods of calculation should apply. However, with the intent to quantify these
issues in a simplified way, care must be taken in order not to attribute random values based on
engineering judgement, or even on personal opinion, which may lead to totally wrong results and
consequently inappropriate decision making.
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Abstract
It is important to establish necessary regulatory systems for decommissioning waste management, especially to
establish clearance levels from regulatory control. To establish the regulatory systems, the Nuclear Safety Commission
(NSC) has been discussing the unconditional clearance levels for materials from nuclear reactors since May 1997. The
NSC tries to derive unconditional clearance levels for the materials such as concrete and ferrous metal, arising from nuclear
reactor decommissioning. In the derivation, both disposal and recycle/reuse of the materials are considered. Typical
scenarios and parameter values for dose estimation are selected considering the Japanese natural and social conditions.
Preliminary clearance levels were derived from 10 uSv/yr of individual dose criterion and deterministic analysis. For most
radionuclides, the preliminary results are the same order of magnitude recommended in IAEA-TECDOC-855. Some
radionuclides such as P emitters, however, are different order of magnitude from those recommended in IAEA-TECDOC855. It is necessary that international organizations lead the discussions on the clearance levels to conclude final consensus.

1. INTRODUCTION
As for the exemption from regulatory control of radioisotopes, it is defined the concentration and
the amounts of radioisotopes for exemption. If materials containing radioisotopes do not exceed
the concentration and the amount defined for each radionuclide, they are exempted from regulatory control. At
present time, however, we do not have any regulatory systems for the clearance of materials from
regulatory control. Therefore, all materials contaminated by radioactivity shall be treated as radioactive wastes
when they are of no use.
The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) completed the decommissioning of its Japan
Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR: 90MW(th), BWR) in March 1996[1]. The Japanese first commercial
nuclear power plant (Tokai Nuclear Power Plant, the Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPQ: 160 MW (e),
GCR) was shut down at the end of March 1998. The JAPC will submit application for the decommissioning of
the plant in 2001 at the earliest estimation. Several decommissioning plans of commercial nuclear power plants
will follow afterwards. To implement the decommissioning safely and economically, it is essential to establish
the total system for radioactive waste management In January 1997, Nuclear Subcommittee of the Advisory
Committee for Energy published its report [2] on the decommissioning of commercial nuclear power reactors.
It pointed out the importance of establishing necessary regulatory systems for decommissioning waste
management, especially the importance to establish regulatory systems of clearance from regulatory control.
Table I. shows the preparatory situation of regulatory systems for management of LLWs from nuclear reactors.
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To establish the system of clearance, the Nudear Safety Commission (NSC) has been discussing
the clearance levels since May 1997. In order to support the NSC's discussion, the Science and Technology
Agency (STA) and the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MTTI) are conducting technical analyses
to derive the clearance levels. As of today, the discussion has not yet finished completely. Therefore, the results
presented in this paper are interim ones in the light of the bases for refinements of technical assumptions (e.g.
mathematical models and parameter values). However, we consider that it is important to convey these
interim approaches and results to reach international consensus for the clearance levels. We also hope that
international organizations such as the IAEA coordinate and promote the international consensus.
TABLE L REGULATIONS FOR LLW MANAGEMENT FROM NUCLEAR REACTORS
Situations of Establishment

Classification of Wastes
LLW Relatively High Concentration LLW
Low-Level Radioactive Waste (LLW)
s- Solidification into Packaees -^
») Those difficult to solidify
are to be disposed of into
concrete vault after sealing
^- the openings.
.,

Concentration Limits
Technical Standards
(Government Ordinance) (Prime Minister's Order)
Core components
MeUls e t c
Solidified Squids

UnestahSsbed
EstabfishedC87.3^7)

EstabfishedC88.1.13)

Wastes below Clearance Levels
(This waste class includes the waste not
regareded as radioactive)

EstabEshedC88.1.13)

Dry active waste
EstabfishedC94.9.8)
Concrete waste
EstabGshedC92.9.11)

EstablishedC93.Z26)

Large metal waste
Very Low-Level Radioactive Waste
(No needs for solidification)
(Open trench disposal and bacicfil)

Technical Details
(STA Mortification)

Unestabfished

Concrete waste
Metal waste etc.

Concrete waste
Metal waste etc.

Unestabfished Unestablished
Concept to segregate waste without radioactive contamination from this
waste class was proposed in the report admitted by Nuclear Safety
Commission (June 1992).

2. DERIVATION OF THE CLEARANCE LEVELS
2.1 Methodology
The NSC intends to derive the unconditional clearance levels. The applied methodology consists of the
following steps:
- Identification and characterization of the radiation sources from the physical, chemical, and radioactive
point of view,
- Identification and description of the scenarios which can result in major exposure to general people,
- Establishment of dose calculation models based on the scenarios,
- Selection of values for the parameters in these models,
- Calculation of radioactivity concentrations equivalent to the individual dose criterion.
22 Source term
First, the NSC is discussing for the major solid materials arising from the decommissioning of nuclear
reactors, such as concrete and ferrous metal, because the potential amounts are much larger than those arising
from nuclear fuel facilities or research facilities. The estimated amounts of materials arising from the
decommissioning of commercial nuclear power plants are shown in Table EL In the derivation of clearance
levels, the NSC assumed disposal and recyde/reuse of deared materials with non-radioactive materials.
2 3 Exposure scenarios and pathways
The dearance levels are derived for each destination of the materials, namely disposal and recyde/reuse.
Incineration is not considered because each nudear power plant site has licensed incinerator with
enough capadty to treat all combustible wastes.
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First, all probable exposure scenarios and pathways were considered after the clearance of the material.
Then, the exposure scenarios and pathways, which may result in small risks, were omitted from
the consideration. Finally, 41 exposure pathways for disposal and 35 exposure pathways for recycle/reuse were
selected, of which outlines are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The landfills in both inland and
seashore areas are considered because those methods are common to dispose of municipal and industrial
wastes in Japan.
In radiation protection studies, it is customary to choose conservative parameter values in order to
ensure that the dose limit values will not be exceeded. However, in the case of the derivation of the clearance
levels, the value of 10/tSv/yr is not a limit but a criterion. Therefore, it is appropriate to chose moderate
parameter values. Of course, the Japanese natural and social conditions should be well considered in the
selection of parameter values.
TABLE H. ESTIMATED AMOUNTS OF MATERIALS ARISING FROM THE DECOMMISSIONING OF
COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.
(Unit: 10 thousands tons)
BWR(llOOMWe)
"~~~~-^_ Reactor Type
PWR(llOOMWe)
GCR(160MWe)
Waste Category
Metal Concrete Total Metal Concrete Total Metal Concrete Total
LLW(D
0.01
0
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.02 0.02
03
03
0.2
<0.1
02
0.2
<0.1
03
02
1.0
12
LLW (ID
VLLW
<1
<1
0.2
02
0.1
03
03
0.5
0.8
Below clearance levels
2
<1
3
<1
<1
1
<1
1
1
Non -radioactive
<1
<1
12
49
50
44
12
3
48
materials
Total
4
50
54
4
55
50
1
14
16
Note 1: LLW (I) means the radioactive wastes whose radioactivity levels are greater than the upper
bound concentrations for near surface disposal [1]. On the other hand, LLW (II) means radioactive
waste of which radioactivity levels are not greater than the upper bound concentrations for near surface
disposal with artificial barriers, but exceed the upper bound concentrations for VLLW.
Note 2: VLLW means the radioactive wastes whose radioactivity levels exceed the clearance levels, but do not
exceed the upper bound concentrations for near surface disposal without artificial barriers
such as concrete vaults and solidification in waste packages. The same clearance levels are assumed as
the recommended single representative values in IAEA-TECDOC-855.
Note 3: These numerical values shown in this table are rounded. Therefore, the total is not necessarily equal to
the sum of each numerical value in a cell.
2.4 Individual dose criteria
The individual risk resulted from the clearance of sources and/or practices must be sufficiently low as
not to warrant regulatory concern. The Radiation Council of Japan states that the radiation control of a licensed
disposal site is not needed if the doses to individuals of the critical group due to the near surface disposal are
less than lO/zSv/yr [3]. Also, the ICRP [4] and the IAEA [5] have suggested doses to individuals of the critical
group of the order of 10/zSv in a year from each exempt1 practice or source. Therefore, this value is applied to
derive the unconditional clearance levels in this preliminary study.
3. DERIVED CLEARANCE LEVELS
The preliminary results are shown in Table EL, where radionuclides are categorized by order of
magnitude based on the calculated minimum value for each radionuclide and scenarios, to compare with the
results of IAEA-TECDOC-855 [6]. These derived clearance levels are not the conclusions, because the NSC is
investigating the variations of selected values of parameters. This issue will be discussed later. The
preliminary clearance levels for most radionuclides (e.g., y-ray emitters and ct-ray emitters) are nearly same as
those recommended in the TECDOC-855. The calculated values for some radionuclides (e.g., p-ray emitters
such as H-3, Cl-36, Tc-99,1-129), however, are smaller than those recommended in the TECDOC-855. The
major reasons are as follows:
differences of selected values of parameters (e.g. food consumption rates)
- differences of considered scenarios (e.g. groundwater drinking scenario)
The word "exempt" meant both "exempt" and "cleared" in those days. Also, "exemption" meant both "exemption" and
"clearance".
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Figure 1. Outline of Assumed Scenarios for Disposal
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Figure 2. Outline of Assumed Scenarios for Recycle/Reuse
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TABLE III. RECOMENDED RANGE IN IAEA-TECDOC-855 AND THE PRELIMINARY
Range of
Recommended Range in
Preliminary results
Radioactivity Levels IAEA-TECDOC -855
(Bq/g)
Disposal
Recycle/Reuse
^0.1
Co-60
Co-60
Co-60
Nb-94
Mn-54
Nb-94
Zn-65
Cs-134
1-129' •
Cs-134
Nb-94
Cs-137
Cs-134
Eu-152
Eu-152
Cs-137
Eu-154
Eu-154
Eu-152
Pu-239
Pu-239
Am-241
Am-241
<1.0
Cl-36
Mn-54
Sr-90
£1.0
Mn-54
Zn-65
1-129
Zn-65
Sr-90

<10
^10

Tc-99
Cs-137
Pu-239
Am-241
1-129

H-3
C-14

Overall
Co-60
Nb-94
1-129
Cs-134
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Pu-239
Am-241

a-36
Mn-54
Zn-65
Sr-90
Tc-99

H-3
C-14

Tc-99

<100
£100

Cl-36
Sr-90

RESULTS

C-14
Cl-36

Ca-41

H-3
C-14

<1000

Fe-55
Tc-99

^1000

H-3

Ni-59

Ca-41

Ni-63

Ni-63

Fe-55
Ni-59

<10000

Ca-41

Fe-55
Ni-59
Ni-63

Note: The radionuclides written in bold italics are categorized two orders of magnitude smaller than the
categories recommended in the IAEA-TECDOC-855.
The scenarios, models and data used in the derivation of generic values are derived from experience in Japan
(ex. food consumption)

4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Uncertainty of parameter values
At present time, the NSC uses deterministic approach to derive the clearance levels. In this approach,
each parameter has single value and therefore the result is unique for each parameter set. However, it is difficult
to assign single value for each parameter, especially for those parameters depending on the natural conditions
such as groundwater velocity and depth of saturated zone. Therefore, the NSC considers evaluating the effects
of these uncertainties in parameter values to confirm the appropriateness of the calculation results obtained by
the deterministic method.
In the evaluation of parameter uncertainty, each parameter may take several values or any values
within a range between maximum and minimum values. Iterative calculations with different sets of parameter
values would produce statistical distribution of the resultant dose. The effectiveness of this approach would
depend on the availability of the adequate probabilistic distribution of parameter values Thus, we can obtain a
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well-defined profile of dose and probability density, where the probabilistic distribution of each parameter
value is well understood. Even if there are not sufficient information on the probabilistic distribution of
parameter values, we may get useful information about the possible range of resultant dose, significance of
parameters in the uncertainty of resultant dose, etc
4 2 Optimization
The ICRP [4] and the IAEA [5] suggest that two different kind of criteria need to be considered if
materials or subjects are to be exempted from regulatory control The individual risk should be kept in a
level corresponding to the order of 10/iSv/yr, which could be reasonably regarded as trivial. Such a low dose
would not warrant any regulatory concern, and exemption (clearance) should be the option that optimizes
radiation protection, including the cost of regulatory control. The ICRP [4] and the IAEA [5] also suggest that if
the estimated collective dose resulting from the exempted practice is less than about 1 man*Sv per year of
practice, the practice can be permitted for exemption without considering other options.
As mentioned before, this study derives the clearance levels only from the individual risk based
dose criterion. The optimization of radiation protection would be accomplished, if 10 /zSv/yr of individual
dose criterion is kept in any groups in the public. 1 man*Sv per year of practice would correspond to one
hundred thousands people who receive 10 fiSv/yx of individual dose each. We could hardly suppose this size of
group would be uniformly exposed from the cleared materials at the level of lO/^Sv/yr. If collective dose
would reach the order of 1 man'Sv per year of collective dose criterion, it should happen that significant
number of people exceeds individual dose criterion or there should be extraordinary huge number of exposed
people. We cannot imagine both of these cases.
On the other hand, there is an idea to cut off an individual dose bellow 10/tSv/yr in collective dose
estimations. In this sense, 10/zSv/yr would be a cut off level for collective dose estimation. If the dose is trivial
for individuals, then it should be also for whole population. It would be of no use to integrate very small
individual risks.
4 J Unlikely scenario
At present time, the NSC considers equally both likely scenarios and unlikely scenarios to derive
the clearance levels. For example, the groundwater-drinking scenario may be considered as an unlikely
scenario because of the well-developed water supply systems in Japan. However, on going work, the clearance
levels for the groundwater-drinking scenario refers 10/<Sv/yr of individual dose criterion. This dose criterion
has conservatism in itself. The individual dose criterion of 10/fSv/yr occupies only a fraction of the trivial dose,
because the likelihood of being exposed to several exempt practices or sources is considered to set up the
individual dose criterion. Therefore, if the probability of exposure scenario is low enough or the likelihood of
exposures from several exempt practices or sources is considerably small, almost full trivial
dose criterion could be applicable. The NSC is investigating appropriate values to be adapted for the unlikely
scenarios.
5. CONCLUSION
Using typical parameter values and the deterministic model, preliminary clearance levels are derived,
which are equivalent to the individual dose of 10/fSv/yr. The preliminary clearance levels for most
radionuclides (e.g., y-ray emitters and o>ray emitters) are nearly same as those recommended in the TECDOC855. The parameter values and models used in the preliminary study will be reviewed and refined in the next
steps. The NSC plans to publish a draft report about the clearance levels for materials arising from nuclear
reactors by the end of 1998 and inquires the public opinion. In the following steps after thefinalizationof
the clearance levels, the NSC will derive clearance levels for materials arising from other than nuclear reactors
such as radioisotope users and nuclear fuel cycle facilities. These stepwise developments of regulatory systems
would be quite practical because priority is given over the most important and urgent waste category.
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Intemational consensus towards more generic clearance levels would be important because of the
possibilities of transboundary movement of those cleared materials. Clearance levels should have validity for
themselves. Intemational consensus could ensure more validity. It is desired that international organizations
lead the discussions to conclude final consensus.
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Abstract
The probabilistic assessment methodology is essential to evaluate uncertainties of long-term
radiological consequences associated with geologic disposal of radioactive wastes. We have developed a
probabilistic assessment methodology to estimate the influences of parameter uncertainties/variabilities.
An exposure scenario considered here is based on a groundwater migration scenario. A computer code
system GSRW-PSA thus developed is based on a non site-specific model, and consists of a set of submodules for sampling of model parameters, calculating the release of radionuclides from engineered
barriers, calculating the transport of radionuclides through the geosphere, calculating radiation exposures
of the public, and calculating the statistical values relating the uncertainties and sensitivities. The results
of uncertainty analyses for a-nuclides quantitatively indicate that natural uranium (°*U) concentration is
suitable for an alternative safety indicator of long-lived radioactive waste disposal, because the estimated
range of individual dose equivalent due to 23*U decay chain is narrower than that due to other decay chain
( a7 Np decay chain). It is internationally necessary to have detailed discussion on the PDF of model
parameters and the PSA methodology to evaluate the uncertainties due to conceptual models and scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has developed the deterministic safety
assessment code system GSRW (Generic Safety assessment code for geologic disposal of Radioactive
Waste) [1], that is based on a normal evolution scenario. The GSRW, in which modular type of source
term models, geosphere models and a biosphere model are interlinked, intends to evaluate radiological
consequences to an individual or a population due to radionuclides released from geologic radioactive
waste repositories in a deep stable rock mass. This kind of integrated code system is essential to construct
probabilistic assessment methodologies which intend to evaluate uncertainties associated with assessment,
as were developed by AECL (SYVAC) [2] and JRC-ISPRA (LISA) [3, 4, 5], while both code systems
employ simpler sub-models than those used in the GSRW. We have developed a new probabilistic safety
assessment code system GSRW-PSA by conjunction of the GSRW code, parameter sampling code and
statistical analysis routine which evaluates uncertainties and sensitivities. The GSRW-PSA can handle
parameter uncertainties in the source term models and geosphere models by using the Monte Carlo PSA
(Probabilistic Safety Assessment) technique.This paper summarizes a probabilistic safety assessment
methodology based on the Monte Carlo simulation technique, and the results of uncertainty analyses for
geologic disposal of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) using the computer code system GSRW-PSA.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Assessment Scenario
The assessment scenario considered here is based on a groundwater migration scenario, assuming
that the performance of the disposal system is not affected by probabilistic events as is the case of normal
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of GSRW-PSA code system
evolution scenario. It is assumed in the scenarios that all of the components involved in the repository are
resaturated eventually with groundwater, after the closure of the repository. Degradation, with groundwater
thus contacted, of the components occurs, which results in corrosion of the container and then dissolution
of the vitrified matrix. These processes lead to the release of radionuclides into buffer material. Since the
hydraulic conductivity in the zone may negligibly low, the transport in the buffer material is mainly
controlled by the diffusion mechanism. The subsequent transport in the geosphere is governed by
groundwater flow through fractured porous media. The control processes of the transport are the advection,
dispersion including molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion, the retention with mineral components
of a rock, and the radioactive decay. Radionuclides entered into adjacent aquifers are diluted with a large
volume of groundwater and further by surface water bodies.
2.2. Submodels and PSA method
The GSRW is composed of four interlinked models, ORIGEN2 [6] and interface codes, source
term models, geosphere models and a biosphere model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The ORIGEN2 and
interface codes are used to evaluate the inventory of radionuclides in HLW as a function of time. The
second models evaluate fluxes of radionuclides from a disposal facility which consists mainly of a vitrified
waste form, a metallic container and buffer material. Two kinds of source term models are provided:
Model-1 which simulates the dissolution of silicate component of glass and assumes that the radionuclides
in the vitrified wastes are released in proportion to the leaching rate of silicate component, and Model-2
which assumes that the concentration of a radionuclide is limited by the solubility of its specific chemical
form at the interface between the buffer and the waste. The third model analyzes the transport of
radionuclides in the geosphere, which is based on analytical or numerical solutions of a mass transport
equation involving an one-dimensional advection, a three or one-dimensional dispersion, a linear sorption
and a decay chain. The three-dimensional dispersion and one-dimensional advection model is used for
analyses of mass transport in the rock mass, and the one-dimensional dispersion and advection model is
used for analyses in the fractured-zone. The fourth model assesses the transport of radionuclides in the
biosphere and the resulting radiological consequences to the man, which is based on a dynamic
compartment model for the biosphere and a dose factor method for dose calculation. In the GSRW-PSA,
a simplified biosphere model are used for a drinking of well water, to attach importance to the uncertainties
arise from engineered and natural barriers.
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The GSRW-PSA consists of a parameter sampling code, the GSRW code and a statistical analysis
routine, as shown in Fig. 1. The parameter sampling code used here is Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
code [7] which was developed by the Sandia National Laboratories. This code generates a set of parameter
values for the Monte Carlo simulation based on the specified Probability Density Functions (PDF) of
parameters. Based on the results of Monte Carlo simulation using GSRW, the statistical analysis code
evaluates the following statistical results as the uncertainty analysis:
- Scatter plot of peak dose values,
- Histogram of peak dose values,
- Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF)
of peak dose values,
- Time dependent values of arithmetic mean, 5, 50 and 95 percentile values.
As the sensitivity analysis, this code evaluates the following statistical values:
- Peason's correlation coefficient,
- Spearman's rank correlation coefficient,
- Standardized Regression Coefficient (SRC),
- Standardized Rank Regression Coefficient (SRRC),
- Partial Correlation Coefficient (PCC),
- Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (PRCC),
for each of the sampled parameters against peak dose values. This code also displays various figures of
the above statistical results.

3. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
3.1 Basic Assumption and Input Data
The GSRW intends to evaluate the potential radiological consequences of geologic disposal of
HLW is based on a generic approach rather than site specific one, reflecting from the current situation in
Japan. However, it might be required to define the disposal system to some extent so as to enable the
analysis of transport of radionuclides in geologic formations and the biosphere following entry of
groundwater into a repository and release of them to surrounding strata. A crystalline bedrock is now
considered to be one of potential geologic strata for geologic disposal of HLW in Japan. We thus assume
that a repository will be constructed in a deep and stable granite bedrock at one of depths ranging from
500 to 1,000 m.
The rock is described in terms of two major hydraulic units; fractured-zones and rock mass. It
might be reasonable to assume that the repository is constructed in a stable rock mass surrounded by
local fracture-zones which further connect with regional fracture-zones, as shown in Fig. 2, in order to
avoid the occurrence of a short circuit of groundwater from the repository to the biosphere. As the stable

Ground surface

Reg ional

Local

Fig. 2 Location of a potential HLW repository and major fracture-zones
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Fig. 3 Conceptualized HLW disposal system for the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
rock mass has no major fracture, we can assume that the rock mass is homogeneous, while the scale of
the stable rock mass is depend on the specific site. The radionuclide transport in the rock mass is simulated
by the one-dimensional advection and three-dimensional dispersion model. The transverse dispersion
was introduced to examine the effect of spatial array of waste packages. The radionuclide transport
through the fractured-zone modeled as a pipe is analyzed by the one-dimensional advection and dispersion
model.
Figure 3 shows the conceptualized disposal system assumed only for the uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis. The analyses were made on radiologically important a-nuclides by using Model-2. The migration
length of a homogeneous-rock surrounding a disposal facility was assumed to be in the range from 100 to
500 m, and that of a fractured-zone connecting to surface water bodies was in the range from 100 to
1,900 m. The facility was simulated by a simple vertical array of 16 point sources as shown in Fig. 3,
each of which involves 3 containers (corresponding to 4 MTU of the spent fuels), to examine the effect
of distance between waste packages on the individual dose equivalent due to the exposure pathway
ingesting drinking water. In this analysis, 18 model parameters were selected to evaluate the parameter
uncertainties of source term and geosphere models. Major input data used for the uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis are shown in Table 1, and Table 2 shows element specific data. Hydrology data used are based
on the typical Japanese hydrogeologic condition, and geochemistry data were cited from SKI [8] and
SKB [9] reports.
3.2 Results and Discussions
Figure 4 and 5 show the CCDFs of peak doses due to s 7 Np and ^'U decay chains, respectively,
and the Monte Carlo simulations are based on 5,000 runs. The 5 percentiles of peak doses due to z57Np
decay chain are 7.7E-11 C^Np), 2.2E-10 (^U), 6.9E-10 P^Ti) Sv/y, and the 95 percentiles are 4.1E-24
(^"Np), 1.7E-22 (°3\J), 6.4E-22 (^^Th) Sv/y, respectively. The 90% confidence intervals (5 percentile 95 percentile) of peak doses due to ^'Np decay chain have ranges of more than 12 figures. It means that
the uncertainties of peak doses due to D7 Np decay chain are large, because the probable travel time of
zn
N p to the biosphere in the disposal system is larger than its half-life. It is also clear from the results of
sensitivity analysis that the groundwater flow velocity and the distribution coefficients (Kd) in the
homogeneous-rock are very sensitive to the peak doses, which are not described here.
On the other hand, the 5 percentiles of peak doses due to ^"U decay chain are 3.0E-11 (^U), 3.4E11 r U ) , 8.4E-11 P T h ) , 1.7E-9 (^Ra) Sv/y, and the 95 percentiles are 5.8E-14 (**U), 6.6E-14 ^
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Table 1 Major input data for the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
sub-model

parameter

distribution type

Min

Max

life-time of container (y)

lognormai

1E3

1E5

thickness of buffer (m)

bguniform

0.05

5.0

porosity of buffer (-)

normal

0.2

0.4

solubility limit (mol/L)

loguniform

diffusion coefficient
of buffer (m2/s)

lognormai

Kd of buffer (m3/kg)

lognormai

migration length (m) *

uniform

100

500

velocity (m/y)

lognormai

0.01

1

dispersion length (m) *
(transverse)

uniform

1

5

dispersion length (m) *
(longitudinal)

uniform

10

50

Kd (m3/kg)

lognormai

migration length (m) *

uniform

100

1900

velocity (m/y)

lognormai

0.1

10

dispersion length (m) *

uniform

10

190

Kd (m3/kg)

lognormai

source term

homogeneous
-rock

fractured
-zone

see Table 2
1E-12

1E-9

see Table 2

see Table 2

see Table 2

migration length and dispesion length are correlated each other.

Table 2 Element specific input data for the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
Element
Parameter
Ra

Th

U

Np

solubility
limits (mol/L)

Max

-

2E-8

1E-5

1E-8

Min

-

2E-10

4E-8

1E-10

Kd (m3/kg)
buffer material

Max

-

1.0

1.0

1.0

Min

-

0.002

0.01

0.01

Kd (m3/kg)
homogeneous-rock

Max

1.0

5

5

5

Min

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.01

Kd (m3/kg)
fractured-zone

Max

0.1

5

0.1

0.1

Min

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001
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3.0E-14 (^Th), 4.3E-13(2MRa) Sv/y, respectively. The 90% confidence intervals of peak doses due to
U decay chain have ranges of about only 3-4 figures. The results indicate that the uncertainties of peak
doses due to ^'U decay chain are relatively quite small because of its very long half-life, compared with
those due to ^'Np decay chain. These results will not be changed significantly, except for a case the
groundwater flow velocity in the homogeneous-rock is extreme Jow, which is too optimistic. Therefore,
we can adequately choose natural uranium concentration for an alternative safety indicator of long-lived
radioactive waste disposal besides the dose equivalent and risk.
238

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the probabilistic safety assessment methodology (GSRW-PSA) to estimate the
influences of parameter uncertainties. The results of uncertainty analyses for a-nuclides indicate that
natural uranium (^U) concentration is suitable for an alternative safety indicator of long-lived radioactive
waste disposal quantitatively. It is internationally necessary to have detailed discussion on the PDF of
model parameters for the parameter uncertainty analysis. The PSA methodology to evaluate the
uncertainties due to conceptual models and scenarios is still under developing in any country. This issue
also should be discussed internationally.
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Abstract
This paper summarizes recent changes in the regulation at the Science and Technology Agency
(STA) of Japan. The changes are based on the lessons learned from the series of incidents at the
nuclear facilities of Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC). It is
considered that the safety culture was missing in the organization, which was reflected in the rating of
the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) level of the incidents. The PNC is going to be
reorganized in October 1997, and the outline of the reorganization is also presented.
1. Understanding of the situation of incident and cooperation with the related organizations
1.1 Understanding of the situation of incident
At the fire and explosion incident at Tokai Works of the Power Reactor and Nuclear
Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) on March 11, 1997, the Nuclear Safety Bureau (NSB)
received the first report about thirty minutes after the fire, and based on it, NSB made a press
release. However, since the situation of the incident was not fully grasped due to the lack of
information at that time, NSB announced that the fire had been put out and there was no
environmental effect. After that, because of the lack of information about the release of
radioactive materials and intake of radioactive materials by workers, the situation of the
incident could not be fully grasped, which caused the wrong judgment of the expansion of the
incident.
In addition, though, since the Monju incident in December, 1995, NSB made
communication forms beforehand to perform fast and precise informative communication and
has guided the operators to send important information while confirming it. From the
communicative situation of PNC in this incident, it became clear that such guidance only
brought a poor result. From now on, the problems in reporting and communicating have to be
reviewed thoroughly to improve the communication forms and report and confirmation items.

NSB has dispatched the staff on the site to quickly grasp the precise situation when
required at the time of incidents since the MONJU incident. This time. NSB dispatched the
staff on the spot when, after the incident, the situation of the workers' intake of radioactive
materials became clear, and after that, strengthened the situation grasping activities of the
incident on the site by dispatching additional staff when the explosion occurred. However, as
for the dispatch of the staff, as it was judged based on the limited information from the site, it
took a long time from the occurrence of the incident.
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Based on these experiences, a system is being studied to immediately respond to
emergencies, such as dispatching of staff and specialists to the site, and strengthening the
system for quickly assessing the situation at the site.
1.2 Communication and cooperation with the related organizations after incident
In the Tokai incident, NSB has tried to provide information in a positive manner, for
example by announcing the situation to the press four times on the first day and three times on
the next day, according to a communicative report from PNC. However, since the system was
not adequate to obtain fast and precise information from the site and NSB depended greatly on
the information from PNC, the released information partly included misinformation.
NSB has successively made contacts with Ibaraki Prefecture and confirmed the situation
with each other since the incident occurred. Even though Ibaraki Prefecture and the related
municipalities also took necessary measures based on the reports from PNC, adequate
measures were not taken because the report from PNC were not fast and precise and the
information provided from STA was not also enough.
Based on such situations, NSB must provide guidance to PNC as well as the operators
of all nuclear facilities to report precise information to the related organizations quickly.
STA has reviewed its publicity system, in cooperation with the related local
governments, when incidents of radioactive materials' release to the environment occurred at
nuclear facilities.
2. Relations with the safety regulation
2.1 Operation Management System
As for the operation management of the PNC Tokai Works, NSB supervises the
observance of safety rules by receiving explanations about the operation schedules and
operative situations from PNC. The staff also confirms the site situation of as occasion calls
for. The situation confirmation of the site for this operation management has been coped with
by occasional visits of the staff who worked at the head office.
Tokai Works consists of various facilities. Based on the incident, the situation of each
facility should have been always grasped precisely. The operation management expert official
must be permanently stationed on the site and more careful observance and guidance on the
operative situation is essential.
Though NSB dispatched staff to the Tokai district to take emergency measures after the
incident, it is considering the permanent stationing of an operation management expert official
in the Tokai district to strengthen the operation management system.
In addition, NSB began to conduct on-site inspections without prior notice to enhance
the preservation of the management system of the nuclear facilities and the emergency
responding system.
2.2 Safety Management by Technical Specifications
Operators of reprocessing facilities must explain the necessary safety measures of the
facilities for which management is especially required for the reprocessing facilities and in
emergency cases based on the Nuclear Reactor Regulation Law.
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As for the technical specifications which is the base for the safety management in the
operating stage of the facilities, the following should be reviewed.
?
A definition of the operation schedule in the technical specifications and a review of the
contents when approving the operation schedule
?
Whether the technical specifications of this facility were adequate to ensure safety.
2.3 Consideration for fire and explosion in safety examination
In the Tokai incident, the fire occurred and the ventilation filter systems were plugged,
which made it difficult to maintain a negative pressure in the cell and the radioactive materials
diffused from the cell into the building. The fire was extinguished by the sprinklers, but the
explosion occurred ten hours later, which caused the damage of windows and doors of the
building, a loss of the confining function, and release of radioactive materials to the
environment.

In view of the incident, the way of regarding safety examinations are viewed from the
following points:
?
Preventive measures against overheating and reactions of bitumen to prevent fire.
?
Fire detecting systems and fire extinguishing equipment.
?
Ventilation functions in the cell in case of a fire.
?
Equipment required to handle the situation and the prevention of expansion of such
incidents.
?
Considerations of the explosion
3. International Nuclear Event Scale (INES)
In Japan, nuclear power plants are regulated by MITI. Experimental and research
reactors and nuclear fuel cycle facilities are regulated by the STA. For these facilities, the
provisional level was rated by the operators, and the final level by STA.
However, as the provisional level for the Tokai incident could not be rated within 24
hours by PNC, this system was also reviewed. NSB now rates both the provisional and the
final levels of the events.

4. Reorganization of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC)
4.1 Name Change
PNCs name in Japanese will be changed to "the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Development
Corporation". (Official English name yet to be determined.)
4.2 Relocation of Headquarters
Headquarters offices will be relocated from Tokyo to Tokai-mura in order to emphasize
the importance of operations at the local level. (Some headquarters functions will be
moved to Tsuruga City where the Fast Breeder Reactor Monju is located.)
4.3 Changes to Executive Management
The number of members of the executive board will be reduced from eleven to ten, and
their terms of service will be shortened from four years to two. The term of the current
board members will end with the establishment of the new corporation (slated to take
place in October 1998).
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4.4 Establishment of a Management Oversight Board
In order to insure transparency and acceptance by society, an evaluation mechanism in the
form of a Management Oversight Board will be introduced. The Board will give advice
and opinions retarding questions made by the president of the corporation, and will consist
of 15 members who will be appointed by the president and approved by the Prime
Minister.
4.5 Reformed Mission
Overseas exploration of uranium ore, research and development concerning uranium
enrichment and development of the Advanced Thermal Reactor will be halted in three to
five years. The main mission of the new corporation will involve:
-Development and necessary research concerning Fast Breeder Reactors and FBR
fuel;
- Development and necessary research of technologies related to reprocessing; and
- Development and necessary research of technologies related to processing and
disposal of high-level radioactive waste.
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Abstract
Current radiation protection standards for the public include a limit on effective dose in any year for
individuals in critical groups. This paper considers the question of how the annual dose limit should be applied
in controlling routine exposures of populations consisting of individuals of all ages. We assume that the
fundamental objective of radiation protection is limitation of lifetime risk and, therefore, that standards for
controlling routine exposures of the public should provide a reasonable correspondence with lifetime risk, taking
into account the age dependence of intakes and doses and the variety of radionuclides and exposure pathways of
concern. Using new calculations of the per capita (population-averaged) risk of cancer mortality per unit
activity inhaled or ingested in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Federal Guidance Report No. 13, we
show that applying a limit on annual effective dose only to adults, which was the usual practice in radiation
protection of the public before the development of age-specific effective dose coefficients, provides a
considerably better correspondence with lifetime risk than applying the annual dose limit to the critical group of
any age.
1. INTRODUCTION
Current radiation protection standards for the public include a limit on effective dose in any
year for individuals in critical groups (e.g., see ref. [1]). The annual dose limit, which currently is
1 mSv, is applied to control of routine exposures which, for purposes of radiation protection, usually
are assumed to occur continuously over a lifetime.
This paper considers the question of how a limit on annual effective dose should be applied in
controlling routine exposures of the public when the population consists of individuals of all ages and
radionuclide intakes or exposures, dose, and risk all depend on age. Specifically, to what age group
in the population should a limit on annual effective dose be applied? The same question applies to
annual dose constraints for specific sources or practices at a fraction of the annual dose limit [1].
In addressing this question, we assume that the fundamental objective of radiation protection
standards for the public is limitation of lifetime risk, essentially without regard for how risk is
apportioned with age. Thus, in our view, when radiation protection standards are expressed in terms
of a limit on annual dose, the dose limit should be applied in a way that provides a reasonable
correspondence with lifetime risk from chronic exposure for any radionuclide and intake pathway of
concern. We also assume, consistent with current practice, that the annual dose from internal
exposure would be represented by the committed dose from all intakes of radionuclides during the
year.
A limit on dose in any year for individual members of the public could be applied either to
the critical group of any age or only to adults. This paper investigates whether applying a limit on
•Research conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, managed by Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corp. for
the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-96OR22464, for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under
Interagency Agreement DW89937064-01-3. The views expressed in this paper are solely those of the authors and may not
represent the views of the Environmental Protection Agency.
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annual effective dose to the critical age group or to adults provides the better correspondence with
lifetime risk from chronic exposure of the public, taking into account the age dependence of intakes
and doses and the variety of radionuclides and intake pathways of concern.
2. BACKGROUND
Until recently, compliance with an annual dose limit for the public generally was based on
estimates of dose only to adults, primarily because information on the age dependence of doses from
radionuclide intakes, obtained from age-specific dosimetric and biokinetic models, had not been
developed for the large number of radionuclides of concern. Applying an annual dose limit for the public
to adults involved an implicit assumption that annual doses to younger age groups, although they might
be higher than those to adults, would be relatively unimportant in determining lifetime risks, because
most of the intakes and dose from chronic exposure would be experienced during adult years.
Over the last decade, however, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
developed an extensive compilation of age-specific effective dose coefficients for inhalation and
ingestion of radionuclides by members of the public, based on age-specific dosimetric and biokinetic
models [2]. These data were developed largely in response to the Chernobyl accident, and the intent was
to provide a set of dose coefficients for use in establishing guidelines for responses to radiation accidents,
especially guidelines for interdiction of foodstuffs. For accidents, doses and risks from short-term
exposures of particularly radiosensitive subgroups of the population are the primary concern, rather than
doses and risks from chronic lifetime exposure.
The ICRP has not issued a formal statement on how its age-specific effective dose coefficients
should be used in complying with the annual dose limit for routine exposures of the public. Absent any
such statement, it would be natural to assume that the annual dose limit should be applied to the critical
group of any age, taking into account the age dependence of radionuclide intakes and effective dose
coefficients, rather than only to adults as in the past. Indeed, the Basic Safety Standards recently issued
by the International Atomic Energy Agency [3], which are based on current ICRP recommendations [1],
include a statement that compliance with the annual dose limit is to be based on the annual effective dose
for the critical group of any age.
In a previous paper [4], we suggested, based on the limited information on the age dependence
of doses from radionuclide intakes available at the time, that applying a limit on annual dose for the
public to the critical group of any age could be questioned on the grounds that this approach provides a
relatively poor correspondence with lifetime risk compared with the usual practice at that time of
applying the annual dose limit only to adults. This paper provides a further investigation into this issue
using the ICRP's age-specific effective dose coefficients [2], new calculations of the cancer risk per unit
activity inhaled or ingested for various exposure pathways given in Federal Guidance Report No. 13 [5]
issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and described in the following section, and
data on the age dependence of intakes for various environmental media of concern.
3. CANCER RISKS FROM ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE TO RADIONUCLIDES
The EPA's Federal Guidance Report No. 13 [5] presents new calculations of risk coefficients in
the form of per capita (population-averaged) cancer risks in the U.S. population per unit activity intake
of radionuclides in the environment and, for external exposure, per unit activity concentration in the
environment. Risk coefficients for cancer mortality and morbidity are calculated, but only the values for
cancer mortality are used in this paper. For constant concentrations of radionuclides in the environment,
as would result, for example, from long-term, essentially uniform releases, the risk coefficients can be
used to assess risk from chronic lifetime exposure. For internal exposure, which is the only mode of
exposure considered in this paper, risk coefficients are calculated for inhalation, ingestion of tap water,
ingestion of food, and ingestion of radioiodine in cow's milk.
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The risk coefficients for cancer mortality from radionuclide intakes by each exposure pathway
were calculated based on (1) estimates of the lifetime risk per unit absorbed dose received at each age
for each gender, taking into account recent vital statistics and cancer mortality data for the U.S., (2) the
absorbed dose rate as a function of time following a unit activity intake at each age, calculated using the
ICRP's current age-specific dosimetric and biokinetic models (see ref. [2] and references therein), (3) the
assumption of constant activity concentrations of radionuclides in environmental media (air, tap water,
food, or cow's milk), (4) and age- and gender-specific intake rates for each environmental medium in the
U.S. population. In addition, the EPA's estimate of the risk per unit absorbed dose for bone surfaces is
about a factor of five less than the value used by the ICRP, and the EPA's estimates of the relative
biological effectiveness for alpha particles for leukemia and breast cancer are less than the radiation
weighting factor of 20 used by the ICRP in calculating the effective dose [5]. Thus, the risk coefficients
for internal exposure in the Federal Guidance Report are not based on calculations of committed effective
doses and a nominal probability coefficient for cancer fatalities of 0.05 Sv"1 [1].
The risk coefficients for cancer mortality for intakes of selected radionuclides in air, tap water,
foods, and cow's milk from Federal Guidance Report No. 13 [5] are given in Table 1. Again, these results
can be used to a s s e s s o r capita lifetime risks for the U.S. population from chronic exposure to constant
concentrations of radionuclides in the environment, using estimates of average lifetime intakes of each

TABLE 1. U.S. CANCER MORTALITY RISK COEFFICIENTS ( B q 1 ) FOR INTAKES OF
SELECTED RADIONUCLIDES IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIA"
Environmental medium
Radionuclide

Air*

Tap water

Foods

H

1.04E-12

9.44E-13

1.20E-12

.4C

3.68E-13

2.89E-11

3.68E-11

"'Co

2.32E-09

2.75E-10

3.88E-1O

89

Sr

7.60E-11

2.10E-10

2.97E-10

^Sr

1.08E-09

1.34E-09

1.62E-09

*Tc

1.86E-11

4.28E-11

6.17E-11

129J

4.42E-10

4.07E-10

5.31E-10

8.86E-10

131

I

1.48E-10

1.31E-10

1.85E-10

3.78E-10

l34

Cs

3.05E-10

7.91E-10

9.57E-10

137

Cs

2.19E-10

5.66E-10

6.88E-10

226

Ra

2.93E-07

5.32E-09

7.15E-09

232

Th

1.10E-06

1.87E-09

2.45E-09

M8

U

6.07E-07

1.13E-09

1.51E-09

239p u

8.45E-07

2.85E-09

3.63E-09

3

Cow's milk"

° Values from EPA's Federal Guidance Report No. 13 [5] axe per capita (population-averaged) risks per
unit activity intake and can be used to assess lifetime risks averaged over both genders and all ages in
U.S. population for constant concentrations of radionuclides in the environmental media.
* For inhalation exposure, 3H is assumed to be HTO, 14C is CO2, 89Sr, ^Sr, "Tc, I34Cs, and l37Cs are
compounds of Type F, 226Ra is Type M, ^Co, 232Th, 2X\5, and 239Pu are Type S, and 129I and I3II are in
elemental form.
c
Intakes of cow's milk are considered separately from intakes of all foods only for isotopes of iodine.
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medium [5]. The differences in the risk coefficients for intakes in tap water, foods, and cow's milk reflect
differences in the age dependence of the intake rates of these environmental media [5].
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
As indicated in Section 1, this paper is based on an assumption that the fundamental objective
of radiation protection standards for the public is limitation of lifetime risk, and the particular question
we investigate is whether applying a limit on annual effective dose to the critical group of any age or only
to adults provides the better correspondence with lifetime risk from chronic exposure, taking into account
the age dependence of intakes and doses and the variety of radionuclides and intake pathways of concern.
To investigate this question, we assume that air, tap water, foods, and cow's milk contain constant
concentrations of the radionuclides listed in Table 1. For each radionuclide and environmental medium,
we assume that the EPA's risk coefficient for cancer mortality in Table 1 provides the proper estimate
of risk from chronic lifetime exposure. In order to compare these results with the risks that would result
from use of the ICRP's age-specific effective dose coefficients [2] in determining limits on allowable
concentrations in the environment, the ICRP's effective dose coefficients for adults and the critical group
other than adults are converted to corresponding risk coefficients by multiplying by the risk per unit dose
from uniform whole-body irradiation for the U.S. population of 0.0575 Sv"' [5]. Thus, for example, the
risk coefficient corresponding to the ICRP's effective dose coefficient for ingestion of ^Sr by adults is
taken to be (2.8E-08 Sv Bq 1 ) x (5.75E-02 Sv 1 ) = 1.6E-09 BqM.
In Table 2, the EPA's risk coefficients for cancer mortality for intakes of radionuclides in the
different environmental media listed in Table 1 are compared with the risk coefficients corresponding
to the ICRP's effective dose coefficients for adults and the critical group other than adults calculated as
described above. For each radionuclide and intake pathway, the critical group is the population group
for which the product of the ICRP's age-specific effective dose coefficient for inhalation or ingestion [2]
and the average age-specific intake rate in the U.S. population [5] attains its highest value.
Table 2 gives the EPA's risk coefficient for cancer mortality relative to the risk coefficient
corresponding to the ICRP's effective dose coefficient for adults or the critical group of any age, except
no entry is given for a younger age group when the critical group is adults. For intakes of 129I and 131I by
any pathway, the substantial differences between the two risk coefficients mainly reflect the difference
between the EPA's calculation of cancer mortality [5] and the ICRP's use of total detriment, which
includes a contribution from weighted non-fatal cancer incidence, in calculating the effective dose [1].
For intakes of ^Ra, 232Th, and ^'Pu in tap water and foods, the substantial differences between the two
risk coefficients mainly reflect, first, the difference between the EPA's calculation of the dose received
as the integral of the survival function for the population and the dose rate as a function of time after
intake [5] and the ICRP's use of committed doses and, second, the lower relative biological effectiveness
for alpha particles for leukemia adopted by the EPA [5].
The results in Table 2 may be interpreted as follows. In nearly all cases where the critical group
is not adults (e.g., for intakes of ^Sr in foods), the risk coefficient corresponding to the ICRP's effective
dose coefficient for adults is closer to the EPA's risk coefficient than the risk coefficient corresponding
to the ICRP's effective dose coefficient for the critical group. Therefore, recalling that the EPA's risk
coefficient is proportional to the risk of cancer mortality from chronic lifetime exposure to constant
concentrations of radionuclides in the environment, we conclude that, in nearly all cases, applying a limit
on annual effective dose only to adults would provide a considerably better correspondence with lifetime
risk than applying the annual dose limit to the critical group of any age. The one exception in Table 2
is inhalation of ^'Ra, for which applying the annual dose limit to the critical group (15-year olds) would
provide a slightly better correspondence with lifetime risk. In this case, however, the ICRP's effective
dose coefficients for adults and the critical group differ by only about 30% and, thus, the choice of the
age group to which the annual dose limit would be applied does not have a significant effect on the
lifetime risk. We also note that whenever the EPA's risk coefficient is higher than the corresponding
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ICRP value (i.e., the ratio in Table 2 is greater than unity), which occurs only for adults, the risk
coefficients differ by no more than a factor of two. Thus, applying a limit on annual effective dose only
to adults would not result in lifetime risks that greatly exceed any assumed limit on risk.
TABLE 2. RATIO OF U.S. CANCER MORTALITY RISK COEFFICIENT TO RISK COEFFICIENT
CORRESPONDING TO ICRP'S EFFECTIVE DOSE COEFFICIENT FOR ADULTS OR CRITICAL
GROUP OF ANY AGE FOR SELECTED RADIONUCLIDES IN ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIA"
Environmental medium
Radionuclide Age group
3

H - Adult
Other (age)''

Air*

Tap water

Foods

Cow's milk"

1.0

0.9

1.2
0.7 (5 y)

14

1.0
0.7 (10 y)

0.9

1.1
0.6 (5 y)

^Co-Adult
Other (age)

1.3

1.4
0.09 (Infant)

2.0
0.12 (Infant)

89

1.3
0.09 (Infant)

1.4
0.10 (Infant)

2.0
0.14 (Infant)

""Sr- Adult
Other (age)

0.8
0.15 (15 y)

0.8
0.3 (15 y)

1.0
0.4 (15 y)

"Tc - Adult
Other (age)

1.1
0.13 ( l y )

1.2
0.07 (Infant)

1.7
0.11 (Infant)

129

0.08
0.05 (10 y)

0.06

0.08
0.05 (10 y)

0.14
0.08 (10 y)

13I

0.13
0.016 ( l y )

0.10
0.023 (5 y)

0.15
0.03 (5 y)

0.3
0.04 ( l y )

134

0.8

0.7

0.9

137

Cs- Adult
Other (age)

0.8

0.8

0.9

226

Ra - Adult
Other (age)

1.5
1.1 (15 y)

0.3
0.06 (15 y)

0.4
0.08 (15 y)

232

Th - Adult
Other (age)

0.8

0.14
0.007 (Infant)

0.19
0.009 (Infant)

""U - Adult
Other (age)

1.4

0.4
0.06 (Infant)

0.6
0.08 (Infant)

239

0.9

0.20
0.012 (Infant)

0.25
0.015 (Infant)

C - Adult
Other (age)

Sr - Adult
Other (age)

I - Adult
Other (age)
I-Adult
Other (age)

Cs-Adult
Other (age)

Pu - Adult
Other (age)

" Risk coefficient for cancer mortality in U.S. population is value given in Table 1; risk coefficient
corresponding to ICRP's effective dose coefficient for adults or critical group is age-specific dose
coefficient for inhalation or ingestion given in ref. [2] multiplied by risk per unit dose from uniform
whole-body irradiation for U.S. population of 0.0575 Sv"1 [5].
* See footnote b in Table 1.
c
See footnote c in Table 1.
d
No entry is given for "Other (age)" when critical group is adults. When critical group is not adults,
entry in parentheses gives age for critical group.
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Another perspective on the difference between the two options for applying an annual dose limit
can be obtained by comparing the annual effective dose to the critical group of any age other than adults
with the annual effective dose to adults for the same concentrations of radionuclides in the environment,
using the ICRP's age-specific dose coefficients [2] and the age-specific intake rates of the different media
in the U.S. population [5]. In the worst case (13II in cow's milk), the limit on allowable concentration in
the environment based on a limit on annual effective dose to the critical group would be nearly an order
of magnitude more restrictive than the concentration limit based on the same annual dose limit to adults.
In several other cases (I31I in foods, ^ R a and ^^Th in tap water and foods, and ^'Pu in foods), regulating
on the basis of the annual dose to the critical group other than adults would result in limits on allowable
concentrations in the environment which are more restrictive by a factor of 3-5.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on new calculations of the per capita risk of cancer mortality from inhalation or ingestion
of radionuclides [5], we have shown that applying a limit on annual effective dose for the public only to
adults provides a considerably better correspondence with lifetime risk from chronic exposure than
applying the annual dose limit to the critical group of any age. Thus, based on an assumption that the
annual dose limit should be applied in a way that provides a reasonable correspondence with lifetime risk
from chronic exposure for any radionuclide and intake pathway of concern, we believe that the annual
dose limit should be applied only to adults, which was the usual practice in radiation protection of the
public before the development of age-specific effective dose coefficients by the ICRP.
We recognize that there are arguments in favor of applying the annual dose limit for the public
to the critical group of any age, in spite of the rather poor correspondence with lifetime risk from chronic
exposure that results. Radiation protection generally is concerned with control of exposures, without
undue concern for the magnitude and variability of actual doses and risks in exposed populations. In
addition, applying the annual dose limit to the critical group of any age, rather than to adults, provides
a greater margin of safety in reducing risks below an assumed limit on acceptable risk, which can be
viewed as more important for radiation protection than the objective we have emphasized of achieving
a greater consistency in controlling lifetime risks. Finally, applying the annual dose limit to the critical
group of any age can be viewed as appropriate if the resulting limits on allowable concentrations of
radionuclides in the environment are reasonably achievable.
However, we also believe that there are certain counterarguments in favor of applying the annual
dose limit for the public only to adults, rather than to the critical group of any age. First, radiation
protection of the public is increasingly being affected by laws and regulations concerned primarily with
health protection of the public for other hazardous substances [6]. Therefore, since risk is the only
measure of impact that can be used in comparing approaches to control of exposures for radionuclides
and other carcinogens, standards for limiting radiation exposure should correspond reasonably well with
an assumed limit on risk. In addition, the ICRP has recommended that certain types of radiation exposure
should be controlled based on risk rather than dose [7,8]. If a recommendation to control potential
exposures based on risk is to be taken seriously, then we believe that all aspects of risk should be
considered in implementing such a recommendation and, furthermore, that control of lifetime risk, rather
than annual risk, should be the primary concern.
Second, while annual doses below the limit of 1 mSv for all controlled sources combined may
be reasonably achievable for the critical group of any age, this may not be the case for dose constraints
for individual sources or practices at a fraction of the dose limit [1]. Dose constraints as low as a few
percent of the annual dose limit have been established for certain sources, e.g., airborne releases of
radioiodine [9]. Given the substantial differences between the effective dose coefficients for adults and
other age groups in some cases [2], such low dose constraints may not be reasonably achievable when
applied to age groups other than adults. Furthermore, the resulting annual doses to adults may be at
exempt levels where efforts to control exposures at any costs would be unwarranted [10].
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Fmally, ifihe annual dose limit of 1 mSv is applied to the critical group of any age, rather than
only to adults, based in part on an argument that the limit is reasonably achievable for any age group this
argument could have the undesirable effect of blurring the careful distinction between the principles of
optimization and dose limitation in radiation protection [1]. We believe that these two principles should
be separate and distinct and, furthermore, that implementation of the principle of dose limitation should
be based solely on considerations of acceptable risk but all considerations of doses that are reasonably
achievable should be applied only in implementing the principle of optimization.
In conclusion, we have shown that applying an annual dose limit or dose constraint for the public
to the critical group of any age, rather than only to adults, has potentially important ramifications for the
control of lifetime risks, the feasibility of implementing standards for specific sources or practices and
the principles of radiation protection. Thus, we would welcome further consideration of this matter by
the ICRP with the objective of formulating a recommendation on how age-specific effective dose
coefficients should be used in complying with an annual dose limit for the public and annual dose
constraints for specific sources or practices.
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THE ROLE OF HLW DISPOSAL R&D IN FORMULATING A
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK — EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS IN THE JAPANESE PROGRAMME
S. MASUDA, H. UMEKI, K. MIYAHARA
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC),
Tokyo,Japan
Abstract
This paper discusses the information required for formulation of the regulatory process from the point
of view of site selection, repository design and safety assessment framework among which linkages should be
taken into account as far as possible for making the safety case. Key issues to be discussed as part of the
regulatory process are identified. It is suggested that international cooperation to structure guidelines for such
key issues would be very useful.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the program for geological disposal of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) in
Japan [1], an organization with responsibility for implementing HLW disposal will be established
around the year 2000. This step will be followed by site selection and characterization, relevant
licensing applications and repository construction, with the objective of starting repository
operation by the 2030s and no later than the mid 2040s. Discussions on formulation of the
regulatory framework have already been initiated. In order to provide information relevant for
establishing the regulatory framework, research and development (R&D) programs [2] which do
not specify host geological fonnations or sites are carried out based on generic assessments of the
disposal concept (see Figure 1).
R&D

Imp lementation

First progress report (H3)
(September 1992)

SHP: Body established to define
requirements for the implementing
organization (May 1993)

Implementing organization established
(around the year 2000)

Regulation

Second progress report
(-2000)
I

Review by the government
Development of the
basic safety concept

Selection or Potential Sites
Confirmation by the government
Site characterization
Demonstration of disposal technologies
Design of disposal faciUties
Licensing by the government

Formu lation of safety
regulationsand guidelines

Construction & operation of the repository
(operafion: 2030 - mid-2040's)

Figure 1. The program for HLW disposal in Japan.
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The Japanese archipelago is situated in a fairly active tectonic setting, which results in a
diverse and complicated geology. A safety concept for HLW disposal in Japan is being developed
for a wide range of geological environments; the concept is based on a multiple safety barrier
system constructed in a stable geological environment. The geological environment can be
regarded as stable if, given the expected changes in geological conditions with time, the
engineered barrier system (EBS) can be expected to function as designed.
In order to make a safety case, an appropriate geological environment is identified by site
selection, a repository design featuring a robust EBS is tailored to this geology and its long-term
performance is demonstrated by a proven integrated assessment methodology. In making the
safety case, the safety assessment explicitly identifies uncertainties which still remain after site
selection and repository design. These remaining uncertainties are addressed in the range of
scenarios, models and parameter values considered.
This paper illustrates how the development of the safety case leads to a number of
questions which form a basis for establishing the information requirements which should be
considered in the regulatory process.
2.

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR MAKING THE SAFETY CASE

The requirements for the safety case supporting the Japanese HLW disposal concept can
be classified under the headings of
•

Site selection:
Disruptive events (natural and human-induced) should be avoided. Favorable geological
environments in which the EBS can function as designed and the natural barrier can function
as expected should be identified.

•

Repository design:
Deficiencies in the repository system should be eliminated at the outset. Geological
environments in which the EBS can function as designed should be provided.

•

Safety assessment framework:
The approach to demonstrating safety should place the emphasis on the performance of the
near-field consisting of the EBS and the immediately surrounding host rock. Performance
requirements should be formulated based on a demonstration of the overall safety of the
disposal system and should not focus on specific barriers or features of the repository host
rock.

It is not useful to explicitly define these requirements as criteria in the regulations,
particularly as site selection, design and safety assessment will be carried out in a stepwise
procedure. Instead, lessons already learned from making the safety case through generic
assessment [3] lead to the following questions which identify the information essential for
evaluating progress in site selection, repository design and safety assessment.
•

Site selection
- What disruptive events are relevant?
- What kind of information is needed to show how to avoid disruptive events?
- What kind of geological environments are required to preserve the EBS?
- What kind of geological environments perform well as natural barriers?

•

Repository design
- How can initial deficiencies be avoided?
- How should the repository be designed to meet the performance requirements?
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•

Safety assessment framework
- How long is the timescale for safety assessment? (time frame)
- What are the key safety indicators?
- How are scenarios for safety assessment identified? (completeness of scenarios)
- How are scenarios evaluated?
- How are models and parameter values validated?

The following section discusses information relevant to the regulatory process which is
required to address each of these questions in turn.
3.

INFORMATION RELEVANT TO THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

3.1 Site Selection
What disruptive events are relevant?
In Japan, disruptive events to be avoided by appropriate site selection are identified as
volcanic activity, active fault displacement, high uplift and erosion rates and human intrusion.
Earthquakes cannot be ruled out because the Japanese archipelago is situated in a
seismically active area. However extensive observations have indicated that the effects of
earthquakes on deep underground structures are much less than on surface facilities. A repository
can be designed in such a way as to reduce the effects of seismic activity sufficiently to be
acceptable for the safety assessment.
Similarly, changes in the surface environment will not have any significant adverse effect
on a deep repository if effects can be shown to be limited in relevant subsurface zones and can be
evaluated by safety assessment.
What kind of information is needed to show how to avoid disruptive events?
Information from geological records and evidence of regularity and continuity of
occurrence are essential in planning how to avoid natural disruptive events. It is possible to
develop a chronological history of such natural events based on information available over the
last several hundreds of thousands of years. Active faults with minimal displacement cannot be
avoided entirely but can be addressed with an appropriate sealing technology.
Scenarios dealing with the unavoidable influence of such natural events in the future can
be developed and analyzed on the basis of geological records. The risk of human intrusion can be
minimized by determining the location of exploitable natural resources and avoiding such
locations during site selection.
What kind of geological environments are required to preserve the EBS?
At sites where the risk of disruptive events can be minimized, the geological conditions
required to ensure that the EBS will function as designed are identified as physical stability
(including isolation from surface perturbations), low groundwater flux and favorable groundwater
chemistry.
What kind of geological environments perform well as natural barriers?
A geological environment \wuld be selected which provides a barrier role by retardation
of radionuclide transport due to processes such as sorption on rocks along the flow path and
diffusion into the non-flowing porosity of the rock matrix.
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3.2

REPOSITORY DESIGN

How can initial deficiencies be avoided?
Significant deficiencies in repository design should be avoided by careful application of
quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures to construction and installation of all
disposal system components, as well as to sealing procedures. Monitoring may be considered to
ensure compliance with the implementation plan during the pre-closure and, if required, postclosure phases. Discussion of these technical aspects will provide a basis for repository design
criteria.
Scenarios which address very low probability deficiencies in repository design can be
developed and analyzed.
How should the repository be designed to meet the performance requirements?
Certain disposal conditions can be defined in the repository design. For example, the
near-field temperature is designed to be less than 100°C to minimize chemical alteration of the
bentonite. Another example is that all overpacks are designed to retain their integrity for at least
1,000 years, in order to rule out perturbations from radiogenic heat and radio lysis in the analysis
of radionuclide dissolution and migration through the EBS. Criteria are also considered for
emplacing bentonite in such a way as to avoid colloid-facilitated transport of radionuclides.
Integrated performance assessment provides a means of identifying the critical parameters which
should be established as design goals.
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

How long is the timescale for safety assessment? (time frame)
The uncertainties associated with the results of safety assessment increase with time.
Time frames for safety assessment should be discussed not only in terms of a cut-off but also in
the context of application of different types of safety indicators as provided by quantitative or
qualitative assessment. Time frames have generally been discussed from the following
viewpoints[4];
- long-term stability of the geological environment
- potential hazard of HLW
- uncertainties due to changes in future biosphere conditions and human behavior.
The long-term stability of the geological environment can be discussed on the basis of
scientific records.
A toxicity index for HLW can be defined which represents the decrease in the hazard
presented by this waste with time, even though such a crude measure does not directly quantify
the risk arising from waste in a repository. A discussion of the level of acceptance of HLW
compared to other potential hazards could, however, contribute to defining time frames. This
type of discussion is not purely scientific and its subjective nature should be highlighted in the
regulatory process. Processes resulting from climatic variations, such as changes in sea-level,
glaciation, etc., can be studied based on past records. Nevertheless, uncertainties due to potential
anthropogenic perturbations are inherently present and need to be taken into account when
discussing time frames.
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What are the key safety indicators?
A fundamental assessment of safety can be provided by calculating the dose or risk for
particular scenarios. In order to reinforce the results of dose or risk calculations, alternative
safety indicators which may be less sensitive to uncertainties arising in the future should be used,
for example direct fluxes of radionuclides to the biosphere. Their specification should be discussed
in the regulatory process with a view to applying such indicators in safety assessment. For
comparison, fluxes of naturally occurring radionuclides can be evaluated based on erosion rate and
surface water flux.
How are scenarios for safety assessment identified? (completeness of scenarios)
Scenarios for safety assessment are developed via a well established procedure based on
system understanding and expert judgment. A systematic and transparent approach is essential
for scenario development in order to ensure completeness. Independent peer review based on
decades of international experience also forms an important part of this procedure. Welldocumented, traceable information on scenario development provides a sound scientific and
technical basis for the discussion of safety assessment criteria.
How are models and parameter values validated?
Validation of models and associated parameters is carried out by comparing model
predictions with experimental results and/or evidence from natural analogues. It is, however,
difficult to quantitatively define the validation criteria for particular models and parameters
which are used to judge whether or not they can be accepted for performance assessment
purposes. Indications of acceptance levels and an acknowledgment of a subjective component of
assessment of acceptability should be established in the regulatory process.
How are scenarios evaluated?
Selected scenarios are evaluated either quantitatively or qualitatively. However,
considering the difficulties involved in predicting future human activities, it is suggested that
inadvertent future human intrusion and biosphere scenarios should be analyzed only in a stylized
manner [5]. Discussions within the regulatory process are necessary in order to define such
stylized intrusion and biosphere scenarios.
PNC has carried out deterministic calculations in order to evaluate individual doses.
Deterministic calculations have been found to be more efficient than probabilistic calculations as
a scientific basis for providing more transparent demonstrations of system performance.
However, if low probability/high consequence events have to be analyzed, the use of probabilistic
calculations and the combination of dose and probability to evaluate risk should be considered.
4.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The current stage of the Japanese HLW program involves generic assessment of a wide
range of potential host rocks and provides a useful perspective for considering the broad
information requirements which need to be provided during the regulatory process. From the
above discussion, it is concluded that
•

The information needed for the regulatory process can be usefully classified into site
selection, repository design and the safety assessment framework as they are integrated to
form the safety case.
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•

Clear guidelines should be established within the regulatory process on time frames, safety
indicators, stylized scenarios for human intrusion and biosphere modeling and criteria for the
validation of models and parameter values.

•

It is suggested that international cooperation would be useful in structuring such guidelines,
with the aim of providing more commonality in national regulatory processes, which would
aid both the implementer and the regulator. Indeed, such homogenization would not only
encourage technical cooperation between partner organizations but would also contribute to
clarity, which is important for public acceptance.
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Abstract
In order to ensure that a comprehensive and documented safety basis exists for nuclear
fuel cycle facilities, the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has encouraged performance of
systematic safety analyses. These analyses have the purpose of identifying all potential accident
sequences, then evaluating and documenting the items relied on for safety in preventing or mitigating
these sequences. One characteristic sought in these analyses is an integration of radiological,
chemical, nuclear criticality, and other safety controls. Although the current regulations do not
explicitly require it, several major U. S. fuel fabrication facilities are performing these integrated
safety analyses (ISA). The paper discusses the objectives of this regulatory initiative, how Integrated
Safety Analysis is to achieve them, and aspects of the analysis that pose challenges in practical
application. Among the more significant of these practical challenges have been: 1) producing
descriptions of processes and their safety controls that effectively define why the controls make the
process safe, and 2) developing efficient and consistent methods for evaluating the reliability of
safety controls.

1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
Regulations governing safety of U. S. nuclear fuel cycle facilities have not, unlike those for
nuclear reactors, required a commitment by the facility to detailed hardware design criteria
for each process. This is so, in part, because the process hardware at such facilities has
greater diversity, and is subject to more change, than nuclear reactors. Design information is
submitted during licensing of the facilities, but this information is not required to be kept
current. As a result of serious incidents at U. S. nuclear facilities, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) became aware of the need for more current information, and of the need
to include an integrated assessment of nuclear criticality, chemical, radiological, fire, and
other safety hazards in the overall review of fuel facility safety. One response to these
incidents was the initiative to require Integrated Safety Analyses (ISA) by major fuel cycle
licensees, including commercial fuel fabrication facilities. The component tasks that comprise
an effective ISA will be described below. How the results of the ISA can be used to achieve a
current and adequate safety basis will then be discussed.
2. INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS
By ISA, the USNRC staff means an analysis identifying all accidents that might occur in a
facility that could lead to consequences of concern to the agency, and which identifies the
items relied on for safety for protection from these accidents. ISA also includes an evaluation
of the adequacy of these items relied on for safety (also referred to as safety controls), and
correction of vulnerabilities. The analysis is performed using proven systematic methods, and
with integrated consideration of radiological, chemical, nuclear criticality, and fire hazards.
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The component tasks in an ISA are, in order: documenting process safety information, hazard
identification, process hazard analysis (accident sequence identification), evaluating accident
consequences, documenting and evaluating formal safety controls, and evaluating
acceptability of risk.
Current and accurate process information is needed to permit safety analyses to be performed.
Hazards are the specific items that are the sources of danger, such as toxic chemicals or
sufficient fissile material to permit accidental nuclear criticality. Process hazard analysis
(PHA) is application of an appropriate systematic method, by a team of analysts qualified in
the relevant disciplines, to identify all sequences of events that could lead to consequences of
concern. The types and magnitudes of consequences of concern define categories of differing
severity. Table 1 shows the set of consequence severity criteria currently under consideration
by the USNRC staff. It is important to note that these values have not yet been reviewed nor
approved by the Commission, and are therefore are in a draft status, not formally proposed.
Usually an accident sequence leading to such consequences involves failure of designed safety
controls. The next step in ISA is to determine the types and magnitude of consequences of the
identified accidents. Finally the adequacy of safety controls is evaluated based on acceptance
criteria graded according to risk. The concept of risk-grading simply means that controls to
TABLE 1. DRAFT CONSEQUENCE CRITERIA PROPOSED FOR CATEGORIZING ACCIDENTS
IDENTIFIED IN THE INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS
Worker

DRAFT

Public

CONSEQUENCE
CATEGORIES

Radiological

Chemical

Radiological

Chemical

High

dose* > 1 Sv or
any nuclear
criticality

> AEGL-3

dose > 0.25 Sv

> AEGL-2 or
intake
30mg soluble
uranium

Intermediate

.25 Sv<dose< 1
Sv

< AEGL-3

.05 Sv<dose<
0.25 Sv

< AEGL-2

> AEGL-2

> AEGL-1

AEGL

(chemical) Acute Exposure Guide Lines, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, US National
Academy of Sciences
* Total Effective Dose Equivalent

TABLE 2. RISK MATRIX SHOWING ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR
ACCIDENTS IDENTIFIED IN THE INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS
Highly Unlikely

Unlikely

Not Unlikely

Consequences
high

acceptable

unacceptable

unacceptable

Consequences
intermediate

acceptable

acceptable

unacceptable';

Consequences
low

acceptable

acceptable

acceptable
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address accidents of higher consequences are to be of correspondingly higher reliability.
Although Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) is one acceptable method of assessing
accidents, other less quantitative methods are also acceptable.
There are several primary results from an ISA. One is the documented Process Safety
Information, which provides a description of the processes and system interfaces suitable for
assessing safety. Another is a list specifying the items relied on for safety (controls), their
safety limits, characteristics essential to reliability, and support measures to ensure that they
are available and effective when needed, such as maintenance, configuration management,
and monitoring. A summary of the process hazard analysis, formatted so as to show that
completeness has been achieved in identifying all accidents, is also an essential result.
Calculations supporting accident consequences, and information supporting the reliability of
safety controls are also products of the analysis.
3. WHAT INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS ACCOMPLISHES
When the component steps in the ISA are executed adequately, the results of an ISA form a
logically complete demonstration of the adequacy of a facility's designated safety controls.
For this reason, these results constitute an acceptable and documented safety basis.
Maintenance of this safety basis in a current state thus provides continuing assurance to
facility management and the regulatory agency that public and worker safety and the
environment are being protected. The integrated assessment of chemical, radiological, and
nuclear criticalitv hazards and controls assures integrated consideration of the adequacy of
safety controls, accounts for potential interactions between hazards and controls, and
recognizes potential tradeoffs involved in controls. When changes are made to safety
controls, an ISA of the change would be conducted and the descriptions of these controls kept
on file at the regulatory agency would be promptly updated. This would provide the
regulatory agency the opportunity to confirm, by review or inspection, that the change did not
degrade safety. Thus the objective would be achieved of avoiding long periods of time in
which operations were conducted with inadequate safety controls in place.
4. CHALLENGES IN APPLYING ISA
Because a number of facilities are in the process of performing Integrated Safety Analyses,
lessons are being learned about each of the steps in the analysis. Discussion of some of these
lessons follows. Although Process Hazards Analysis (PHA) is a central and time consuming
task in an ISA. most applications have not encountered difficulties here. This is true because
the techniques used in PHA have been used intensively throughout the U. S. chemical
industry. Thus effective methods, guidance, and training exist for these techniques. For other
steps, there is less relevant experience, hence challenges exist.
4.1 Documenting Processes and Safety Controls
In order to establish and maintain safe processes, complete process safety information must
be kept current at the facility. A summary of this information needs to be submitted as part
of the ISA results sent to the NRC. The descriptions of both the licensed process and its
safety controls need to have sufficient detail to demonstrate to the NRC license reviewer that
the safety controls are adequately reliable. Normally these descriptions would include
identifying the controlled process parameter, safety limits and margins for that parameter, and
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the reliability characteristics of the hardware or procedure relied on for safety. In practice, it
is difficult to strike a balance between too much and too little detail in these descriptions. The
purpose is to explain the safety basis, not provide a design or operating manual. Because this
task is difficult, training in technical writing and consideration of where to strike the balance
would appear to be appropriate preparatory measures for ISA.
4.2 Evaluating Adequacy of Safety Controls
Once the ISA has established the items relied on for safety in a process, and the consequences
should these items fail, it remains to determine whether these items have sufficient reliability
to prevent or mitigate the consequences. The current concept the NRC staff is considering is
to define qualitative likelihood categories denoted "highly unlikely" and "unlikely" to
evaluate the acceptability of safety control systems. The acceptable likelihood category for an
identified accident would be graded according to the severity of its consequences. This
permits each identified accident and its associated controls to be evaluated for acceptability as
shown in Table 2. The challenge in this process is the need for efficient qualitative methods
for evaluating the reliability of safety controls. Traditional quantitative reliability evaluations
require detailed modeling plus application of data from experience. Because there are
typically hundreds of safety controls at fuel cycle facilities, quantitative evaluation of all of
them would require substantial effort. On the other hand, holistic engineering judgment is
subjective, hence inconsistent, and may be wrong. What is currently being sought in this area
are methods that, while efficient, make use of some of the objective information considered in
reliability analysis. For instance, such information includes facility experience with failures
in similar equipment, and established functional surveillance time intervals. Pooling
international experience in this area may offer valuable insights.
5. SUMMARY
Integrated Safety Analysis, by systematically identifying all potential accidents, has the
potential for establishing a systematic documented safety basis for nuclear fuel cycle facilities.
This would place the safety of this industry on a firm foundation similar to what has been
done for nuclear reactors and major chemical facilities. Based on experience with analyses in
progress, ISA appears to be both practical and effective. Some practical challenges remain,
but are being addressed by adapting existing methods to this new application.
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Abstract
Radioactive waste in Turkey is generated from various applications. Radioactive waste
management activities are carried out in a facility at Cekmece Nuclear Research and Training Center
(CNAEM). This facility has been assigned to take all low-level radioactive wastes generated by
nuclear applications in Turkey. The wastes are generated from research and nuclear applications
mainly in medicine, biology, agriculture, quality control in metal processing and construction
industries. These wastes are classified as low- level radioactive wastes and their activities are up to
10 "3 Ci/m3 (except spent sealed sources). Chemical treatment and cementation of liquid radwaste,
segregation and compaction of solid wastes and conditioning of spent sources are the main processing
activities of this facility. Also, analyses, registration, quality control and interim storage of conditioned
low-level wastes are the other related activities of this facility. Conditioned wastes are stored in an
interim storage building. All waste management activities, which have been carried out in CNAEM,
are generally described in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
Low-level liquid wastes, solid wastes and spent sealed sources are main inputs of this facility.
Maximum capacity for liquid treatment of the facility is 100 m J / year. The research reactor is the main
source of liquid radwaste. Main source of spent sealed sources is industry. Main sources of solid
wastes are hospitals and medical institutes.

2. RADIOACTIVE WASTES
The radioactive wastes, generated by these activities are divided physically into two groups;
liquid wastes and solid wastes. Solid waste divided into two groups; non-compactable solid wastes and
compactable solid wastes. Non-compactable solid wastes comprise; spent sealed sources, metals, hard
parts etc Compactable solid wastes comprise; gloves, clothes, papers etc. Radioactive waste types and
main radionuclides are shown in Table 1.
Although, processing liquid radwaste volume is about 10 to 70 mJ in every year,
approximately 98% of this processing liquid radwaste have been generated from the research reactor
and precipitation has been done in situ conditions. Other liquid radwaste sources generate only 2 % of
the total liquid radwaste.
Amount of the received spent sealed sources is about 20 sources per year. Main radionuclides
in the spent sealed sources are Cs-137 and Co-60. Their activities van- from a few milicuries to
several hundred curies.
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TABLE I. RADIOACTIVE WASTE TYPES AND COMMON RADIONUCLIDES
LIQUID
RADWASTES

SOLID RADWASTES
Compactable
Radwaste
(contaminated)
with
Cs-137
Co-60

Natural Uranium
Cs-137
Co-60
Cs-134
Mn-54
Ag-llOm
Sb-124
(not commonly)
Natural Thorium
C-14
Sr-90
H-3
Zn-65
Cr-51

Non-compactable Radwaste
(contaminated)
with
Natural uranium ore
Natural thorium ore
Ni-59
Cs-137
Co-60
Fe-55
Cs-134

Spent Sealed
Sources
Ra-226
Am-241
Cs-137
Sr-90
Co-60
Cd-109
Ir-192

(not commonly)
Natural Uranium
Co-57
Zn-65
Se-75
Ir-192
1-125

2.2. Received radioactive wastes
Received amounts of radioactive waste are not regular in the facility. Furthermore,
significant amounts of radwaste had been collected before the operation of the facility. Additionally,
some chemical precipitation applications have been done in the research reactor tanks and the bottom
sludges transported to the facility. These operations caused some irregularities in the amounts of
processed waste volumes per year.. During the operational period of this facility, according to the
years, amounts of received solid wastes and received liquid wastes are shown respectively in Figure 1
and Figure 2.
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Fig. 1. Received Solid Radioactive Waste [1]
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Fig 2. Received Liquid/Sludge Radioactive Wastes [1].

Radioactive waste amount, which are generated only by CNAEM; 1 mJ / year for liquid radioactive
waste and lmVyear for solid radioactive waste (except TR-2 research reactor activities)

3 RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
3.1. Operational capabilities
These capabilities include; treatment and conditioning of liquid and solid low-level
radioactive wastes. For liquid waste management; receiving tank, precipitation tank, pipes, pumps,
dosage tanks and an in-drum mixer are existing in the facility as the mam equipment And for
compactable solid wastes, a compactor is also available.
3.2. Liquid waste treatment unit
The liquid radwaste facility can treat maximum lm J of liquid radwaste in one batch.
Chemical precipitation and cementation processes are used for the treatment of liquid wastes.
Treatment of low-level radioactive liquid waste is done by chemical precipitation. After the clear
liquid (supernatant) is confirmed as dischargeable, it is discharged after neutralisation. Remain sludge
is cemented into 200 liters drums. Liquid radwaste processing unit is shown in Figure 3.
3.2.1. Operational procedure
Radioactive liquids come to the facility' in various carboys and various amounts (1-40 liters). They
have an identification label, which is filled out by producer. These containers are collected nearby the receiving
tank. After the receiving of the liquid containers, samples are taken. Usually 1 liter of sample is taken for gamma
spectrometric analysis A manual vacuum apparatus is used to take the sample. The next step is. analysing of
the liquid waste; it lias a significant operation to decide the convenient treatment procedure. According to the
registration of the received liquid waste, following analyses are applied on the sample; gamma radioactivity
analyses, total alpha and beta counting, dose rate measurement pH measurement and conductivity measurement.
After transferring the liquid to the collection tank (Tl) by an automatic pump? mixing the collected liquids in
receiving tank for desired duration is carried out. After the mixing. 1 m3 of liquid is transferred from receiving
tank (Tl) to the precipitation tank (T2). T2 tank liquid is analysed to gain the information about the exact
activity concentrations of nuclides in liquid. Calculation of the sludge/cement ratio to be applied in the
facility is found out with simulated experiments in the laboratory. Besides of these operations, chemicals
and their required concentrations are determined by several related experiments. Jar tests applied on this sample
to determine the convenient concentrations and pH degree for optimum precipitation. Then dosage solutions are
prepared. Three dosage tanks are located over the platform. Each one has a manual mixing possibility and a
dosage pump [2].
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DOSAGE TANKS
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F/G. 3. Liquid radioactive waste treatment unit (Qnaem).

- Dl
- D2
- D3

Acid (usually nitric acid)
Alkaline (usually sodium hydroxide)
Precipitator (usually an iron salt solution)

After the addition of dosage solutions in T2 tank, jet mixer with recycle mixing is used for mixing.
Flocks begin to settle down when the mixing is stopped. It takes about 1 to 3 hours. Later on, the
supernatant is transferred from precipitation tank to clear liquid tank (T3). For the calculation of
decontamination factors and radioactivity analyses, samples are taken from T3 tank. If the supernatant
is dischargeable (it means, under the exemption level), after adjusting the pH degree it is discharged.
If not, secondary precipitation procedure is applied on it.
Then the sludge is transferred from T2 tank to cementation unit. In-drum cement mixer and
standard 200 liters cylindrical drums (d: 60 cm. h: 88 cm) are used for the immobilisation of the
sludge by cementation.
Sampling of the sludge - cement composite, radioactivity measurement, optimum hardening
time, quality control tests, fill the upper 2-3 cm with clean cement composite, surface contamination
checks and registration are the last steps of conditioning. After waiting 10 days for curing, drum is
covered with its lid and tightened.
3.3. Compaction of solid wastes
Solid wastes are received in plastic or nylon bags. These bags contain an information label on
them. Surface dose rate and weight are measured and a registration card is filled out. If necessary,
additional analyse can be carried out. The bags are grouped according to the data on the registry.
Solid wastes are segregated as compactable and non-compactable wastes in the facility. Second
segregation is performed according to the radionuclide type as the contaminant.
400 kN hydraulic compactor with 530-mm piston diameter is used for compaction. The usual
types of solid wastes are plastic tubes, papers, gloves, clothes, PVC materials, laboratory glassware,
emptied containers and some secondary wastes generated during the treatment of liquids. Their
origins are; research laboratories, radioisotope production department, nuclear fuel pilot plant
activities, radiobiology department, and TR-2 research reactor activities.
3.4. Conditioning of spent sealed sources
As soon as the source container or equipment is received, surface dose rate is measured and an
identification number is given. The nuclide type can be found out by using the gamma spectrometer.
The CNAEM has been receiving about 20 sources per year from industry and hospitals.
3.4.1. Operational procedure
Initially, about 10 cm of concrete filled into the drum to prevent the contact of sealed source to
the bottom of the drum. And three or more reinforcement bars are placed in it. After the hardening of
the bottom concrete (3 to 10 days), the source is placed at the centre of the drum. Then the drum is
filled completely with concrete. Surface dose rate calculations have been done before the operation; if
additional shielding is necessary then lead sheets may be placed around the original shield of source.
Amount of ingredients of the concrete is determined according to the quality control experiments.

4 CONDITIONED RADIOACTIVE WASTES
Total amount of conditioned (liquid radwaste and spent sealed sources) radwaste drums are
about 10 to 20 drums per year. Only 20 % of total conditioned radwaste drums are including spent
sealed sources.
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5. QUALITY CONTROL TESTS
Quality of cemented radwaste forms influenced by these factors; cement type, water
properties, cement / water ratio, aggregate or sand type, particle size distribution of sand or aggregate,
mixing mechanism, additives, curing time, temperature, humidity etc.
The solidified (cemented) liquid radioactive wastes are characterised by strong resistance to
leach aimed as low release rates of radionuclides to the environment. Leach tests are applied on the
conditioned radwaste samples to measure the leaching rate of nuclides from the cemented radioactive
wastes. Static type long-term leaching test is applied to measure this resistance to leach of cemented
wastes.
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Compressive strength of cemented waste is important for the long-term stability of
conditioned wastes. Cubic split moulds of cast iron or mild steel is used. Samples of cemented
radwastes to be tested are cast in the form of cubes (10 cm per side). Manual controlled hydraulic
compression machine is used to determine the ultimate strength value of these samples in MPa.

6. INTERIM STORAGE OF CONDITIONED WASTE
After the preparation of registration cards and codes of conditioned waste drums, they are
transported to interim storage building. Waste management activities in Turkey have not comprised
disposal stage yet. Interim storage building exists as the last stage for conditioned waste drums.
Interim storage period provides;
- Sufficient observation time under institutional control
- Discharging of the short-lived radionuclides
- Sufficient time for investigation on site selection, construction and disposal.
Storage building is located approximately 150 meters away from the CNAEM. ( i 5 m x g m
=120 m2, and height is 3 meters). Existing capacity of the building is about 600 drums for standard
200 It. drums.
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Abstract
The precursor program was started by EDF in 1994, after an investigation of the US NRC's Accident
Sequence Precursor Program. Since then, reported operational events identified as Safety Outstanding Events
have been analyzed whenever possible using probabilistic methods based on PSAs. Analysis provides an
estimate of the remaining protection against core damage at the time the incident occurred. Measuring the
incidents' severity enables to detect incidents important regarding safety. Moreover, the most efficient feedback
actions can be derived from the main accident sequences identified through the analysis.Therefore, incident
probabilistic analysis provides a way to assess priorities in terms of treatment and resource allocation, and so, to
implement countermeasures preventing further occurrence and development of the most significant incidents. As
some incidents cannot be analyzed using this method, probabilistic analysis can only be one among the methods
used to assess the nuclear power plants' safety level. Nevertheless, it provides an interesting complement to
classical methods of deterministic studies.

1.

Introduction

Up to now, the standard incident analysis has mainly consisted in studying the origins and the actual
consequences of incidents. Indeed, cause identification allows to take measures to prevent the same
incident from occurring again. However, this approach does not lead to assess the risk induced by the
incident (potential consequences).
By considering how and to which extent the installation could have been further degraded, the
incident probabilistic analysis complements the standard cause analysis. By detecting the most
significant incidents, it enables to set priorities in terms of treatment.
The incident probabilistic analysis consists in imagining, starting from the observed plant situation,
degradation scenarios that could lead to unacceptable consequences (usually core damage).
Probabilistic quantification of these scenarios provides an estimate of the remaining protection
against core damage during the event. The conditional probability of core damage, knowing that the
incident did occur, is called Potential Risk Index (PRI).
The incident probabilistic analysis method is essentially based on the French PSAs.
Incidents showing a Potential Risk Inde:
Index above 10"6 are called « precursor incidents » (precursor to
potential severe core damage accidents).
The precursor incident program started at an experimental stage in 1994. The 1994 and 1995 incident
probabilistic analyses led to settle the selection process and analysis methods. In 1996, the Nuclear
Power Plant Operations Division (EPN) and EDF's executive management confirmed the benefit of
the program and decided to carry it on.
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2.

The objectives of the incident probabilistic analysis

The assessment of the first two years of the program allowed EDF to identify four objectives for the
program:
2.1 - Exploiting quantitative results
The Potential Risk Index, measuring the incident severity, is doubly interesting:
- it enables to detect precursor incidents and make sure that relevant feed-back actions are proposed,
-

it also enables to assess priorities in terms of treatment (in-depth analysis, emergency of feed-back
actions, etc.) as well as in terms of resource allocation (use available resources first for incidents
with important safety impacts).

Thus, severity evaluation can contribute to point out incidents initially passed unnoticed, but also to
confirm or weaken other incidents' supposed significance.
2.2 - Qualitative analysis
Determination of the main sequences leading to core damage enables to accurately identify the nature
of risks linked with the incident. The most relevant feed-back actions can thus be derived from the
analysis, in terms of:
- design of plants (proposing or justifying changes - or absence of modification),
- operation of plants, concerning documents (incidental and accidental procedures...) and
organization (especially planning of activities).
2.3 - Enriching safety culture
Spreading probabilistic analyses and the main results of the program should make operators aware of
the most important defense lines, as well as of the hazardous operational situations or transients.
More generally, it should support the habit of plant people not only to investigate causes but also to
assess consequences of events and situations.
2.4 - Improving data and models used for the existing French PSAs
The comparison of sequences based on observed incidents to what is theoretically expected by the
existing PSAs leads to validate or improve these PSAs.

3.

Selection process and probabilistic analysis methods

3.1 Selection process
The selection process enables the identification of Safety Outstanding Events («incidents marquants
pour la surete») among the reportable Safety Significant Events («ISS: Incidents Significatifs pour la
Surete») and some of the Safety Related Events («EIS: Evenements Inte'ressant la Surete») occurring
on EDF nuclear power plants.
The selection criteria are based on the potential consequences of the incident, considering the risks of
core damage or important radioactive releases. 9 deterministic criteria are used and a probabilistic
analysis of the related incidents is made whenever possible. Another criterion, based on expert
opinion, opens the way to examine any incident of a kind which has not been previously analyzed.
3.2 Analysis method
Two different methods are used, and combined if necessary, depending on the kind of incident to
analyze:
- If the incident is of the «initiator» type (of sequences which can lead to core damage), the analysis
consists in estimating the available defense lines from a probabilistic point of view,
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-

If the incident is a degradation of in-depth defense (situation where some plant systems are
degraded), the analysis consists in evaluating the consequences if an initiator had occurred (when
it did not).
Event tree branch probabilities are modified to reflect the incident: failure probability of systems
observed failed during the incident are set to 1. The other branches which have not been affected by
the event are weighted by their usual probability of occurrence.
To assess the overall risk, all the factors that are likely to have an appreciable aggravating effect on
consequences are identified. For example, a real equipment failure may have no effect given the state
of the plant at the time it occurred, but could have had a detrimental effect if the plant had been in
another state. Therefore, the result has to take into account a sensitivity analysis carried on the initial
state of the plant. Parameters that can be modified in accordance with the actual situation are, for
instance, failure and common cause failure rates, probabilities of occurrence of human error, type of
reactor, repair rate of an equipment item, etc.
The quantitative processing is usually manual. Nevertheless, it might be necessary to use
computerized tools, for instance when the degradation of a defense line involves a great number of
scenarios.

4.

Difficulties

Difficulties related to probabilistic analysis are twofold:
4.1 Difficulties related to quantification
The conversion of a real incident into a set of probabilities involves some major difficulties:
- Failure of human actions are assessed using the human reliability models developed in the French
PSAs. However, these models usually have to be adapted in order to take into account the specific
behavior of the operators during the incident under study.
-

Other difficulties are related to component degradation (assessing the probability that the
component become unavailable under certain conditions) or common cause failures (whenever a
redundant equipment item fails, the probability to loose the other one has to be revised).
A methodological framework has been developed to address these problems.
4.2 Methodological limits
This type of analysis is subject to limitations inherent to the PSA itself. Indeed, hypotheses and
uncertainties related to data and models used in the PSA are transferred to the probabilistic analysis.
Moreover, some events meeting the Safety Outstanding Event criteria are impractical to analyze. For
instance:
- loss of containment isolation, since the analysis is limited to scenarios leading to core damage,
-

incidents that would require to take into account internal hazards (fire, flooding, etc.), for which no
PSA has been developed yet,

-

operation outside the operating range, for which no direct consequence can be identified,

-

some events characterized by an important number of individually insignificant failures.

5.

Quantitative analysis results

The Potential Risk Index should be considered as a means to rank and compare incidents rather than
as an absolute measure of the incidents' severity.
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5.1 1995 to 1997 results (see main reports [1] to [3])
1994 can be considered as an experimental year regarding the precursor incident program; results are
therefore presented from 1995 to 1997 only. Results do not take into account the N4 plant series
brought into commissioning in 1997.
Table I presents the distribution of the number of analyzed incidents ranked by Potential Risk Index
intervals from 1995 to 1997.

TABLE I
Number of precursor incidents by PRI intervals:
10"1 to 1
10' 2 tol0"'
10"3to 10"2
lO^tolO" 3
lO^tolO" 4
lO^to 10'5

1995

1996

1997

1
2
3
27

5
3
25

7
22

Number of precursor incidents (PRI > 10"6)

33

33

29

Number of SOE with PRI < 10"6
Number of SOE impractical to analyze

18
22

16
17

21
18

Total number of Safety Outstanding Events (SOE)

73

66

68

Total number of reported Safety Significant Events

377

437

421

Even if the total number of reported Safety Significant Events increased notably in 1996 and 1997, as
compared to 1995, the number of Safety Outstanding Events and precursor incidents has remained
stable during this period. It is interesting to point out that the seriousness of the most important
incidents has decreased from one year to another. From this point of view, safety has been improved
for the last three years.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of precursor incidents for the past three years.
Table II hereafter shows the most significant incidents (ranked by descending PRI) for the past three
years.
5.2 Using the probabilistic analysis results to assess the plant operation safety level
Because of the limitations of the method (only incidents potentially leading to core damage can be
analyzed), the probabilistic analysis of incidents cannot be the only representation of the French
nuclear infrastructure's safety level.
However, it provides information concerning the evolution of the safety level from one year to
another. For instance, an increase in the number of reported incidents (as observed from 1995 to
1996) can be more than mitigated by the relative stability of the number of precursors and a
decreasing severity of the top incidents.
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Figure 1: Precursor incidents ranked by decreasing Potential Risk Index (1995 -1996 - 1997)

TABLE II
1995
9.3 10"J

Leakage on the Residual Heat Removal System

3.9 10

Loss of main power supply - Control rod jamming during reactor trip

1.1 10"4

Water level dropping under the flange seal surface

1996
4.8

Control rod jamming during reactor trip

4.4 10

SCRAM contractor unreliable

1.9

Main power transformer explosion, followed by a fire

1.9 10

Safety Injection System and Containment Spray System unavailable

1.6 10

Component Cooling and Essential Service Water Systems unavailable

1997

None> 10"
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In this way, it must be considered as complementary to classical methods of deterministic analysis.
5.3 Using the probabilistic analysis results to set priorities
Incident probabilistic analysis makes it possible to identify the most significant incidents regarding
safety, among some 8000 Safety Related Events and 400 Safety Significant Events reported yearly by
the French nuclear power plant operators. Actions can therefore be undertaken as a priority towards a
few 30 precursor incidents.

6.

Lessons learnt from the program

6.1 Qualitative analysis results
The following points are just examples of lessons that can be learnt from the examination of precursor
incidents.
A posterori justifications
Backfitting actions such as automatic water makeup in the state when residual heat removal system is
connected, primary system open, or alarm indicating a low level when primary level is at the vessel
mating surface, have proved to lower the Potential Risk Index of many incidents.
The analysis of a water seepage in electrical rooms (1995) shows the benefit of using state-oriented
approach in case of plurality of unavailabilities.
Choice of the appropriate reactor state
After an explosion affecting the main power transformer and considering the unavailability of main
power supply would last several weeks, the reactor was brought to cold shutdown. Probabilistic
analysis then pointed out that it would have been more appropriate to bring the reactor to intermediate
shutdown, RHR valved in. a state where seal water injection is not required any more and where
steam pressure allows operation of the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump and of the emergency
supplied distribution system.
Generally speaking, in case of simultaneous unavailabilities, probabilistic analysis can help to choose
the most appropriate reactor state for safe operation.
Repetitive incidents
Some incidents which occur many times a year have proved to be precursors. Probabilistic analysis
has contributed to point out the problem and speed up the introduction of solutions. As a
consequence, incidents such as uncontrolled drainings of reactor coolant system or depressurization
while at water-solid cold shutdown, which were quite frequent in 1994 and 1995, have been rare since
1996.
Incidents involving control rod jamming due to the wear of drive mechanism bolts happened several
times in 1995-1996 (mainly during tests) on 1300 MW PWRs. The associated Potential Risk Index
proved to be around 10 . EDF took the decision to replace control rod drive mechanisms on all the
1300 MW plant series.
6.2 Improving the operational feedback
The program has also become a whole part of the operating feedback process as a method which
enables qualitative analysis of potential consequences.
The analysis method is now stabilized. The use of qualitative results to define and implement the
most relevant feedback actions has to be further developed in the future.
Thus, probabilistic analysis is used not only to back up standard deterministic analysis, but also to
point out problems which were not identified and make concrete feedback a c as emerge.
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7. Conclusions and prospects
The precursor incident program results are now widely used.
Together with more classical methods, incident probabilistic analysis provides an original
enlightening to assess the plant operation safety level. In all respects, quantitative results achieved on
the 1995-1997 period show that safety has been improved.
The program has also become a whole part of the operating feedback process as a method which
enables:
- to focus feedback actions towards the most significant incidents (around 30 precursor incidents
instead of some 400 reported Safety Significant Incidents),
-

to help to define the most efficient corrective actions through the study of the main sequences
leading to core damage.
Analyses are now being distributed to plant operators. Corresponding members, nominated for each
plant, are commissioned to understand and spread the probabilistic analyses on their plant, so that
lessons learnt from the program can be directly used to improve safety culture.
As the benefit of the program has been confirmed, it was decided to carry it on for next years.
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With increase of the number of NPPs and operation history, enhancement of the safety regulation is
becoming important for such long-operated NPPs. Centering on the comprehensive preventive maintenance,
periodic safety reviews by utilities and its review and evaluation by MITI are in progress. The first reviews have
not revealed essential and critical indications to be newly implemented. This means that the most of activities to
secure reliability and safety have been done steadily. The present paper addresses the mechanism of on-going
preventive maintenance and its essential elements: opportunities to identify issues and problems, and supporting
activities to promote decision-makings on feedback, upgrading and modernization of NPPs.
1. Introduction
The first commercial nuclear power plant (NPP) commenced its operation in 1966 in Japan,
and since then the number of NPPs and operation history have increased. Enhancement of the safety
regulation is becoming important for such long-operated NPPs, and comprehensive preventive
maintenance is central to cope with. Per request of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI), the utilities have been undertaking periodic safety reviews (PSRs) as an overall re-evaluation
of existing NPPs in their own preventive maintenance activities, and have reported the results to
MITI. MITI have reviewed and evaluated to date a total of 11 NPPs. The PSR reviews stressed on the
overall re-evaluation of existing NPPs in the context of comprehensive evaluation of operational
experience, reflection of the latest technical knowledge, and probabilistic safety evaluation. In consort
with PSR reviews, MITI undertook a study on aging issues for selected plants and released a basic
policy on safety regulation for aging.
The results of PSR reviews and the basic policy on aging were already reported elsewhere (1).
The present paper delve into the mechanism of on-going preventive maintenance and its essential
elements: opportunities to identify issues and problems, and supporting activities to promote
decision-makings on feedback, upgrading and modernization of NPPs.
The review points of "comprehensive evaluation of operational experience" stressed on the
adequacy of the frameworks and the associated mechanisms to maintain and enhance NPP safety and
reliability, and of the various improvements thus far implemented in all the operation-related areas.
The review points of "reflecting the latest technical expertise" centered on whether the important
technical information related to LWR safety was properly reflected to enhance the safety of existing
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NPPs in light of newest information/knowledge obtained in the areas of research and technological
development for use at modern NPPs.
One of the findings in the reviews is that there have not been essential and critical indications
to be further and newly implemented. It might not be imprudent to state that the most of the activities
to secure reliability and safety have been done steadily. Therefore, it is worthwhile to look into the
mechanism and its essential elements appeared in the PSR review and evaluation.
2. Opportunities and Supporting Activities to Promote Feedback, Upgrading and Modernization of
NPPs
One of the PSR review-points is to check the mechanism to secure the safety and reliability of
NPPs and to assure its effectiveness. The present chapter looks into the underlining elements to
support and drive the mechanism. Both opportunities and supporting activities are essential element:
Opportunities provide chances first to identify issues and problems, then to identify and fix measures
and/or countermeasures, and finally to make solid decisions. Supporting activities serve as means to
promote decisions and to substantiate implementation. The supporting activities have roles to provide
reliable and established technologies to decisions.
(1) Opportunities
Most notorious formal opportunities to involve both the regulators and the utilities are listed
below, while numerous other activities are being undertaken by the individual organizations.
•

Annual inspections by regulator: Legal inspections are made to important SSCs fairly
extensively at certain interval not exceeding 13 months. Tuned with the legal inspection,
utilities' own inspection program is implemented. The utilities' activities are far extensive not
limited to the legally required items, and maintenance/repair/replacement works are performed
usually during the inspection period. These activities are routine ones and the NPP are shut
done during the period..

•

Special reviews: Experience of domestic and foreign incidents/failures is fed back to the
NPP, if needed. These activities are done on an ad-hoc basis.

•

PSRs: An individual plant is reviewed at every ten-year interval. This activities are also
routine ones, but with longer views.

Combinations of these opportunities with actual issues or problems are case-dependent and
strongly dominated by the availability of means and technologies to cope with. In this sense,
supporting activities have important roles.
(2) Supporting Activities
Both Improvements and Standardization Program and Development of Replacement
Technologies, which have been done in Japan, are remarkable as supporting activities especially in
dealing with relatively major upgrading and modernization. The outcomes from these activities
jointly applied and have contributed to the preventive maintenance. It should be noted that large
efforts were required to nuclear communities as well as time etc.
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a. Improvements and Standardization Program
Major technologies in the early stage of NPP utilization in Japan were imported from foreign
countries, such as USA and United Kingdom. Around 1975, where not a few initial troubles and
incidents had been experienced and the annual capacity factor (national average) had slumped to a 40
% level in the worst year, MITI launched and took an initiative of the Improvements and
Standardization Program for fixing troubles and incidents, improving reliabilities and safety as well
as NPP performances. Figure 1 illustrates the dynamism and paradigm experienced after 1966. The
Program extended stepwise: Phase 1-1975 to 1997; Phase 2 - 1978 to 1980; Phase 3-1981 to 1985.
Examples of major items elaborated in the Program are listed in Table 1 together with the produced
results. In Phase 3, the primary objectives were to integrate the accomplishment of the preceding
phases into advanced NPPs, i.e. ABWRs and APWRs.
These results have formed the technological basis, and contributed to enhancement of
reliability and safety, in other words, to upgrading and modernization. It should be noted that the
primary objective and outcome of Phase 3 are to culminate in modern NPPs, but certain designs are
implementable to the existing NPPs, and are actually in place in some NPPs. In such cases,
replacement technologies are often one of prerequisites.
b. Development of Replacement Technologies
Since 1977. an effort to establish replacement technologies has been undertaken by the Nuclear
Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) under the sponsorship of MITI. Individual activities are
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categorized under the name of NPP Rejuvenation Technology Reliability Tests, which depicts its
intended application. Typical examples, from Reactor Internals Replacement Technology, are:
•
•

BWR: Internal core monitoring housing, shroud, CRD housing and jet pump riser housing
PWR: RV internals, instrumentation guide tubes.
Real applications are exemplified in the next chapter.

3. Examples of Feedback, Upgrading and Modernization
Implementations have been made on a fairly timely and appropriate basis in a variety of
applications, i.e. feedback, upgrading and modernization. The typical examples are enumerated in the
previous PSR reviews 0 '.
The most notorious examples will be the cases with the feedback of TMI-2 accident (provision
and improvements of switch layout, colored alarm display according to signal importance etc.), and
Mihama 2 SGTR (refinement of pressurizer pressure relief valve capability by supplying service air
through independent piping, and high sensitivity main steam piping monitor for SG tube leak
detection (Nitrogen 16 monitor) etc.) In the case with Mihama 2 NPP, all the SGs, the faulted and one
intact SGs, have been replaced with new ones designed on an advanced concept, which is an outcome
of Improvements and Standardization Program.
To depict the contribution of Replacement Technologies aforementioned, one of the examples
from application of Reactor Internals Replacement Technology is shown here. This is the case with
BWR that replaced its core shroud. Figure 2 shows the new core shroud being installed in the rector
vessel. Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) ailed the old core shroud, and the new core shroud has a
feature of SCC-resistant capability by changing material to SS316L from SS304. The work was
completed during an inspection period. Combined contribution of the replacement technology and
component development, as well as decontamination technology for the replacement, work is
apparent.
4. Measures for Aging
The PSR reviews stressed on rather the present status of existing NPPs as a result of cumulative
efforts in the past. For addressing on a longer look into the future, MITI undertook a study on aging
issues for selected 3 plants ("', and released a basic policy on safety regulation for aging. These
activities jointly work in the framework of preventive maintenance.
(#)

Tsuruga 1 (BWR), Mihama 1 (PWR) and Fukushima 1-1 (BWR) NPPs which had been operated
for 25 to 26 years by the time of the study.

(1) Study on Aging Issues
Major components and structures were selected by three factors: inclusion of major
components or structures important to NPP safety, and of which repairing or replacement is difficult
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TABLE 1 EXAMPLES OF MAJOR TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENT/UPGRADING IN
THE IMPROVEMENTS AND STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM
Features

Items
Boiling Water Reactors
CO Improvement of Reliability/Performance
• Stress Corrosion Crackmg
• Nuclear Fuels and Reactor Core
• Improvement of I&C Systems
©

OccuDational Dose Reduction
Efficiency of Inspection
• Reduction & Removal of Crud

and

• ALAP Measures
• Automation of ISIs
• Provision of Working Area in CV
• Repair and replacement works

Material improvement (low carbon
steel)
Improvement of welding method and
thermal treatment, etc.
- Pressurized fuel rods and advanced
FAs, Fast motion CRD
Enhancement
of
redundancies/reliabilities

-

Control of dissolved oxygen, Utilization
of cobalt-free steel
- Provision of rare gas hold-up facility
- Remote control/ISI automation (e.g
RV)
Design improvement in advanced CV
- Automation of woks

Pressurized Water Reactors
® Improvement of Reliability/Performance
• Nuclear Fuels and Reactor Cores
• SG and Tube Corrosion
® Occupational Dose
Efficiency of Inspection
• ALAP Measures

Reduction and

• Automation of ISIs
• Provision of Working Area in CV
• Repair and replacement works

Grid improvement against fuel rod
bowing, etc.
Improvement of water chemistry and
tube materials, Improvement of SG
design
Provision of charcoal exhaust filter to
condenser air injector, etc.
Provision/improvement of automated
UT system or RV inspection, etc.
Design improvement in advanced CV
- Automation of woks

and hence detailed analyses are needed to examine aging effects. This rule has led to the selection of
16 components and structures: reactor (pressure) vessel (RV), reactor internal structures, reactor
coolant pipe/reactor coolant pump/pressurizer, primary coolant piping, recirculation pump, SG,
electric cable, containment vessels, and concrete structures.
The cases with RV and SG are illustrated for obtaining a picture of study.
a. Reactor (pressure) vessel
RVs are made of low alloy steel and inner surface is weld liner by stainless steel (SS), while
BWRs have some parts without inner liner. Aging-related phenomena considered are: material fatigue
due to repetition of start/stop cycles, embrittlement due to neutron irradiation, SCC of Inconel 600
alloy for PWR, SCC of SS, and general corrosion for parts without inner SS liner for BWRs.
Regarding fatigue, no serious problem is pointed-out for securing long-term operation, but
periodic evaluations are needed based on the actual frequency of transients. Regarding the
embrittlement, systematic surveillance tests are performed by in-vessel specimens for embrittlement
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Figure 2 New core shroud being
installed in the reactor vessel
(by a courtesy of Tokyo Electric Company)

inspection. An evaluation with a fracture mechanics technique showed that the core material that is to
receive an amount of neutron radiation assuming long-term operation still holds the resistance against
brittle fracture. Regarding SCC of Inconel 600 Alloy of PWRs, systematic inspection and
examination are required for high stress and high temperature areas. Regarding SCC of SS etc. of
BWRs, further systematic inspection and examination are required. Regarding corrosion for the areas
without SS inner liner, an evaluation based on past performance indicated that the amount of
corrosion is insignificant and the minimum thickness required for RV is maintained.
b. Steam Generators
The early-designed SGs have experienced damages of various modes, and the experience has
led to new SG designs. The most representative modifications are material change from Inconel 600to Inconel 600- Alloy with special thermal treatment and then to Inconel 690 Alloy with special
thermal treatment. These contributed to improvement of anti-corrosion characteristics. The earlydesigned SGs that experienced a number of tube degradation have been replaced with new ones with
modified design and materials. Aging-related phenomena considered for materials other than SG
tubes are: fatigue, and corrosion under secondary system water chemistry environment, v'hile intergranular attack and SCC are considered for SG tube materials.
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Regarding fatigue, no serious problems are pointed-out, but periodical evaluations are needed
taking account of actual number of transients. Regarding corrosion, results of corrosion tests and
survey on the actual plants indicate that long-term integrity will be secured. Regarding tube damages,
possibilities of occurring damages such as experienced in the past cannot be absolutely excluded, and
eddy current tests and proper water quality management are needed.
The study formed the basis of the basic policy on safety regulation for aging, which will be
summarized next.
(2) The Policy on Safety Regulation for Aging
In light of present practice, on-going maintenance activities are reviewed, and major statements
are summarized as:
a. Continuation of safe operation is possible even for the aged NPPs by keeping the current
maintenance and further enhancing inspection and surveillance.
b. It is recommended to identify items necessary for enhancing inspection and surveillance, and to
implement such items after certain years of operation.
For countermeasures for aging, major statements are summarized as:
a. Sophistication of periodic inspection for aged NPPs
Additional items/contents both for the legal- and the utilities' own- inspections will be reevaluated. The countermeasures will be implemented after around 30-year operation, but
sophistication of the present inspection items/intervals and its application to NPPs with a shorter
period of operation are recommended.
b. Technical standards of structures
Refinements of technical standards of structures taking account of material property changes
are necessary. Reviewing both for standards and evaluation methods of inspection results and repair
methods will be continued.
c. Utilities' own maintenance
Utilities' technical evaluation of reactor integrity and implementation of a comprehensive/
systematic management method are necessary all through the NPP life, combining technical
evaluation of PSR and maintenance plans.
d. Technology development for aging
Further continuation of technical development for implementing more reliable management is
needed. Technological development needed are inspection/monitoring technology, repair/replacement
technology and evaluation technology. For attaining goals, promotion of the development is needed
for the government, utilities and other related organizations. Data collection of material and
operational data is also important.
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5. Summary
The comprehensive preventive maintenance is essential to cope with feedback, upgrading and
modernization of NPPs in Japan. Based on the Japanese exercise, the mechanism and its essential
elements, i.e. opportunities to identify issues and problems and supporting activities to promote
decision-makings, and the aging issues in a cumulative fashion were outlined and exemplified. The
Improvements and Standardization Programs and Development of Replacement Technologies have
contributed much in dealing with relatively major upgrading and modernization, although
contributions from other activities are also substantial. To date, all the efforts have yielded in toto a
level of 80 % capacity factor, which is nearly an uppermost value under the present maintenance
scheme.
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Abstract
It was early in 1980's that the digital controllers were first applied to nuclear power plant in Japan. After that,
their application area had been expanding gradually, reaching to the overall integrated digital system including
the safety system in Kashiwazaki-Kariwa units 6 and 7.
The software for computer-based systems has been produced using the graphical language "POL" in Japanese
nuclear power plants. It is the fundamental principle that the reliability of the software should be assured through
the properly managed quality assurance. The POL-based system is fitted to this principle. In applying POLbased systems to safety system, the MITI, Ministry of International Trade and Industry, identified the licensing
issues as the regulatory body, while the utilities had developed the digital technology feasible to the safety
application. Through the activities, a specific industrial design guide for the software important to safety was
established and the adequacy of the technology was certified through the demonstration tests of the integrated
system. In the safety examination of the digital reactor protection system of K-6/7, the application of POL were
approved. The POL-based systems in nuclear power plants were successfully operated with very few incidents.
Non failures were reported in safety system. This means the excellence of utility's maintenance activities as well
as the successful design and production process of the POL-based systems.
This paper describes the activities in licensing and maintaining the computer-based systems by the utilities
and manufacturers as well as the MITI.
1.

History of Introduction of Digital Technology

1)

Main feature of the POL, Graphical Computer Language
The computer-based systems for nuclear power plants were developed based on the graphical
language "POL (Problem Oriented Language)" in Japan. When the software of computer-based
systems would be produced with the conventional computer language such as C-language or Pascal,
the interpretation of system design description to software specification and the programming from
software specification are needed. These tasks were usually performed by software engineer, but this
involvement of software engineers is thought to be a source of design error owing to the difference of
terminology and definitions among the nuclear engineers and the software engineers.
In the graphical method, the various kinds of sub-programmed basic execution elements, such as
"AND,"' "OR" or "ADD", and interface program were prepared, and the target software would be
constructed automatically by combining these elements on the CAD machine. When a system
software is produced with POL, CAD operator refers software diagram described in the similar
expression with Interlock Block Diagram (IBD), which was drawn by the nuclear instrumentation and
control (I&C) engineer from the system design description through the same design process as the
conventional process for analog system design. As the software engineer is not involved in this
approach, the errors caused by misunderstanding of the specification are hardly introduced.
As the subprogrammed elements of POL are simplified and the number of the required elements
are limited, these are easily verified. Further, the verification of the produced software by the third
person can be easily performed because of the similar expression of POL program with software
diagram.
2)

History of POL-based system application to nuclear I&C systems
This POL method was widely used for the I&C systems in fossil power plants. Based on this
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experiences, the first application of POL system to the nuclear facility was the turbine auxiliary
control system at the beginning of 1980's. After that, the application area was expanded steadily to
the principal control systems including the turbine speed control system (EHC), feedwater and recirculation flow control systems (FDWC/RFC). The overall integrated digital system except the
reactor protection system (RPS) were adopted in nuclear plants commenced commercial operation
after 1943. Meanwhile the digital replacement of the conventional analog system such as EHC and
FDWC/RFC of operating plants was in progress. All of these replaced systems were POL-based ones.
Based on these successful results, the overall integrated digital system including RPS are adopted
at Kashiwazaki-Kariwa units 6 and 7 (K-6/7), commenced commercial operation at 1997 and 1998,
respectively. The integrated digital system was developed with POL, keeping the system separation
between safety system and non-safety system.
At present, about 1000 central processing units (CPU's) worked in 17 nuclear power plants of
Tokyo Electric company (TEPCO). As for the operating data, digital EHC, digital FDWC/RFC and
digital neutron measurement system operate without any failures reported during the power operation
for 93 rector-years, 97 reactor-years and 66 reactor-years, respectively.
2. Introduction of Digital Reactor Protection System
2.1 Preparation Phase
1) Regulatory concern
The main issue in adopting a computer-based safety system is the potential common cause failures
owing to the common usage of the identical software to redundant channels. As the software errors
are prone to be introduced in the design and production process, the utilities recognized the
importance of establishing the reliable process and tried to develop both design and confirmation
method to enhance the reliability of digital technology as applicable to the safety systems.
Meanwhile, the regulatory body also recognized it and participated the activities such as the
establishment of appropriate industrial design guide and the demonstration tests to confirm the system
integrity and reliability.
2) Establishment of design criteria
The new industrial design guide "Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer System
in Safety-Related Systems for Nuclear Power Plants"(JEAG-4609) was established by incorporating
the requirements to ensure the reliability of software being installed in computer-based safety
systems, as the design guide for RPS at that time did not cover computer-based systems. The new
guide describes "Verification and Validation (V&V)" requirement for designing and producing the
software important to safety and "Configuration Management and Maintenance" requirement for
modifying and maintaining it. The former requires to perform 5 steps of verifications and the
validation, and that these activities shall be done by a person who was not involved the design and the
results shall be recorded in documents. The latter requires to document the configuration
management, to keep the source code and to check the system for maintaining the functionality during
the operation.
3) Demonstration test
The demonstration test was performed to assure the effectiveness of the V&V defined in the new
guide and to certify' that the functionality and performance of the computer-based safety system are
accomplished under the postulated circumstance. One of the four independent channels was simulated
with computer-based devices to be used in the actual plant, while the others were simulated by a
simulator arranged for the test purpose. It was assured through the V&V record that the software
installed was checked and reviewed according to the defined V&V procedure.
The test items consist of characteristics test, thermal aging test, noise test, vibration test and
accident simulation test. The test conditions were determined based on the design requirements for
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the RPS and environmental conditions expected to be encountered during normal and abnormal plant
operation. The system worked well without any troubles or failures. This result proved the
effectiveness of the V&V, and provided the significant design data for the environmental factors.
2.2 Application of safety protection system at K-6/7
The first nuclear power plants that adopted the digital RPS in Japan were K-6/7 of TEPCO. The
safety review by the MITI for the proposed conceptual design of the digital RPS was focused on the
reliability of the software written in POL. The characteristics of the POL-based software are as
follows;
- program is simply constructed using comparatively less kinds of logic elements.
- the program is easily readable and clear when being reviewed by a third person.
Owing to these characteristics, it was judged that the elimination of errors in designing and
producing the software was surely achieved. Besides these, program is executed toward one-way
direction with cyclic execution, but without interruptive execution, thus minimizing the invasion of
execution errors. The MITI approved the proposed design based on these characteristics, considering
the fact that the manufacturer had established the quality assurance system in designing and
producing POL-based software.
The quality assurance system and quality assurance plan, as well as the design details of the
digital RPS, was subjected to the review item in MITI's review process of the Construction Plan.
MITI performed pre-use inspections for the systems and components to confirm the necessary
function and capability, based on the utility's self-imposed tests. The same practice was applied for
the inspection of the digital RPS. The MITI planned to audit the results of V&V performed by the
utility in the case that produced system would fall into failure resulting from software error , but there
had been no system faults and the associated audits were not performed.
Through licensing activities for K-6/7, the MITI acknowledged the importance of establishing the
quality assurance program and doing V&V of the software under the well managed manner in order
to gain the reliable software. It should be stressed that the software important to safety should be
constructed so that it can be easily readable by a third person.
3. Quality Assurance (QA) of digital system
1) QA activities during design, production and pre-operational testing stage
The manufacturers of computer-based systems applied basically same QA process in designing,
producing and testing the computer-based system being used for both safety systems and non-safety
systems, except the defined V&V for the safety systems. As for the V&V for the RPS of K-6/7, only
one corrective action was carried out, that was, to redefine a few ambiguous Japanese terms. This was
thought to be the effective aspect owing to the POL method that enables to apply basically identical
QA process.
POL is software that can easily conduct V&V, but several ten thousands of man-hours at the
manufacturers and about a thousand of man-hours at utility were required for the V&V activities. The
dynamic tests using the automatic tools were also carried out at the factory and 7 postulated cases
were tested about ten thousand times and the results of the behavior were all normal.
During the pre-operational tests, the functionality of the digital RPS were assured without any
failures, while the recirculation pump speed control system experienced a bit error, which was
thought not always to be a software error as the system was revived by the replacement of the
substrate.

3.2 QA activities during the operation and maintenance
Here, the QA activities during the operation and maintenance were described referring to the
experience of TEPCO who utilized about 1000 POL-based cpu's in their stations, mentioned above.
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All of these systems worked well without any failures during the plant normal operation except few
failures in pre-operational testing. No incidents caused by the failures in computer-based systems
were reported from other utilities in their nuclear facilities.
As TEPCO makes long-term maintenance contract with the system suppliers to maintain the
functionality and performance of computer-based systems, the maintenance personnel at stations were
required to identify the failed part in the case of system failures. For this purpose the maintenance
training center was established in each site to make the maintenance personnel learn the necessary
knowledge.
The periodical maintenance for computer-based systems, consists of annual basic check and
biannual detailed check, is performed by the suppliers according to the defined manuals. When the
modification for the software or the setpoints are needed, the work would be carried out by the
technicians of the system suppliers with witness of the maintenance personnel of the utility,
preventing the careless mistake and keeping the constancy between the documents and revised
devices. Thus the configuration management of the computer-based systems is assured.
The replacement of the I&C components or devices were carried out at every 15 years by the
suppliers recommendation. Up to now, the digital/digital replacements as well as the analog /digital
replacements were performed. Most of these replacements were conducted by the suppliers of the
replaced system who were the I&C division of main contractor of the nuclear station and possessed
the necessary design and operational data for the replaced systems, thus assuring the correct and
complete transfer of the replaced performance. This approach has also advantage in keeping the
interface between replaced system and the remained system. When the digital replacement would be
planned, the replacement is recommended in a manner as panel-by-panel base or system-by-system
base in order to keep the interface correctly.
4. Future Issues
The following items should be considered to be resolved for farther increasing the safety.
a)

b)

c)

Quantitative evaluation for the software reliability should be considered to meet the
probabilistic safety assessment and improve the public accountability of the digital safety
system, although our approach based on the appropriate quality assurance was proven to be
effective and trustworthy.
Standardization and Product Certification of computer-based safety system should be
encouraged for improving the reliability of the system. Especially Product certification
through software fixed would be the effective in assuring the reliability as well as saving the
cost and time.
The digital upgrading of the safety system is not our concern at present, as the utilities
intend that the aged safety system should be replaced with the conventional analog equipment.
But the interface between the replaced digital system and the remained system will be the
issue when the digital replacement would be considered. Meanwhile, the digital replacement
of the analog non-safety system should be recommended to be carried out in such a manner as
system-by-system or panel-by-panel, based on the experience in our country.
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Abstract
Safe and stable operation of a nuclear power station requires personnel fostering. In Japan, with the
objectives of systematically securing qualified people for a long period of time, and maintaining and
improving their skills and knowledge, the utilities have created strict personnel training plans, for
continuous education and training. Concrete examples of education and training for operators and
maintenance personnel at commercial nuclear power stations in Japan,such as education systems training,
facility and contents of curriculum , are detailed including some related matters. Recent activities to catch
up with environment changes surrounding education and training of operators and maintenance staff are
also mentioned .

1. Introduction
Japanese nuclear power plant operators have been maintaining extremely high levels of
reliability of their facilities. Furthermore, the unscheduled plant shutdown rate has been kept
at an exceptionally low level, resulting in one of the best records achieved by any nation
utilizing nuclear power.
These achievements are mainly attributable to the following reasons. First, detailed
maintenance work is carried out on all plant components in accordance with their importance
and operating conditions. The scope of this maintenance work is extended to include plant
sub-components, with a particular focus on the degradation modes.
Second, a detailed analyses of a wide variety of information obtained from both domestic
and overseas plants is undertaken and results of the analyses are incorporated into the
inspection practices. Third, a thorough examination of the causes of any trouble which occurs
at a plant is performed. Finally, the experience gained solving problems at one plant is
carefully applied to other plants. In addition there are two reasons in the background ,one is the
tradition that employees generally have deep consciousness of membership of their
companies under the permanent employment system ,the other is the result of the
establishment of thorough education systems and the earnest practices of education & training .
Recently in Japan, the electricity industry has been facing increasing demands to introduce
the principles of competition and deregulate the electricity generation business. The demands
are aimed at decreasing the electricity rate to a level equal to Western countries because of the
trend toward social structure reform. As a result, the nuclear power generation sector is being
forced to simultaneously achieve further improvements in operating efficiency and higher
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levels of safety assurance. However, as the nuclear industry is maintaining, the average age of
skilled engineers is rising. At the same time, due to a decrease in the construction of new
plants, an increase in the amount of contract work .promotion of streamlining of maintenance
outage works, and fewer maintenance problems, it has become increasingly difficult to have
opportunity and transmit the knowledge of numerous maintenance techniques to younger
engineers.
Safe and stable operation of a nuclear power station requires not only facility of integrity
but also personnel fostering. In Japan, with the objectives of systematically securing qualified
people for a long period of time, and maintaining and improving their skills and knowledge, the
utilities responsible for these power stations have created strict personnel training plans, for
continuous education and training.
Their operators have undergone training programs using simulators provided by each
nuclear power utility. Training is also carried out by operation training centers belonging to
external organizations, such as the BWR Operation Training Center (BTC) for BWR plants,
and the Nuclear Power Generation Training Center (NTC) for PWR plants. Both provide
education and simulation training for operators working in each nuclear power utility's reactor
facilities.
Maintenance staffs are trained in the Maintenance Training Centers established by each
nuclear power utility. Here, these staff members receive practical training using a variety of
simulated facilities, inspection and training equipment, with the objectives of maintaining and
improving their knowledge, skills, and work control ability. Also, these centers are used as
education facilities for employees of
subcontractors.
Maintenance personnel also undergo regularly scheduled training in which their individual
skill development is under the control of highly skilled trainers under a systematic and
thorough education program.
2. Education & training of operators and maintenance staff
Concrete examples of education and training for operators and maintenance personnel at
commercial nuclear power stations in Japan (reference to the case of Chubu Electric Power Co.
and Kansai Electric Power Co.) are detailed below including some related matters, although
there is some variation among the different utilities in this respect.
(1) Education & training system
The education system covers knowledge and skills necessary for the safe and stable
operation of nuclear power plants, targeting from new employees to managerial personnel. It is
also organized systematically in accordance with experience and job level.
(2) Utilization of qualification systems
In-house qualification systems for operators and maintenance staff urges employees to
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to carry out jobs and improve the result of
education and training by clarifying the goal level.
(3) Education of safety culture
The curriculum includes the education of safety culture at each education step from new
employees through managerial staff to cultivate and maintain it.
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(4) Outline of education and training
A. The education and training of operators
Operators are educated systematically depending on their training stage by means of
"education and training through daily operatipn(OJT: On the Job Training)," "on-the-shift
education by the education group," and "collective training at the Nuclear Training Center."
There are six shift groups for the. operation organization including the education group
which is set up for specializing in education to achieve further enhancement of education and
training. Each shift group is composed of: a Shift Supervisor who is nationally certified, an
Assistant Shift Supervisor, and 4 to 5 operators.
? Basic concept of education and training for operators
As mentioned above, education and training for operators are provided as OJT, on-the-shift
education by the education group, and collective training at the Nuclear Training Center. OJT
aims at acquiring knowledge particular at the job site and learning operation skills through
surveillance tests of the equipment and on other occasions. Items to be mastered are stipulated
in the education and training record logbook.
On-the-shift education by the education group aims at supplementing OJT and enhancing
team training by utilizing simulators. The education and training at the Nuclear Training Center
consists of operation training by using simulators, technical practice by using the identical
equipment with those
at the plant, and technical lectures (theoretical education).

Outline of education and training for operators in each class
Operators are divided into 3 classes, namely, A, B, and C, depending on their capability
based on the in-house qualification system. Those in class A are so-called full-fledged
operators, and those who are in training toward class A are class B and C operators.
- New employees; nuclear power orientation training and new employee training
The technical employees assigned to nuclear power receive education on basic knowledge of
mechanisms and principles of nuclear power generation, safety, radiation, etc. They are
required to master basic knowledge concerning the nuclear power station, including the job
outline of each workplace, through workplace experience training.
- Class C; basic operation training
OJT focusing on on-site patrol is provided for operation trainees assigned to the operation
department. Thus we have the trainees acquire the basic knowledge, skills, and attitudes
necessary as an operator.
Then we offer education on the objective and function of the plant systems and provide
training on basic operations such as start-up and stopping of common auxiliary equipment.
We also provide training, placing emphasis on on-site operation mainly through OJT.
- Class B; special operation training
We provide basic operation training such as the regular start-up and stopping operation of the
unit, training to respond to single failure, and operation training in case of an accident. The
education group provides team training including
symptom-based response training.
Theoretical education is provided for the theory of reactor physics, nuclear hydraulics, etc.,
principle and structure of the electrical equipment and instruments.
- Class A; applied operation training and senior staff operation training
Operation training mainly for responding to an accident continues at regular intervals.
Theoretical education is also provided about the plant design concept and the safety concept.
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Later, training for senior staff is offered to cultivate leadership skills required for an assistant
manager.
The education group provides team training including symptom-based response training.
- Shift Supervisor, Assistant Shift Supervisor; training for operation managers
Training focusing on leadership, situational judgment, and handling capabilities is provided
during Supervisor training at BTC( at NTC in the case of the reactor type is PWR) and team
training including symptom-based response training offered by the education group. Crisis
management education is also provided.
B. The education and training of Maintenance Personnel
The education method mainly consists of On the Job Training (OJT). At the same time, in
order to complement OJT and further improve training efficiency, a Maintenance Training
Center, which is used exclusively for training maintenance personnel, has been established. At
the training center, training takes place through the use of actual models of plant systems.
The actual models of plant systems which are used at the Maintenance Training Center
include the reactor vessel, the fuel handling system, the reactor coolant pump, the steam
generator, the turbine generator main body, the main control board, the digital control system,
the Control Rod Driving Mechanism (CRDM), the electrical E/H, the metal clad, switch-gear,
the pumps, and the valves.
The education program at the Maintenance Training Center includes training in the
following areas:
- Education regarding the structure of the facilities and the latest maintenance
methods.
- General technical education including non-destructive inspection, welding
inspection ,nuclear component materials and seismic design.
- Education for on-site management technologies such as condition monitoring technology
(e.g., vibration monitoring, motor-operated valve diagnosis) and actions to be taken
in the event of an emergency.
- Education regarding nuclear power related laws and regulations.
- Safety education such as nuclear power generation theory.
- Education covering a wide range of areas such as safety culture, quality control,
human factors and work schedule management.
In-house full time instructors are in charge of the education and training.
In addition, other qualified instructors are invited from external organizations. Another area
of education that has been emphasized in Japan is the trouble experience. Education on trouble
experience also is carried out at the Maintenance Training Center for preventing recurrence of
troubles. The training for this education is based on past trouble experience both in Japan and
in other countries, and thoroughly
covers their causes, countermeasures, and analysis methods.
The Outline of Phased Education and Training for Maintenance Personnel
a. Training for New Employees
The same as for operators.
b. Power Generation Exercises
A training program of approximately 1 year is given to personnel in advance to their
assignment to respective maintenance sections, for the purpose of providing knowledge
of systems, equipment functions, and layouts.
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c. Basic Maintenance Education
A training program of approximately 6 years centering on On the Job Training (OJT) is
given to personnel who have been assigned to maintenance sections, for the purpose of
providing basic knowledge of maintenance works.
d. Intermediate Maintenance Education
In order to make maintenance personnel to acquire knowledge and skills required for
establishing the firm footing of maintenance expertise, another training program of
approximately 6 more years is provided.
During these 6 years, in-depth knowledge down to design philosophy of specific
facilities is acquired by the maintenance personnel through specialized maintenance
exercises on individual facility (e.g. pumps, valves, and pipes) and through training at
vendors of facilities.
e. Advanced Maintenance Education
Following the above explained education programs of approximately 12 years in total,
during the relevant period, aptitude of individuals as maintenance personnel is judged.
Those who are judged to have the aptitude are given further training to become
professional site expert engineers. Those who are judged to have superior management
ability are given further training including further experience on various facilities and
various maintenance works for becoming managers or supervisors.
The time period required for these further training activities is estimated to be
approximately 8 years.
(5) Related matters
A. Education and training of associated firms
We support the education and training of the workers of associated firms, for example
providing them with training facilities ,though each company is responsible for education and
training of its workers .In addition we have such organizations as safety and health promotion
council ,which consists of utility and contractors in order to assure mainly the industry safety,
doing daily activities together with them ,and sharing information and cultivating the sense of
unity.
B. QC circle and improvement proposal
We organize QC circles which mainly consist of young employees at each work place and
they discuss the improvement of jobs from the streamlining point of view and report its results
every year. We also have reward system to the proposal of improvement.
C. Coexistence with local communities
We have the campaign that all the employees of the power station including young
generation visit each home of local communities in the vicinity of the station and explain the
current status of the power station and exchange opinions regarding nuclear power generation.
This campaign gives us important opportunity to promote the coexistence with local
communities and to recognize social environment regarding nuclear power generation.
D. International exchange
Having received international review or exchanges, such as IAEA OSART, International
Invitation Program for Safety Management at Nuclear Power Plant (by Japanese Government),
Exchange Visits of WANO ,Technical Exchange Visit of INPO, these exchanges have helped
us not only to improve operation and administration of the power station but also to cultivate
safety culture of plant personnel.
3. Topics
(l)Topics concerning education and training of operators
? Introduction of the education group for the operation organization
We have set up a group specializing in education (education group) for the operation
organization in order to further enhance education and training of operators. On-the-shift
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education provided by the education group, supplementing OJT, covers education on the rule
base such as rules and regulations, the knowledge base such as plant systems, case studies on
human errors and domestic/foreign troubles, mastery of operation manuals, and operation
training responding to emergencies as a team training.
On an individual basis, we also provide education by utilizing learning equipment such as
CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) for operators of class B and C. Introduction of the
education group has increased the total annual man-days of on-the-shift education. The
operators can devote themselves to education when they are in the education group. This has
made it possible to provide more effective education. We are still trying to figure out ways,
however, to make the content of education
in the education group more effective so that safe and stable operations can be maintained for
the long term.
?

Installation of in-house full-scope simulator
Operation experience in an actual plant is an essential element of an operator's education.
However, with high capacity factors of nuclear power plants recent years, opportunities have
been declining for operators to experience operations such as the start-up and stopping of a
plant and operations to respond to unplanned conditions. As a countermeasure, it has become
more effective to provide operation training by using simulators modeled on the actual
equipment. Some utilities installed in-house simulators modeling the utility's own plant and
have provided training.
?

Introduction of the education of accident management
Following the start of installation of accident management to plant ,the education of
accident management is necessary for technical staff including operators ,we have been
promoting the preparation of texts and introduction into education curriculum.
(2)Recent Activities for Education of Maintenance Personnel
Various activities have been initiated recently for transmitting maintenance expertise to
younger generation of engineers as explained below.
In response to the decreasing number of new plant construction, other opportunities are
used to pass down the maintenance expertise to the younger engineers. They are
dispatched to plant vendors at opportunities such as the facility modifications and
improvements carried out to cope with severe accidents. These works have been started
following the steam generator tube rupture incident at Mihama-2.
In response to the decreasing number of opportunities for personnel education, in-house
maintenance personnel groups consisting of young engineers have been organized to
directly conduct the annual outage works for major plant components.
In order to cover the loss of the number of field experience opportunities, the
maintenance personnel are reorganized into teams in charge of respective facilities, so
that they can acquire more specialized expertise.
A maintenance engineering section is newly established at each plant as to serve as a
driving force for reestablishing maintenance methods by actively introducing new
techniques such as condition monitoring.
4.

Summary
We have worked to foster reliable operators and maintenance personnel who can assume
safe and stable operation of the nuclear power station by the approach introduced here.
Further, we plan to continue providing effective education and training by taking into
consideration the changes in the environment and to maintain/improve the quality of the
operators and maintenance personnel.
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Abstract
Mochovce NPP is the last one of this kind and compared to its predecessors, it is
characterized by several modifications which contribute to the improvement of the safety
level. In addition based on Nuclear Regulatory Authority requirements and based on
documents:
- IAEA - Safety Issues and their ranking for NPP WWER 440/213
IAEA - Safety Improvement of Mochovce NPP Project Review Mission
- Riskaudit - Evaluation of the Mochovce NPP Safety Improvements
Additional safety measures have been implemented before commissioning.
The consortium EUCOM (FRAMATOME - SIEMENS), SKODA Praha,
ENERGOPROJEKT Praha, Russian organizations and VUJE Trnava Nuclear Power Plants
research institute were selected for design and implementation of the safety measures.
The papers summarized, safety requirements, safety measures implemented, results of
commissioning and results of safety analysis report evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Construction of 4 WWER 440/V213 units at Mochovce site commenced in 1984. In
1990, due to lack of financial resources and also due to political and economical transition in
the country, the construction was interrupted. Apart from necessary conservation work, only
the replacement of the original Russian-Czechoslovak instrumentation and control systems by
SIEMENS systems on units 1 and 2 had been performed till 1995.
The Mochovce NPP project is the last one of WWER 440/213 type and, compared to its
predecessors, it is characterized by several modifications which substantially contribute to the
improvement of the safety level. Among the most important are the implementation of the
seismic requirements, the implementation of the Siemens control system and other
modifications in primary and secondary circuit systems issued from the operational
experience of the same type of NPPs in Jaslovske Bohunice and Dukovany. The most
important modifications from operational experience included in the original design of
Mochovce NPP are the following: heating of ECCS storage-water tanks and hydroaccumulators, installation of pressurizer relief valves, primary circuit venting under accident
conditions, installation of RHR system via ECCS cooler, replacement of aluminium insulation
material of the primary circuit by stainless steel, installation of steam dump stations to
atmosphere per steam generator, emergency feed-water system outside the turbine hall, upgraded SG-feed water control system, up-graded fire fighting water system, use of innovated
semiconductor technology for processing unit of reactor protection system, and others.
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Completion of first two units of Mochovce NPP restarted based on Resolution of the
Slovak Government in September 1995. An essential safety enhancement program was
required to assure such safety levels, which are comparable with current international
practice.
Safety improvement of the Mochovce nuclear power plant is a basic requirement of
Nuclear Regulatory Authority (UJD). "The nuclear safety improvement program of
Mochovce NPP" elaborated in 1995 is based on the following documents, being the results of
national and international safety review activities:
- IAEA safety review mission to Mochovce NPP (SIRM), 5 to 13 May 1994 (IAEA Report VVER-SC-102),
Evaluation of Safety Improvements 1994 (Riskaudit - Report No. 16),
- Safety Issues and their Ranking for VVER 440/213 NPPs (IAEA-EBP-VVER-03/1996).
It consists of 87 safety issues elaborated in the framework of 10 design areas as well as
11 issues oriented to operational area. Safety categories of individual safety issues are defined
and ranked according to the approach used in IAEA documents.
Implementation of the Mochovce Safety Enhancement Project was divided into three
principal phases:
studies and analyses,
design preparation phase, coordinated by general designer (Energoprojekt Praha); when
necessary the engineering services of Russian designers are ensured,
implementation of modifications of system or civil engineering structures are performed
by prime contractors of equipment parts and civil engineering parts and their
subcontractors.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPLETION WORKS
OF MOCHOVCE NPP-UNITS 1 AND 2
The position of the General Designer (Energoprojekt Praha) as well as the prime
contractors for the Civil Engineering works (Hydrostav Bratislava) and for the Equipment
part (Skoda Praha) has been kept in the framework of the new organization in order to
maintain the original warranties for the engineering and the realization of the construction. In
addition, new structures have been integrated to the project in charge of the following tasks:
•
•

•
•

EUCOM (Framatome and Siemens Consortium) in charge of the main safety measures
part,
Russian organizations under Atomenergoexport in charge of the solution of a part of the
safety measures and providing services in the field of engineering and commissioning of
Russian special systems (reactor protection systems, in-core instrumentation),
EDF as consultant for engineering activities related to the project management and the
preparation of the future operation,
VUJE as technical assistant for the realization of safety measures.

Contract negotiations started in October 1995 and the signature of the contracts with the
main suppliers took place in April 1996. In May 1996, the Slovak government gave its
warranty for the loans and SE signed loan agreements for the financing of the completion of
the project. Financing sources are in fig. 2.
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In May 1997, VUJE has been added to the chart organization as the leader in charge of
the whole commissioning.
A QA program approved by Regulatory body UJD was elaborated for the completion
works project of Units 1 and 2.

3. TECHNICAL CONDITION OF THE INSTALLATIONS
One of the decisive conditions allowing the completion of Mochovce NPP project was
the conservation of the technical condition of the installations during the standstill period
from 1993 to 1996. Therefore an exceptional care was dedicated to the conservation and the
surveillance of equipment condition and their components.
The first important inspection was performed from September 1993 to April 1994 under
EDF supervision. A selected amount of equipment was deeply inspected during these controls
targeting the main circulation pipe, including isolating valves, main coolant pumps, SGs,
primary circuit make-up system, decontamination and ventilation systems. The results are
reported in the final reports and completed by video records of the different systems and
components condition of Units 1 and 2.
The conclusions led to the observation that the condition of the majority of equipment
was suitable and no irreversible damage was discovered. Deficiencies have been characterized
as defects needing a corrective treatment without replacement of the different systems or their
main components, but for the completion or erection works, it was necessary to include
related costs in order to bring the equipment in accordance with technical conditions and
general technical standards.
After the settlement of the chart organization of the completion works project, EMO
asked the prime contractor Skoda Praha to proceed with a general inspection of all the erected
and supplied equipment of Units 1 and 2. A special project documentation was prepared by
the various final subcontractors for the performance of this task. This inspection was
performed for both units from January 1996 to June 1997. The control of the existing
documentation and the qualification of the staff were also included in this task.
The result of the final report regarding the performance of the inspection concludes to
the need of corrective actions, including the replacement of some components within the
framework of completion works of Units 1 and 2 and before the equipment transfer for tests.
The good technical condition of important equipment was confirmed. Final subcontractors
have prepared corrective action procedures on the basis of the inspection conclusions, in order
to bring the equipment in accordance with detailed design, technical specifications, QA
programs and standards requirements.
All completion works performed in Units 1 and 2 are executed according to QA
programs elaborated by the different contractors and supervised by the Regulatory Body UJD.
4. SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Safety improvement of the nuclear plant is a permanent objective of SE management
and NPP Mochovce staff. "The nuclear safety improvement program of Mochovce NPP"
elaborated in 1995 is the logical continuation of EDF activity in the field of safety assessment
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summarized in the "Safety improvement Report" (SIR) which was submitted to the public
review. This program is conceived as long term and aims reaching at the moment of the NPP
start-up the safety level corresponding to the international standards included in IAEA Safety
Standards accepted by the Regulatory body UJD; it will also create good conditions for a
continuos safety improvement in the future. Such an approach is in accordance with the world
tendency for safety improvement, life extension, modernization and power upgrading of
already constructed NPPs, and it is issued from the permanent follow-up of the world progress
in the field of nuclear safety.
Since the beginning of 1990's, Mochovce NP was submitted to several international
audits with around 2000 experts assessing the safety level and their conclusions were in short
that there were no safety problems which could not be solved and which could prevent the
start-up of Mochovce NPP. The main tasks related to Mochovce NPP safety level assessment
are summarized in table 1.
The safety improvement program of Mochovce NPP is based on the "Defence in Depth"
principles and its aim is to verify and to prove the fulfillment of the "general principles of
nuclear safety" defined in INSAG-3. This approach is deterministic, but also combined with
the probabilistic approach, in accordance with the technical safety target defined in INSAG-3.
Table 1

Pre-OSART Mission (IAEA)
Mochovce
NPP
Improvement
Review
(IAEA)
WATRP Mission IAEA

Review of Pre-Operational Safety at 9 - 2 9 January
Mochovce Nuclear Power Plant
1993
Safety Review of safety improvements 5 - 13 May 1994
Mission proposed for Mochovce NPP

Review of Pre-Operational Safety 16 - 20 May
Analysis Report of Mochovce 1994
Radioactive Waste Repository
IAEA Mission - Review of Seismic Seismic safety of NPP
31 October - 4
Safety of Bohunice and Mochovce
November 1994
NPPs
Review of Mochovce NPP Safety May - December
RISKAUDIT (IPSN and GRS)
1994
Improvements

For the realization of the "Mochovce NPP Safety Improvement Programme", SE-EMO
elaborated, in collaboration with VUJE, technical specifications for 87 Safety Measures
(TSSM) taking into consideration the specifies of Mochovce NPP project which are issued
from RISKAUDIT and SIRM reports and also the experience of J. Bohunice V-2 NPP and
Dukovany (see table 1). As a result, some differences are raised between "Mochovce NPP
Safety Improvement Programme" and the IAEA document "Safety Issues and their ranking in
NPP-WWER 440/213". These differences are:
•
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I&C 04 was dropped from the field of I&C problems - Ergonomic of the control room.
After the replacement of the whole control system, this is no more an issue for Mochovce
NPP. Safety Measure I&C 12 concerning the replacement of computers for in-core
instrumentation system was completed

2 Safety Measures specific to Mochovce NPP have been added in the area of electrical
systems
in the confinement area, a Safety Measure has been added aiming at the application of the
results of the full scale experiment prepared in the framework of PHARE program
in the area of accident analysis, the analyses "Blackout" and "Total loss of RHR" which
are in the document "Safety Issues and their ranking in NPP-WWER 440/213" as separate
issues (AA 14 and AA 15), are in the "Mochovce NPP Safety Improvement Programme"
covered by one safety measure AA 09
in the time of the definition of "Mochovce NP Safety Improvement Programme", the
solutions for the "Surveillance programme" (contract with VUJE) and "Training
programme for operation personnel" (in relation with the realization of the full scale
simulator) were already under way and therefore they are not included in this programme
(OP 09 and OP 11 according to "Safety Issues and their ranking in NPP-WWER
440/213").

Table 2
. ill * '
L

11

1
RWkLI)

•

General
Reactor core
Component integrity
Systems
Instrumentation & Control
Electrical power supply
Containment
Internal hazards
External hazards
Accident analyses
Operation
Total

f ~~
1
2

1
2
1

8

~2
1
4
12
8
2
3
4
1
5
42

1
3
2
3
1
3
1
8
22

1
2
1

11
15

The ranking of the different safety issues is issued from IAEA document "Safety Issues
and their ranking to WWER 440/213 NPPs" with the difference that is was completed for the
additional Safety Measures related to the specific situation of Mochovce NPP which did not
have any ranking by the IAEA. The definition of the different rankings is reported in table 2.
It is important to highlight that no Safety Issue of WWER 440/213 NPPs has a level 4
ranking.
TSSM have been the basic documentation for the contracts negotiation with the
suppliers of the different solutions to the safety issues. EUCOM (consortium FRAMATOMESIEMENS), SKODA Praha, ENERGOPROJEKT Praha, Russian organizations with
ATOMENERGOEXPORT (Russia) as the leader and VUJE are the organizations selected for
the realization of TSSMs.
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Table 3

Category I
Category II
Category III
Category IV

Departure from recognized international practices. Action is required to
resolve the issue.
Are of safety concern. Defence in depth is degraded. Action is required to
resolve the issue.
Are of high safety concern. Defence in depth is insufficient. Immediate
corrective action is necessary. Interim measures might also be necessary.
Are of the highest safety concern. Defence in depth is unacceptable.
Immediate action is required to overcome the issue. Compensatory
measures have to be established until the safety problems are resolved.

7 SMs are addressed directly by SE-EMO and they are supposed to be solved by its own
capacities or in collaboration with other organizations. As an example, we can mention the
issue of the new emergency operating procedures which is being solved by an integrated team
including SE-EMO and the Belgian Westinghouse subsidiary specialists. These Safety
measures are oriented on the organization on the organization of the operation. (Area
"Operation" according to "Safety Issues and their ranking to WWER 440/213 NPPs")
OP 02 - Emergency operating procedures
OP 04 - Safety culture
OP 05 - Experience feedback
OP 06 - Quality Assurance Programme
OP 07 - Data and document management
OP 08 - Philosophy on use of procedures.
The realization of the Safety Measures is divided into the following phases:
Studies and analyses phase
The different safety issues have been analyzed and a conception of a technical solution
(Basic Design) has been proposed whenever there was a need for a modification. The results
of the analyses and the proposed technical solutions have been evaluated by all participating
organizations, including VUJE, and are currently being reviewed with the Regulatory Body
UJD.
Design preparation phase
Once the conception of the technical solution is approved, the modification of the NPP
design is accepted through the "Change Procedure" according to the different QA
Programmes and the decree 105/81, and then, the General Designer works out the amendment
to the design documentation. The role of the General Designer (EGP) concerns the
coordination between the technical solution and the original conception of the NPP design,
including the solution of the interfaces with other systems (I&C, Power supply) and the
consequences on the civil engineering part. When necessary the engineering services of
Russian designers are ensured through the contract of SE with ATOMENERGOEXPORT.
Amendments to the design documentation are approved by the Regulatory Body UJD.
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Realization of Safety Measures
Safety Measures aiming at the modification of systems or civil engineering structures
(that is to say having an impact on the "hardware") are performed by the prime contractor of
the civil engineering part or equipment part and their final subcontractors. In case EUCOM is
the supplier of some equipment, this will be purchased through SE, EUCOM elaborating the
detailed specification. The results of the Safety Measures which have no consequence on the
"Hardware" will be demonstrated in the Safety Analysis Report and possibly in the following
supporting documentation.
It is clear that the realization of such an important Safety Improvement programme is a
long term process. Therefore the priority is going to category III and II SMs with the aim of
their full implementation or the introduction of such measures leading to the lowering of the
category.
Share of safety measures among the organizations is following:
EUCOM
48%
15%
SKODA
15%
EGP
8%
SE-EMO
VUJE
6%
ATOMENERGOEXPORT
6%
Total costs of the safety measures which have been or shall be implemented within this
program at unit 1 and 2 are about 82 billion Sk (approx. 410 mil. DEM).
By the end of April 1998 51 safety measures have been fully implemented partially
leading to the lowering of the category.
5. PRE-OPERATIONAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
The licensing for the operation of Units 1 and 2 is based on Pre-operational safety
analysis report (POSAR) and conducted according to the international recognized standards.
The whole conception is issued from the US NRC RG 1.70 and for the accidental analyses
constituting a part of this report, the IAEA document "Guidelines for Accident Analysis for
WWER Nuclear Power Plants" is used taking into account the Slovak legislation in force.
The POSAR has been submitted to UJD by the licensee in January 1998. UJD
established the review and assessment team including Slovak and International technical
support organizations. The result of assessment are as follow:
comments to POSAR
requirements for additional information
setting measures for POSAR improvement
basis for regulatory body permission for the fuel loading and for achieving the first reactor
criticality.
6. MAIN MILESTONES OF START-UP ACTIVITIES AND COMMISSIONING
OF UNIT 1 OF MOCHOVCE NPP
The commissioning of Unit 1 started on August 21, 1997 when the activities of the first
stage of hydraulic test began.
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There are regulatory body hold-points during commissioning according regulation:
hot functional tests
fuel loading
readiness for criticality
physical start-up tests
power increase at different power levels
operation.

Following steps of commissioning have been taken since August 1997 till June 1998.
August 21, J 997-October 27, 1997
First stage of hydraulic test, temperature of primary circuit 120 °C
October 28, 1997 - October 30, 1997
Containment pressure test
October 30, 1997 - January 22, 1998
Pre-service inspections
January 23, 1998-February 27, 1998
Second stage of hydraulic test - temperature of primary circuit 260 °C
March 2, 1998 - March 8, 1998
Containment pressure test
March 8, 1998 - April 26, 1998
Pre-service inspections
April 27, 1998-May 3, 1998
Fuel loading
June 9, 1998
First criticality
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Abstract
A summarized review of development of Bulgarian nuclear energy and the status of
the nuclear legislation in the field of radiation protection is made in the paper. A real data
for occupational exposure during operation and maintenance for the period of 5 years
(1993-1997) are given. Analysis and evaluation of the results are made. A real operational
data for the quantitative and qualitative content of the radioactive liquid and gaseous
releases during the period 1993-1997 are given. Analysis and evaluation of the results are
made, taking into account the similar information, published in the reports of United
Nation Scientific Committee on Effects of Atomic Radiation (1988). An analysis and
evaluation of the relevant information are made on the base of the operational experience
in Kozloduy NPP and by a comparison with other NPPs in the world. The protective
radiation barriers against the spread of radioactive substances out of project boundaries are
described. A special attention is given to the practical results of the application of ALARA
Program for reduction of occupational exposure and the liquid and gaseous releases.. At
the end some conclusions and evaluations of the status, tendencies and trends in the field of
radiation protection are included, based on the reality during the last years and the strategic
goals and tasks, planned by the Bulgarian Regulatory Body (CUAEPP) in accordance with
international requirements and standards.

1. REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN
BULGARIA
For a birthday of Bulgarian nuclear energy is accepted 25.10.1974, when
unit ,N» 1 of Kozloduy NPP with reactor type WWER 440/230 is commissioned.
During the period till the end of 1982 gradually are constructed and
commissioned 3 more nuclear reactors type WWER 440/230 in Kozloduy NPP, as
follows:
* unit No2 on 05.11.1975
* unit No 3 on 27.11.1981
* unit No 4 on 25.06.1982
In principle these are lightwater reactors type PWR with single electrical power
440 MW, manufactured and supplied from Russia.
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The continuous increasing requirements for safety in the field of atomic energy in the
world reflect in creation of new generation lightwater Russian reactors type WWER
1000/320 with nominal electrical power 1000 MW.
Exactly the same type are the nuclear reactors of units 5 and 6 , which are
commissioned respectively on 28.09.1988 and 29.12.1993.
At the moment Kozloduy NPP with its 6 nuclear reactors type PWR with total
electrical power 3760 MW produces annually more than 40% of consumed electrical
energy in the country.
By the number of operating reactors Bulgaria takes 14-th place in the world
between 33 nuclear states.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY PRODUCED BY UNITS 5 AND 6 IN KOZLODUY NPP
DURING THE PERIOD 1993-1997
(GW.a)
Year
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
Total for 5
years

Unit N° 5
0,394
0,350
0,553
0,568
0,532

Unit JVs 6
0,402
0,589
0,455
0,658
0,583

Total
0,796
0,939
1,008
1,226
1,115

2,397

2,687

5,084

2. LEGISLATION FRAMEWORKS AND GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES IN
THE FIELD OF RADIATION PROTECTION IN BULGARIA.
The world practice shows that in the countries with developed nuclear energy the
creation of adequate legislation frameworks and effective structure of state regulatory
bodies in the field of safe use of atomic energy is absolutely obligatory requirement and
main factor for the radiation protection of the staff, working in nuclear installations and
other sources of ionising radiation, of the population and the environment
The main Bulgarian regulations, which state on a national level the way, the
terms, the requirements and all other problems, related to the radiation protection are
as follows:
* Act on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes (AUAEPP)(published 1985, amended 1995)
* Public Health (published 1973, amended many times till 1997)
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* Protection of Environment Law (published 1991, amended several times till
1997)
* Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection (ONRZ-92) - (published
1992)
* Regulation No 0-35 on Work with Radioactive Substances and Other Sources
of Ionising Radiation (published 1974)
* Regulation No 2 on Cases of and Procedures for Notifying the CUAEPP on
nuclear Safety and radiation Protection related Operational Variations, Occurances
and Emergency Situation (published 1988)
* Regulation No 3 on Nuclear Power Plant Safety Assurance During Design,
Construction and Operation stages(published 1988)
* Regulation No 5 on Issuing Permissions fpr Use of Atomic Energy (published
1989)
* Regulation No 7 for Collecting, Storage, Treatment, Transport and Disposal of
Radioactive Waste on the territory of Bulgaria(published 1992)
* Regulation No 46 on Transport of Radioactive Substances (published 1976)
The harmonisation of the Bulgarian legislation in the field of nuclear safety and
radiation protection in accordance with the related legislation of the countries of
European Union is a basic priority of Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy for
Peaceful Purposes (CUAEPP), which is the state regulatory body, responsible for
implementing the policy of safe use of atomic energy in the country.
In this aspect the adapting of ONRZ-92 in accordance with the newest
international standards for radiation protection ("Basic Safety Standards", issued by
IAEA at 1996) is a task with priority, planned for realisation during 1999.
CUAEPP has developed specific program for updating of the legislation in the
field of nuclear safety and radiation protection during the period 1998-2000 in
compliance with the directives of European Union.
The organisational structure of state institutions, responsible for the radiation
protection in Bulgaria is given on Figure 1:
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* CPPRI - Commission for Protection of the Public in Radiation Incidents
* CUAEPP- Committee on the Use of atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes
* CEER- Committee on Energy and Energy Resources
* NEC- National Electrical Company
FIG. 1. Government organisation for the nuclear industry and RWM in Bulgaria.
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3. AIRBORNE AND LIQUID EFFLUENTS FROM REACTORS WWER-IOOO IN
KOZLODUY NPP
3.1. ACTIVITY AND NORMALISED INDICATORS OF NOBLE GASES,
AEROSOLISE AND I-131, RELEASED THROUGH THE STACKS OF UNITS 5 AND 6
IN KOZLODUY NPP DURING THE PERIOD 1993-1997 r.
AVERAGE
UNIT

EFFLUENTS

NOBLE
GASES
JV°5

AEROSOLS
1-131
NOBLE
GASES

JV26

AEROSOLS
1-131
NOBLE
GASES

TOTAL
JVa5

AEROSOLS

DIMENSION

1993

1994

1996

1997

FOR

TBq/a

35,7

25,1

41,3

30,4

23,1

5 YEARS
31,12

TBq/(GW.a)
GBq/a

91

72

75

54

43

67,0

0,36

0,28

0,19

0,14

0,17

0,23

0,9

0,8

0,4

0,3

0,3

0,5

0,3

0,4

0,2

03

0,54
034

1,2
14,1

0,9

0,4

0,6

15,6

0,7
16,8

20,3

17,5

35

26,

37

31

30

0,3

0,2

0,2

0,1

0,1

0,8

0,3

0,3

0,2

0,4
0,9

0,3
0,5

0,3
0,5

0,2
0,2
0,3

0,2
0,3

49,8

40,7

58,1

50,7

40,6

63

43

58

41

36

0,66

0,48

0,39

0,24

0,27

0,39

0,20

0,24

GBq/(GW.a)
GBq/a
GBq/(GW.a)
TBq/a
TBq/(GW.a)
GBq/a
GBq/(GW.a)
GBq/a
GBq/(GW.a)
TBq/a
TBq/(GW.a)
GBq/a

GBq/(GW.a) 0,83
0,51
JV°6
1-131
GBq/a
0,9
0,6
GBq/(GW.a)
1,13
0,64
• Normalised indicator(NI) activity, divfded
during the year
and

1995

0,76
16,9
31,8
0,18

036
0,28
0,50
48,0
48,2
0,41

0,43
0,4
0,62
0,5
0,7
0,33 0,45
0,65
0,69
to produced electrical power
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3.2. COMPARISON OF NORMALISED INDICATORS FOR NOBLE GASES.
AEROSOLS AND 1-131, RELEASED IN THE ATMOSPHERE TOWARDS AVERAGE
VALUES FOR REACTORS PWR FOR DATA OF UNSCEAR
NORMALISED

EFFLUENTS

INDICATOR

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

TOTAL
for 5
YEARS

NOBLE
GASES

AEROSOLS

1-131

TBq/(GW.a)
for unit 5 and 6

63

43

58

41

36

48

% towards
UNSCAER
GBq/(GW.a)
for units 5 and 6

29

20

27

19

16

22

0,83

0,51

0,39

0,20

0,24

0,41

18

11

9

4

5

9

1,13

0,64

0,69

0,33

0,45

0,62

65

37

39

19

26

37

% towards
UNSCAER
GBq/(GW.a)
for units 5 and 6
% towards
UNSCAER

Average values of normalised indicators for reactors PWR by data of
UNSCAER (1988)):
• for noble gases: 218 ± 40 TBq/(GW.a);
. for aerosols: 4,58 ± 2,9 GBq/(GW.a);
. tor 1-131: 1.75 ± 0,33 GBq/(GW.a).

3.3. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE DAILY ACTIVITY OF NOBLE GASES.
AEROSOLES AND 1-131 THROUGH THE STACKS OF UNITS 5 AND 6 DURING
THE PERIOD 1993-1997 TOWARDS ALR IN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF
REACTORS WAVER-1000 IN KOZLODUY NPP

Year
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
Average
for 5
vears

Noble gases
GBq/d
towards
ALR*
0,37%
136,4
0.30%
111,5
159.2
0.43%
0,4%
138,9
0.37%
111,2
131,4

0,35%

Aerosols
MBq/d
towards
ALR*
0,16%
1.81
0,18%
1.31
1,07
0,10%
0,66
0,06%
0.74
0.07
1.12

0,11%

M31
MBq/d
towards
ALR*
2,46
0,33%
1,64
0,22%
1,92
0,26%
1,09
0,15%
1,37
0.18%
1,70

2,30%

•ALR - allowed limit of release, towards electrical power 2000 MW for the two
units:
• for noble gases: 37 000 GBq/d;
• for aerosols: 1110 MBq/d;
• for 1-131: 740 MBq/d
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3.4. SUMMARISED RESULTS FOR RELEASE IN DANUBE RIVER OF WATERS
FROM UNITS 5 AND 6 IN KOZLODUY NPP DURING THE PERIOD 1993-1997

Indicators

Dimension

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Quantity released
waters
Activity of
released waters
(excluded tritium)

m3

114040

79200

80785

73235

78227

average
for S
years
85097

MBq

497,6

333,7

089,9

1252,3

1110,1

857

GBq

6100

5600

5700

17130

13198

9546

GBq/ (GW.a)

0,63

0,36

1,08

1,02

1,00

0,82

%
TBq/ (GW.a)

0.48
7,66

0,27
5,96

0,82
5.65

0,77
13,97

0.78
11,84

0.62
9,02

%

28

22

21

51

43

Activity of
released tritium
NI* for total
activity
% towards NI*
of UNSCAER
Nl* tritium
% towards NI* of
UNSCAER

33

* NI - normalised indicator for reactors WWER of UNSCAER:
• for total beta-activity - 132,4 ± 49,5 GBq/(GW.a)
. for tritium 27,4 ± 1,8 TBq/(GW.a)

4. PROTECTIVE RADIATION BARRIERS AGAINST THE SPREAD OF
RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES OUT OF PROJECT BOUNDARIES OF UNITS 5 AND 6
OF KOZLODUY NPP.
The protective barriers against the spread of radioactive substances are:
* the zirconium cladding fuel rods
* the equipment of primary circuit and the auxiliary systems
* the protective tight core of reactor department
* the filters and the equipment for radiation cleaning of waters and gases,
produced during the operation
* the rooms and the equipment of the technological systems for normal
operation
* the controlled access at the boundary between restricted zone and other rooms
The integrity, the status and the effectiveness of the protective barriers are
controlled by system for specific technological radiation control, which is a major part
of Centralised Information System lor Automatic Radiation Monitoring AKRB*
03"SEIVAL"(manufactured in Poland by Russian design).
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AKRB-03"SEIVAL" of units 5 and 6 includes totally 600 measuring channels for
control of:
- volumetric activity of noble gases, aerosols and 1-131 in the air of the
technological rooms and ventilation systems in reactor department
- volumetric activity of primary circuit and others technological circuits,
including the steam in the secondary circuit
- volumetric activity of liquid and gaseous releases
- dose rate in the rooms and of the equipment in primary and secondary circuit
The control of the most important parameters is doubled by autonomous
radiometric fixed devices.
There additional radiochemical, radiometric and spectrometric laboratory control
for evaluation of the status and effectiveness of protective project barriers by approved
methods and programmes.
The results of the special technological radiation control during the last 5 years
swow that the protective barriers of the units No 5 and 6 in Kozloduy NPP function
effectively and ensure in the necessary degree the radiation protection of the personnel,
the population and the environment in compliance with the requirements of the
standards and the technical project.
This fact is confirmed also by the data fof the liquid and gaseous releases from
units 5 and 6 during the period 1993-1997, given in p.3.
5. ALARA PROGRAMME FOR UNITS 5 AND 6 IN KOZLODUY NPP
In accordance with the recommendation of 1CRP and IAEA in Kozloduy NPP
the basic principles for radiation protection are applied systematically and planned.
With the assistance of Bulgarian regulatory body (CUAEPP) the ALARA
Programme was developed for unit 5, which was highly estimated by OSART Mission
during 1991.
In 1994 the ALARA programme was revised and improved by initiation of
CUAEPP, including unit 6.
The basic accents in the ALARA Programme for units 5 and 6 are:
* limitation of doses from external and internal exposure of the personnel by
complex technical and organisational measures;
* development of a system and implementation of control preventive levels for
surveyed radiation parameters, basing on operational experience;
* upgrading and development of the systems and equipment for individual
dosimetric control by introducing of three independent methods for registration of
dosc( simultaneous use of film badges, TLD and alarm electronic dosimeters);
* improvement and computing of project equipment for radiation control and
creation of adequate data base for radiation status and occupational exposure.
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As a result of successful application of ALARA Programme the dose exposure
of the personnel from external and internal exposure in the controlled zone of units 5
and 6 is kept at the possible lowest level, compared to this of leading NPPs in the
world, which can be seen from the Table 1:

Table 1
INDICATORS

Number
controlled persons
Average annual dose
(mSv)
Annual collective dose
(man.Sv)

Normalised collective
dose towards produced
electricity
Sv/(Gw.a)

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Average for 5

1900

1400

1400

1500

1400

years
1520

0,9

0,6

1,3

1,1

1,2

1,02

1,7

0,8

1,8

1,7

1,7

1,54

2,13

0,85

1,79

1,39

1,52

1,71

Normalised collective dose from
UNSCAER

USA
JAPAN

man.Sv/(Gw.a)
man.Sv/(Gw.a)

12,6
5,88

ENGLAND

man.Sv/(Gw.a)

5,22

The average normalised dose during this period of operation of units 5 and 6 of
Kozloduy NPP is significantly lower than in countries like USA, Japan, England (from
3 to 7 times).
The average individual annual dose for 5 years period is 1,02 mSv, which is 3 to 7
times lower than summarised typical data for occupational exposure in NPP according
UNSCAER (average individual annual dose for NPP varies in the range of 3 to 8 mSv).
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CONCLUSIONS:
1. The operational practice during the period of 5 years shows the reactors from
new type WWER 1000/320 in Kozloduy NPP correspond to the modern requirements
for radiation protection of the personnel, the population and the environment.
2. The criteria given in the paper and the indicators for assessment of the status of
radiation protection, taken as a base for comparison in world scale show that during
the period 1993-1997 the radiation protection in Kozloduy NPP is enough effective and
completely adequate to international requirements and standards for safety in this field.
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TEMELIN NPP PSA AND SAFETY MONITOR™

XAQ8478 6

O. MLADY
CEZ a.s., Temelin NPP,
Czech Republic
Abstract
In the frame of Temelin NPP PSA Project the PSA models have been developed covering Level 1 both
at power and shutdown states of operation, external events and the Level 2 analyses. The hierarchical structure
established for the performance of the Temelin PSA was determined from the outset by the requirement for the
production of a living PSA capable of being used for both an in depth analysis of plant design and operation as well
as on-line use in real time. The development, key functional requirements, status and use of Safety Monitor 2.0 for
Temelin NPP is described as well as one of the Safety Monitor applications - evaluation of deterministic allowed
outage times.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Temelin NPP is a WWER-1000/3 20 two unit plant under construction, originally
designed according to the standards of the former Soviet Union. When the Czech Republic became
independent, Temelin was still in the early stages of construction, therefore it was decided to upgrade
areas of the plant where it was considered that the design standard was below that for other plants, due
to come on line in the late nineties. This resulted in the decision to replace the Russian core with a
Westinghouse core, retaining the original configuration and rod drive control mechanisms, and at the
same time, replace all instrumentation control and protection with that of the latest Westinghouse
design, including digital software for the generation of the ESFAS and reactor scram functions.
Significant number of other improvements increasing plant safety are being or have been incorporated
into the Temelin design already as summarized in Ref. [1].

2. TEMELIN NPP LIVING PSA
The utility, CEZ-NPP Temelin also decided, following the recommendations of a number of
audits and IAEA pre-OSART mission, that the performance of a PSA would be an integral step in the
preparation of the Preliminary Safety Case. The Temelin PSA Project covers both Level 1 at power and
non power modes of operation, external events and the Level 2 analysis to determine the source terms.
Off-site consequences were not evaluated at this stage. The model structure in NUPRA Ref. [2] greatly
facilities the use of the model as a living tool.
It was important for the PSA at Temelin to be as comprehensive as possible otherwise the
conclusions regarding the relative contributions to core damage would be incorrect. The hierarchical
structure established for the performance of the Temelin PSA was determined from the outset by the
objectives above which require the production of a living PSA capable of being used for both an in
depth analysis of plant design and operation as well as on line use in real time. The structure had to
provide a clear and traceable link between the plant design documentation and operational information
and the risk evaluation, both for the performance of the PSA and its continuing use. In addition to the
normal management procedures these structural elements were:
•

a complete set of task plans delineating the sources of plant information, assumptions to be made,
and documentation to be produced within the task.
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• a complete set of analysis files giving the results of the analysis in the task including the
relationship of the results to existing plant information, other tasks and the computer risk model.
• a document data base showing where all applicable documents were used.
• a quality assurance process and independent review of the work products, including Temelin
engineering and operational staff.
• PSA model in sufficient detail to meet the defined objectives.
• Safety Monitor, or PSA model, running in real time useable by plant staff with no knowledge of
PSA terminology, for plant evaluation of the current risk level and recommended allowed outage
times for a given state.
• the ability to evaluate the risk profile of a refueling outage or maintenance program during power
operation.
The key elements for the subsequent use of the PSA are the task plans and analysis files. It is
these documents which ultimately define the model and define the end usage. It is therefore essential to
know at the outset of the PSA its end usage so that the appropriate methodology and techniques can be
used for the development of the final risk model.

3. APPLICATIONS
The increasing level of plant design and operational detail which it is now possible to include
in the PSA and the ability to relate this directly to the individual model unit has lead to the realization
that the PSA can be used in the day to day operation and decision making processes at the plant in the
areas like:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of modifications (design, operation, testing, procedures, etc.)
Tech specs issues (LCOs, AOTs, STIs)
Operating and maintenance strategies based on risk minimization
Outage Risk Management
Precursor Analysis
Risk Profiles

These issues are primarily associated with calculating risk for a given plant configuration or
its change. For it to change the risk it must eventually either change the value of the individual
elements (basic events) in the PSA or the logic structure in which those elements are arranged. As
calculating the risk of a new plant configuration using PSA risk model requires roughly person days,
performing a risk assessment sometimes for hundreds of equipment outages, tests, and alignments
required for some applications is thus beyond reach.
From that reason, additionally to the completion of Temelin LPSA model, the decision has
been made to extend the PSA Project and to implement a real-time risk calculation tool analyzing
both real and scheduled plant conditions for determining the impact of plant configurations and online maintenance on operational risk level - Safety Monitor™ 2.0

4. TEMELIN SAFETY MONITOR
The major purpose of the Safety Monitor at Temelin is to provide an on line measure of risk
based on the current plant configuration and testing status so enabling plant staff to plan and perform
maintenance activities in such a way that safety is maximized, and at the same time unnecessary plant
shutdown is avoided. It is clear that simply no plant would prefer to be uninformed about the risk
associated with an upcoming change in plant configuration. The process of obtaining that information
using PSA is so arduous that to evaluate every change would be virtually impossible, and such
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evaluation would be only retrospective in nature. Prior to the Safety Monitor, calculating the risk of a
new plant configuration using PSA would have required roughly person days. This level of effort made
performing a risk assessment for each of hundreds of equipment outages, tests, and re-alignments using
PSA beyond reach. Now the performance of such a calculation is performed in about 4 person minutes,
so allowing the hundreds of calculations to be performed. As the model in the Safety Monitor is the
same as the PSA model, in fact it contains more information on components than the PSA model, each
calculation gives the exact PSA solution appropriate to the particular plant alignment. As the model
does not use pre-solved solutions which approximate to the plant alignment, as is used in some plant
monitors currently in existence, the determination of the relative contribution to risk can be performed
accurately.
Experience in the use of the Safety Monitor at San Onofre [3], [4] has clearly shown that
quarterly plant risk, which had been tracked for the past ten years, began to decrease after the Safety
Monitor was introduced. Not only was safety improved but also direct cost savings were achieved and
in the near future it is expected that real savings of $500,000 per day will be achieved for the number of
days the refueling outage is shortened.

4.1 Safety Monitor key functional requirements
The key functional requirements for Safety Monitor are as follows:
1. Must operate in a multi-user PC environment under Microsoft Windows with security access
features enabling access of multiple users at the same time.
2. Software must be usable by plant personnel without knowledge of PSA techniques.
3. Must resolve the complete PSA model within several minutes for each plant
configuration/maintenance/testing activities to reflect current (or proposed) plant conditions.
4. Must be designed to provide virtually identical results to the original PSA models.
5. Re-quantification of cut set libraries is not used, thereby eliminating the risk of truncation errors
in the results.
6. Must support risk calculations also for other than Level 1 models (external events, shutdown, Level
2 and 3).
7. Must provide the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actual plant risk (displayed in a "gauge" display) as a function of given actual plant
configuration and conditions
Allowed Configuration Time
Risk profile over the operating cycle
Cumulative risk over the cycle
Important equipment in current plant configuration
Optimal restoration advice for inoperable components to reduce risk
Hypothetical risk profile from scheduled maintenance activities

Some of the significant Temelin
requirements are shown in the Figures 1 and
Monitor at the plant the Scientech Safety
specific needs, e.g. Temelin specific Safety
language displays and documentation.

Safety Monitor screens illustrating these functional
2. To achieve maximum benefit from using Safety
Monitor™ 2.0 has been customized to meet Temelin
Monitor model, component naming conventions, Czech

4.2 Intended use of Safety Monitor at Temelin
It is expected that the Safety Monitor will be used extensively by the maintenance division in
scheduling preventive maintenance activities, both at power and during refueling. The planner can enter
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specified equipment outages several weeks in advance and if the calculated risk for these hypothetical
configurations is high, then equipment outages can be rearranged within the schedule until the risk is
sufficiently low. Similarly for operator personnel would definitely be an advantage to be informed about
a risk associated with an upcoming plant configuration prior such configuration will be entered,
including recommended limiting time to be allowed for such configuration or to provide risk reduction
advise for such configuration. The intended use of Safety Monitor, in general form, is briefly
summarized below:
• Provide an easy-to-use tool for operator/maintainer plant staff to obtain insights from the PSA
without detailed knowledge of PRA techniques and terminology
• Provide a PSA oriented tool for active influence on risk level of plant operation
• Provide a means to optimize safety within Technical Specifications constraints
Identify requirements that are too restrictive given their risk significance or
Identify Tech Specs required testing that may be adverse to the plant safety
• Provide a means to optimize planed maintenance activities through:
Import of maintenance schedule into the Safety Monitor
Risk profile calculation over the entire maintenance schedule
Schedule adjustment/editing from acceptable risk level point of view
Optimized schedule export back into the plant maintenance scheduler
• Provide history of plant configuration changes and component outages with associated risk levels

5. EVALUATION OF ALLOWED OUTAGE TIMES
One of the key applications at Temelin will be the evaluation of the allowed outage times
(AOTs) recommended in the Technical Specifications and Limiting Conditions of Operation. The
current AOTs are usually based on the engineering judgment of the designer, and approved by the
regulator, as part of the overall licensing process. This may result in wide differences in the actual
risk contribution of one AOT vis a vis another. There is many approaches how to evaluate TS
requirements using PSA. A general discussion on quantitative and qualitative measures and
approaches is given e.g. in sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.1 of the IAEA-TECDOC-729 [5].
The allowed outage times for the various systems and components at Temelin have not yet been
fixed as Temelin is still under construction. Provisional values are under development, and it has been
decided to use risk based analysis to evaluate the final deterministic AOTs that will be included in the
licensing to the regulatory' body. As the Temelin PSA and Safety Monitor models are available it will be
possible to determine which ones will result in an over prescriptive limit on time out of service and also
any in which the proposed time would result in a high level of risk. It should be emphasized that the
final AOTs will still be deterministic in nature at the present time. The model developed for the Safety
Monitor will be used to perform this evaluation as the solution time of 4 minutes will enable the 300 or
more calculations to be done in a reasonable period of time. Also by using the full PSA model rather
than the cut set solution a number of inaccuracies will be avoided. For example many single component
failures are not in the cut sets when the random failure rate is used but would be in if the value was set
to 1 (in maintenance). It can be seen from Table I. that there are a number of ways in which the risk
contribution of an equipment outage can be compared. Column C represents the incremental level
without consideration of time of outage, whereas column D the risk contribution of the outage. This is
dimension less so in order to find the annual contribution this number is multiplied by the frequency of
component outage per year (combined planned and unplanned maintenance). The annual risk
contribution is shown in column F.
What is not possible is to evaluate in this way the impact of other events taking place at the
same time as these individual outages. Ultimately the on line use of the Safety Monitor will allow the
determination of the risk contribution for the unique circumstances at any time in operation.
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TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME EVALUATION

A

B

C

D = (B x C)

E

F = (D x E)

COMPONENT(s)

AOT

RISK LEVEL
INCREMENT

RISK
CONTRIBUTION

COMPONENT
FAILURE/YEAR

ANNUAL RISK
CONTRIBUTION

LHSIPUMP10

48 hr

2.7E-11

I.3E-9

0.3

3.7E-1O

LHSI PUMP 20

48 hr

...

LHSI PUMP 30

48 hr

...

BATTERY
CHARGER

24 hr

3.8E-10

9.12E-9

0.8

7.3E-9
...
...

...

TOTAL I

1.2E-6

THE TOTAL SUM OF ANNUAL CDF FROM COMPONENTS SHOULD BE HIGHER THAN PSA ANNUAL CDF AS THE ACTUAL TIME IN
MAINTENANCE IS USUALLY LESS THAN AOT (COLUMN E IS EXACT IF PLANT MAINTENANCE INFORMATION IS USED).
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Abstract
The use of safety indicators, other than dose and risk, to complement the safety assessment of
disposal systems for radioactive waste, is not a new idea. Several possible approaches have been
proposed through the years, including a discussion in an IAEA document of 1994. The present paper
reviews critically the various proposed indicators, identifies the most promising ones and suggests a
possible approach for the assessment of their viability. In particular it suggests that a Coordinated
Research Project should be organized with the main objectives of assembling, reviewing and
generating the necessary scientific information on natural values, particularly fluxes and
concentrations of pollutants, and on their impacts on public health and environmental quality.
1. INTRODUCTION
Long lived radioactive wastes, after disposal in deep geological repositories, will be isolated
from the surface environment by a series of barriers whichare expected to prevent hazardous releases
of waste derived pollutants for many thousands of years. The adequate safety of a geological
repository needs to be shown by means of a performance assessment that estimates the potential
impacts of the long term evolution of the system. This assessment should provide reasonable
assurance that the eventual consequences of the release to the environment of repository derived
substances will not result in radiological impacts higher than those that are acceptable today [1].
Performance assessments deal with predicting the evolution of complex systems.
Consequently many different kinds of uncertainty may affect the analysis. The fact that repository
generated impacts are expected to occur at a time when environmental conditions and human habits
may have undergone significant and substantially unpredictable changes, introduces in the
assessments unavoidable uncertainties which increase in proportion to the distance in the future when
the impacts are expected to occur. Besides the uncertainties due to future changes affecting the
disposal system and the biosphere, other causes of uncertainty are associated with incomplete
characterization of the system and with limited understanding of the processes controlling its
behaviour. Most of the uncertainties related to the assessment of the performance of the barrier
system belong to the latter group; which means that it is at least conceivable that they could be
reduced by improving input data and by acquiring a better understanding of the relevant processes [2].
It follows that a safety assessment based on estimated repository impacts within the geosphere
or at the boundary between the geosphere and the surface environment may have a lower level of
uncertainty than an estimate of dose or risk.
The objective of a safety indicator is to provide a measure of the ability of the disposal system
to protect man and the environment from the hazard associated with the substances present in the
repository. As mentioned above the common approach for assessing the safety of a repository is to
compare the values of dose or risk produced by the assessments with established dose and risk
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standards. In other words the dose or risk estimates are the safety indicators for the repository. This
is generally regarded as satisfactory for time frames in the order of hundreds, maybe a few thousands
years. For longer times the uncertainties related to the evolution of the surface environment and the
biosphere tend to reduce the reliability of the estimated values. One way around this difficulty would
be the use of one or more reference biospheres [3]. Another possibility is the one discussed in this
presentation, that is to use as safety indicators intermediate quantities calculated in the performance
assessment, such as fluxes through particular boundaries, for example the interface between the
geosphere and the surface environment, or concentrations in appropriate environmental media, for
example soil or shallow groundwater. It should be pointed out that safety assessments relying on
these two approaches, reference biospheres or intermediate results, are conceptually similar as they
both eliminate the biosphere related uncertainties from the analysis. The choice of the strategy will
then depend on what is believed to be most effective in improving the presentation of the safety case.
These considerations also imply that all safety assessment results, if referring to a time sufficiently far
in the future, cannot be considered as realistic estimates of impacts, but are always mere indicators.
The justification for the preference of the suggested safety indicators, particularly fluxes and
concentrations, may rely on the observation that generally the geosphere can be regarded as stable or
predictable for periods of time very much longer than those typical of the stability of the biosphere.
The use of safety indicators, other than dose and risk, to assess the safety of radioactive waste
disposal has been discussed in a number of publications [4-9]. In a recent SKI report, geochemical
data from the Aspo site in Sweden were reviewed to derive fluxes of naturally occurring radionuclides
being released from the geosphere and concentrations of the same nuclides in natural waters [6]. An
earlier SSI report discussed in general terms the applicability of geochemical fluxes of radionuclides
and stable pollutants as references for the assessment of the safety of repositories [7]. Both reports
follow previous studies from Nordic countries, showing that some regulatory authorities are
considering the possibility of using also safety indicators based on geochemical considerations [8, 9].
The purpose of this paper is to explore farther the merits and limitation of the option and not to
propose that dose and risk should be replaced by other indicators. As pointed out in previous IAEA
documents [2, 5], it is the possibility of developing a safety case based on multiple lines of reasoning
that appears particularly valuable, as this might be effective in strengthening the reasonable assurance
of safety and in convincing different audiences.
The main focus of this paper is on the use of a variety of safety indicators in the assessment of
deep geological repositories. However, after any required modifications, the same or similar concepts
might be employed also in the assessment of other disposal systems, e.g. near-surface repositories for
radioactive waste or disposal facilities for hazardous waste.
2. OUTLINE OF A SYSTEM OF INDICATORS
If a safety indicator, different from dose or risk, is to be as relevant as dose or risk, then it
should also provide some measure of radiological impact on humans and/or the environment. In
addition, this candidate safety indicator should be capable of being judged against, or compared with,
criteria or reference values which are independent of the full safety assessment. Examples of two
potential safety indicators which fulfil these requirements are the fluxes of radionuclides leaving the
geosphere and their concentrations in the surface or near-surface environment. Both of them can be
compared with reference values derived from existing natural systems. More detailed discussion of
these concepts is given below.
The proposed indicators could be classified on the basis of the compartment of the disposal
system to which they refer (environment, geosphere, waste/repository) and, maybe of greater
significance, on the basis of the main aspect which they address: safety or performance.
The proper or primary safety indicators are those which are judged against independent criteria
or references and have a direct bearing on the safety of the disposal system, i.e. its ability to contain
and limit the dispersion of radionuclides. Fluxes leaving the geosphere and environmental
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concentrations belong to this category. Duration of engineered barriers, and times of radionuclide
transfer from the repository to the biosphere belong to this category when short-lived radionuclides
are concerned. The secondary safety indicators are those which are judged against sub-system criteria
or references derived from safety assessments based on dose or another primary safety indicator.
Examples from this category are intrinsic radiotoxicity or the potential hazard arising from the waste
materials, flux through engineered barriers and release rates from waste forms. Duration of
engineered barriers, such as waste form and packages, may also belong to this category when long
lived radionuclides are concerned.
A different category of indicators are quantities describing properties of components in the
repository system, which only indirectly relate to their functions as barriers. Such indicators should
be called performance indicators, since they only provide an (indirect) indication of barrier
performance and not of the overall safety of the repository system. Performance indicators are judged
against technical criteria derived from subsystem criteria. Examples of such performance indicators
are: density of clay buffers, metallurgical properties of waste canisters, travel time of groundwater,
transfer times of long lived radionuclides and release rates of radionuclides and stable pollutants from
waste packages or the near field.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS
Estimates of dose or risk, which are the basic safety criteria, can be made based on knowledge
of concentrations of radionuclides in the surface environment, e.g. in soils and sediments, and in
surface waters such as rivers, lakes and the seas. In addition to this information, assumptions have to
be made about the exposure pathways, the habits of relevant human population groups and the
presence and behaviour of other living species. As said before, uncertainties about such assumptions
in the modelling of exposure pathways in the biosphere will increase considerably with time, not only
(and in particular) with regard to human habits, but also with regard to the nature and distribution of
other organisms.
A positive step in reducing the total uncertainty of the assessment would be to make direct use
of the concentrations of radionuclides in the surface environment as safety indicators. The
concentrations of repository derived radionuclides (and possibly of other pollutants) are obtained as
intermediate results of the performance assessments for the disposal systems.
Environmental concentrations of radionuclides due to a repository should be assessed against
the corresponding concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides as reference or target values.
An advantage of this approach is that concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides (and toxic
elements) are relatively well known for a wide range of different environmental conditions [10-13].
Two difficulties have to be overcome, however:
1. Direct comparison of activity concentrations is not always possible in cases where non-naturally
occurring radionuclides lack similar naturally occurring counterparts in significant concentrations.
Examples of such long lived nuclides are 36C1,59Ni, "Tc, 129I and I35Cs. For alpha emitting nuclides
a direct comparison with the same or similar natural alpha emitters is straightforward and
reasonable. Two approaches have been suggested for the other radionuclides. One idea is simply
to make the conservative assumption that the artificial radionuclides have the same radiotoxicity
as the natural alpha emitters. Another possibility would be to make the comparisons based on
radiotoxicity concentrations, e.g. as given by the quotient between a concentration in Bq/L and the
respective value of annual limit of intake (ALI) as specified by ICRP [14]. The same method may
be applied in comparing fluxes (see Section 4.1).
2. What set of natural concentrations should be used as reference? It could be argued that the natural
concentrations at the site of the repository should be used for comparison. In that case the aim
would be to ensure that the environmental radioactivity will not increase considerably above the
natural level due to the presence of a repository. However, strict adherence to this principle means
that sites with already anomalous high levels of natural radioactivity would be considered more
suitable for siting of repositories. The rationale for such a conclusion is doubtful and
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controversial. Conversely, a site characterized by unusually low environmental concentrations
would seem less suitable. Also in this case the rationale behind the conclusion is doubtful. As an
alternative, which would avoid bias related to unusual geochemical conditions at the proposed
repository locations, it is suggested that a thorough review of existing data on environmental
concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides and stable pollutants could be undertaken.
Such a review would give a basis for establishing ranges of concentrations that may be used in
deriving safe reference values. The same line of reasoning also holds if fluxes at the geosphere
boundary are used as indicators, as discussed below.
4. GEOSPHERE INDICATORS
Several indicators based on the performance of the geological barriers and the rates of
radionuclide releases from the geosphere to the surface environment, essentially shallow
groundwater, soil and surface waters, have been proposed. These indicators are usually based on
radionuclide transport processes which occur between the near field and the surface (or near surface)
environment. Geosphere indicators have the main focus on either safety or performance.
Safety indicators provide a means of comparing estimated repository impacts with natural
conditions, independently assumed to be safe. Potential safety indicators include radionuclide fluxes
through relevant boundaries such as the interface between the geosphere and the near surface
environment or radionuclide concentrations in critical compartments of the geosphere such as shallow
groundwater or near surface layers where radionuclides may become accumulated. In order to be able
to use these indicators it must be possible to clearly define the relevant boundaries or compartments
and also to define naturally occurring fluxes or concentrations which may be considered as reference
values for safety comparisons.
Performance indicators provide some measure of the potential long term isolation contributed
by the geological barriers. Typical performance indicators are groundwater travel time and
radionuclides transfer times. Long travel times are generally favourable from the safety point of view
as they allow more time for radioactive decay, which can result in lower radiological impacts.
However, when waste contains very long lived nuclides, long transfer times alone may not be
sufficient to ensure safety as it cannot be assumed that such radionuclides will decay to nonhazardous levels during the migration from the repository to the surface environment. In addition,
there are no migration times available from natural systems which are suitable as reference values for
safety comparison purposes.
4.1. Fluxes
Depending on repository and site specific features a number of interfaces exist between the
waste and the surface environment. In order to reach the surface, waste-derived radionuclides must
cross all the interfaces, consequently a variety of fluxes can be envisaged and calculated in a
performance assessment. Not all calculated fluxes are directly related to safety and for many no
independent and meaningful reference value is available from natural systems for safety comparison
purposes. However, the flux through the interface between the geosphere and the surface
environment seems to fulfil these requirements [9].
The total flux leaving the geosphere contains naturally occurring radionuclides and other toxic
elements. It is therefore possible to define fluxes of particular elements or naturally occurring
radionuclides released from the geosphere which may provide suitable reference values for safety
comparisons.
Repository derived fluxes, provided by performance assessments, could be compared with
natural fluxes through the geosphere boundary overlying a repository, as suggested by Miller et al. [6,
7]. If repository derived fluxes were significantly lower than natural fluxes it would be logical to
conclude that the repository would not alter significantly the natural environment.
It is suggested here that the approach could be broadened, through the use of a larger data base,
to allow a more general and global perspective. In practice, this implies that fluxes of naturally
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occurring radionuclides, and other chemotoxic elements likely to be released from repositories,
should be determined for a variety of geological situations and environmental conditions. The
objective would be to define typical values, ranges and variability of fluxes. Additionally these fluxes
should be put in relation with resulting health and environmental impacts in the areas by means of
specific and well focused epidemiological and environmental analyses. The rationale for broadening
so considerably the perspective on fluxes would be to allow more generally meaningful comparisons
for repository derived fluxes and to avoid misleading inferences about the safety of the system due to,
for example, the location of the repository in an area characterized by anomalous geochemical
features (see Section 3).
A possible approach for creating the proposed data base on natural fluxes of relevant elements
and isotopes would be to analyse the geochemical literature regarding the transport of substances by
surface water. A large amount of information exists on the transport of elements by the major rivers
of the world, both in solution and as suspended matter. These data normally represent an average for
the entire basin and, while of significant interest, may include fluxes originating from extremely
different areas from the geological, geomorphological and climatic points of view. In addition, river
basins often comprise areas disturbed by human action, resulting in fluxes which are only partially
natural. Therefore it would be important to concentrate the attention on data relative to the removal
of elements from small basins (small streams), which would be more homogeneous in respect to
geochemical and physical features, and would allow to identify in a more reliable fashion the manmade components of the fluxes. In addition, small basins would allow a more reliable assessment of
the radiological and environmental consequences of the fluxes.
4.2. Concentrations
Slow moving groundwater, a requirement for repository host rocks, is usually in geochemical
equilibrium with the rock in which it is found. Any groundwater entering the repository and
contacting the waste is likely to shift toward a different chemical equilibrium by picking up some
repository derived substances. The migration of contaminated groundwater away from the repository
may eventually lead to concentrations of repository derived pollutants in parts of the geosphere with
less isolation from the surface environment. These potentially more accessible sections of the
geosphere are essentially aquifers, adjacent to the host rock, with sufficient hydraulic conductivity to
feed natural groundwater outflows or to justify drilling wells, or relatively shallow layers where the
repository derived substances can become accumulated.
4.3. Transfer times
In practically all performance assessments carried out so far, normal evolution scenarios
assume that repository derived substances, after release from the near field barriers, will come in
contact with groundwater and start migrating. The migration velocity of the various chemicals
depends on the velocity of groundwater flow and on the retardation processes. Typical retardation
processes are sorption and matrix diffusion. Retardation as a whole is strongly dependent on the
nature and the chemical form of the migrating substances (anion, cation, colloid, etc.) and on the
properties of the rock (fractured or porous medium, sorption properties of particle surfaces, etc.).
Performance assessments normally indicate that transfer times of repository derived pollutants, from
the disposal horizon to the surface, range from a few hundred to many thousands of years. For
example, calculations suggest that strongly retarded species in low permeability porous media (e.g.
plutonium in clay) will migrate so slowly that they will become harmless within the near field.
Specific transfer times need to be calculated for all repository derived substances which may
contribute significantly to the impact of the repository. For those substances which can be shown to
decay during the migration within the geosphere the transfer time could be used as a primary safety
indicator. For stable chemical pollutants (no decay) and long lived, low retardation radionuclides
(e.g. "Tc and 129I) transfer times are not relevant as safety indicators.
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5. WASTE/REPOSITORY INDICATORS
5.1. Durability and performance of engineered barriers
In the same sense as fluxes of radionuclides through the geosphere boundary may be used as
safety indicators, fluxes through other interfaces or barriers that repository derived materials need to
cross to reach the surface might also be used for this purpose. However, in the case of engineered
barriers, suitable references are less independent from the overall safety assessment of the repository
and, in addition, natural terms of comparison are less readily available or defined. Therefore, most
indicators pertaining to these barriers are secondary safety indicators or performance indicators.
A possible exception to this general observation is when engineered barriers can be shown to
preclude the release of relatively short lived radionuclides for a sufficiently long time to allow their
decay to innocuous levels. Thus, the containment of radionuclides for the duration of their hazardous
life in long lived waste packages is an example of the use of time (duration of the barrier) as a
primary safety indicator, although it is not applicable for all radionuclides in the waste. Natural
concentrations of the same or similar radionuclides in the geosphere can provide a reference value,
i.e. the time needed for the activity in the waste form (or in the disposal zone or in the whole
repository or in any other representative volume) to decay to natural levels.
5.2. Waste inventory and intrinsic radiotoxicity - hazard indices
Commonly the potential to cause radiation exposures represented by the total inventory of
radionuclides in a repository is denoted as a potential hazard. A better way to represent this potential
hazard is to transform the radioactivity into radiotoxicity; this is usually done by dividing the
inventories of the various radionuclides by the respective annual limits on intake (ALIs). This
process gives values that represent better the intrinsic hazard of the waste and which are usually
referred to as hazard indices. Such hazard indices have been used widely [4]; they are usually
displayed as curves showing the indices as a function of time. In particular, they have been used to
indicate the time needed for the potential hazard presented by the waste to decline to a relatively
innocuous level. The discussion of different management options for spent nuclear fuel has been
often based on hazard indices [17].
In the use of hazard indices it should be recognized that they do not represent the actual risk
associated with the radioactive waste. For evaluation and assessment of the actual risk, or any other
measure of safety, there is no substitute for a proper safety assessment which takes into account the
performance of engineered and natural barriers as well as scenarios covering future events and
possible human behaviour.
Nevertheless, radiotoxicity hazard indices are useful for explaining and illustrating the potential
risk of radioactive waste disposal. In that sense they can be used to indicate the need for isolation of
the waste from the biosphere for a certain time. The indices may also be used to illustrate the
remaining hazard of a repository for times beyond the range of reasonable estimates. However, since
hazard indices do not provide a direct measure of the safety of a repository they are not to be regarded
as proper indicators of safety, possibly with the exception of the time periods that are too far in the
future to be covered reliably by safety assessment calculations.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The application of other safety indicators supplementary to dose or risk, e.g. concentrations and
fluxes, which do not rely on highly uncertain assumptions about the future evolution of society and
the biosphere may strengthen the reasonable assurance of safety. The combined use of a variety of
safety indicators, such as risk, dose, environmental concentrations, flux leaving the geosphere, flux
through barriers and transfer times, will contribute to the credibility of the safety assessment.
However, the indicators complementary to dose and risk have to be further developed to ensure that
they can be used in reasonable agreement with the established requirements of radiation protection.
In particular the usefulness of fluxes and concentrations as safety indicators depends very much on
the possibility of defining sound reference values to be used for comparison purposes.
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Consequently, it is believed that additional work should be carried out on at least the most
potentially useful of the discussed indicators. In particular, it is felt that fluxes leaving the geosphere
and concentrations in the near surface environment justify additional development, possibly within an
international cooperation framework. The objective of the activity would be to define typical values,
ranges and variability of fluxes and concentrations. Additionally, these values should be put in
relation with resulting local health and environmental impacts on the basis of existing information or
specific investigations about epidemiological and environmental conditions.
It is therefore recommended that the feasibility of launching a Coordinated Research Project,
with the objectives of assembling, reviewing and generating a data base adequate for the assessment
of additional safety indicators, particularly fluxes and concentrations of radionuclides in appropriate
sectors of the near surface and the surface environment, be explored.
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Abstract
In Germany, the term 'ageing management' comprises several aspects. A demand for a special ageing
monitoring programme is not explicitly contained in the regulations. However, from the Atomic Energy Act and
its regulations results the operator's obligation to perform extensive measures to maintain the quality of the plant
and the operating personnel working in the plant. From this point of view, comprehensive ageing management
in German nuclear power plants has taken place right from the start under the generic term of quality assurance.

1.

Introduction

All technical buildings or constructions have only a limited lifetime. Some have lasted for a very long
time, like the pyramides in Egypt, others are very short-lived, like personal computers.
Therefore, all aspects have carefully to be considered which may occur during the lifetime of a
nuclear power plant. Among those are aspects like conceptional modification as well as changes in
safety philosophy. We can have ageing problems with regard to materials, concrete and systems.
Some parts have to be replaced after many years of operation. In some cases, spare parts can no more
be delivered in the original condition, that is why it is very important that the implementation of
newly designed spare parts has no repercussion on other systems. This is, for example, a main point in
the field of electrical equipment and instrumentation.
Another aspect to be considered is the transfer of plant-specific knowhow of retiring personnel to
younger or new colleagues. With a planned lifetime of the German nuclear power plants of more than
40 years, the operating personnel will completely be exchanged. The same applies to documentation
which must be available until the end of the plant's lifetime and which must consistently include all
essential modifications.
In the field of plant security, there are completely different types of ageing. Because the possibilities
of terrorists have developed with time, we have to continuously develop and implement
countermeasures.

2.

Status of the German Nuclear Power Plants

In 1998, nineteen nuclear power plants have been in operation. Six NPPs are boiling water reactors
(BWR), the other thirteen are of the pressurized water reactor type (PWR). The total power amounted
to 22,194 MWe in 1997, i. e., on average more than 1,150 MWe per unit.The oldest nuclear power
plant still in operation is Obrigheim with a lifetime of 30 years.
The German nuclear power plants have a licence without time limit. Therefore the issue of ageing is
very important to the supervisory authorities, as they cannot assess this issue in the frame of licence
renewal similar to the procedure in other countries.
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TABLE 1: LIFETIME OF THE GERMAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS (1998)
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3.

Conceptional, Technological Ageing

In addition to material ageing, ageing of a plant due to the permanently changing state-of-the-art of
science and technology as well as of the development in safety philosophy plays an important role.
This aspect of ageing has been taken into account by the upgrading of existing and the installation of
new safety systems as well as the introduction of accident management measures. In this regard,
recommendations of the German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) are of high significance. Major
incentives for this further development of nuclear safety are derived from research programs financed
by the Federal Government.
Because of the permanent increase in expertise from operational experiences, experience feedback
and research in the field of reactor safety and the new safety-related requirements resulting from this,
the high safety standard during the time of operation has been continued for all reactors in the Federal
Republic of Germany by permanent backfittings. To cover this practice for the total time of operation
of a plant, the Reactor Safety Commission recommended to perform a comprehensive Periodic Safety
Review (PSR) for each nuclear power plant and to repeat it periodically in time intervals of
approximately ten years. The operators of German nuclear power plants voluntarily committed
themselves to perform these safety reviews.
Some measures shall serve as examples which were later implemented in German nuclear power
plants.
•
o
«

Secondary and primary pressure relief
Filtered pressure relief of the containment shell
Exchange of the feedwater pipes and main steam pipes of BWRs

At present, there is an example for a sensible adaptation to the state-of-the-art of science and
technology in the field of instrumentation and control. For instance, presently a step-wise change of
technology from analogous to digital instrumentation and control is taking place in German nuclear
power plants. It cannot be derived from operational experience gained up to now that instrumentation
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and control require to be modernized. The international trend, however, is unstoppable towards
digitalization and software support. Another aspect are the difficulties to guarantee that spare parts
are available for the long term.

4.

Material Ageing

Material ageing includes time-dependent modifications of the characteristics of components in the
fields machine engineering, electrical engineering and instrumentation and control as well as
structural engineering. These modifications are caused by external influences, like mechanical,
thermal, chemical influences and/or radiation. The connection of external influences with the
different loads (e. g. static, dynamic, cyclic) leads to the damaging mechanisms which are typical of
ageing.
In the field of mechanical engineering, ageing mechanisms are mainly contained in the following
types of faults: corrosion, fatigue, wear, and embrittlement.
Within the scope of the requirements on quality assurance in nuclear power plants, different methods
are used to inspect and monitor the components or, respectively, their materials with regard to the
above-mentioned ageing phenomena. These methods already start prior to commissioning when the
documents for the components are pre-checked, and are continued during the monitoring of
construction and installation, including sampling of materials. To monitor materials and components
during the operational phase,
•
•
•

continuous controls,
periodic controls, i. e. recurrent controls, and
discontinuous controls, i. e. special control programmes

are used. To examine material ageing, material testing methods are used, which are classified iin
destroying and non-destroying testing methods. The testing methods in nuclear power plants are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ultrasonic test
radiographic testing by means of X-ray or y-radiation,
surface crack test by means of magnetic particle inspection test or dye penetrant test,
eddy-current test,
visual testing by eye, endoscope or videoscope,
special testing methods (potential probe, sound emission ).

Depending on the use of a component and its material, there are different requirements on monitoring
for single components and systems. The radiation-induced embrittlement of the reactor pressure
vessel is a deciding criterion for the lifetime, since an exchange of the reactor pressure vessel is not
possible. Therefore, the directives with regard to the monitoring of the radiation-induced
embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessel have been determined in a special standard of the Nuclear
Standards Committee (KTA). In addition to reactor pressure vessel monitoring programmes, further
programmes are directly linked with ageing phenomena. Among those are e. g.:
•
•

On-line fatigue monitoring
On-line diagnostic systems to recognize vibration, body sound and leakages.

They have in particular been used from the point of view of lifetime monitoring, prolonging of
lifetime, the determination of remaining lifetime, within the scope of fatigue calculations or for the
implementation of maintenance strategies (e. g. preventive maintenance). The mentioned measures
follow the principle of creating by appropriate measures (e. g. material testings or on-line monitoring)
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a data base for a status analysis, of which conclusions can be drawn, e. g. with regard to repair
plannings, plant operation and possible exchanges of material and/or components.
In the field of electrical engineering as well as instrumentation and control, quantitative
knowledge on the influence of decisive loads, like, for instance, temperature load by environmental
conditions or self-heating, radiological influences, vibrations, electrical fields, wear, humidity,
pressure, chemical changes etc., is required to determine ageing processes and pursue their trends. By
directives given in the German regulations, ageing aspects with regard to material choice, design,
construction, testing and monitoring during operation as well as maintenance are taken into account.
For instrumentation and control installations, which differ considerably with regard to operational and
incident-caused environmental conditions, testing methods were installed in the past with the help of
which the required incident-resistance has already been proved individually within the scope of the
suitability test for the total time of use (stress parameters). With the draft standard KTA 3706
"Recurrent Proof of Coolant Loss Breakdown Resistance of Electrical-engineering and
Instrumentation-and-control Components of the Safety System", the joint effects of the stress
parameters shall be investigated and existing uncertainties with regard to their assessment shall be
removed.
In the case of ageing aspects in the field of building structures, those components of a nuclear power
plant are in the fore which have to take the operational and the accidental loads and which have to
guarantee the integrity of the buildings relevant to nuclear safety. These are mainly prestressed
concrete parts, steel constructions and linking parts, like anchorings, passages or hermetic sealings.
The structural requirements in German nuclear power plants were determined in a great number of
rules and guidelines as well as in DIN-standards.
In addition to the setting (setting cracks) occurring at all buildings, these components are also
monitored with regard to the known ageing mechanisms under the point of view of ageing of the
single materials:
•

•
•

concrete (damages caused by weather influences, chemical reactions with components in
groundwater or air. damages by carbonatization, shrinkage due to the high dead weight or,
respective!). load, damages by vegetation),
steel components, like reinforced steel or liner (corrosion damages, embrittlement by radioactive
radiation).
synthetic materials, e. g. as coatings, gap material (damaging by heating, light, chemicals,
mechanical use).

The monitoring of nuclear power plant buildings is mainly performed by visual inspections.
Additionally, instrumentational methods are used, like, for instance, setting measurements or
potential measurements to detect corroded reinforcements.
5.

Other Aspects of Ageing

Other aspects of ageing concern in particular the physical ageing of the nuclear power plant
personnel and the loss of know-how through fluctuation of the personnel. In Germany, the reactor
personnel counts as occupationally exposed personnel and are medically surveyed. The legal
regulations regarding medical surveillance are laid down in the Radiation Protection Ordinance.
Fluctuation of the personnel is negligible within the general working life. In particular, the fluctuation
due to age has to be taken into account. Therefore, it is important to secure the transfer of know-how
inside the plant and in the train ug centres, among others in university installations, with the objective
to maintain expert knowledge as well as a certain number of nuclear engineers. In all fields, in
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particular, however, in shift operation and maintenance, the experience of the individual plays an
important role, the transfer of experience to other employees being of particular significance.
According to the "Guideline Concerning the Proof of Expertise of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel",
training/education leaders are designated within the scope of plant organization who are responsible
for building up programmes for the mediation and maintenance of shift personnel expertise.
A special role in transferring know-how is simulator training, which has continuously quantitatively
and qualitatively improved in Germany since the 70ies. In addition to the mediation of knowledge on
plant engineering, safely acting in different situations and operations is particularly trained with the
simulator training concept.
The plant documentation is kept in the control room of the nuclear power plants, its adjoining rooms,
in workshops, office rooms and the archives. If it exists on paper, it is subject to a certain wear.
Furthermore, the documentation is updated and continued within the scope of modification
procedures. Far-reaching requirements concerning the content and running of the plant documentation
are contained in the nuclear standard regulations. In detail, those are aspects like completeness,
relevance, protection against fire and other damaging impacts, running of a second documentation
and storageability according to the storage periods given.
In order to better fulfill the requirements on documentation, electronic data processing systems are
increasingly used for the processing of the data and information arising in connection with the
operation of the plant and are integrated in plant management (Integrated Management Systems). The
modifications and changes of hardware and software required for this are guaranteed by given quality
standards and data updating is carried out according to determined responsibilities.

Summary'
In Germany, the term 'ageing management' comprises several aspects. A demand for a special ageing
monitoring programme is not explicitly contained in the regulations. However, from the Atomic
Energy Act and its regulations results the operator's obligation to perform extensive measures to
maintain the quality of the plant and the operating personnel working in the plant. From this point of
view, comprehensive ageing management in German nuclear power plants has been taken place right
from the start under the generic term of quality assurance.
Ageing of materials or components is controlled by in-plant quality assurance programmes.
With regard to conceptional ageing, a number of safety-relevant improvements have been carried out.
Additionally, the safety-related plant status is regularly controlled by Periodic Safety Reviews (PSR).
The review of the plant documentation regarding the complete recording of all modifications is
performed by the supervisory authority. The technical requirements on the personnel are subjected to
stringent controls. Specific problems of plant operation are trained by control room simulators.
Another important aspect for ageing management is the increase of safety by a comprehensive
exchange of information about operational experiences in German and foreign plants. On all levels of
German nuclear engineering (manufacturers, utilities, experts, supervisory authorities), efficient
methods to guarantee the flux of information have been established and are regulated by law.
Part of those methods is the obligation to report safety-relatedly important events, which is regulated
in the "Ordinance on Nuclear Safety Officers and the Reporting of Incidents and Other Events"
(Atomrechtliche Sicherheitsbeauftragten- und Meldeverordnung, AtSMV), their central recording and
assessment and the forwarding of information being guaranteed by the Incident Registration Centre of
the Federal Office for Radiation Protection. Information of particular, generic importance is given to
the Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit as forwarding news on behalf of BMU to all
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participants, so that necessary examinations can immediately be arranged for in the nuclear power
plants. Incidents in foreign plants are made accessible via the Incident Reporting System (IRS) of
OECD and IAEA.
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Abstract
This paper presents an overview of the aging of metal components in U.S. Light Water Reactors. The
types of degradation being experienced in components such as the pressure vessel, piping, reactor internals, and
steam generators, and the programs being implemented to manage the degradation are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Commercial Light Water Reactors (LWRs) in the U.S. were designed with explicit
consideration given to some forms of aging degradation. The most notable examples are the
consideration given to fatigue in piping and piping components, and embrittlement of the reactor
pressure vessel. As we gained operating experience, a number of other degradation forms emerged.
For example:
•

•

•

Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) BWR piping systems;
Thermal embrittlement of cast stainless steels;
Flow assisted corrosion of some piping systems;
Environmentally Assisted Cracking of Control Rod Drive Mechanism housings;
Stress Corrosion Cracking of reactor internals (irradiation assisted in some cases);
and
Degradation of steam generator tubes by a number of mechanisms.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the U.S. industry, have implemented a number of
programs to address these issues. The following sections of this paper explore the degradation of key
primary pressure boundary components and reactor internals, and the ongoing regulatory and
research programs to address them.
2. AGING DEGRADATION OF KEY PRESSURE BOUNDARY COMPONENTS
2.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel Embrittlement
The reactor pressure vessel houses and supports the reactor core, and provides the flow path
for the coolant through the core. The pressure vessel is also the only component in the reactor system
for which the engineered safety features cannot provide protection in case of a rupture. Thus,
assuring its integrity over the life of the nuclear power plant is essential to assuring safe operation of
the plant.
The primary degradation mechanism for the reactor pressure vessel is neutron irradiation
embrittlement. It has long been recognized that neutrons escaping from the reactor core embrittle the
pressure vessel beltline materials, which can limit the safe operating life of a reactor pressure vessel.
Vessels fabricated from materials with high levels of the trace elements copper and nickel are
particularly susceptible to neutron irradiation embrittlement, but research and analysis of material
surveillance data has also shown effects of other trace elements such as phosphorous.
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Work in the U.S. to manage embrittlement has progressed on many fronts. For example,
detailed statistical analyses of material surveillance data, coupled with research into the mechanisms
of embrittlement, has provided improved correlations between material chemistry and embrittlement
as measured by the shift in the Charpy 30 ft-lb energy level. These improved correlations are being
evaluated as a basis for a potential third revision to the NRC's Regulatory Guide 1.99, "Radiation
Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel Materials."
Concerns over embrittlement have resulted in regulations governing two aspects of plant
operation. First, and most widely discussed, are the embrittlement screening criteria used in the U.S.
to provide protection against vessel failure during pressurized thermal shock (PTS) transients. The
regulation addressing PTS specifies values of the material's reference temperature (RTPTS) beyond
which the plant cannot be operated without a detailed analysis to demonstrate an acceptable level of
safety. The other regulation directly affected by embrittlement governs the acceptable pressure and
temperature limits during plant startup and shutdown. As embrittlement levels increase the required
temperature for a given pressure increases, which results in more restrictive startup and shutdown
limits.
In both cases, there are numerous variables that must be considered, with material chemistry,
neutron fluence, unirradiated properties, fracture toughness, potential flaws, and the applied loadings
being the most notable. However, recent plant-specific evaluations in the U.S. have demonstrated the
importance of variability in the material properties, particularly the material chemistry and
unirradiated properties. The concerns over variability apply not only to variability within a specific
weld or plate, but also to variability within a population of nominally identical (or at least similar)
welds.
The NRC has maintained a database of plant-specific material surveillance data for several
years. This database was used in developing the embrittlement correlations published in Revision 2
to Regulatory Guide 1.99, and more recently, provided the initial database used in the statistical
evaluations that may lead to Revision 3 of that Regulatory Guide. It has been recognized in those
evaluations that the reported surveillance data can show significant variability for the same weld or
plate designation.
Recognizing the concern over variability, and the instances where similar materials were
used in several pressure vessels but where different chemistry and property values were being
reported, the NRC implemented a program where each operating reactor was required to provide
detailed information about the materials in the reactor pressure vessel. That information is being
compiled in the Reactor Vessel Integrity Database (RVID), and which will be used by the staff in
assuring that all appropriate values of chemistry and initial properties are used in evaluations for
specific pressure vessels. This effort will improve the accuracy of the chemistry and property values
used in pressure vessel evaluations.
The NRC has also been addressing the other key variables through a broad-scope research
effort. Significant emphasis has been placed on the fracture analysis methods applicable to shallow
cracks subjected to typical loading, fracture toughness formulations and particularly the potential
application of the Master Curve approach, and the size and density distributions for fabrication flaws
in welds. The intent is provide a firm technical basis for any changes to the regulations and or
regulatory guidance relating to pressure vessel safety.
Finally, the NRC has recognized that some pressure vessels may reach unacceptable levels of
embrittlement, particularly if it is decided to extend the current operating license of the plant, and that
mitigation of the embrittlement must be considered. Thermal annealing is the only known process
for effectively relieving the embrittlement damage to the steel's microstructure, thereby restoring the
ductility of the material to nearly its unirradiated level. While there has been significant experience
in Russia and Eastern Europe with thermal annealing, it has never been accomplished on a
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commercial reactor pressure vessel in the U.S. Based on the favorable experience in Russia and
Eastern Europe, and on extensive research data showing the beneficial effects on material properties,
the NRC promulgated a regulation and regulatory guidance on thermal annealing. However, because
of lingering doubts about the engineering feasibility of thermal annealing for U.S. designs, the U.S.
Department of Energy and a consortium of organizations from the U.S., France, and Japan, undertook
an Annealing Demonstration Program. The NRC participated as a observer in these demonstrations.
The demonstration program was successful, and has provided a good basis for anticipating that
thermal annealing can be successfully accomplished on U.S. design pressure vessels.
Thus, while irradiation embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessel can effectively limit its
safe operating life, the combination of NRC and industry activities are providing viable techniques
for effectively managing this degradation.
Current interest is focussed on pressure-temperature limits and possible ways to reduce
unnecessary conservatism, thereby providing greater flexibility in plant operations and reducing the
potential for inadvertent relief valve actuation in PWRs. Areas being considered include flaw
orientation and size, use of the reference fracture toughness curve (KIR) versus the crack initiation
toughness (Klc), the fracture mechanics models used in the analyses, and the implicit and explicit
margins used in the analyses.
2.2 Environmentally Assisted Cracking of Pressure Boundary Components and Reactor Internals
Environmentally assisted cracking (EAC) continues to be a significant aging degradation
mechanisms for numerous components in light water reactors. Six of the eight forms of degradation
cited as examples in the Introduction are related to environmentally assisted cracking. For EAC to
develop, there must be a confluence of a sufficiently aggressive environment, a susceptible material,
and a sufficiently high loading. Experience has shown that these conditions exist in many places in
light water reactors.
One of the most notable instances of EAC was the intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC) of stainless steel piping in BWRs. This problem was initially found in small diameter
piping, but fairly quickly was identified in larger diameter piping as well. The relatively high
dissolved oxygen content of the BWR environment, coupled with the sensitization of the materials
due either to welding processes, heat treatments, or both, and the high residual stresses in these
welds, provided the conditions necessary to initiate cracks and for them to propagate through the wall
thickness.
This problem was managed by a combination of approaches. Some plants elected to replace
the 304 stainless steel piping with a nuclear grade of 316 piping, which provided a much more
resistant material. Others have used a combination of full encirclement weld overlay repairs,
induction heating stress improvement welding techniques, and much more careful control of the
water chemistry to limit or eliminate this problem. It should be noted that many plants have
implemented a hydrogen water chemistry program with tighter limits on general water chemistry, to
provide a much less aggressive environment. Thus, IGSCC in BWR piping has been effectively
managed through changes in materials and environments, and through weld repair techniques.
More recently, IGSCC has resulted in significant cracking in the core shrouds of some
BWRs. Again, the combination of a susceptible material, an aggressive environment, and high
residual stresses have led to extensive cracking of the core shrouds. However, unlike the piping, the
high irradiation levels for the core shroud limit both the inspection and repair options. All of the
inspections must be done remotely, and the visual inspection techniques that have been used
effectively require cleaning of the surfaces and relatively high magnification. Replacement of the
shroud does not appear to be viable for U.S. plants, and weld repair options are extremely limited due
to the high irradiation levels in the stainless steel materials. Thus, the industry has devised
mechanical clamping schemes to assure the structural integrity of the core shroud, even when large
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cracks are present. The addition of nobel metals to the coolant is being explored as one option to
mitigate the cracking in much the same manner as hydrogen water chemistry was used to mitigate
cracking in BWR piping. While this problem does not appear to be completely solved, it does appear
that the repair, inspection, and mitigation programs implemented by the industry are effectively
managing the degradation.
Stress corrosion cracking is being observed in a number of BWR and PWR components. For
example, there has been cracking at the penetrations of the PWR control rod drive mechanism
housings through the pressure vessel head. This problem has been observed at a number of non-U.S.
reactors, and the U.S. industry has implemented a program to inspect U.S. reactors. There are
numerous instances of cracking in other BWR reactor internal components, such as jet pump hold
down beams, jet pump riser brackets, and top guides. There also are numerous instances of cracking
in high nickel components, such as nozzle safe ends. The industry has developed an extensive set of
guidelines for inspection, evaluation, and repair of BWR internals.
In addition to the classic IGSCC for reactor internals, certain highly irradiated components
are susceptible to irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC). This degradation
mechanism has been observed internationally in both PWRs and BWRs. Perhaps the most notable
instance is the emerging problem of cracking of the baffle bolts in PWRs. For this degradation
mechanism, the problem of defining a susceptible material, environment, and loading combination is
further confounded by the effects of neutron irradiation, and the presence of what appears to be a
threshold fluence below which the cracking is not observed.
There are both national and international research programs addressing the general issues of
cracking in reactor components. The NRC has ongoing research addressing the broad spectrum of
problems, including cracking in high nickel alloys and IASCC. That research is addressing not only
the macroscopically observable crack initiation and growth, but includes efforts to explore the
mechanisms of cracking.
The industry efforts include research addressing the cracking, mitigation strategies, and
potential repair techniques, such as weld repairs. The NRC also is evaluating the merits and
limitations of underwater weld repair techniques for irradiated stainless steel components. This is a
relatively new line of inquiry in the U.S., at least for light water reactor applications, and it may
provide a viable alternative to replacing components, or perhaps an adjunct to other repair techniques
such as the mechanical clamps used on the BWR core shrouds.
There are a number of success stories related to EAC. However, this continues to be an area
ripe for research inquiries and exploration. Until a better understanding of all of the factors that
influence EAC in light water reactors is achieved, and better methods for identifying susceptible
materials and components are developed, it appears that the industry and the regulators will have to
continue to develop application specific programs in response to emerging cracking problems.
2.3 Fatigue and Thermal Embrittlement of Piping Components
The potential for metal fatigue to result in cracking and the failure of piping and piping
components has long been recognized. As design codes, such as the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, have evolved, the level of rigor required for piping fatigue analyses has increased.
Over the last several years, the effects of the light water reactor environments on the fatigue life of
typical piping materials has been under evaluation. While the water environment clearly reduces the
fatigue life of both stainless and carbon steels, recent generic analyses have suggested that there was
sufficient margin in the original design analyses to permit safe operation through the original design
life of 40 years. The analyses are continuing to address the potential for operation through a license
renewal period of 20 years. This issue is continuing to evolve in the U.S., particularly for those
plants considering license renewal.
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In the 1980's, there was considerable concern over the potential for thermal embrittlement of
cast stainless steel piping and piping components to reduce the fracture toughness of these materials
to unacceptable levels. An aggressive research program evaluating both the mechanisms of the
embrittlement, and developing models to predict the fracture toughness change due to the
embrittlement, provided the tools necessary to evaluate specific applications. In general, although the
toughness loss can be nontrivial, the problem is not nearly as large as it once appeared.
2.4 Degradation of Steam Generator Tubes
Degradation of steam generator tubes is another aging problem that has evolved over time.
Several years ago, the key problems were wastage and denting. As plant operators made changes to
the secondary-side water chemistry to address those problems, and with longer service time, new
problems emerged, such as secondary and primary stress corrosion cracking. In the early 1990's,
outside diameter stress corrosion cracking, Intergranular attack, and primary water stress corrosion
cracking emerged as significant degradation mechanisms. More recently, circumferential cracking at
the top of the tube sheet, cracking at welds associated with repair sleeves, and mid-span cracking
have emerged.
Industry initiatives to implement tube repair strategies, such as sleeving, have been fraught
with problems. However, the high cost of replacing steam generators makes replacement an
unattractive option for many utilities. Thus, there remains significant interest in a viable repair
strategy.
The inspection technology used to detect and quantify tube degradation has made significant
strides forward in the last few years. However, it still is not possible to reliably quantify the size of
cracking for all applications. This has led to a "plug on detection" approach for many applications.
The NRC has been actively engaged in developing regulatory guidance on the appropriate
elements of a program for managing steam generator tube degradation. The approach being
promulgated relies on inspection, coupled with predictions of future performance and incorporation
of results from the previous operating cycle, to provide a reasonable assessment of tube integrity
during the current operating cycle.
Similarly, the industry has been implementing programs to manage the degradation in steam
generator tubes, and performance as measured by forced outages due to tube leaks has improved, but
the underlying problems have not been solved. Some utilities have elected to replace their steam
generators using alloy 690 as the tubing material, which is much more resistant to degradation than
the alloy 600 used in the original tubes.
Thus, there are both regulatory programs and operating plant strategies for managing the
degradation of steam generator tubes. Nevertheless, continued degradation has the potential to
shorten the operating life of PWRs. The experience to date with replacement steam generators has
been very favorable, suggesting this is an effective way to handle the problem but may not be
economically viable for all utilities.
3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Aging degradation can, and in many instances has, affected the integrity of metal components
in light water reactors. The types of degradation are nearly as varied as the components, materials,
and environments encountered in the reactors. If left unmitigated and unmanaged, aging degradation
can limit the safe operating life of key components, such as the pressure vessel and steam generators.
Industry and regulatory programs have been implemented to address aging degradation of the
key components. Some programs have resulted in significant successes, such as the management of
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IGSCC in BWR piping, and the elimination of thermal embrittlement of cast stainless steels as a
major concern. Further, programs underway to address pressure vessel embrittlement, fracture
toughness, and the analytical methods used to evaluate pressure vessel safety, the offer the potential
for a significant reduction in the concerns for pressure vessel safety for most plants.
Unfortunately, there are some areas where the ability to predict future performance and to
understand the degradation phenomena is not as good as we would like. Environmentally assisted
cracking, particularly for reactor internals, and degradation of steam generator tubes are two specific
areas where the research programs have not provided the tools necessary to effectively mitigate the
problems.
In general, the technical community has made great strides forward in understanding aging
degradation for metal components. Even in those areas where we are left to react to emerging
problems, the technical community has become particularly adept at identifying viable management
strategies. Thus, we conclude that (1) there are effective programs for managing aging degradation
for most components, (2) new forms of aging degradation are likely to occur for many components,
particularly those susceptible to environmentally assisted cracking, and (3) the technical community
supporting both plant operators and regulators will be able to address those new forms of degradation
in a timely manner.
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Abstract
This paper describes briefly the legislative and regulatory framework in which the final disposal of
radioactive wastes is carried out in Argentina. It also presents the criteria developed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Authority (ARN) to assess the long-term safety of final disposal systems for high level radioactive wastes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The "National Law of Nuclear Activity" (No. 24804), in force since April 1997 by approval of
the National Congress, assigns to ARN the following functions: to regulate and to inspect nuclear
activities regarding radiological and nuclear safety, physical protection of nuclear materials, in order
to verify that such materials are used exclusively with peaceful purposes and also, to advise the
National Executive Power in matters of its competence. For the fulfilment of these functions the Law
grants the ARN the necessary legal competence to develop, to establish and to apply a regulatory
system to all nuclear activities carried out in Argentina.
Concerning the final disposal of high, medium and low level radioactive wastes, the "National
Law of Nuclear Activity" establishes that to define the location of a repository the National
Commission of Atomic Energy (CNEA), as Responsible Entity, should propose a location. This place
shall have the approval of ARN regarding radiological and nuclear safety and the approval by law of
the Provincial State where the localization was intended.
The activity of ARN is carried out in the framework of a regulatory system whose fundamental
aspect is the approach adopted to establish the requirements of safety, which is known as "of
performance". This system has a group of rules known as "AR Standards" (AR: abbreviation of
Regulatory Authority) that, among other requirements, establish that the construction, operation and
decommissioning of a nuclear installation cannot start without the corresponding construction,
operation or decommissioning licence. This system is also applicable to the final disposal of high
level radioactive wastes.
2.

REGULATORY CRITERIA

ARN has developed some basic regulatory criteria applicable to the final disposal of
radioactive wastes with the aim to provide assessment targets on radiological and nuclear safety for
the demonstration period.
2.1.

Risk Limits

The radiological protection criteria applied by ARN to the final disposal of radioactive wastes
establishes that no individual of the critical group shall be exposed to a risk higher than 10 "5 y'1 with
optimization of the protection systems, and if the risk is not higher than 10"6 y'1, the optimization
requirement is not considered necessary. Those values are equivalent to a dose constraint of 0,3 mSv
a'1 and a dose reference level of 0,03 mSv a"1 respectively. These criteria are consistent with the
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International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) recommendations [1], [3]. The main
aims are to ensure that the individual risks are below the appropriate limits and to keep the
radiological impact as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).
2.2.

Radiological Protection Criteria Implementation

The multi-barrier concept is considered by ARN an appropriate tool to implement the main
objectives mentioned previously. This concept consists of a system of engineered and natural barriers
placed between the radioactive wastes and the environment accessible to man, with independent and
redundant features, so that the safety of the system relies on the radionuclides containment through
the combined operation of the multi-barrier system. In this way, the safety of the system is not
compromised by the failure of any particular barrier.
Geological barriers by themselves could implement the radiological criteria described in 2.1.,
but, ARN requires that a low individual risk to the individuals of the critical group shall be ensured by
engineering barriers too, in an independent and redundant manner. The barriers should be selected
taking into account the minimum confinement time required to allow the decay of the radionuclides
contained in the wastes.
The barriers considered appropriate are the inclusion of the wastes in a stable matrix whose
low leaching rate would allow the delay in the radionuclides arrival to the biosphere by 10,000 years;
the complete isolation of the wastes during the first 1,000 years to avoid deterministic effects by the
use of appropriate containers; backfilling the repository with a material of low hydraulic conductivity
and high ionic exchange capacity (to delay the migration of the leached radionuclides) and the use of
geological stable barriers, with low hydraulic conductivities, approximately at a depth of 500 meters
or more, located in areas without present or future mineral or petroleum interest and with low seismic
risk, obtaining by this means a delay in order of magnitude of 100,000 years, and a significant
reduction in the occurrence of probabilistic effects.
In Figure 1, the considered necessary time to allow the decay of the fission products are
indicated (approximately 1,000 years), and also, the same period for the actinides fraction remaining
after the reprocessing ( approximately 105- 10c years).
In Argentina, a feasibility analysis for the final disposal of high level radioactive wastes was
performed during the eighties. The conclusions drawn are that the final disposal of those wastes in a
deep and stable geological formation would be a solution that would not represent higher nsks for the
present and future generations than those indicated previously [4] - [5].
2.3.

Considerations for the eventual recuperation of the wastes

The criteria for the prevention of eventual recuperation of the wastes could be derived from the
well known radiological protection principle: "the magnitude of individual doses, the number of
people exposed, and the likelihood of incurring exposures where these are not certain to be received
should all be kept as low as reasonably achievable".
In the case of disposal of radioactive wastes without the removal of potentially useful material,
the presence of this material increases the probability of recovery intention, with the following
increase in the probability of exposure of the involved people. Therefore, as the recovery is a
potential event whose occurrence probability is near to one in this circumstances, it seems convenient
to derive a specific criteria based in the above mentioned principle. Consequently, the associated
regulatory requirement could recommend the removal from the waste of the potentially useful
material by the society with precedence to its final disposal.
Furthermore, an optimization process could define the optimal time in which the removal
should be performed conveniently.
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Figure 1 - Activities in the reprocessed wastes as time function (based on natural uranium fuel)
ARN considers that the appropriate solution to implement this concept, with the present
technological knowledge, is to reprocess the spent fuel elements [2], and to dispose of the high level
wastes solidified m a stable matrix, without actinides and fission products of interest, in a deep
geological formation, with appropriate characteristics [4]. Additionally, to ensure a convenient
structural strength for the waste form, the proposed container would be made from materials resistant
to corrosion and mechanical stress, chemically compatible with each other and with the waste
matrix, and without residual value that would otherwise give reason to removal intentions [5].
ARN considers that by these means, the probability of removal intention in repositories would
be diminished notably. This is mainly because by reprocessing the spent fuel, the plutomum, uranium,
fission products and actinides of interest would be removed previously.
The criteria are then based on the final disposal of the reprocessed wastes without any intention
of ulterior removal of materials. Otherwise, the radiological impact would be increased without any
evident benefit.
2.4

Institutional Control

After the removal of the useful materials, the institutional control of the high level radioactive
waste repository is relevant during the safety demonstration phase, in particular, to confirm that the
applied barriers perform as they were designed. Due to this reason, the cnteria adopted by ARN are to
demonstrate the radiological and nuclear safety of the repository in the long term, by analysis that
allow to evaluate the performance of each barrier. By this means, an appropriate level of confidence
shall be attained about the isolation of the radionuclides from the environment of interest, which
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should cover periods longer than 105 years due to the geological barrier. The assessment should also,
take into account, that the safety of the repository site does not require institutional control in the long
term.
2.5.

Human intrusion risks

The human intrusion probability in a repository that fulfils the characteristics detailed in 2.2. is
extremely low due to the site conditions. Furthermore, the human intrusion would be prevented by the
previously mentioned reasons, and mainly by the fact that the site has no present mineral or petroleum
potential interests, nor have the containers residual value. Additionally, the applied criteria to avoid
deterministic risks by engineering barriers implies that in the case of an eventual human intrusion the
most exposed individuals would be adequately protected by those barriers.

3.

ALTERNATIVE REGULATORY CRITERIA

An alternative waste management strategy to that presented here is to store temporally the
spent fuel without reprocessing. The storage period and conditions should be appropriate to maintain
the integrity of the spent fuel elements by the required storage period, ensuring their radiological and
nuclear safety and also their physical protection. Notwithstanding this, studies shall be performed to
make decisions on their final fate. These decisions should be made well in advance before the useful
life of the spent fuel structural materials has been reached.

4.

FINAL REMARKS

The exposed alternative for the final disposal of high level radioactive wastes would allow
meeting the present regulatory criteria of ARN, leaving open the possibility of considering
technological developments that would reduce the activity content in the wastes, and consequently,
the time required for their isolation. The removal of the material of interest and the further disposal of
the produced wastes are then an adequate solution, taking into account that this leaves open the
possibility of reuse of these materials as fuel, increasing its energetic exploitation and reducing the
radiological impact of the final disposal of nuclear wastes. Besides, by this means not only the
economic exploitation is increased, but the probability of eventual human intrusion associated to the
intentional recovery of valuable materials contained in the non reprocessed wastes is diminished.
Furthermore, the institutional control period required in these cases is reduced considerably and
should cover the demonstration period.
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Atucha 1 nuclear power plant has unique design and its commercial operation started in
1974. The upgrading decisions, the basis for an upgrading program and its status of implementation
are presented. Regulatory decisions derived from the performance-based approach have the
advantage that they enable balancing of the overall plant risk and identifying at different plant levels
the areas where improvements are necessary.

I) Introduction
Atucha-I is a reactor pressure vessel PHWR type, 357 MW(e), fuelled with natural
uranium, cooled and moderated with heavy water and on-line refueling. The core includes 253 fuel
elements, each located within a vertical coolant channel. Its commercial operation started in March
1974.
Regulatory standards are based on a set of fundamental concepts which are part of the
regulation system established by the Argentine concerning to radiological and nuclear safety,
safeguard and physical protection. The nuclear safety of the installations is based on deterministic
and probabilistic approaches. The performance-based regulatory approach was adopted by the
Nuclear Regulatory Authority (ARN) several years ago, considers the deterministic and
probabilistic approaches as complementary using insights from reliability studies, PSA and riskinformed operational insights while maintaining some deterministic requirements.
Initially, the Licensee scheduled a program in order to start with some backfitting
measures. In rum, the Regulatory Authority issued requirements related to the upgrading and
improvement of the plant, aimed at increasing the plant safety level based on the above mentioned
regulatory approach. Afterwards, such requirements were confirmed by the results of the
probabilistic safety analysis (PSA). Those requirements resulted from safety analyses, regulatory
inspections and accumulated operational experience, mainly from the relevant events occurred in
domestic nuclear power plants as well as in other installations located abroad.
Fundamentally, the decisions taken to upgrade the plant were based on the following
aspects:
•

The plant was designed at the end of the sixties, when the main criteria, for the design
basis accidents, were based upon the deterministic conception of safety, particularly in
the so called "maximum credible accident".

The plant has been operating for more than 24 years and some operation safety criteria
are different from those applied nowadays
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•

The development of the PSA as one of the most relevant safety assessment performed
up to now in this nuclear power plant.

•

The modifications introduced in systems and procedures of the installation, particularly
the power increase and those related to the R06 channel failure (actions taken as a
result of the R06 fuel element channel breakage in CNA-I in 1988) required a revision

2) Upgrading Actions
Plant specific probabilistic safety assessment (PSA).
Pressure vessel analysis.
Radiation Protection new limits
Coolant channel replacement program.
Secondary heat sink.
Emergency power supply system.
Safety assessment due to the introduction of slightly enriched fuel elements
Other improvements.

Plant specific PSA
The new operating license issued when the repairing tasks related to the R06 channel
failure were finished, required, among other items, the performance of a full-scope level 1 PSA.
The Licensee appointed a group of 12 specialists who started working in 1992. The version of plant
specific level I PSA, which comprised the analysis of the internal plant events occurred during full
power operation as an initial condition (determination of the core damage probability), was finished
in March 1996. An International Peer Review Service Mission (IPERS) was carried out by IAEA
and all IPERS recommendations were taken into account.
It should be mentioned that the PSA enabled the identification of the main contributors to
risk, and at the same time it was possible to make a qualitative and quantitative comparison
between the different alternatives of nuclear power plant design, to improve and update operational
procedures and to improve the surveillance program.
The results of the PSA demonstrated some weaknesses in the plant design and operation.
Even though such weaknesses were not important enough to interrupt the plant operation license,
the ARN issued a series of requirements in order to perform corrective actions of immediate
implementation. Such immediate requirements have already been fulfilled by the Licensee. Some
examples are the electrical interconnection between CNA-I and CNA-II, and the installation of
isolation valves in the auxiliary line of the pressurizer to reduce substantially the primary low
pressure events . There are other requirements issued by ARN of mid-term implementation like the
construction of a second heat sink which have already started to be implemented

Other already implemented improvements derived from the PSA results are:
•
•
•
•
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Improvements in the residual heat removal system.
Improvements in the safety related river circulating system.
Updating of emergency operation procedures and operator re-training.
Improvements on reliability of the main feedwater system

This PSA -that includes LOCAs classified in 5 groups, 17 plant transients and other initiating
events, for instance the pressure vessel failure- made it possible to select the set of accidental
sequences mainly contributing to core damage. During PSA performance several maintenance
procedures and repetitive tests were analyzed and the thermohydraulic analysis of the main
accidental sequences were re-evaluated. External events like fire risk analysis and flooding are
being carried out. Besides, a shut down PSA is also being carried out for Atucha 1.

Pressure Vessel analysis
CNA I pressure vessel (RPV) surveillance program was initiated in 1974, by introducing
30 test specimens distributed in the reactor core. In 1980, 10 additional capsules containing
samples of the same type, but made of A508 class 3 material were introduced, aiming at obtaining
a relative reference for neutron exposure. On the other hand, irradiated capsules were withdrawn
and examined. No definite conclusion could be obtained about the pressure vessel material
behaviour, due to the differences between the neutron spectra present on samples located inside the
moderator tank and those spectra on the pressure vessel wall.
Due to the uncertainties associated with the previous results, KWU AG carried out an
irradiation program in the German VAK reactor in 1985. The experiments were carried out with
probes made of the same pressure vessel basis material as well as with A508 class 3 material,
simulating the conditions on the CNA I pressure vessel wall.
Although, there are some uncertainties due to the short irradiation time (high acceleration
factor), irradiation carried out by KWU AG indicated that 35 °C was the temperature for ductile-tobrittle transition at the end of CNA-I lifetime (32 full power years). On the other hand, preliminary
results of the most unfavorable LOCA analysis showed that the pressure vessel would reach higher
temperatures than the before mentioned transition temperature at the end of its lifetime.
However, ARN analyzed these results and due to the uncertainties mentioned demanded an
evaluation of those accidental scenarios having the most unfavorable stresses for the pressure
vessel integrity (Pressurized Thermal Shock analysis), as well as a program of the necessary
actions (such as: improvement in the surveillance program) to be carried out in order to minimize
such uncertainties contained in the studies.

Radiation Protection new limits
The ARN adopted the ICRP N°60 recommendations and they were included in the
Radiation Protection Basic Standards issued in December 1994. Therefore, the ARN performed a
radiation protection review in the operating nuclear power plants and decided to make some
additional requirements to adapt them to the new criteria.
Nevertheless, some doses to workers in CNA-I cannot be substantially decreased until the
channel replacement is completed. It is estimated, due to their nature, the tasks related to the
moderator heat exchanger cleaning and maintenance will involve doses close to limits for the staff
committed to their execution
Coolant channel replacement program
In order to reduce effects of corrosion and erosion phenomena, some reactor internal,
primary and moderator circuit components were covered with a non ferrous alloy containing 60%
cobalt, commercially known as Stellite-6 (e.g. coolant channel guides and primary circuit pump
and valve seats). The channel surface covered with this alloy is approximately 16m2, constituting
around 95% of the total Stellite-6 present in the nuclear power plant primary circuit. As a result of
the material activation produced by the core neutron flux, cobalt-60 is formed.
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On the other hand, corrosion and erosion products still present, most of which contain
cobalt-60, are transported through the moderator and coolant circuit and are deposited along all the
primary circuit. Therefore, gamma emission due to cobalt-60 additionally contributes to the
radiation field on specific places of the reactor building and consequently, to the increase of
occupational dose.
The Basic Radiological Safety Standard issued and applied by the ARN, requires the
preservation of dose limits and constraints, as well as the application of radiological protection
optimization. Thus, the CNA-I Licensee was required to eliminate the cobalt-60 generation by
totally replacing the original coolant channels by others without Stellite-6. This activity is gradually
going on at each programmed outage and up to now 130 channels have been replaced, representing
more than 50 % of their total number. At the outage programmed for 1998, the replacement of 100
channels is foreseen. The job is expected to be finished at the end of 1999.

Secondary heat sink
Accidents with a small loss of coolant (SLOCA), had not been evaluated in detail in the
original plant design. This type of accident was not taken into account due to the fact that CNA-I
was designed according to the "maximum credible accident" criterion, which only considers the large
LOCA (2F), according to the in-force criteria at that time. During this type of events (SLOCA)
depending on the break size, the primary circuit depressurization is slow, thus delaying the
corresponding injection of water coming from the emergency core cooling system.
These factors and the need for increasing safety in terms of core damage probability
determined in the level 1 PSA, indicated the convenience of installing a core residual heat removal
system, independent from the present one, through the secondary system via steam generators.
This improvement consists in providing the steam generators with an independent water
supply system capable of removing the core residual heat during several hours, with the purpose of
producing the necessary cooling gradient to manage different accidental situations. At present, the
basic engineering has already been developed and the detailed engineering of the secondary heat sink
including controlled release to the atmosphere is being developed. The ARN has established the
following minimum requirements to be fulfilled by such a system:
•

•

To be able of replacing the moderator in its functions of core cooling system, during shut
down.
To be able of removing the core residual heat considering the following conditions:
a) Loss of emergency power supply,
b) Considering failures on cooling pump operation,
c) Considering failures on the intermediate cooling system operation.

Taking these requirements into account, the Licensee proposed the following characteristics for the
new system design:
•
•
•
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Two independent water supply routes to the steam generators and two lines of hot steam
release to the atmosphere each having 100% capability, shall be provided.
The injection water temperature shall be room temperature, so that the deposit tank may be
made of concrete.
The second heat sink pumps shall be impelled by diesel engines. Their power shall be enough
to impulse electric generators, each of them being able to satisfy the complete system demand.

Emergency power supply system modification
The plant has three diesel generators of 1.6 MW operating with a 2/3 logic, meets the
energy demands of those necessary systems to maintain the plant on safe shutdown condition.
According to design, the emergency power supply system has to comply with the non-interruption
condition; this is the reason why the installation has a hydraulic turbine.
The ARN required from the Licensee a significant improvement of the emergency power
supply system reliability in order to reduce the annual probability of core damage in case of an
event of loss of off-site power, which is one of the most significant accidental sequences.
In response to this requirement, the Licensee implemented the electrical interconnection
between CNA I and CNA II through the normal power supply bars. The ARN accepted such
solution because as a result of its implementation, a considerable increase in the system reliability
was achieved, limiting its use until the CNA II commissioning tasks began.
Such interconnection, which operates either in automatic or manual mode, incorporates a
back up emergency power system and can restore the electric supply to CNA-I normal bars in a
very short time. It also complies with the criteria of physical and functional independence and it is
composed of two redundant trains, each one capable of satisfying 100% in demand.

Safety assessment due to the introduction of slightly enriched fuel elements
Originally, CNA-I standard fuel element is constituted by 36 natural uranium dioxide fuel
rods, disposed in concentric rings having 1, 6, 12 and 17 fuel rods each, plus an additional
structural rod located in the external ring.
As a result of several technical and economic analyses, the Licensee proposed to replace
the standard fuel element by another one having similar characteristics but slightly enriched
uranium dioxide as fuel (0.85% w in U235). The advantage of using such slightly enriched fuel
elements are: a better use of the fuel through the higher achievable burn up, and consequently a
reduction in the use of the fueling machine, and a smaller number of irradiated fuel elements to be
stored in the rest of the nuclear power plant lifetime.
Nevertheless, the greater contents of the isotope U235 imply certain differences in the
standard fuel element, such as variations in global parameters, reactivity coefficients and kinetic
parameters, having different response in operational events and transients. This is the reason why
additional studies were necessary. The feasibility and safety analyses carried out by the Licensee
showed that it was possible to add slightly enriched fuel elements in successive stages, each of
them supported by the corresponding safety report. During the first stage of the project, 12 slightly
enriched fuel elements were loaded (representing 5% of the total number of fuel elements in the
core). The second stage included up to 99 slightly enriched fuel elements (25% of the total number
approximately). The Licensee demonstrated that even with this number of slightly enriched fuel
elements, it was possible to operate the plant under the same safety conditions as those under which
it had been designed.
Safety assessments are being carried out by both the ARN and the Licensee, with the purpose of
including more than 100 slightly enriched fuel elements in the core.
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Other improvements
There are some fire protection improvements were implemented: location of fire protection
barriers on emergency diesel generators, location of collecting pots for flammable liquids, replacement
of grid lids for blind lids to wire protection, replacement of control room doors and location barriers to
delay fire propagation in the medium tension bar (6,6 kV) room and in the battery room. However,
additional improvements will be implemented when the fire risk analysis is finished.
Organizational changes were also included within the upgrading program such as:
•

Constitution of a highly qualified team specialized in robotics, for special maintenance tasks in
areas of difficult access and with high radiation fields taking into account ALARA principle.
• Improvements in the area of re-training and qualification with the aim of meeting the increasing
demands for staff training and competence
• Improvements in the QA team.

Conclusions
The safety level of Atucha 1 has been significantly increased by implementing an
upgrading plan. The performance-based approach, which involves insights from reliability studies,
PSA and risk-informed operational insights while maintaining some deterministic requirements
(defense-in-depth, etc), has substantially improved the safety level in Atucha 1 nuclear power plant.
This approach aims at balancing the overall plant safety, to minimize conservative requirements, to
optimize inspection efforts and to ensure an optimized cost-safety relationship.
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Abstract
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is an effective tool to enhance plant safety, and to
operate nuclear facilities in the most efficient manner. However, a PSA that is to be used as a day to
day tool for decision making at NPPs has to reflect the actual design and operational features of the
plant as accurate as possible and it must be of high quality. The first requirement can best be fulfilled
with the Living PSA Concept, while the latter considerably depends on the Quality Assurance for the
PSA project. The IAEA has made a considerable effort to support the development of technical
capabilities for PSA in Member States and in writing technical oriented procedures for carrying out
PSA. However, PSA reviews show that there are still some aspects, such as quality assurance, that need
to be stressed further. With this background in mind, the IAEA has, during the last two years, been
working on Living PSA and Quality Assurance for PSA. The draft TECDOCs prepared during these
activities, "Requirements for Living PSA" and "A framework for a Quality Assurance programme for
PSA" are summarized in this paper.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is an effective tool to enhance plant safety, and to
operate nuclear facilities in the most efficient manner. PSA is an effective tool for this purpose as it
assists plant management to target resources where the largest benefit to plant safety can be obtained.
It is very important to emphasize the quality of the PSA that is to be used as a day to day tool
for decision making at NPPs. Any PSA which is to be used in this way must have a credible and
defensible basis, thus the importance of having a Living PSA accepted by the plant and the regulator.
Also, the establishment of an adequate and effective quality assurance framework is fundamental in
any PSA project.
With this background in mind, the IAEA has, during the last two years, been working in two
projects dealing with the aspects that are going to be treated in this paper: Living PSA and quality
assurance for PSA.
2.

LIVING PSA

2.1

Introduction
This section presents a summary of the IAEA (draft) TECDOC on "Requirements for Living

PSA".
A Living PSA (LPSAj is a PSA model of the plant, which is updated as necessary to reflect
the current design and operational features, and is documented in such a way that each aspect of the
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model can be directly related to existing plant information, plant documentation or the analysts'
assumptions in the absence of such information. The LPSA would be used by designers and utility
and regulatory personnel for a variety of purposes according to their needs, such as design
verification, assessment of potential changes to plant design or operational features, design of
training programmes and assessment of changes to the plant licensing basis.
The core of an LPSA is a risk model of the plant which reflects the current design and
operational parameters. As with any model, there are approximations and assumptions associated
with it that limit to a greater or lesser extent its domain of applicability. Therefore, the specification
of these analytical boundary conditions and an identification of the limitations of the PSA model is
an integral part of the definition of the Living PSA. Ultimately it is this information which
determines the applications for which the LPSA can be used.
2.2

LPSA updating

The LPSA needs to be updated as changes in any aspect of plant operation or design,
improved understanding of thermal hydraulic or accident phenomenology, new information leading
to revised data, or advances in analytical techniques occur.
Normally, proposed changes to plant design are mostly implemented during the i.e., yearly
refuelling outages. A good practice would be then to yearly review the LPSA to guarantee its
continuing validity. It is also suggested that the updating process be audited every three years and
the model formally reissued at that time.
2.3

LPSA documentation

A fundamental requirement for using the LPSA in decision making is that all results,
conclusions and recommendations be traceable to the plant design, construction and operational
information.
Sometimes very little efforts are devoted to produce adequate PSA documentation. Quite
often it is found that some PSA aspects are recorded in hand written analysts notes but are not
formally included in the PSA documentation. Sometimes, it is found that the basis that supports the
PSA models is not recorded at all. It seems clear that poor documentation jeopardizes the traceability
of the PSA, makes it difficult to review and significantly decreases its usability since the connections
between the study and the real plant are not fully established and therefore, there is no guaranty that
the PSA results reflect the plant reality.
Apart from the documents for the management of the LPSA (i.e., project plan and QA plan
and procedures), there are three types of technical documents which are essential in a LPSA project.
These are: individual task procedures, analysis files or calculation notes for each of the tasks and the
document database.
A task procedure is a detailed set of steps that give guidance of how to perform the tasks, the
techniques to be used and general assumptions to be made. Each Task Procedure should clearly
identify the interfaces with other tasks and the information/data to be exchanged between tasks. The
real purpose of these documents is to ensure that all analysts working in a task develop a consistent
set of models which interface without overlap or omission. Future revisions to the LPSA will use
the same procedures so ensuring consistency with the original model
In one sense the Analysis Files or Calculation Notes are the heart of the LPSA. These
documents contain all the systematic and explicit information on the assumptions made in the
development of each aspect of the final model as well as the detailed steps in the development of
each part of the model. Each file clearly identifies the interfaces with other tasks and the
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information/data that has been exchanged between tasks. Only if there is a complete set of such files
it is possible to define and understand each element of the computer model, and the results of its
quantification.
The purpose of the Document Database is to identify all the external (plant) and internally
generated documents used in the study and their relationship to each other.
2.4

Quality assurance for LPSA

The importance of QA to LPSA cannot be stressed enough, hence the importance of the
quality assurance plan and procedures. If the LPSA is to be of continuing use in the enhancement of
plant performance, it must be based on a secure and traceable process in which all details of the
LPSA, including explicit and implicit assumptions, modelling techniques, etc., are fully checked,
documented and recorded. The purpose of the QA plan and procedures are to ensure that the
necessary documentation is developed and the review process for all work products clearly specified.
The framework for setting up the quality assurance programme for a PSA is summarized in Section
3.
2.5

Final remarks

A LPSA can only be developed with the full support of the plant management and personnel,
so that on completion of the initial model, it is perceived as an integral part of the plant operation and
safety documentation, that provides a valuable resource for the safe and efficient operation of the
plant.
The LPSA is the expression of the risk of operating the plant, encompassing both design,
performance and all related activities. Thus the development of the model, its scope and the end
uses, has to be an integrated plant activity, with the co-operation and assistance of several
departments.
However, the LPSA itself needs to be performed by a team specialised in the methods and
techniques needed to develop the model. These experts may or may not belong to the utility. In any
case, the composition of the team and its interaction with each department in the plant is fundamental
to the success of the project, and. in particular to the successful provision of results which have the
full recognition of these departments.

3.

QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR PSA

3.1

Introduction

This section presents a summary of the IAEA (draft) TECDOC on "A framework for a
quality assurance programme for probabilistic safety assessment". The document is based on the new
QA guideline "QA for Safety in Nuclear Power Plants and other Nuclear Installations", Safety Series
No. 50-C/SG-Q. Vienna. 1996.
It was alread\ mentioned in Section 2 that for the PSA to be of continued use, it must be
based on a secure and traceable process from the beginning. This is the purpose of the QA
programme. The QA programme sets forth the methods, resources, controls and procedures, and defines
the responsibilities and lines of communication for all PSA activities. Therefore, the QA programme
applies to all phases of the PSA project and includes all the tasks in the PSA project.
In particular the quality of the Living PSA depends on a well developed and maintained QA
programme that is effectively applied during all PSA phases. The success of developing a living PSA
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directly depends on the initial QA measures taken. Inadequate QA measures employed in the early
stages of a PSA may lead to loss of information and may severely limit its usefulness.
3.2

QA programme

The organization responsible for the PSA needs to develop and implement a QA programme
which includes the details of how the work of the PSA project is to be managed, performed and
assessed. It considers the organizational structure, functional responsibilities, levels of authority and
interfaces for those managing, performing and assessing the work. It addresses management measures,
including planning, scheduling and resource considerations as well as working procedures that provide
guidance on actual work performance
Responsibilities regarding the establishment and implementation of an effective QA
programme need to be clearly defined following the practices applicable for the organizations where the
PSA project is carried out. The duties, authorities and responsibilities of all members of the PSA project
must be clearly identified and documented for each phase of the project. Due to the complexity of a
PSA project, various internal and external interfaces have to be carefully considered and defined in
detail in appropriate procedures.
3.3

PSA Configuration management

The fundamental source of data for the PSA is the information from the plant. This means that a
system should be in place to assure that all the information needed for the PSA is received or made
available to the PSA team. Means need to be established to keep control of all documentation
transmitted to the PSA team. When information, which is only available at the plant, is used,
appropriate measures are necessary to ensure that the documentation used is identifiable. Of course, all
information and documents developed during the project also need to be subject to appropriate QA
control.
The control over all the information, documentation, computer codes, computer files, etc. used
and produced in the PSA project and of the status of all this information, documentation, computer
codes, computer files, etc. is called Configuration Management. Configuration management is applied
to PSA information and its documentation throughout the whole life cycle to ensure that the models,
data, specifications, verification evidence, documentation, and software used are all mutually identified
and at a known status. I.e., controls and procedures are necessary to ensure that all versions of the
information are accurately identified. Controls should also be established to record any change of the
configuration status of PSA information. Mechanisms should be provided to assign and track the
identification of the models, data and documentation, including their revision. Logs and records should
be maintained relating to the distribution, inventory, configuration control and status accounting for all
received and deliverable items.
An adequate configuration management is necessary to successfully accomplish one of the
most critical tasks in the Living PSA, the LPSA updating process. This is because an appropriate
configuration management will help to ensure that any change in a model part is reflected in an
appropriate manner in all other PSA parts relationally connected to it.
3.4

Validations, verifications and reviews

QA for each task will entail verification of compliance with the task instruction, verification of
technical accuracy of results, compliance with required form and content for input to other tasks.
QA must not only consider the work activities of the PSA, but must necessarily control the
quality of the informational input for each task. Informational input will come from either the output of
other tasks, or from outside the PSA project. In the former case, the QA of the previous tasks will ensure
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the quality of the input. In the latter case, additional steps must be taken to ensure the quality of the
information
In order to provide QA of the PSA, all computer codes used in the development of the PSA
must be verified and validated.
A comprehensive review process accompanying the PSA project is essential for a quality PSA.
Different types of reviews are carried out to consider the PSA model and results in an adequate way.
Reviews can be specialized to concentrate on details and individual models, or they can consider broad
aspects and overall results of the PSA. Level and formalization of the reviews extend from informal,
carried out by the analyst on his own work, to a formalized high level peer review.
3.5

Final remarks

Changes in PSA models, data, information and results, including changes to requirements,
scope and objectives and input data should be made in a controlled manner. The reason for a change has
to be documented and consideration needs to be given to the impact and implications of the change.
When carrying out a change, in principle, the modifications should be handled in the same way as for
carrying out the complete PSA (information control; configuration control; documentation control;
Verification and validation; Review). This is a key point for the periodic updating of a Living PSA.
Quality Assurance of the PSA is an important aspect considered during IPERS missions. It is
normal to find that some attention to QA is paid during the project. However, the review teams are
often left uneasy regarding the completeness of the QA framework and the strict adherence to it.
Therefore, it is not uncommon that IPERS teams who find QA related deficiencies in the reviewed
study, include in their conclusions an indication of the limitations in the usability of the PSA.
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The IAEA has, during the last three years, been working intensively on PSA applications. The draft
TECDOC prepared during these activities, "PSA Applications" is summarized in this paper. Actual events at
nuclear facilities provide an important basis to compare PSAs with reality. PSA based operational event analysis
therefore can be used to evaluate the importance of operational events from a risk perspective but also can
contribute to validating and enhancing PSAs and to continuously check whether or not the PSA models are
adequate, appropriate and complete. The work of the IAEA in this area is therefore summarized as well. In a
companion paper, titled "Towards a credible PSA fit for applications", two specific aspects regarding the
quality of the PSA to be used are discussed in detail, namely the Living PSA concept, which ensures that the
PSA reflects actual design and operational features and Quality Assurance for PSA.

1.

INTRODUCTION

PSA analyzes the risk associated with operating the plant, either in terms of plant damage or
radiation dose to the members of the public, using a logical and systematic approach that makes use
of statistical data associated with performance of the equipment and plant personnel as a basis for the
calculations. This in principle has the potential to produce an understanding of the inherent risk of
operating the plant over a much wider range of conditions than the traditional deterministic methods
which generalh define what is considered to be a bounding set of fault conditions.
Therefore. PSA is considered a very powerful tool to support decision making, however PSA
is not a panacea and it certainly cannot be used to answer everything or resolve every problem or
issue that might appear at the plant. In addition, its weaknesses and limitations need to be
acknowledged. An adequate understanding of the uncertainties associated with the PSA is necessary
in order to support the PSA applications. This understanding is dependent on the sources of
information used to develop the PSA model and the adequacy with which the information is
documented. As the understanding of plant performance improves, and the weaknesses, limitations
and technical difficulties associated with the PSA are progressively remedied the quality and
usefulness of the PSA will increase.
The following sections present a discussion on current trends in PSA applications, followed
by a summars of the work done at the IAEA in the area of PSA based evaluation of the significance
of operational events. Actual events at nuclear facilities are an important base to compare PSAs with
reality'. Besides providing valuable insights regarding the implications of operational events, the
approach contributes to validating and enhancing PSAs and to continuously check whether or not the
PSA models are adequate, appropriate and complete.
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2.

PSA APPLICATIONS

2.1

Introduction
This Section presents a summary of the IAEA (draft) TECDOC on "PSA Applications".

PSA can be used to evaluate the risk significance of NPP design and operational features, to
define a risk measure as the basis of prioritising the various items under review or for risk based
ranking of plant components. Therefore, PSA can be used for the evaluation of possible changes in
plant design and operational features and for the evaluation of NPP operational events. The necessity
for having a tool able to address these evaluations in a comprehensive and systematic fashion is the
rationale for establishing a PSA Applications Programme.
2.2

The use of risk monitors

A significant part of the PSA applications require the dynamic use of the PSA models, and
near prompt knowledge of the actual risk caused by the actual situation at the plant. This requirement
can be satisfied by using a special tool called Risk Monitor.
A Risk Monitor is "a plant specific real-time analysis tool used to determine the
instantaneous risk based on the actual status of the systems and components. At any given time, the
risk monitor reflects the current plant configuration in terms of the known status of the various
systems and/or components, e.g., whether there are any components out for maintenance or tests. The
risk monitor model is based on, and is consistent with, the LPSA. It is updated(l> on the same
frequency as the LPSA. The risk monitor is used by the plant operational staff in support of
operational decisions."
The risk monitor is designed to show the current risk state based on the actual plant
configuration and tests in progress at any given time. Its primary use therefore is to enable
maintenance and test activities to be performed on a risk informed basis. This is done by either
having a target, in some cases core damage probability (CDP) for any configuration in which the core
damage frequency (CDF) is above a given threshold, or minimising the risk when such risk target or
criteria does not exist.
2.3

Use of PSA to support NPP design

PSA has become an important tool in the nuclear power plant design process. The benefits from
a plant-level engineering perspective and the quantitative insights from a comprehensive PSA are not
available from consideration of only a limited set of design basis accidents and application of traditional
deterministic design criteria for individual safety functions, systems, and components. Therefore, PSA
is now being used to supplement deterministic criteria and analyses in the design process for new
reactors.
Early in the design process, preliminary PSA models are used as an internal analysis tool. The
PSA models and analyses are refined and become more complete as the design matures. The final PSA
may be submitted to the regulatory body as part of the supporting documentation for the plant design
and licensing criteria.

'"To update the risk monitor means, in this context, to revise the models and database as changes are made to plant design
and operational features, as the level of understanding of the thermal-hydraulic performance or accident progression
increases, or as improvements are made in modelling techniques. This update needs to be done with the same frequency and
in a manner consistent with the update of the LPSA. Updating does not include reconfiguration of the risk monitor, which
may be performed on a daily basis or as often as necessary to monitor the operational risk of the plant.
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Another very important and widely spread PSA application is to identify potential safety
improvements and to support the selection, design, installation, and licensing of operating nuclear
power plant upgrades. The PSA is an important framework for these analyses because it is the only
available method to consistently account for all intersystem dependencies. The importance of these
dependencies may be ignored or underestimated when decisions are based on only a deterministic safety
approach.
2.4

Use of PSA to support NPP operation

PSA modelling techniques for assessing plant safety and measuring risk are effective tools
for evaluating maintenance activities to assure that the risk significant systems and equipment are
being maintained, and to assure that maintenance activities do not reduce plant safety and increase
risk by, for example extensive maintenance resulting in increased equipment unavailability, or
occurrence of high risk configurations during maintenance.
In this context the most significant PSA applications are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of PSA to support maintenance planning
Use of PSA to support reliability centered maintenance programmes
Risk-based in-service testing
Risk-based in-service inspection
Use of PSA in connection with NPP technical specifications: modifications to AOTs and
STIs and exemptions to technical specifications
Risk-based configuration control

Other PSA applications to support various aspects of NPP operation are:
•
•
•
•
•

Risk-based safety indicators
Use of PSA to evaluate safety issues
Use of PSA to support NPP periodic safety review
Graded QA
PSA based evaluation and rating of operational events

Utilities and regulators world-wide acknowledge the benefit of using PSA for event
evaluation. The reason is that PSA not only provides a sound basis for analyzing the significance of
many operational events, but also the use of PSA for event evaluation allows for the PSA to be
backfitted based on real plant occurrences, and systems and operator real response to events. This
makes the PSA more realistic, more credible and therefore more suitable for further applications. A
description of the process for PSA based event evaluation is presented in Section 3.
2.5

Use of PSA to support incident and accident mitigation and management

With the advent of improved understanding and increased characterization of severe
accidents, accident management can be analyzed in an integrated process and the interrelationships of
Emergency Operating procedures (EOPs), Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMG), and
off-site actions can be planned and organized to minimize the possible consequences of severe
accidents, considered over the whole spectrum of their possibilities and probabilities, within the
limits of practicality.
The improved understanding comes from research and development activities in severe
accident phenomenology and the application of the results of these to analysis of the realistic
accident progressions. The increased characterization in modelling and probability comes from the
plant-specific nature of modern PSAs, the inclusion of all internal and external events for various
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operating and shutdown modes, and the comprehensive analyses of these accidents scenarios through
PSA Levels 2 and 3. Deterministic calculations of the effects of system operations in accidents are
enhanced by the augmented description of boundary conditions and integral plant responses that can
be derived from PSA analyses.
In this context the most significant PSA applications are the following:
•
•
•
•
2.6

Use of
Use of
Use of
Use of

PSA to improve emergency operating procedures (EOPs)
PSA to support NPP accident management
PSA to support NPP emergency planning
PSA to improve operator training programmes

Use of PSA in the regulatory framework

The deterministic regulatory process does not explicitly account for the probability of an
event occurring. Yet, probabilistic reasoning was always implicitly utilized. Therefore, a blend of
deterministic and probabilistic philosophy has always guided the development of the nuclear
regulatory process. However, as the knowledge-base matures, the overwhelming reliance on the
deterministic regulatory process may not necessarily ensure the most suitable approach to obtain
adequate protection of public health and safety. Using probabilistic techniques, it can be shown that
some deterministic criteria do not lead to design and operational practices that are optimal. This has
the ramification of seriously overlooking potentially significant safety measures, due to regulations
that are exclusively based on deterministic criteria. Thus, PSA has become a tool also to be used in
the regulatory framework leading to the concept of risk-informed regulation.
Risk-informed regulation involves the whole area from implicit probabilistic considerations
in the traditional deterministic requirements to an intensive use of probabilistic safety and risk
analysis results in optimisation of regulatory attention, enforcement of regulatory requirements, and
for more efficient utilisation of resources to enhance safety improvements by licensees. This might
involve the formalised use of quantitative Probabilistic Safety Criteria (PSCs), or informal,
qualitative measures.
The objectives of risk-informed regulations dictate that the regulatory attention be
commensurate with the risk significance. Therefore, providing risk-based regulatory criteria are
appropriately developed, a systematic and efficient expenditure of resources are to be expected,
while, simultaneously, a balance in overall safety of nuclear power plant can be achieved.
However, in order to achieve an efficient risk-informed approach to regulation an adequate
framework is required. This means that a formal process for decision-making needs to be
implemented and procedures need to be established for changing already existing regulatory
requirements based on new proposals that use probabilistic inputs. In addition, the regulatory
authorities need to have dedicated staff with sufficient understanding of the PSA methodological
framework. Therefore, the regulatory authorities are responsible for providing an adequate degree of
training to their non-PSA staff members responsible for decision-making in order to have a common
basis for communication, and understanding of the vulnerabilities and strengths of the probabilistic
approach.
To fully implement and integrate the PSA process into the existing licensing and regulatory
framework, the regulatory authorities are responsible for adequate proliferation of PSA technology,
including exchange of experience and communication between the PSA specialists, the non-PSA
engineers, and regulatory staff responsible for inspection and enforcement. This will reduce the
potential for misunderstanding and resistance to change, and will focus attention more towards safety
enhancement and efficient use of safety resources.
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3.

PSA BASED EVALUATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF OPERATIONAL EVENTS

3.1

Introduction

During the seventies it was realized that the information contained in a PSA can be used for
the analysis of operational events. The probabilistic models of the PSA constitute the information
base to derive the scenarios for considering potential ways events could develop and implications of
operational events. A special method was developed, widely named "precursor analysis" which is
profitably applied in many member states to enhance plant safety and to improve PSAs. This section
presents a summary of an appendix on "the use of PSA to evaluate the significance of operational
events", which is part of the draft safety report on "Plant Review of Operational Safety Performance"
(in preparation).
The use of PSA for the analysis of operational events serves two purposes:
1. it increases the understanding of the plant vulnerabilities given the event occurrence and
provides the basis for effective experience feedback, and
2. the PSA model is continuously checked for appropriateness and completeness with
respect to its ability to depict the operational events.
Actual events at nuclear facilities provide an important base to compare PSAs with reality.
PSA based operational event analysis therefore can contribute to validating and enhancing PSAs and
to continuously check whether or not the PSA models are adequate, appropriate and complete. The
best basis for PSA based operational event analysis is a plant (or at least plant type) specific PSA
which is maintained as a living PSA.
3.2

Purpose of PSA Based Operational Event Evaluation

The purpose of PSA based operational event evaluation is to characterize the relative risk
importance of operational events for optimizing feedback of operating experience, to derive insights
and to support the evaluation of plant specific design and operational problems as the events occur.
Starting from an event at the plant, which could be an event which may initiate a plant trip or degrade
or disable safety systems, or both simultaneously, the method gives an estimate, in terms of a
conditional probability, of the margin which still separates the plant from an accident with
unacceptable consequences.
Thus, the basic purpose of PSA based operational event analysis is to find answers to the
following questions:
•

How could an operational event have degenerated into an accident with more serious
consequences?

•

Can we determine a measure for what separates an operational event from a potential
accident with more serious consequences?

Special weight is given to experience feedback: by extrapolating operational events to
accident scenarios with serious consequences, valuable insights can be gained on accidents on the
basis of minor incidents, without suffering their real consequences. The method thus makes it
possible to learn from minor events before we must learn from real accidents.
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3.3

Overall Approach
The overall approach of evaluating operational events involves the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Initial screening of the operational event, whether or not the event is risk significant;
understanding the operational event and its safety implications;
Pre-selection of the operational event for further investigation;
Relating the operational event to the reference PSA models and finding out whether or
not the event can be adequately analyzed with the PSA models;
Operational event analysis, mapping of the events on the PSA models, qualitative and
quantitative evaluation, interpretation of results and derivation of insights.

In operational event analysis a re-analysis of the PSA needs be performed under the
condition that the operational event has occurred. On this basis new conditional probabilities of
accident sequences are calculated. If the calculated conditional probability of accident sequences
leading to unacceptable consequences is larger than a given threshold value, then the operational
event will be selected as an event which merits further consideration. A widely accepted threshold or
cut-off value is 1E-6 for the conditional probability.
The PSA model used for operational event analysis should be sufficiently complete in scope
to include the plant response to the operational event. It should include all relevant initiating events
and all relevant operating conditions of the plant. Sometimes it is necessary to adapt or extend the
models of the reference PSA due to the following reasons:
•

Most reference PSAs only retain events and accident sequences that contribute in a nonnegligible manner to the core damage frequency or other defined unacceptable
consequences. Sometimes it is necessary to restore accident sequences that were
eliminated or truncated out in the reference PSA.

•

The level of detail of the PSA events and models is insufficient for directly depicting the
operational event in the PSA. in this case additional considerations establishing the
connection between the operational event and the PSA events and models are necessary.

•

The PSA is incomplete or inadequate. This would also mean that the reference PSA
should be revised.

Mapping of the operational event on the PSA is the most crucial step regarding the ability of
the reference PSA. In order to relate the event to the PSA, the analyst determines which accident
sequences are involved or could be involved, what fault tree models, basic events or operator actions
are affected, and what recovery actions could be applied or are made impossible. In the mapping
process the relation between the observed operational events with the events described in the PSA
models is established. Basically there are the two following types of operational events:
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•

The event represents a transient which interrupts normal operation of the plant, thus there
is a obvious effect on plant operation. In this case the event can be directly related to an
initiating event of the PSA (if modelled) and the accident scenarios affected by the event
are those developing from this initiating event.

•

The event involves the unavailability or a degradation of equipment or systems without
an immediate impact on plant operation. If the event is related to one (or several) safety
functions, a systematic survey of the principal scenarios on which the event impacts
needs to be done. First, all the initiators which require the affected safety function(s)
need to be identified. In the event scenarios or sequences developing from these initiating
events only the scenarios which entail the operational event are retained.

As part of the procedure of PSA based evaluation of operational events the scope of the
evaluation can be extended by "what i f questions. What would happen if the event occurs under
different conditions and context? This step allows to make maximum use of the information from the
operational event. Again, the framework of the reference PSA can significantly support this type of
question. An operational event occurs within a specific context and situation. The objective of this
task is to ask the question what would happen if the event would occur under different conditions or
in a different way. Typical parameters for which this question could be raised are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

plant type
initial condition of the plant
chronology of events in the incident
environment for common mode failures
different human behaviour
different context for human interactions.

Some operational events are not amenable to analysis or very difficult to model within the
PSA framework. This involves such items as organizational problems, quality assurance programme
deficiencies or degradation in design margins. Those operational events which cannot be analyzed
reasonably should be identified and documented as potentially significant events which are
impractical to analyze.
4.

CURRENT TRENDS IN PSA APPLICATIONS

In order to compile state-of-the-art information on developments in PSA applications and tools,
the IAEA convened a Technical Committee Meeting on PSA Applications to Improve NPP Safety in
Madrid, Spain, from 23 to 27 February 1998. This meeting was organized by the IAEA in co-operation
with the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council (CSN) and the Union of Spanish Electrical Utilities (UNESA).
Presentations and discussion during this TCM displayed the current trends in PSA and PSA
applications. For example:
•
•
•

•
•
•

It is generally accepted that Living PSAs are to be the basis for the risk based approach to
decision making.
The development and use of risk monitors as tools for configuration management is
spreading fast.
The use of PSA to support NPP test and maintenance is one of the most popular PSA
applications. The idea of focusing maintenance efforts on the most safety significant
components, systems and structures is very appealing to the nuclear community.
Several organizations have established frameworks and procedures to use PSA to
evaluate the importance of operational events from a risk perspective.
Plant specific PSAs are being used to support the WWER safety upgrading programmes.
Not all countries have a regulatory framework for the use of the probabilistic approach in
decision making. Some countries are still far from the "risk-informed" regulation, and
this means that there is still considerable work ahead, both for regulators and utilities to
clarify approaches, to establish a framework and to reach a common understanding in
relation to the use of PSA in decision making.
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Abstract
The most significant source of radioactive wastes in the Czech Republic is the operation of nuclear
power plant. The original NPP design included only storage of concentrates and unsorted solid wastes in the
nuclear power plant. Our concept of waste management from nuclear power plant operation has been gradually
developed and it consists of solidification of radioactive concentrates, volume reduction of solid wastes by
compressing and disposal of conditioned wastes in surface concrete vaults. The most significant part of the
arising waste was assumed to be evaporator concentrates. In the design of the NPP it has been assumed that up
to 1% of fuel element cladding may fail. With a sufficient number of natural and man-made barriers, the release
of radioactive material will be limited and delayed, its migration retarded and its concentration sufficiently
diluted to assure that the impact will remain in prescribed levels. Initial site selection studies started in the later
seventies taking into account social, economic conditions and requirements for the protection of nature. After
performed area surveys, the site near the constructed NPP Dukovany has been chosen. Safety assessment of
Dukovany repository has been based on 3 critical scenarios:
- groundwater transport to the nearest water supply
- Intrusion after end of institutional control
- dwelling on the site after end of institutional control
Compartment models based on the scenarios described above were formulated to estimate committed
effective equivalent dose due to different exposure ways.

Introduction
The share of nuclear power plants on the total electricity generation in the Czech
Republic is about 20 %. There is one nuclear power plant in operation. The nuclear power
plant in Dukovany consists of 4 units of WWER (PWR) 440 type 213 of 440 MW each. One
nuclear power plant in Temelin originally planned with 4 units WWER 1000 and later
reduced to 2 units is under construction.
The most significant source of radioactive wastes in the Czech Republic is the
operation of nuclear power plant. The NPP design has included only storage of concentrates
and unsorted solid wastes in the nuclear power plant. Our concept of waste management from
nuclear power plant operation has been gradually developed and realised. It consists of
solidification of radioactive concentrates by bituminization or cementation (vitrification is
under development), volume reduction of solid wastes by compressing or incineration and
disposal of conditioned wastes in surface concrete vaults.
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The activities initiated or carried for the assessment of the radiological impact from
the low level radioactive waste disposal to protect man and environment in the Czech
Republic are described.

Assumed Waste Inventory
The assumed operational radioactive waste arising rate and the data assumed in
design for 4 units are given below:
•

evaporator bottom concentrates

220 m^/a

•

spent ion exchanger resins

55 m-Va

•

solid waste

400 nP/a

The most significant part of the arising waste was assumed to be evaporator
concentrates In the design of the NPP it has been assumed that up to 1% of fuel element
cladding may fail. The most significant radionuclides in long time-stored waste were assumed
to be : Co-60, Cs-134 and Cs-137.

Site selection
Initial site selection studies started in later seventies. There were 2 legal documents
ensuring by the force of law that authorised limits of releases and discharges from a repository
will be below permissible limits is reasonably achievable, taking into account social,
economic conditions and requirements for the protection of nature.
The Regulation No. 59/1972 on Protection against ionising radiation formulated the
basic principles of radiation protection based on the ICRP and IAEA recommendations of that
time. General requirements on construction, equipment and operation of working places with
sources of radiation were set. The maximum permissible dose for workers of 50 mSv/a and
the dose limit for the planning of protection of non-professional individuals at the level of 5
mSv/a were established.
The Decree of the CSAEC No. 4/1979 on General Criteria for Siting of Nuclear
Facilities with Regard to Nuclear Safety determined the general criteria for ensuring safety in
siting of nuclear facilities including their environmental impacts. Not only nuclear power
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plant, but also a waste repository containing waste from nuclear reactor operation has been
also considered as a nuclear facility.
The purpose of the Decree was to determine the general criteria for ensuring safety in
siting nuclear facilities including their environmental impacts.
Several promising sites were identified according to the above mentioned criteria.
After performed area surveys, the site near the constructed NPP Dukovany has been chosen.
A hydrogeological characterisation of the radioactive waste disposal site was
performed. Data were collected on chemical and physical properties of the groundwater,
groundwater regime, water-bearing characteristic of hydrogeologic unit, water use and
climatological data. The fluctuations of ground water level were studied, particularly in
relation to precipitation. As a result, ground water table map was obtained. The site survey
involved also data on land use, population distribution, and locations of national parks,
surface and groundwater resources, vegetation as well as on background radiation and
environmental contamination.
The base of the site is formed by a granulite body with a low fissure permeability and
the hydraulic conductivity is in the range of l.E-6 to l.E-7 m/s. The aquifer thickness is about
10 m. The hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer and the upper unsaturated sandy clay layer
vary in the range of 3.E-6 to 5.E-8 m/s. The mean annual rainfall is 0.567 m/a.
Special attention was given to the evaluation of retention properties of soils. Field
tests as well as laboratory studies were performed in order to obtain realistic values of the soil
retardation factors of the radionuclides. Laboratory tests were performed using geological
materials obtained from boreholes drilled at the site. The both, static as well as dynamic
techniques were used to determine the distribution coefficients (Kd's) and the retardation
factors
Samples of various soil layers taken from test boreholes gave Kd-values for Cs, Sr,
Co, Ni and 1 in the range 2.E+2 - 3.E+4, 2.E+1 - 5.E+2, 3.E+2 - 2.E+3, 2.E+2-2.E+3 and 0 - 1
ml/g respectively For other radionuclides in question, the Kd's were taken from literature
The Kd's were used to estimate the radionuclide delay in geological media taking into
account its limitations associated with their empirical character. Studies were performed to
obtain Kd values in various experimental conditions related to contact time, pH, competitive
ion concentrations (H + , An + , K + , Ca 2+ , Cl', HCO3-, SO4 2 -, EDTA) and the solid-liquid
ratio.
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Safety Assessment
Safety assessment is a procedure for evaluating the performance of a disposal system,
its radiological impact on man and the environment. It is an iterative process requiring a wide
variety of informations to describe the behaviour of the disposal system and to provide
reasonable assurance of compliance with safety and regulatory requirements.
Mathematical models of the disposal system were tested in order to perform
calculations of radionuclide migration from a repository by groundwater to man taking into
account the site specific parameters. Models developed a methodology that enables to define
source term; the use of experimentally gained parameters and gave as a result the radionuclide
concentration at the populated areas.
The source term includes chemical and physical processes that can occur during the
migration including radioactive decay, homogeneous reactions in liquid phase, heterogeneous
reactions between solid and liquid phase. The reactions may include hydrolysis, precipitation,
ion exchange, diffusion, dissolution and adsorption. The activity of the most important
radionuclides correspond to the waste production from four 440 MWe and four 1000 MWe
WWER (PWR) reactors. Source terms for the scenarios have been corrected and newly
deriyed from actual waste volume, barrier data evaluation and assumed radionuclide content.
Originally, the radionuclides of greatest interest were Co-60, Sr-90, Cs-137. Later on, Pu-239
and Am-241, C-14, Ni-59, Ni-63, Nb-94, Tc-99 and 1-129 were also considered.
A detailed description of all potentially possible processes is very complicated and
sometimes impossible. Therefore it has been necessary to accept some simplification in the
system description. To enable the modelling, the accepted assumptions for models were that
the water is incompressible. For some models was assumed also that the aquifer is porous,
homogeneous, isotropic and the water velocity is constant. For chemical reactions between
solid and liquid phase, a simple linear model has been used assuming that that ion exchange
with linear adsorption isotherm is the controlling mechanism and the equilibrium will be
reached.
The physical and chemical phenomena considered in the model for migration of
radionuclides in groundwater are:
•

convention

•

longitudinal and transversal dispersions

•

sorption of radionuclides in aquifer
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•

radioactive decay
According to modelling experiences it can be concluded that basic mechanism that apply

to realistic site characteristics can be simulated with simplifying assumptions. Analytical
models are preferable for uncertainty analysis and preliminary investigations of transport
phenomena using conservative data even when some field data are lacking. However, they are
applicable, if the aquifer can be assumed to be porous, homogeneous, and isotropic and the
water velocity is constant.
Numerical models posses the ability to treat more complicated systems with heterogeneous
aquifers.
Radionuclides released into groundwater can reach surface water bodies. Resulting
activity in the water phase causes human exposure due to consumption of drinking water and
agricultural products contaminated due to irrigation practices.
Safety assessment of Dukovany repository has been based on 3 critical scenarios.
- groundwater transport to the nearest water supply
- Intrusion after end of institutional control (300 years after closure), for example as a result of
construction works or exploratory borehole drilling
- Dwelling on the site after end of institutional control (300 years after closure)
The last two scenarios are significant after closure of the repository. They will be dealt
below.
Therefore it was assumed that the significant contribution to the individual doses are:
•

Consumption of drinking water

•

Consumption of vegetables irrigated with contaminated water

•

External irradiation to contaminated soil

•

Inhalation of resuspended particles of contaminated soil
The discharge of groundwater to biosphere is usually a long-term process. Therefore, a

simple dosimetric model based on the concentration factor methods was used Radionuclides
are assumed to reach equilibrium in environmental materials and transfer coefficients are
steady state concentration ratios between coupled compartments of the environment.
The associated radiological impact will occur after ceasing of the institutional control
of the site and no further disposal will have taken place. Studies related to the human intrusion
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were performed. Two scenarios were found to be the most pessimistic cases of a large number
of possible scenarios that result in a direct alteration of the normal evolution of the site.
The first one is related with the construction of a house at the site and the other with
the inhabitation of a house placed in the same site including the consumption of drinking
water and vegetables grown on the repository material diluted with fertile soil distributed in
the vicinity of the house.
The pathways considered were for the construction scenario:
•

Inhalation of resuspended soil during the excavation work

•

External irradiation from direct exposure to the repository material

•

For residential scenario, the considered pathways were:

•

External irradiation from direct exposure to the contaminated soil

•

Consumption of vegetables grown on contaminated soil

•

Inhalation of resuspended dust containing radionuclides
Compartment models based on the scenarios described above were formulated to

estimate committed effective equivalent dose due to different exposure ways.
Concentrations of radionuclides in various foodstuffs were calculated using recommended
values of model parameters. The next step included calculation of activity intake by man and
the resulting dose. The values of activity-dose conversion factors were taken from ICRP
recommendations.

Model Verification
A mathematical model and corresponding computer code are verified when it is
shown that the code behaves as intended and that the equation are correctly encoded and
solved.
Verification of used codes has been performed by step-by-step checking of the logic
of the models or line-by-line checking of the code listing if available has been performed to
verify the used codes. Then it has been used comparison the calculated results with results
obtained from analytical solutions of used equations or by using another available code results
for comparison.
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Important, parts of the model used have been additionally tested within two
international validation studies, BIOMOVS, examining models for biosphere transport and
within NEARS, testing models for ground water migration. The used approach consisted of
comparing of model predictions among participants for specific test scenarios without
experimental data being available. It may be concluded that the used models yielded
acceptable results.

Model Validation
A mathematical model and corresponding computer code are validated when it is
shown that they provide a good representation of the processes in the real system. Validation
is carried out by comparison of calculations with field observation and experimental
measurements. Its is clear that not all the used models can be fully validated because of the
long periods and lack of experimental or field observation data. Therefore, submodels were
tested case by case.
The calculated ground water levels have been compared with the observed levels with
good results Important parts of the model used for transfer of radionuclides through food
chains have been additionally tested within the BIOMOVS international validation study. The
used approach consisted of comparing of model predictions against independent data sets
derived from measuring after the Chernobyl accident. It may be concluded that the used
models yielded acceptable results as well.

Sensitivity analysis
In a sensitivity analysis the influence of changing parameters on the predicted
behaviour of the system is evaluated. The main purpose is to identify parameters, which effect
the system behaviour strongly or else to a negligible extent. The presented sensitivity analysis
results were obtained from the simplified version of the transport equation, the evaluated case
being presented by the individual dose from a single release of a contaminant from a unit
source volume and under one-dimensional dispersion condition. Main attention was paid to
variations in the values chosen for leach rate, ground water velocity, retardation factor
(sorption capability), hydrodynamic dispersion and length of flow-path.
The amount of leached radionuclides depends not only on reaching rate but also on
surface-volume ratio. From various results obtained by different studies it may be stated that
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the product quality, presence of water and the contact time of waste with leaching media
mainly govern the leaching rate. In comparison, the surface-volume ratio is insignificant.
Peak concentrations in all cases decrease with decreasing ground water velocity, this
decrease being least for the long-lived poorly sorbed radionuclides C-14, Tc-99 and 1-129. For
strong sorbed radionuclides as Pu-239, Cs-137 and Co-60, the peak concentration varies in the
range of several orders of magnitude for ground water velocity ranging from 1 .E-4 down to
l.E-7m/s.
The calculations showed that there is only a minor role played by dispersion at higher
ground water velocities. At the lower velocities the more significant effects are for strongly
sorbed radionuclides. This leads to a conclusion that the values of peak concentration at
higher ground water velocities are in general; governed by the advection whereas dispersion
does not play an important role. On contrary, at lower rates of ground water flow the effect of
dispersion is much more significant.
The general effect of increasing sorption is to decrease the peak concentration and to
delay the time at which it occurs. However, this conclusion may not be valid if radionuclide
half-life is considerably longer than the travel time for a given distance.

Waste Acceptance Criteria
Radioactive wastes are of different physical and chemical forms and contain variable
activities of radionuclides with different half-lives and radiotoxicities as well as various
amounts of non-radioactive materials. Some of these materials are in the form in which they
originate. Therefore they have to be conditioned to make them suitable for disposal,
particularly those with high specific activity, liquid content, leachibility* unacceptable content
of toxic or combustible material or mechanical and thermal stability.
The waste acceptance criteria for the radioactive waste disposal shall define the
characteristics of the properties of disposed radioactive wastes, namely the content of
radionuclides, structural stability, leachability, heat and radiation effects, the possible
generation of gases, microbial degradation and the development of a critical state, the content
of corrosive, explosive and pyrophoric materials, free liquids and complexing agents,
corrosion resistance and surface contamination of packages and surface dose rate. The said
waste acceptance criteria shall proceed from the safety analysis of the possible environmental
impacts of the radioactive waste disposal system.
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Waste acceptance requirements have been suggested by the operator on the basis of
performed safety assessment taking into account dose limits, the conditions of operations, the
waste inventory, the characteristics of natural and engineered barriers and the planned
duration of institutional controls.
However, the basic limitations on the acceptability of radioactive wastes are the
specific activities and the total activity that may be disposed in the repository.
Waste acceptance criteria for the repository in Dukovany have been set as
radionuclide activities related to drum, vault and repository. Mobile activity includes surface
contamination of waste package, leachable activity and non-standard waste activity.
Other limits are used for leachibility, surface contamination and for non-standard
waste disposal.
Model calculations for the nearest water supply have proved that non zero
concentration may be expected only for very long lived radionuclides with low retention in
aquifer, i.e. C-14, Tc-99,1-129.

Repository Design
Repository facilities must be designed in such a way that the personnel and the public
are adequately protected at all times from radiological hazard arising during normal operation
as well as in accident situations. Requirements on a repository design, construction, operation
and closure were more detaily specified in Regulations No. 67/1987, on Ensuring of Nuclear
Safety in Radioactive Waste Management.
With a sufficient number of natural and man-made barriers, the release of radioactive
material will be limited and delayed, its migration retarded and its concentration sufficiently
diluted to assure that the impact will remain in prescribed levels. These barriers include:
•

Geological formation in which repository is sited assuring protection from water and
retardation of radionuclides along the possible pathways to biosphere and where future
natural and man-made disruptive events are unlikely

•

Physico-chemical form of the waste assuring low release rate

•

Waste package

•

Engineered barriers keeping the possibility of infiltration of water to a minimum and its
rapid removal
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The condition a) has been achieved by the site selection. After preliminary safety
assessments it has been decided to fix the waste by bituminization or vitrification. Such a way
solidified waste is characterised by a low leachibility and low specific area due to High Mass
content of waste in the final product. Solidified waste is disposed in steel barrels of 200 L
volume. These barrels are considered to be a transport and manipulation package and are not
considered as an isolation barrier due to their possible easy corrosion damaging.
Radioactive wastes are placed into reinforced concrete disposal vaults. Their main role
is to prevent water from reaching waste packages. It has been done by the vault design and by
a drainage system. Dimensions of vaults are 17.3x5.3x5.4 m. The capacity of one vault is
1200 drums (200 1). The total volume of all 112 vaults is 55000 m 3 which corresponds about
130 000 drums. The bottom of a vault is sloped to enable the precipitation water to be pump
out of vault if necessary.
When the vault is full with waste, it is closed by a concrete panel of 0.5 m thick and
covered by a layer of impermeable plastic to make it waterproof. At a later time, grout
application is foreseen to improve the stability a retention ability of the system. A final cover
will be placed on it made of a layer of clay, geotextile and layers of draining materials to close
the repository. Because of sufficient capacity it may be expected that the repository will serve
to the both Czech NPP's for their whole service life until the year 2020.

Real Waste Inventory
To the end of the paper, the reached operational radioactive waste arising rate for 4
units have to be mentioned. The actual data are given below:
•

evaporator bottom concentrates

440 m^/a

•

spent ion exchanger resins

24 m

•

solid waste
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The most significant part of the arising waste is evaporator concentrates as assumed.
However, the activity of the generated waste is 2 orders of magnitude below the initially
assumed values. The dominating activities in long time-stored waste are the following
radionuclides. Ce-oO, Cs-134 and Cs-137 with concentrations below 1 MBq/1. The
concentrations of transuranic radionuclides Pu-238+239 Pu and Am-241 have been also found
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to be below 1 Bq/1. The concentrations of long-lived beta radionuclides C-14, Sr-90 and Tc99 have been found to be up to several kBq/1. It can be said, that repository fullfil all
requirements for the operational radioactive waste.
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Abstract
On behalf of the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety
(BMU), the Federal Office for Radiation Protection in Germany (BfS) is carrying out a research
program in the field of radiation protection. More than 60 research and study contracts in 11 different
radiation protection areas are funded every year, and these are carried out mainly by universities and
research centers. The results of these projects are used in developing radiation protection regulations,
guidelines and procedures to fulfill the special radiation protection tasks of the BMU, the execution of
which is required by law. Planning, scientific and administrative management, provision of assistance
as well as expert evaluation of the results from these projects lies within the area of responsibility of
the BfS. A report issued annually provides information on preliminary and final results of radiation
protection research projects in Germany.
1. INTRODUCTION
In Germany, the Atomic Energy Act regulates the peaceful use of atomic energy. As a
consequence of this, the design, construction, operation and decommissioning of nuclear power plants
is subject to comprehensive licensing and supervision procedures. The Atomic Energy Act is
supplemented by different regulatory measures. The most important in the area of radiation protection
is the Radiation Protection Ordinance, which regulates the use of radioactive substances and ionizing
radiation, this ranging from the licensing of practices in medicine, industry and research to the
decommissioning of facilities and exclusion of practices where activities are below exemption levels.
Other regulations, like the Precautionary Radiation Protection Act and the X-Ray Ordinance, regulate
specific aspects of radiation protection. The Ordinances are supplemented by a number of guidelines,
for example, the Guideline on Radiation Protection in Medicine, which form together the regulatory
framework for the field of radiation protection.
The radiation Protection Ordinance prescribes the system of notification, registration and
licensing of all practices in the non-nuclear field. The implementation of the Ordinance by the
different State Authorities is supervised by the BMU. The protection of man against the dangers of
ionizing radiation is the responsibility of the BMU, and is carried out within the framework of the
protection tasks layed down in the Atomic Energy Act, the Radiation Protection Ordinance and the
Precautionary Radiation Protection Act. The carrying out of these tasks, the development of a
prescriptive radiation protection system, and the supervision of their implementation is only possible
on the basis of a broad knowledge of the science involved, and of technological advances.
Fundamental problems, as well as problems relating to specific radiation protection measures, have to
be investigated and solved. In order to provide support in the decision making process and in the
carrying out of the specific technical tasks required by the regulations, the BMU has established a
nuclear safety and a radiation protection research program covering a broad range of topics. Planning,
scientific and administrative management, assistance as well as expert evaluation of the results from
these projects lies, as mentioned above, within the area of responsibility of the BfS. A report issued
annually provides information on preliminary and final results of radiation protection research in
Germany [1].
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In the following paper, the radiation protection research program is described and the results
of selected research projects are presented.

2. THE RADIATION PROTECTION RESEARCH PROGRAM
Within the radiation protection research program there are 11 subject headings under which
projects are initiated, supported and evaluated (see Table I). An important task, in the process of this,
is the assessment of natural and man-made sources of exposure, and of the resulting radiation
exposures to man. Enrichment processes for natural radioactive substances, and trends in the use of
radioactive substances and ionizing radiation have to be recognized and evaluated in order to make
possible the implementation of measures for the protection of the population. A special topic is radon
exposure to the population and to those exposed to radon at their place of work. As a consequence of
the recommendations of the European Commission on the Protection of the Population Against
Radon Exposures within Houses, and of the revised European Basic Safety Standards in Radiation
Protection, which now also require the protection of workers against exposures due to natural sources
of radiation and also the protection of air crews, there is a need for specific research in this area.
On the basis of the experience gained so far, it is assumed that dose limits for the public are
such that exposures do not lead to a significant increase in the risk due to natural radiation. However,
this assumption must be re-examined constantly. For this reason, detailed knowledge of both
radioecological data and models is necessary. Knowledge of the behavior of radioactive substances in
the environment, their dispersion in air and water, their enrichment in different ecosystems and their
subsequent effect on man via the food chain is very important, and further research is still needed in
this area.
The resulting somatic and genetic effects have to be investigated further, and evaluated to
enable assessment of radiation risks with higher levels of reliability, especially in the low-dose
region. Important topics in this area are epidemiological studies on lung cancer risk due to radon, and
the causes of childhood leukaemia.
An important requirement for many investigations, as well as for the monitoring of dose
limits, is the availability of appropriate measurement techniques. The wide variety of complicated
measurement tasks, requires improvement of existing measurement systems and the development of
new methods, to incorporate new dosimetric data and models. Important topics here are the
measurement of radon and the improvement of environmental monitoring and incorporation control.
The objective is the standardization of measurement and calculation procedures.
The present philosophy in radiation protection is based on the principle of licensing practices
which contribute to radiation exposure only when these can be properly justified (justification
principle), and to constrain exposures from justified practices, to keep them as low as reasonably
achievable (optimization principle). Both principles are layed down in the Radiation Protection
Ordinance and their implementation has to be supervised by the BMU. In order to fully achieve this
aim, the investigation of radiation risks from the handling of radioactive substances and sources of
ionizing radiation, and the development of procedures and facilities for the optimization of radiation
protection is required.
The main topic of these investigations are radiation exposures in medical diagnostics, since
these contribute most to man-made radiation exposure to the public. In this regard, it is important to
find a balance between the benefits and the risks of diagnostic methods, to look for alternative
procedures where necessary, and to improve quality assurance in radiodiagnostics and nuclear
medicine. Radiation protection and quality assurance aspects are not only important in diagnostics but
also in medical therapy practices which use radioactive substances and ionizing radiation.
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Further topics of research are radiation protection issues arising during the transport of
radioactive materials and the management of radioactive wastes.
Wherever radiation is used, incidents may occur - due to human error or technical failure - in
which radioactive substances are released and/or persons are exposed to radiation. For this reason,
emergency planning and preparedness is an important task. Emergency planning has to be constantly
improved and the efficiency of protection measures, including medical preparedness in cases of
overexposure, has to be increased.
After the reunification of Germany a new, important task in the area of precautionary
radiation protection developed: the assessment, analysis and evaluation of uranium mining residues in
Saxony and Thuringia. The objective of the research project on establishing an assessment register
for uranium mining residues is the estimation of the overall radiation protection situation, and of the
necessity of implementing safety and restoration measures, along with the further economic
development of the affected regions, by localizing the affected areas and objects.
In the last decade, the human environment has become increasingly characterized by the use
of electronic devices, both at work and at home. This continuing development has led to the
introduction of protection measures against non-ionizing radiation. In this area, there is clearly a need
for improving scientific knowledge and for the carrying out of systematic investigations of the effects
and risks of different practices for man, in order to develop regulations for the protection of the public
or specific occupational groups. The research results obtained so far served as an important basis for
the development of the Ordinance on Electromagnetic Fields which has been in force since 1996.

TABLE I.

RESEARCH TOPICS IN RADIATION PROTECTION

RESEARCH TOPIC

NO. OF PROJECTS

1

Analysis of natural and man-made radiation exposure

5

2

Measurement techniques and dose assessment

9

3

Radioecology data and models

9

4

Somatic and genetic effects of radiation

12

5

Emergency planning and preparedness

4

6

Radiation risks from handling radioactive substances and radiation sources

2

7

Procedures and facilities for the optimization of radiation protection

3

8

Radiation protection in radioactive waste management

2

9

Biological indicators, pathogenesis of radiation injuries

4

10

Effects and risks of non-ionizing radiation

10

11

Assessment register for uranium mining residues

2

3. RESULTS OF SELECTED RESEARCH PROJECTS
Radon has. for many years now, been an important topic and still is so. The subject area
ranges from measurement procedures, to lung cancer risk due to radon. The inhalation of radon and
its daughter products in houses causes more than half of the natural radiation exposure to the public in
Germany. Research projects revealed that geological subsoil is the main source of radon releases. On
the basis of measurements of activity concentrations for radon and its short-lived daughter products,
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and of the equilibrium factors for in-door and out-door radon levels, the resulting radiation exposure
could be estimated. An analysis was carried out in order to establish whether reference levels
recommended by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and by the
German Radiological Protection Commission (SSK), for radon concentrations at home and at the
work place, had been exceeded. Parallel to this, concepts for the restoration of old buildings to protect
against radon ingress were elaborated and proposals were made for how to build 'radon-safe' new
houses. Investigations of radon diffusion through porous materials were relevant in relation to this.
For the reliable assessment of radon risks, specific epidemiological studies are required. Two
case control studies are being carried out in different regions in Germany. The cases group is
composed of a number of lung cancer patients, and the controls group of the same number of persons
from the general public from the same region. The in-door exposure to radon was measured for all
homes where the interviewed cases and controls have been living over the last 35 years. Other risk
factors, like active or passive smoking, occupational radiation exposure, nutrition etc. are determined
by questioning the study participants. First trends show an increase of lung cancer risk for the general
population, related to the level of their radon exposure. Reliable study results can be expected in the
near future.
For some years now, a discussion has been going on in Germany on whether the operation of
nuclear facilities may lead to an increase of cancer risk, especially for children living in the vicinity of
such facilities. The University of Mainz, which runs a childhood cancer register, carried out a case
control study on childhood acute leukaemia and lymphoma. Incidence rates were determined for
regions with a radius of 15 km around nuclear power plants, and compared to incidence rates for other
selected regions. The study also included regions where nuclear facilities were planned but not yet
built.
No increase in frequency of childhood leukaemia within the 15 km radius could be detected.
There is a tendency for an increased risk of acute leukaemia among children below the age of 5 within
a 5 km radius around nuclear facilities, however, the results are not statistically significant. There was
no increased risk around older facilities (in operation before 1970). These results are based on 979
leukaemia cases. No risk factors were found which could be related to the operation of nuclear
facilities.
The biggest individual project in terms of cost and manpower involving, in the last few years,
the establishment of an assessment register for uranium mining residues, was completed at the end of
1997. The objective of this project was the estimation of the level of radioactive contamination in
former uranium mining areas and the effects of this on the environment in suspected regions, by
means of standardized measuring programs. After evaluation of all results, the extent of radioactive
contamination was defined and a radiation protection-relevant assessment was carried out, this
defining those regions and situations which require more in-depth, location-specific investigations to
form a basis for restoration decisions. The basis for the assessment were the criteria established on
radiation protection principles for storage, use or exemption of contaminated materials, buildings,
areas or dumps from uranium mining activities (Recommendations of the German Radiological
Protection Commission). The investigated mining residues were divided into three categories,
depending on their level of specific activity with regard to the most relevant radionuclides of the
uranium-radium decay chain, and according to further criteria:
(1)
(2)
(3)

object can be used without limitation
object has to be observed further
relevant object.

A classification scheme has been developed, all mining objects were classified, and unusual
situations in the vicinity of mining objects were identified. Maps including all relevant information
were given to the local State Authorities, and the public was informed about the findings of the
project.
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In the area of non-ionizing radiation a project was carried out to develop calculation and
simulation programs for the dosimetric assessment of radio systems available on the market,
especially in the light of the introduction of future communication systems, to establish and optimize
simulation programs for the calculation of field distributions in the human body. WLAN-applications
(Wireless Local Area Network) and satellite-aided mobile radio systems were of specific interest. The
results show that the established limits are only exceeded in abnormal cases and during misuse.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Regulatory procedures must be closely related to scientific knowledge and technological
advances. Progress in terms of knowledge and experience as well as new technological possibilities
must be taken into account, through the corresponding development of safety and precautionary
measures. The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety has
thus established research programs in the areas of nuclear safety and radiation protection. The
projects carried out within the framework of these programs, contribute to the development of a
general safety strategy and to the improvement and revision of regulations, guidelines and procedures
in these areas.
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